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Organization of the National Joint Computer Committee 

Resolution adopted by the National Joint Computer Committee, 
December 12, 1956, subject to ratification by the sponsoring societies 

A. Name and Object 

1. Name. This Committee shall be 
known as the National Joint Computer 
Committee, herein identified by the ab
breviation "NJCC." 

2. Sponsorship. The NJCC shall be 
jointly and equally sponsored by the fol
lowing three organizations: 

Association for Computing Machinery 

Committee on Computing Devices of the 
American Institute of Electrical Engi
neers 

Professional Group on Electronic Com
puters of the Institute of Radio Engi
neers, Inc. 

3. Object. The Committee shall aid 
in the promotion of dose cooperation and 
coordination in the activities of the spon
soring societies related to the field of com
puter engineering and allied arts and 
sciences. Its objects shall be scientific, 
literary, and educational in character and 
in harmony with the aims of its sponsors. 

B. Field of Interest 

1. Scope of N J CC. The general 
scope of the NJCC shall be that which 
stems from the scope of the Association 
for Computing Machinery, the Com
mittee on Computing Devices of the 
AlEE, and the Professional Group on 
Electronic Computers of the IRE. 

2. Major Interests. The major field 
of mterest of the N J CC shall be the de
sign, development, manufacture, and use 
of computers, but shall also include an in
terest in the various activities that con
tribute to this field or utilize the products 
or techniques of this field. The term 
"computers" shall be interpreted broadly 
to include data, and information handling 
and processing systems useful in scientific 
computation, business accounting, and 
industrial and military control problems. 

C. Committee Formation and 
Management 

1. Cr;mmittee Structure. The NJCC 
shall derive its authority from the three 
sponsoring groups referred to in Section 
A2. The heads of these three groups, 

Organization of NJCC 

namely, the President of the Association 
for Computing Machinery, the Chairman 
of the AlEE Committee on Computing 
Devices, and the Chairman of the IRE 
Professional Group on Electronic Com
puters, shall be ex officio voting members 
and shall each name four voting members 
in addition to themselves. They shall also 
designate one member or previous mem
ber as Chairman and another member 
as Vice-Chairman. The Chairman shall 
appoint a Secretary-Treasurer. In addi
tion, the Technical Society representa
tives of the sponsoring societies s!~all be 
ex officio non-voting members .of the 
NJCC. An important consideration in 
the selection of members shall be their 
ability and willingness to attend the 
committee meetings. 

2. '{enure. The terms of office of the 
committee members appointed by the 
sponsoring societies shall be two years, 
two new members being appointed each 
year from each society. 

In selecting committee members, each 
society shall attempt to secure a balanced 
geographic representation according to 
the needs of the NJCC and the society. 
The NJCC Chairman may recommend 
areas. 

It is recommended that members from 
each area of the country be suggested by 
the respective active organizations in that 
area. 

3. Terms of NJCC Officers. The 
officers' terms shall normally coincide 
with the calendar year and the incum
bents shall continue to serve until their 
successors are selected. The selection of 
officers should be made as soon as expe
dient following the appointment of new 
committee members. 

4. Committee Meetings. The NJCC 
shall meet at least twice a year, to set 
policies, make plans, and discuss prob
lems within its field of interest. The 
meetings shall be distinct from meetings 
of the Steering Committees operating the 
Conferences. 

5. Executive Committee. Questions of 
NJCC policy or NJCC decisions not con
veniently settled at a meeting of the 
NJCC as a whole and not otherwise spe-

cifically delegated by the Charter or by 
the NJCC as a whole should be decided 
by the Executive Committee which shall 
consist of the heads of the three sponsor
ing groups and the NJCC Chairman. 

6. NJCC Chairman. The NJCC 
Chairman, the chief executive officer of 
the NJCC, shall-be generally responsi
ble for the implementation of NJCC 
policy or decisions-act as representative 
of the three societies in setting reasonable 
and consistent conference policies-call 

I and preside over NJCC meetings-ob
tain clearance from the three societies 
for specific conference operations and 
fiscal plans-appoint and delegate individ
uals to carry out the work of the NJCC, 
such as the preparation of specialized 
unified mailing lists. 

7. Vice-Chairman. The NJCC Vice
Chairman shall assist the Chairman in 
executive matters and shall act for the 
Chairman in his absence. 

For the sake of continuity, it is rec
ommended that the Vice-Chairman suc
ceed the Chairman. It is further recom
mended that he be selected from a dif
ferent geographical area from the Chair
man. 

8. Secretary-Treasurer. The NJCC 
Secretary -Treasurer shall record and cir
culate minutes of the NJCC meetings
arrange for final summary reports of each 
conference to be sent to the NJCC 
members, to the three sponsoring socie
ties, and to other interested parties-act 
as financial liaison between the Finance 
Chairman of each conference and the 
three sponsoring societies. 

9. Voting Procedure. Questions sub
mitted to the Committee for vote shall 
be decided by a majority of the voting 
members. The Chairman shall vote only 
if his vote will decide an otherwise incon
clusive vote. 

D. Committee Activhies 

1. Conferences. The NJCC shall 
sponsor annuall V one or more conferences. 
Such conferences are not to be considered 
as being in competition with or a replace
ment of the regular activities of the spon-
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soring societies. Instead, the confer
ences are to represent the combined ef
forts of the sponsors to produce major 
technical meetings of a specialized nature. 

. Each conference is to treat a selected 
theme in the computer field in a thorough 
and authoritative manner; inspection 
trips and exhibits are to be featured; 
formal and informal discussions are to be 
encouraged; and a conference report is 
to be published. The quality and co
herence of the technical programs shall 
be such that the publications resulting 
from the conferences will be useful as cur
rent and authoritative text or reference 
books covering the various phases of the 
computer field. 

The NJCC will concern itself with such 
conference questions as can best be con
sidered on the national level. Examples 
of such questions might include: 

Decision on location of conference; 

Decision on topic or theme of conference; , 

Decision on scheduling of conference to 
optimize coordination with other confer
ences and to improve long-range planning; 

Recommendations of procedures and stand
ards for publications, publicity, and ex
hibit policies of each conference. 

At least a year in advance of a proposed 
meeting, the NJCC chairman with the ad
vice of the committee shall appoint a 
general chairman to plan and operate 
each N J CC conference. The general 
chairman shall be responsible for form
ing 8: conference steering committee from 
interested and capable people in the geo
graphical area of the conference. This 
steering committee will work with local 
organizations in the actual initiation 
and management of the conference. The 
steering committee shall consist of, in 
addition to the general chairman, a 
finance chairman, a local arrangements 
chairman, a technical program chaimlan, 
and a pUblications chairman. 

(a) General Chairman. The general 
chairman shall have the general executive 
responsibility for the conference and shall 
have the power to appoint additional mem-
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bers to the steering committee, where re
quired, to carry out its work. 

(b) Finance Chairman. The finance 
chairman shall be responsible for all financial 
transactions and accounts concerned with a 
particular conference. 

(c) Technical Program Chairman. 
The technical program chairman shall be 
responsible for implementing all phases of 
the technical program. This includes selec
tion of and arrangements with all speakers 
and session chairmen, and procurement of 
written material as required by the publica
tion committee and local arrangements com
mittee. 

(d) Local Arrangements Chairman. The 
local arrangements chairman shall be re
sponsible for all local arrangements, includ
ing registration, inspection trips, exhibits, 
hotel arrangements. He shall also be re
sponsible for all conference publicity, both 
local and national. 

(e) Publications Chairman. The publi
cations chairman shall be responsible for the 
preparation of the Proceedings of the con
ference. 

2. Other Activities. The NJCC may 
establish other committees as required to 
carry out its work. Such committees 
may, for example, be established to study 
and recommend long-range coordinated 
plans for national and international con
ferences, exhibits, and publications in the 
computer field, to study and makelecom
mendations concerning standardization in 
the computer field, or to study and make 
recommendations concerning education 
in the computer field. The sponsoring 
societies may also, if it is mutually agree
able, request the NJCC to undertake 
other projects in the computer field which 
may be particularly expedited through 
the joint and coordinated action of the 
committee. 

E. Financial Considerations 

1. Conference Financial Matters. The 
previous ,conferences and pUblications 
sponsored by the National Joint Computer 
Committee have been so successful from 
a monetary point of view that financial 
support of future conferences appears 

definite. However, in order to insure that 
the basic responsibility for the manage
ment of future conferences always springs 
from, and resides in, the three sponsoring 
societies, the National Joint Computer 
Committee shall treat each future confer
ence as an independent project requiring 
separate app! oval and initial loans from, 
and financial accountability to, the spon
soring societies. The Finance Chairman 
of each conference will be responsible to 
these Societies through the NJCC Secre
tary-Treasurer for the financial affairs of 
his own group. 

2. General Financial Procedure. Ap
proximately one year in advance of a 
conference, the steering committee for the 
conference shall formulate a tentative 
plan of action together with a conference 
budget and submit this for approval to 
the Sponsoring Societies through the 
NJCC Chairman. If the plans are ap
proved by the Sponsoring Societies, the 
NJCC chairman shall request an appro
priate loan from each of the sponsors and 
forward the money to the Finance Chair
man of the Conference Steering Com
mittee. 

3. Disposition of Surplus Funds. All 
surplus funds resulting from the opera
tion of a conference shall be distributed 
equally to the three sponsors by the 
NJCC Secretary-Treasurer within one 
year aftet the date of the conference. 

4. Committee Expenses. The NJCC 
shall formulate a budget of expenses which 
it expects to incur in connection with its 
activities, but not chargeable directly to 
a particular conference. As for instance, 
committee stationery, preparation of a 
unified mailing list, and the like. This 
budget will be submitted to each of the 
sponsoring societies accompanied by a 
request for an appropriation from these 
sponsoring societjes covering these ex
penses. These funds will be turned over 
to the Secretary-Treasurer, who will ac
count for them to the sponsoring socie
ties. 

Organization of NJCC 



Keynote Address 

H. T. ENGSTROM 

I AM deeply honored to be invited to 
furnish the keynote to this important 

conference. As a mathematician by 
training, I am perhaps somewhat mis
placed in this role. However, by a 
curious sequence of circumstances, I have 
been in a position to observe the progress 
of electronic digital data handling since 
the beginning of World War II. Al
though the term "electronic computing" 
covers a wide range of equipment, I am 
using the term in the sense of the large· 
scale internally programmed digital com
puters which have made so many contri
butions to the scientific and business life 
of the country during the past 5 years. 

As you all know, the great impetus to 
this art came from the military during 
World War .II. The impact of military 
needs on scient fie progress is not new. 
It probably began with Archimedes, who 
helped his cousin the tyrant of Syracuse 
to defend that city against the Romans in 
212 B.C. I quote from Plutarch's Life of 
Marcellus in this regard: 

The king prayed him to make him some 
engines, both to assault and defend, in all 
manner of sieges and assaults. So Archi
medes made him many engines, but King 
Hieron never occupied any of them, be
cause he reigned the most part of his time 
in peace without any wars. 

The electronic computing engines were 
constructed during World War II, and 
some of them made significant contribu
tions to our victory. However, it was 
not really until the end of World War II 
that the general-purpose electronic com
puting devices began to be delivered. 
The conviction of their practicality, and 
faith in the future rested principally 
among those people who had been work
ing in the field for the military during the 
·war. The Defense Department in general 
was convinced of the necessity of pursu
ing research and development in this area 
in the soluion of military problems. 
American industry in 1946, however, was 
not so convinced. As a result, in the 
post-war period, many individuals with 
faith in the future of the field established 
small independent companies which were 
financed by the Defense Department. I 

Full text of the keynote address presented at the 
Eastern Joint Computer Conference, New York, 
N. Y., December 10, 1956. 

HOWARD T. ENGSTROM is with the National Secu
rity Administration, Washington, D. C. 

Engstrom-Keynote Address 

do not need to name these companies 
since I am sure most of you are familiar 
with them. Some of the universities, 
such as Harvard, Princeton, and the 
University of Pennsylvania, also carried 
on research and development in the logi
cal structure and component development 
in the field. Again, in these universities 
the program was stimulated essentially 
by individuals who had faith in the 
future of large-scale computing devices. 
University management was not con
vinced, and in some cases still remains 
unconvinced, that the field of logical 
structure design of computing devices 
was one with proper academic stature. 

In 1950, many of the problems with 
respect to memories, input-output de
vices, and peripheral equipment had been 
solved so that well-balanced large-scale 
computing devices were put into opera
tion. At this time, big business became 
strongly interested in the field. Many of 
the small companies who had had a diffi
cult financial struggle to keep going, 
were merged with the large companies, so 
that in the early 1950's the electronic 
data-processing industry achieved a finan
cial stability as well as a technical ma
turity. It is difficult to estimate the 
phenomenal growth of the industry. It 
is certainly true that the present volume 
of business in electronic data-handling 
equipment is in excess of one billion dol
lars per year. Speculations as to its ulti
mate position are difficult, but certainly 
the industry will not reach a saturation 
point before expanding by at least a fac
tor of ten. 

The delivery of many of these equip
ments to industry and government has 
opened up a tremendous activity in the 
field of applications. The most impor
tant aspect of electronic computation in 
the last several years has been precisely 
in the area of a better understanding of 
the value of this equipment in our scien
tific and business problems. 

Although the industry has achieved 
technical reliability and financial sta
bility, there are many areas in which 
serious problems still exist, and I should 
like to point out some of these areas 
which come to mind, and which the mem
bers of this Computer Conference can 
assist in clarifying. 

The enthusiasm with which electronic 
data handling and automation possi-

bilities have been greeted is astonishing. 
I should not like to state categorically 
that ·the field has been much oversold, 
but I do think the overoptimism of en
gineers and scientists in connection with 
the field is a definite fact. This optimism 
causes serious complications. If an in
dustry or the Department of Defense relies 
upon estimates of delivery and perform
ance which are made by you engineers, 
they must have some degree of confidence 
in your technical and financial judgment. 
There have been too many cases of long 
delays in the delivery of vital equipment. 
Many of these delays could have been 
avoided had the project been less ambi
tious technically. It is better to have 
equipment on time, even though it may 
operate at only one half the speed which 
may be technically feasible. Another as~ 
pect of the industry, which I believe you 
should consider rather seriously, is that 
of engineering manpower. On the basis of 
scientific optimism, the Defense Depart
ment is pursuing many projects in elec
tronic computing. These projects result 
in many contracts with private industry. 
The usual procedure following the award 
of one of these major contracts is for an 
industry to proselytize engineering per
sonnel from its competitors. As a result, 
there is an inflationary spiral of salaries 
for engineering and scientific personnel. 
You may well say that a man is worthy 
of his hire. I do not subscribe completely 
to this point of view. The usurer who ex
tracts excessive interest rates is not par
ticularly admirable, nor is prostitution 
recognized as a reputable profession. I 
believe that it is within the power of you 
technical people to assist in rectifying 
this situation. I believe you have lost a 
great deal of dignity in participating so ac
tively in this mad scramble for personnel. 
Engineers can be of great assistance to 
the national defense in assessing proposed 
employment changes, not only on the 
basis of salary, but on the basis of the 
technical merit of the projects concerned 
and your potential (technical) achieve
ment. It is certainly your responsibility 
to see that our industrial and defense 
program is on a sound basis. 

I hope you will not feel that these 
criticisms of overoptimism and personnel 
instability detract from your achievement 
over the past 10 years in the creation of a 
tremendous industry which is one of the 
important elements of our national de
fense. The many papers presented at 
this conference are a witness to the con
tinued dynamic advance in the art as 
well as the industry. However, the 
soundness of your position in American 
economic life is clearly dependent upen 
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·your personal integrity, and I believe we 
should all give more attention to the two 
points I have tried to make, with respect 
to dependability in the matter of pre
diction of achievements in regard to 
time, money, and engineeting manpower. 

One of your previous speakers quoted 
the great German novelist, Thomas 
Mann, as follows: 

What perplexes the world is disparity 
between the swiftness of the spirit and the 
immense unwieldiness, sluggishness, inertia, 
and permanence of matter. 

As to the arts with which we are con
cerned, I think this statement may well 
be reversed. We have developed com
puting equipment of great speed and 
capacity, and what perplexes the in
dustry and the Department of Defense is 

the sluggishness of the human spirit in 
participating in their fundamental prob
lems. 

--------+--------

Discussion 

Eugene H. Jacobs (Rand Corporation); 
Why doesn't the Defense Department stop 
giving new contracts to companies which do 
not have sufficient personnel on hand? 

H. T. Engstrom: The situation is that there 
is no spare scientific and technical man
power available, so that whenever the De
fense Department gives a contract, it is ex-

Introduction 

JAMES R. WEINER 

O N BEHALF of the Joint Computer 
Committee and the three sponsor

ing societies, the American Institute of 
Electrical Engineers, the Institute of 
Radio Engineers, and the Association for 
Computing Machinery, I should like to 
welcome you to the sixth annual Eastern 
Joint Computer Conference. It would ap
pearfromourregistrationat this point, that 
this is our largest meeting to date. The 
major portion of the credit for the success 
of this conference should go to the three 
conference committees and their chairmen, 
J. W. Leas of the Program Committee, 
J. A. Haddad of the Local Arrangements 
Committee, and V. N. Vaughan of the 
Publication Committee. These men and 
the members of their committees have 
devoted a great amount of time to this 
conference, and we owe our thanks to 
them as well as to their employers who 
have encouraged them in their efforts. 

As mentioned previously, this is the 
sixth annual Eastern Joint Computer 
Conference. The first was held in Phila-

JAMES R. WEINER, Chairman Eastern Joint Com
puter Conference, is with Remington Rand Univac, 
D~vision of the Sperry Rand Corporation, Phila
delphia, Pa. 
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delphia in December, 1951. It was 
sponsored by the same three societies, and 
the attendance was somewhat less than 
1,000. Since that time, conferences have 
been held annual1y, both on the east and 
west coasts, and our meetings, originally 
known as the J oint Computer Conferences 
are now called Eastern in deference to 
meetings held in the West. 

If we review the previous meetings we 
find their themes to be the following: 

1951 Review of Electronic Digital Com
puters 

1952 Review of Input and Output Equip
ment Used in Computing Systems 

1953 Information Processing Systems
Reliability and Requirements 

1954 Design and Application of Small 
Digital Computers 

1955 Computers in Business and In
dustrial Systems 

In addition, two West Coast conferences 
have been held: one on trends in com
puters, automatic control, and data proc
essing; and another on tutorial sessions 
and discussions on digital and analog 
devices. At this conference, whose theme 
is "New Developments in Computers," 
we discuss some elements of each of the 

pected that the companies will get the per
sonnel from some other source presumably 
from other occupations. 

The program of the Defense Department 
is to put these people upon projects which 
we feel are more vital to the defense prob
lem; some of the change in personnel is 
necessary, since there is no idle manpower. 
I might add, in this regard, that my agency 
in Washington is also looking for people. 

w. C. Richey (Lockheed): Have you 
examined or found ways to use computer 
equipment to expedite security clearances? 

H. T. Engstrom: J might explain that al
though my agency is the National Security 
Agency, it is not responsible for security 
clearances. However, to my knowledge, 
large-scale computing equipment has not 
been applied to the problem of security 
clearances. 

topics listed. Moreover, we may be 
starting a second cycle because we are 
concerned now primarily with the solid
state computer, utilizing either the tran
sistoror the magnetic amplifier. It is quite 
possible that, except for certain specialized 
applications involving extreme ambient 
conditions, the role of the vacuum tube 
in digital data-processing equipment may 
be over in the near future. This has led 
to many new engineering and systems con
siderations' some of which are described 
at this conference. 

Our conference is organized in the fol
lowing manner: First, a session devoted 
to new computers and computer systems 
almost all of a solid-state nature; then 
two sessions essentially on new com
ponents and circuits interspersed with two 
sessions on input-output devices. The 
first component session is entitled Circuits 
and Components, and is concerned wholly 
with the sort of elements that would be 
used primarily in the arithmetic element 
of the central computer. The second com
ponent session is devoted to high-speed 
memories. The two input-output sessions 
cover first a rather diverse group of 
equipment and, second, some individual 
solutions to the random access file 
problem. 

We hope you find the program both 
interesting and informative. We thank 
you for attending this conference which 
you believe to be of sufficient interest to 
attract you here from all parts of the 
civilized world. 

Weiner-Introduction 



New Computer Developments Around 

the World 

EVERETT S. CALHOUN 

IT HAS been an interesting assignment 
to travel during the past 4 months 

through 20 countries to observe the de
velopments in electronic computers and 
office automation. Ninety-five visits 
have turned up over 35 different com
puters and a host of electromechanical 
devices for data recording. 

Inasmuch as my primary interest was in 
automatic data-processing no special 
effort was made to visit analog computers 
laboratories or scientific computer in
stallations. However, as in the United 
States, nearly all of the European com
puters were originally designed for mil
itary or scientific-mathematical purposes. 
To capture a share of the larger business 
data-processing market, most of these are 
now being altered to provide better input
output facilities. 

The concepts of IDP (integrated data
processing) and EDP (electronic data
processing) and office automation are 
already accepted by big business abroad. 
Government bureaus, banks, insurance 
companies, manufacturers, department 
stores, and mail order houses eagerly 
await the day when automation will 
supply an answer to their rising office 
costs. Although salaries appear low 
compared to ours when converted to U. S. 
dollars, the percentage of clerical costs to 
total overhead is too high, and good clerks 
are scarce in Europe also. The knowledge 
is widespread that new business tools will 
soon be available which will not only do 
routine work automatically, but also 
provide managenient with better and 
quicker information. 

Europe is undergoing a building boom 
that is unprecedented. Many parts of 
the world, particularly our former enemies, 
are approaching a prosperity similar to 
ours in the 1920's. New factories, stores 
offices, and apartments are replacing the 
bomb shattered obsolescence of the 1930's, 
and the most modern equipment is being 
installed. Business men speak about 
Univac and the 650 and Datatron with 
the same familiarity as in this country. 

In the Far East most of the electronic 
developments are coming from Tokyo. 

EVERETT S. CALHOUN is with the Stanford Research 
Institute, Menlo Park, Calif. 
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The Shibaura Electric Company built 
their first computer, the TAC (Tokyo 
automatic computer), for Tokyo Univer
sity. This serial-digital binary machine 
has both electrostatic tube and magnetic
drum storage. A second model is nearly 
completed. In the government electro
technical laboratory a partly transistor
ized computer was demonstrated, called 
the ETL Mark III. Along with 55 
vacuum tubes and 1,600 germanium 
diodes, 120 transistors are used. Stored 
in glass supersonic delay lines are 256 
words, providing multiplication in less 
than one millisecond. Kyto University 
is also using a computer in its mathe
matical department, and several other 
firms are designing new machines. When 
entering the air-conditioned room where a 
large relay computer was in use at the 
telephone company the writer was asked 
to remove his shoes "to prevent the entry 
of dust." Removing shoes is of course a 
common occurrence in Japan, but perhaps 
some of our magnetic tape installation 
could adopt this plan as a cure for 
dropped bits. 

The Statistical Institute of India has 
ordered a URAL computer from Russia. 
This decision followed a trip to the U. S. 
to investigate available equipment. Dr. 
Mahalinobis, the director, was not sure of 
the characteristics or specifications, nor 
the type of input and output equipment 
which would be furnished, but is appears 
to be in the class with a Univac no. 120 or 
an IBM no. 607 or a BULL Gamma. 

Discussions with several people who 
have visited Russian computer develop
ments indicate that the Russians have 
completed a number of designs of modern 
computers at several laboratories, the 
principal one being the BESM at the In
stitute of Exact Mechanics and Comput
ing Techniques at the Academy of Sci
ences at Moscow. I heard a speech at the 
instruments and measurements conference 
in Stockholm by S. A. Lebedev of this 
organization. He described the installa
tion of Williams tubes in the BESM, re
placing the mercury-delay lines. He 
seemed rather disappointed that even the 
inventor of the tube agrees that the 
cathode-ray tube storage is becoming 
obsolete, and that every other speaker 

was emphasizing the replacement of 
cathode-ray tubes with magnetic-core 
store. I have no doubt, however, that 
their reputed 30 million document library 
in Lomonosoff University, translated from 
every language by the 10,000 technical 
foreign language staff, has access to every 
process and patent published anywhere, 
including full data on ferrites. Mr. 
Lebedev also discussed the use of mag
netic drums and tapes, and the existence 
of a rotary-wheel printer and another 
output device projecting 200 digits 
per second to photographic film. The 
BESM computer is reported to have an 
average operating speed of 7,000 to 8,000 
3-address operations per second including
access time. 

A visit to the Leipzig Fair in East 
Germany proved fruitless as far as elec
tronic machines were concerned. Eastern 
Germany was the location of the office
equipment industry before the war. 
Firms like Rheinmettal, Astra, Mercedes 
and others are still in operation, and 
doing considerable export business to all 
the world except the U. S. While the 
quality of these machines suffered as a 
result of poor quality steel after the war, 
most users now report very satisfactory 
quality in recent production. It was 
significant that not one word regarding 
Russia was included in the pUblicity, and 
not one display was marked "made in the 
USSR." In former years such products 
formed a prominent part of the huge 
trade fair. 

An exciting documentary could be 
written about the reestablishment of the 
office equipment industry in Germany 
since 1945. Many plants were demolished 
in the war, and, particularly in Berlin, the 
remaining equipment was looted by the 
Russians and taken to their Zone. 
Branch factories of large U. S. firms were 
left with only a shell of a building, and 
without a tool or even a light bulb. These 
plants have all been restored with modern 
tooling and machines now, and there is 
no evidence that the Russians ever put 
the pilfered equipment into production. 

I talked with a number of East German 
factory executives who fled with micro
films and worthless marks across the line 
by bicycle. They reassembled, pooled 
their resources, acquired financing and 
personnel. Buildings were constructed 
f~r production of typewriters, adding 
machines, and bookkeeping machines to 
meet the needs of western Europe. The 
basic superiority and talent of German 
technicians in the mechanical arts has re
sulted in a surprising comeback, and has 
established Germany as the largest ex
porter of office equipment. 
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Computer developments in Germany 
have been sponsored by the Deutsche 
Forschungs Gemeinschaft (DFG) organ
ization, with members representing vari
ous industries and branches of govern
ment. With a budget of many millions 
of marks for the advancement of science, 
they have allocated to several universities 
sufficient money to build electronic com
puters. Goettingen University was put
ting the finishing touches on Mark III 
when I was there, and they have been 
operating G-1 since 1952. G-1 and G-2 
were built from U. S. war surplus for the 
most part, and are relatively slow; but 
G-3 is a ferrite-core storage parallel 
machine of much more ambitious propor
tions. The G-2 model includes a mag
netic drum with 2,096 words of storage, 
--and is serial in operation. 

When one wishes to find out about 
--computers in Germany he visits Prof. 
Alwin Walther at Darmstadt Technische 
Hochschule. His staff maintains the best 
library of computer information in 
Europe. Prof. Walther has been the 
inspiration in the design and construction 
of computers in several other schools in 
Germany, and his own group has nearly 
finished the DERA (Darmstadt electronic 
recorder automatic), which they will use 
in the mathematics department. Another 
group has been working for 4 years at the 
Munich Technical Highschool (6,000-
student enrollment, college level) on the 
PERM, a computer with an exceptionally 
fast drum, 15,000 rpm. Completion is 
being delayed by the replacement of 
100,000 faulty connectors, a not-too
uncommon complaint of current com
puters. 

The only operation in Germany where 
a quantity of computers have been made 
and sold is in a barn in Neukirchen
Hunfeld where Dr. Konrad Zuse has built 
12 relay analog machines. He is cur
rently.finishing the first digital-electronic 
magnetic-drum 'model, and reports that" 
he has a backlog of half-a-dozen orders. 
The price will be in the neighborhood of 
100,000 marks ($25,000). This can be 
better understood when salaries of $100 
per month and plant rent of perhaps $100 
per month are taken into account. 

The center of full-fledged production of 
electronic computers in Germany will 
probably be at Stuttgart, a beautiful, 
thriving, modern industrial city of one 
million skilled people. International 
Business Machine Corp. has established 
its first no. 650 production-line here. 
Standard Electric Co., a subsidiary of 
International Telephone and Telegraph 
Corp., have formed the "Informatik" 
division of their 10,OOO-man operation to 
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build transistorized computers. They are 
closely linked with large operations in 
Pforzheim, and in Belgium, where two 
computers have been built, one for an 
American buyer. In Britain, Standard 
Electric Co. is also mass producing a com
puter designed in Holland, and' together 
with their communication facilities and 
teletypewriter subsidiary, Lorenz, A. G., 
the International Telephone and Tele
graph Corp., operations are impressive. 

The first installation of a large-scale 
electronic data-processing system in 
Europe is at the Battelle Institute in 
Frankfurt where Remington Rand have 
installed a Univac system. A new modern 
building, complete with air-conditioning 
and 60-cycle power source was built for 
this elaborate and new first-class facility. 
The machine will be used by industry and 
government as a computing center. I 
talked to people as far away as Madrid 
who were attending programming classes 
in Frankfurt, and many firms are planning 
to train personnel in the use of this equip
ment. International Business Machine 
Corp. will use a no. 650 at Stuttgart for 
computing service, and plans are being 
discussed for a no. 705 at some other 
location in the near future. One of the 
finest programs of technical development 
and group research is in the progressive 
Scandinavian countries. Here the various 
technical schools have cooperated and the 
result is an excellent high-speed computer 
called the BESK. To avoid maintenance 
requirements, increase its speed, and to 
enlarge its storage capacity, the Williams 
Tubes have recently been replaced by a 
4,000-word ferrite-core store. These new 
core matrix boards were assembled at the 
technical school in Stockholm at minimum 
cost from cores of General Ceramics 
manufacture, and they were very proud 
that it worked perfectly 3 days after in
stallation. Duplicates of this machine 
have been built at several commercial and 
governmental installations in Sweden, 
and a copy is nearing completion in' 
Copenhagen. The University of Lund 
saved money on their copy by installing a 
magnetic drum initially. 

One cannot help admiring the fact 
that, in spite of limited capital and re
sources, each of the smaller countries of 
Europe has some activity toward building 
computers. Norway has a small drum 
machine in the Central Institute at 
Blindern University, and partly as a re
sult, the government is to receive the first 
Mercury Computer from Ferranti. The 
Mathematics Center at Amsterdam built 
a small relay computer four years ago. 
Now they have a new electronic core 
model, and they have built a duplicate 

for the Fokker Aircraft Company. Be
cause of the interest created the Shell 
Company bought a Pegasus computer, 
and the government Telephone & Tele
graph laboratory built a series of com
puters, one of them for mass production. 
This machine incorporates a novel system 
of programming" each instruction word 
includes a "long" and a "short" address 
plus up to 12 functional operations, each 
designated by one character. 

The inspiration for a number of com
puter and electronic developments in 
Europe is the operation known as PTT 
(Postal, Telegraph and Telephone), which 
operates the banking system of the various 
governments. This is the largest single 
data-processing operation in the world, 
unless our Social Security tops it. Every 
day, in each large center in Europe, 
hundreds of thousands of postal checks are 
issued, and a statement is mailed each 
day to every depositor whose account is 
active. The problem of sorting the paper 
is a major one, and great interest is 
prevalent in magnetic ink character 
recognition. The Holland group is trying 
to find a method of reading handwriting. 
The Bull Company in Paris is demonstra
ting a magnetic-ink coded check sorter. In 
Switzerland they have punched 40 holes, 
1/4 inch diameter, in the checks so they 
can be sorted, but the result looks like 
Swiss cheese. Some solution is bound to 
come to the problem before long. 

Switzerland and Italy have no commer
cial developments in computers as yet. 
The Technical Highschool at Zurich had 
the Ermeth built for them by Hasler, A. G. 
in Bern. International Business Machine 
Corp. have just dedicated their new re
search laboratory in Zurich and the 
director is Dr. Speiser who designed the 
Ermeth machine. In Italy, Spain and 
Portugal, the business machines industry 
is dominated by Olivetti, and it will prob
ably not be too long before some announce
ments in the electronic field will be forth
coming. OlivetH sponsored reSearch is 
under way at Pisa University on elec
tronic computer design. A Ferranti 
computer is in use at the University of 
Rome, and many Italian banks are using 
machines such as the Univac no. 120, the 
IBM no. 604 and the Bull Gamma, all 
ptinched-card-programmed electronic cal
culators. 

If punched-card-programmed calcula
tors are included, then the largest pro
ducer of electronic computers in Europe is 
the Compagnie des Machines Bull in Paris. 
This firm has installed several hundred 
Gamma machines, largely in banks, and 
is now starting to produce a new faster 
model incorporating a magnetic drum with 
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8,000 words of storage. Magnetic tapes 
will probably be added also, although there 
has been little if any effort to develop 
magnetic tape devices anywhere in 
Europe. A t the other commercial com
puter· factory in France, the Society for 
Electronics and Automation, Francois 
Raymond is installing Potter Tape units 
on the CAB no. 3,000, which is nearing 
completion, at a price of about $250,000. 
A still faster model operating at 200-kc 
will perform multiplication in O.21-ms, ac
cording to' the annO'uncements. I learned 
that a printer, called the ""Numerograph," 
consisting of a cathode-ray tube pro
jection on film, would be delivered on a 
business-data processing application in 
March, 1957, but the prototype had not 
been started as yet. This organization has 
produced, however, about 50 analog 
maehines, mostly for machine tool control. 
I visited an installation of the first CAB 
nO'. 2,000 digital computer in a defense 
plant in Paris and I was told it had per
formed excellently for one year with only 
part -time maintenance. 

There is little doubt that the principal 
,commercial production of electronic com
puters, especially for export, will come 
from Great Britain. The Universities 
have produced an able group of electronic 
designers, and the knowledge of computer 
circuitry and component .design is on a 
level with that in the U. S. A number of 
well financed manufacturers have passed 
the prototype building stages, and now 
have a backlog of orders which would 
probably total over $10 billion. The 
government, through the National Re
:search and Development Council, is 
stimulating and supporting develop
ments in this field as evidenced by the 
granting, through the University Grants 
Committee, of six Ferranti computers 
to as many colleges for use in mathematics 
and research. Export sales to very 
remote countries are being made, and 
others considered, without fully con
sidering the need for adequate mainte
nance facilities. Ferranti have sold ma
chines in Italy, Canada, Sweden, Swit
zerland and South Africa, and Elliott 
Bros. will deliver machines in 1957 as far 
away as Australia from service facilities. 
Therefore we can assume there would be 
no hesitation to accept orders from the 
U. S. whose dollar credits are so very 
desirable at this time. 

British electronics firms operating in 
their domestic market, are finding, how
ever, that the lack of established sales 
and service facilities is a serious handicap, 
especially in the new field of business data
processing. They are following the lead 
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of the U. S. by joining with business 
machines distributors whose knowledge 
of system selling and installation is based 
on sound experience. The machines of 
Ferranti will be sold by Powers-Samas, 
and Elliott Bros. have concluded a sales 
agreement with National Cash Register. 
British Tabulating Machine Co. has joined 
with Laboratory for Electronics in Boston. 
Standard Electric, Electrical and Musical 
Industries (EMI) Electronics, English 
Electric and Decca are still independent, 
but none has faced the sales problems as 
yet. 

No report of British computer prog
ress would be complete without some men
tion of LEO (Lyons Electronic Office). 
The Lyons Tea Co. is a large, diversified 
firm, with 250 bakeries and restaurants 
and 400 kinds of tea distributed house to 
house. Even so, it was quite a departure 
to start building an electronic data-proc
essing machine in 1950. This 6,000-
tube machine with mercury delay-line 
store has been in operation on payrolls 
since early 1954, and now computes 
30,000 checks semi-monthly for the bak
eries. A separate subsidiary has been 
established to build the computers which 
other firms are ordering, and 70 people are 
employed. A large co-operative chain will 
be the first customer for the first of "Leo 
II" machines, which are four'times faster 
because of a shortening of the mercury 
lines. Bull or Samas printers will be 
used for output. 

A number of unique design features are 
included in British computers which we 
are not using in the U. S. One is nickel 
delay lines for fast storage, first used in 
the Nicholas computer built by Elliott 
Bros. ·and continued in their newer data
processing models, the no. 404 and no. 
405. Nickel lines will be used in the new 
Ferranti Data-Processor and probably 
in the EMI transistorized computer. 
Bull of Paris has incorporated nickel lines 
in its newest drum Gamma. For bulk 
storage, however, Elliott Bros. have pro
vided both a 4,096-word drum and a 16,-
384-word aluminum disc, 1/2 inch thick 
and 19 inch diameter'. This appears to 
be considerably more simple in construc
tion than most of the magnetic drums 
which are in almost universal use. Elliott 
Bros. are also alone in using 35-mm film 
instead of plastic or mylar for mag
netic tape storage, the film movement of 
30 inches per second being controlled by 
the sprocket perforations. Two high
speed wire-matrix data printers are under 
develo'pment which will be used by the 
various computer manufacturers who wish 
faster speeds of output than the punched-

card tabulators. One by Samas has been 
demonstrated here by Underwood-Ele
com, which represents Samas in the U. S. 

In conclusion, I want to emphasize 
what I believe to be the most pressing 
problem in the computer industry, not 
only in all the countries I visited but here 
at home also. This is the lack of trained 
manpower to design, build, program, in
stall, and maintain these rather compli
cated new business tools. I was sorry to 
see that the colleges and universities are 
buying machines rather than designing 
and building their own. It was by this 
process that all of our present progress. 
was made, and from these design groups: 
have come the electronics engineers who. 
are now able to assist industry in the use' 
of the systems. 

I was disappointed to find business. 
machines firms funnelling the cream of alIi 
the university design groups into commer~ 
cial product developlI}ents, lured by 
higher salaries of course. The entire 
group from BESK at StoGkholm has re
cently moved to Atvidaberg, makers of 
Facit Calculators. The heads of the 
design groups at Darmstadt and Munich 
have gone to Standard, Telefunken, 
International Business Machines Corp. 
and Siemens. There is not sufficient 
training taking place to replace these 

- pioneers, and some 'unfinished computer 
projects are left without experienced men 
to complete the work. The answer is to 
establish, at once, computer design and 
operation courses in our universities all 
over the world, and to increase the train
ing given by manufacturers. 

The electronic automation business, 
like most other highly scientific fields, 
recognizes few national boundary limita
tions. We should give technical assist
ance to less prosperous countries instead 
of robbing them of their best talent. This 
does not refer to temporary transfers or 
exchanges, which are most welcome. One 
of the most complimentary things I heard 
about the U. S. was that a college here 
granted the money to send a scientist over 
there to help them build an electron micro
scope. He stayed a year, made friends, 
and taught a group the techniques he was 
expert in. They like that much more 
than just money, and the whole world 
benefits any time knowledge is spread. 
Let us do it in the computer -business. 
Let us have an international computer 
congress soon, and hold it in Europe, be
cause the one thing they don't have is 
dollars. We have no monopoly on brains, 
and much can be learned from discussions 

-with the wonderful group of dedicated 
engineers I met during my trip. 
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Discussion 

Irving Cohen Radio Corporation of America 
(RCA): What is the present status of the 
Gottingen machine? 

Mr. Calhoun: The status of the Mark III 
was at the state that I am always told a 
machine is in when it can not be demon
strated. It is 80 per cent completed. 

J. F. Swatton International Business Ma
chine Corp. (IBM): What type transistors 
are being used in European machines and 
what comments have you heard on transistor 
reliability? 

Mr. Calhoun: I have heard many remarks 
that the reliability was now sufficient to get 
equal results as with tubes. Most of them 
are buying transistors from Philips in Hol
land or from M u11ard in England, and they 
are all junction type. They are buying 
them in Germany for 4 marks, which is about 
one dollar, each. I saw at least three 
transistorized computers under construction 
in Europe which are all going to use these 
transistors. Mqst engineers thought that 
it would be foolish to build a tube machine 
at this time. 

W. K. Halstead (RCA): Can you give some 
more details of the British machine with the 
novel approach to programming? 

Mr. Calhoun: Nottoomuch. This machine 
is in paper form and not even in prototype 
form yet. It is, however, a development of 
Dr. Kosten and Dr. Van der Poel of the 
Hague, Holland. Dr. Kosten explained it 
to me; it follows the Ptera machine, which 
they built, in logic, but is quite improved. 
This 15-character portion of the instruction 
word does permit (according to Dr. Kosten, 
who has gone now to Delft University as a 
professor) up to 12 functional operations all 
combined in one instruction word. For in
stance, bring the figure from slow memory, 
put it in fast memory, put it in the accumu
lator, add it to something else and store it 
somewhere else, this can all be done in one 
instruction word. So while the machine is 
slow, the functional arrangement of the 
program, it seems to me, is unique, at this 
point anyway. 

Leon Gamen (Sperry Rand Corporation): 
Without magnetic tapes, what type of data 
processing problem is typical of the Euro
pean commercial installations? 

Mr. Calhoun: It is similar to talking about 
data processing installations in the United 
States two years ago. I would say that's 
about the lag over there. The data process
ing installations there have been princi
pal1y on punch-card-program machines, and 
90 per cent of them at the beginning were in 
banks. 50 per cent of them are still in 
banks. The reason banks use them over 
there is not for processing vast quantities of 
checks, but because every check handled in 
a bank in Europe has to have the interest 
calculated on it. There is interest paid on 
every item in and out of the bank, even if 
it is one dayand at 1 per cent, it's still calcu
lated on punch cards. So they have a ,dif
ferent problem than we do. 

B. Housman (IBM): What is the memory 
speed of the BESK? 

Mr. Calhoun: It will perform about 20 
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additions or 3 multiplications per milli
second. Its memory was a cathode-ray 
tube and it was described as most resembling 
a no. 1103 in speed. It now has 40,000 bits 
of ferrite-core storage and operates at the 
normal speeds that would result from such 
design. The core store was built on prin
ciples that were pretty well known in this 
country, as I said. 

By the way, this job was done by six com
pletely inexperienced girls hired from a 
newspaper ad, who took the cores and the 
etched circuit boards and all the wires 
home with a soldering iron, and in 6 weeks 
all six of the women returned with finished 
matrix boards. They put them into the as
sembly, wired them laterally, all the boards 
together, and in three days after they 
brought them back this memory was work
ing. They only had to replace one ferrite 
core in the whole 40,000. This is the way 
they do things over in Europe. 

B. Housman (IBM): How strong is the 
basic research on solid state components 
such as transistors? Where is this work 
concentrated? 

Mr. Calhoun: I can name a lot of com
panies. I would not want to rate them; 
I don't think it wou1d be appropriate here. 
But the companies in the electronics in
dustry, Philips, Mullard, Standard, Siemens, 
Lorenz, Telefunken, and IBM are com
panies who are certainly doing top-level 
work in this field. Then there are a great 
many university groups who are doing small 
amounts of work in the field. There are 
real, serious, efforts on solid state physics in 
every company in Europe which has an elec
tronics laboratory. I would say that solid 
state physics is one of the major efforts of 
research, and they are developing reliable 
transistors. 

Professor Chorafas (Catholic University): 
How do you evaluate Professor Piloty's ap
proach in building the Perm with a drum for 
fast memory? 

Mr. Calhoun: I, personally, am a little 
worried about the high-speed mechanical 
developments they are getting into in trying 
to achieve speed. This is just one of them. 
Some of our other large capacity data-stor
age devices with low access time also are 
worrying me. If you try to get a heavy drum 
to rotate at 15,000 rpm, and try to hold a 1 
mill clearance with the head, you have a 
mechanical problem that can be very severe. 
They put the ball bearings under high
pressure tension, in order to minimize the 
runout. They say it's working, that is, it's 
working in test, but I think that the first 
one will probably not work perfectly. I am 
personally afraid of driving mechanics to 
this extent, because maintenance may be
come a problem. As soon as we can arrive 
at non-mechanical methods of getting ade
quate capacities and speeds of memories, 
certainly we will have made a great stride. 

Professor Chorafas: Do you think that a 
large business computer like Univac or 705 
can develop from the actual European 
models? 

Mr. Calhoun: They think ours are. a little 
too big. They think they would do better 
to have them just a little bit smaller. But 
they think their input-output facihties 
should be as large or better. And they look 
at our large computers, if I may say so, just 

a little bit like I looked at the Auto Show last 
night, and like the French newspapers are 
reporting it. They just think we do things 
a little bit too big. I was impressed that 
we have a little too much rear light on our 
cars. 

Mr. Graney (Westinghouse Electric Cor
poration): What are the advantages of 
nickel delay lines over other types of 
memory devices? 

Mr. Calhoun: They are cheaper. 

R. C. Dorp (IBM): What future do mag
netic drums seem to have in European 
computers? 

Mr. Calhoun: Well, they are like the clutch 
pedal on a car. They are going, but they 
are still in everything. There is a magnetic 
drum on almost every computer I have seen. 
In every case they hope to replace them. 

Mr. Fischer (Naval Training Device 
Center): Can you give more detail on the 
aluminum disc memory? 

Mr. Calhoun: Yes. The magnetically 
coated disc revolves in a vertical plane at 
1,500 rpm. It has about 40-milliseconds 
maximum access, and therefore, about 
20-milliseconds minimum access. I think 
they break the records up into 100-character 
words and they have 64 tracks on each side 
of the disc. They read both sides of the 
disc. 

The disc is made of a 1/2-inch thick piece 
of aluminum, 19 inches in diameter, revolv
ing with fixed read-write heads on both sides. 
I think you can imagine the result. It is 
very simple; the bearings, mechanics, all 
are very simple. 

A. Steele (IBM World Trade Corporation): 
Did you see any Ferranti magnetic tape 
operation, or 35 mm tape operation in 
England? 

Mr. Calhoun: Yes, I think I mentioned that 
Elliott Bros. are using 35-mm coated film 
base tape and have used 1t for some little 
time. They also, however, are using a 1/4-
inch mylar tape in the same system. Fer
ranti does have some tape operations, how
ever. I believe they have selected the 
Electrodata tape unit rather than to try to 
develop their own. 

R. E. Montijo (RCA): To what do you at
tribute the apparent lag in design and de
velopment of magnetic tape equipment in 
Europe? 

Mr. Calhoun: I would say the lack of 
realization in Europe that business data 
processing is economically feasible. In 
other words, all the computers that have 
been built are either for mathematics de
partments or for scientific research, which 
did not require magnetic tape. We must 
admit that we have had only two years 
actual use of plastic magnetic tape for data 
processing in the United States, and many 
problems still remain. 

They are just beginning to realize that 
business could use computers to an advan
tage. It must be remembered that, as 
short as five years ago, there was an article 
in a technical journal in London which 
stated that one large-scale electronic com
puter like those in the United States would 
do all of the computing necessary in Eng
land; therefore, there was certainly no need 
to make any . Now they are all embarrassed 
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that this was actually thought to be true 
only five years ago. But England is build
ing computers, and they are going to have 
lots of them. They will soon have a large 
business in data-processing equipment. 

Harold Kantner (Armour Research Founda
tion): Can you describe briefly the machine 
referred to as the "Numerograph" which 
was attributed to a Paris company? 

Mr. Calhoun: There is no prototype built 
yet. I do know, however, that it is a pro
jection of a cathode-ray tube image in rapid 
sequence onto film, which is developed, and 
then printed on photographic paper in a 
continuous flow process. 

W. W. Davis (Naval Ordnance Lab.): Did 
you see computers being used in industnal 
control applications? 

Mr. Calhoun: No. I went to a number of 
places to find them also. J was told that 
Renault Automobile Company in Paris had 
the greatest automation in Europe. It has 
been written up as such. I spent a day there 
and I saw a wonderful example of electro
mechanical automation, but I did not see 
one bit of an electronic control. They don't 
believe in it; they think it's not reliable. 
They think eJectric relays and motors can be 
handled by the ordinary maintenance 
mechanic, but they are just very afraid of 
electronic controls. However, a number of 
firms are making electronic machine tools, 
individually controlled machine tools, but 
not very much in electronic process control. 
R. O. Skatrud (IBM): Are European coun
tries, or Asian for that matter, developing 
high-speed computers for applications to de
fense problems? 

Mr. Calhoun: Oh yes, I would say that with 
most of the first computers, the sales are to 
defense plants, and to nuclear energy re
search organizations. In Paris I saw the 
mar;bine that the Society for Electronics and 
Automation built for a defense plant, and 
in England there is some relationship be
tween all the early computers and govern
ment defense. The first "Mercury" core
memory computer built in England WIll be 

installed by Ferranti in a Norwegian defense 
establishment, at the Royal Academy of 
Science in Oslo. The man who will run 
that, by the way, is known to many of you, 
Dr. Ernst Selmer, who was the designer of 
the logic for the Electrodata-datatro.ll. 

J. Reitman: (Teleregister Corporation): 
Did you see anyon-line applications in serv
ice or prospect? 

Mr. Calhoun: The nearest to that would be 
in Nuremberg, where a large system is being 
installed in a mail order house, which proc
esses up to 750,000' line items of sales per 
day. They will have fully transistorized 
price index, inventory, and billing machines 
operated direct from the keyboard input of 
the orders. Funnelled in the most clever 
manner I have ever seen, the merchandise 
comes down from five floors, through 25 
elevators, to carrier belts; so that the entire 
order is automatically assembled at one 
wrapping desk, where the stamp is put on it 
and it goes to the post office. This is all 
done by complete automation. They are 
going to use an on-line operation. As the 
order arrives, they would aode it on a 
printer-punch, and from the coding every
thing else-the filling of the order, the 
billing, the establishment of the proper 
price and so on-would be handled within 
an automatic cycle. 

J. Reitman: Did you see any large drum 
storages? What was the largest drum 
storage you saw? 

Mr. Calhoun: I think the largest drum stor
age was 16,000 words at Bull in Paris, which 
is the same number of words that are on the 
Elliott disc I described. Most of the other 
drums are 4,096 words. That seems to be 
a standard. I saw very few, if any, smaller 
drums being constructed, although there 
were some 2,000-word ones in use. Every
one is going to at least 4,000 or an 8,000 
words, and, in the case of Bull, to 16,000 
words of storage. 

S. Gorn (Moore School of Electical Engi
neering, University of Pennsylvania): What 

Evaluation of New Computer Components, 

Equipments, and Systems for Naval Use 

L. D. WHITELOCK 

THE THEME of this conference, "New 
Developments in Computers" is most 

appropriate at this time as we enter the 
first generation of solid state computers, 
and an era of advanced systems design. 
Let us consider briefly why new develop
ments occur. Some new developments 

are made to meet a need expressed by a 
customer, or user; others are made to 
meet their anticipated needs. How well 
the user's needs are met in contrast with 
the capabilities -and costs of available 
equipment determines the degree of suc
cess of any new development. However, 
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is the attitude in Europe to building in 
floating point? 
Mr. Calhoun: Built-in floating point is ac
cepted as a proper inclusion in a scientific 
machine and it is already in about at least 
10 out of 35, I would say. I did not make a 
list of those. In all the new ones that are 
planned for data processing, of course they're 
eliminating expensive floating points. I 
think that's pretty much in line with our 
United States concept. 
Mr. Baker (Rand CorporatlOn): What 
progress has been made in automatic coding 
techniques ? 
Mr. Calhoun: I did not see very much 
progress in automatic coding. There has 
been much talk at meetings and discussion, 
but I was not told that anyone had accom
plished automatic coding, which I take to 
mean putting a program into machme 
language automatically, not putting data 
into a coded form automatically. The 
question could be taken either way. I did 
see a lot of equipment for putting data into 
code-form automatically, and that would 
be automatic coding in one respect. 
M. L. Aitel (RCA): Can the training 
courses in computer techniques be covered 
adequately by universities, or must industry 
participate to provide the manpower and 
money? 

Mr. Calhoun: I think the industry must 
provide most of the money, computers, and 
some of the manpower, and I think the col
leges must be encouraged and supported to 
do more of the teaching. But I think in
dustry must take a very heavy responsi
bility in the training of people for the data 
processing industry, because it's going to 
take a lot of them. 

Much of this will have to be done after 
college age also, but we must not fail to 
bring along a large group of basically trained 
people out of our universities, people capable 
of becoming technically trained in this 
specific art, at least. We must make high 
school mathematics and science courses 
more attractive, so that everyone won't 
just study sociology. 

the user's view of a new development is 
not always as enthusiastic as that of its 
creator. The user's evaluation of the 
suitability and acceptability of the new 
development may differ from that of the 
creator because of variations in the 
method of evaluation, in technical back
ground, and in the scope of related infor
mation, such as "what is available from 
competitors." Fortunately, there are 
many prospective users of computers, and 
their needs differ to such an extent that 
the field of interest for new developments 
is very wide. There is a natural urge for 
the user to partially or fully evaluate al] 

L D. WHITELOCK is with the Department of the 
Navy, Bureau of Ships, Washington, D. C. 
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PERFORMANCE 

2 

ENVIRONMENT 

new developments within his field of in
terest. Obviously, poorly conceived and 
poorly executed developments fall by the 
wayside because of lack of customer, or 
user acceptance. 

It may be of interest to the relatively 
new computer industry to look at some 
brief examples, and to review the general 
philosophy of user evaluation and user 
needs. The user in this case is the 
Bureau of Ships. This Bureau is an ex
tensive user of digital computer com
ponents, equipment, and systems in the 
following categories: 

1. Shore based, commercial design. 
2. Shore based, research, development and 
production to military performance speci
fications. 

3. Shipboard, research, development and 
production to military performance speci
fications. 

The same basic approach to evaluation 
is used regardless of the equipment cate-
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Fig. 1. Evaluation factors 

gory, and regardless of whether or not the 
equipment or system exists or has yet to 
be developed. The philosophy of ap
proach is keyed to nine basic evaluation 
factors. For each specific evaluation, the 
basic evaluation factors are expanded by 
appropriate, carefully considered ques
tions. The basic factors, Fig. 1, together 
with sample questions to illustrate the 
method are the following: 

1. Function. What is the job to be done? 
Is it a necessary job? Can it be modified 
or combined with other functions to make 
the equipment less complex? 

2. Performance. Is it clearly defined 
technically? Have we asked for too much? 
Too little? Are tnlerances reasonable with 
respect to the intended use? Will com
mercial equipment do? Are there equip
ments with similar performance which 
should be considered? What is the effi
ciency of performance? 

3. Environment. Will it be installed on 
shipboard? On shore? Indoors? Out-
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doors? Does it meet the temperature, 
humidity, shock, vibration, and similar 
requirements for this application? 

4. Time required. When must the equip
ment be delivered and installed? What 
delay can be tolerated? Is the available 
lead time realistic? What is time phasing 
with related items? 

5. Technical feasibility. Has technical 
feasibility been proved? Have Navy 
laboratories evaluated the project? Is it 
expected to be proved with the test of 
equipment being produced under a research 
and development contract? Are there 
alternate approaches with more promise? 

6. Logistic support. How many equip
ments are expected to be involved? Where 
and when will equipment be used? Where 
will major parts supplies be located? 
What is the lead time for ordering replace
ment parts? 

7. Maintenance. Where will equipment 
be located? Who will maintain it? Are 
any unusual maintenance problems ex
pected? Does the equipment design assure 
accessibility for maintenance? Are parts 
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available? Is special training required for 
maintenance personnel? 

8. Design philosophy. Is the design con
servative? Critical? Reliable? How does 
it compare with the best in the industry? 
Are standard parts used where possible? 

9. Comparative costs. What are the 
alternate approaches which appear to be 
technically feasible? What is the over-all 
cost of each approach? Is the over-all 
cost reasonable for the function to be 
performed? Should we buy or rent? Is 
the output the same for each alternative? 
What is the cost per unit of output for 
each alternative? 

The foregoing factors, after collecting 
information and facts in the general areas 
indicated by the sample questions, will 
usually permit a sound choice with a 
minimum of deliberation. Many times 
the final choice is simplified by marked 
differences in costs of alternatives or by a 
drastic reduction of the number of alter
natives. Two abbreviated examples are 
given in the following paragraphs. 

In the first example, an evaluation or 
analysis was made of equipment suitable 
for printing 1,000,000 lines per week, 
120 characters per line, from magnetic 
tape. Equipment considered was either 
available or was available with a moder
ate amount of additional development. 
Equipment could be operated in three 
shifts if necessary. Of the seven initial 
alternatives, three were eliminated by 
the "time required" and "technical feasi
bility" factors, and further evaluation
factor analysis was made of the remaining 
four alternatives. After consideration 
of printing speed, efficiency, operating 
labor, maintenance labor, overhead, re
placement parts, amortization (or depre
ciation) on a 10 year basis, night dif
ferentials, and the cost of developmental 
units where required, the over-all cost per 
week of each alternative was calculated 
with the results as shown in Table I. 

Table I indicates that alternatives B 
and C are the only feasible selections, 
with final choice dependent on avail
ability of funds, policy with respect to 

Table I. Comparative Costs 

;Equipment to Print 1/000/000 lines per 
Week from Magnetic Tape 

Alternative, Dollars 

Cost A B C D 

:Per week ..... 15,840 .. 1,241.. 980.. 8,580 
Per year ...... 823,680 .. 64,532 .. 50,960 . .446,160 
Difference .... 772,720 .. 13,572. . O .. 395 , 200 

A = multiple printers. 
B = high speed printer, rental. 
·C = high speed printer, purchase. 
D = alternate multiple printers. 

rental versus purchase, and similar fac
tors. 

In the second example, an evaluation 
was made of computers appropriate for 
the variety and volume of work indicated 
by a detailed survey of representative 
problems. The evaluation was made by a 
panel selected from personnel competent 
in the computer research, development, 
and production field, and from the com
puter application and programming field. 
The full details of this evaluation are 
considered to be beyond the scope of this 
paper. However, in summary, several 
alternatives were outlined and the evalu
ation.:factor approach applied. Informa
tion was developed concerning estimated 
times to do the sample problems on each 
computer; total estimated volume of 
work and type of work load; availability 
of computer time on a rental basis; pur
chase versus rental of a computer; avail
ability, price and operational cost of 
available computers; comparisons of 
hand, punched card and high-speed com
puter costs for sample jobs; and the re
lationship of total operational cost per 
hour to the cost of handling 1,000,000 
characters of input. The latter relation
ship is summarized in Table II. 

Table II. Computer Comparisons 

Com
puter 
Type 

Input Speed 
Characters/ 

Second 

Est. Total 
Opera

tional Cost, 
Dollars, 

per Hour* 

Cost, Dollars, 
to Process 
1,000,000 

Characters 
of Input 

A .... , 10,000 ....... 110....... 3.05 
B........ 'J7 ....... 110..... .825.00 
C. ..... 8 ...... 10 ..... .406.00 
D ..... 200. . . . . 55 ....... 89. 20 

* Includes cost of programmers, operators and 
maintenance. 

In the foregoing exam pIe, final evalua
tion-factor analysis resulted in a reduction 
of alternatives to only one logical choice. 

These examples cover evaluation of 
equipment available at the time of evalu
ation or expected to be available shortly 
thereafter. In many military systems 
requirements, the need either cannot be 
met with available equipment or it can be 
only partially met with such equipment. 
In such cases, the evaluation-factor analy
sis is made to determine what require
ments should be included in performance 
specifications on which research and de
velopment or production contracts can be 
based. Performance specifications al
ways include references to other military 
specifications which have been developed 
over the years to cover design and test 
criteria found essential to reliable opera-
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tion of electronic equipment in a military 
environment. The most important of 
these is "Electronic Equipment, Naval 
Ship and Shore: General Specification."! 
This general specification covers construc
tion practices and the conditions under 
which equipment for Naval ship or shore 
use must operate. For example, Table 
III shows the temperature range require
ments as listed in the general specifica
tion. The equipment class is identified 
for a particular equipment in the per
formance specification. 

The general specification stresses the 
reliability of electronics parts as one key 
to equipment reliability. Many material 
and parts specifications and military 
standards are referenced therein. Two 
standards of particular importance are 
"Electronic Equipment Parts" and "Test 
Methods for Electronic and Electric 
Component Parts."2,3 The current situa
tion and probable trends in the field of 
standard electronic parts for military 
equipment is covered in considerable de
tail by a paper by George C. N euschaefer. 4 

The general specification also stresses 
the importance of reliability, simplicity, 
and ease of installation and maintenance 
to military equipment. Extensive studies 
of electronic failures over the past several 
years have shown that the design engineer 
has the power to improve these factors 
materially over past performance. In 
addition to the benefit derived from the 
reliable parts program, the design engi
neer must design the system for reliability 
and simplicity. He must make conserva
tive parts applications with due considera
tion to the problems of stability and re
producibility. While this area of discus
tion is vitally important to military elec
tronics in general, it assumes even greater 
importance in the design of computers for 
military applications. The tremendous 
number of components and circuits in 
computers makes the achievement of re
liability, simplicity, and ease of main
tenance a real challenge to the designer. 
To those of you who wish more detail on 
this subject, I strongly recommend that 
you read a paper by N. H. Taylor. 5 

Have we any proof that the application 
of the principles and requirements of the 
general specification! to computer design 
and development is worthwhile? Weare 
positive we have. During the past few 
years, several developmental computers 
constructed for shore use and following, in 
general, the requirements of the general 
specification have performed with out
standing reliability and maintainability. 
However, these computers could not be 
readily used aboard ship because of their 
size and power requirements. The rapid 
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Table III. Temperature Rangesl Ambient 

Class Operating, C Nonoperating, C Type 

1 .. -54 to +65. . -62 to +75...... . .shore-exposed 
2 ........... -28 to +65 .. ,. ., -62 to +75 ............. shipboard-exposed 
3 ........... -40 to +50....... . -62 to +75 ............ shore-unheated shelter 
4 ............ - 0 to +50 ............ -62 to +75 ............... ship/shore-housed-heated shelter 

development of small, low power, solid 
state computers, such as those described 
in papers presented in sessions of this 
conference, bring computers which will 
meet the general specification require
ments for shipboard use closer to reality. 
The ability ~of such equipment to with
stand shock, vibration, humidity, and 
other shipboard environmental condi-~ 

tions now becomes important. 
The use of digital computers in the 

Navy is increasing in three major areas: 
business and logistics applications, scien
tific problems, and military systems for 
ship and shore. Future requirements in 
these areas cannot be covered in detail in 
this paper. However, some general de
velopment trends or goals to meet needs 
now existing or foreseen are outlined as 
follows: 

a. Computer speed: Continued improve
ments in computer speeds are essential. 
Many applications require multiple-problem 
use of a computer, or multiple computers, 
through time sharing. Real time operation 
is often required. Obviously, the faster 
computer can handle more problems or 
larger problems, which further enhances 
the inherent flexibility of the digital com
puter. Increased speed does not necessarily 
mean that the size of the computer is 
increased; it may decrease in size. It 
does not seem unreasonable technically to 
expect in the near future addition times 
of 1 microsecond with a correspondingly 
low multiplication time. If such com
puters follow the pattern of past generations 
of computers, speed increases will result 
in a lower over-all cost per unit of data 
processed. 

b. Computer memory: The speed of 
random-access computer memories is not 
keeping pace with speed improvements in 
logical circuitry where speeds measured in 
milli-microseconds appear attainable. A 
high speed memory with access time under 
1 microsecond, and with power require
ments which can be supplied by transistors 
is urgently needed. Present ferrite-core 
memories will be much more valuable if 
the practicability of operating them with 
5 microsecond access in assemblies of up to 
100,000 words with reasonable driving 
power is demonstrated. 

c. Visual displays: Many applications 
require visual displays of computer output. 
This application is expected to increase 
and will require simplified methods of 
presenting numerals, letters, and other 
characters on a flickerless display either for 
direct viewing, f9r projection, or for large-

scale direct viewing. Simplified methods 
of analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog 
conversion are required both for special 
computer inputs and outputs, and for use 
with displays. However, direct operation 
of displays from computer output without 
intermediate conversion is a possibility 
worthy of further though t. 

d. Computer physical characteristics: Pres
ent vacuum tube versions of computers 
are too large, require too much power, 
and lack the reliability necessary for many 
applications. It is now certain that size 
and power requirements can be reduced 
by factors of 20 or more, and reliability 
greatly improved by the use of solid-state 
electronics. Militarized versions will be 
required. 

e. High speed printers: Printing speeds 
of 600 to 1,500 lines per minute seem to 
cover most applications. However, sim
plicity and reliability need to be improved, 
and the present costs appear high. Print
ing by other than mechanical means seems 
to offer some promise to simplify these 
devices. 

f. Standardization: The difficulty of 
standardization in a rapidly developing 
field may delay action in areas where 
standardization now appears feasible. 
Standardization of magnetic tapes, tape 
drives, and tape coding would be very 
helpful. The panel discussion on "Stand
ardization of Magnetic Tape Records" at 
the 1955 Eastern Joint Computer Con
ference was a step in the right direction. 

In conclusion, let us review the evalua
tion-factors. They are: function, per
formance, environment, time required, 
technical feasibility, logistics support, 
maintenance, design philosophy, and com
parative costs. We have found the 
philosophy of the evaluation-factor ap
proach valuable in making decisions 
either as to what to buy or what to de
velop. The decisions reached as a result 
of such analysis appear to be valid based 
on the five steps in decision making as de
fined in the classical scholastic manner by 
the University of Pittsburgh, School of 
Business Administration. The five steps 
are: 

1. Define issue. 

2. Analyze existing situation; fact finding. 

3. Calculate alternatives. 
a. What are they? 
b. What are their consequences? 

4. Deliberation. 

5. Choice. 

Note that the evaluation-factor analysis 
covers the first 3 steps, thus making the 
fourth and fifth steps of deliberation and 
choice follow naturally and almost auto
matically. 
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Discussion 

Mr. McKenna (Wheelock Signals): Will 
you predict the future of the electro
mechanical relay used in the computer 
field; i.e., do you see a trend against it or 
not, and why? Please comment on this 
subject from the international point of view. 

Mr. Whitelock: The use of relays depends 
on the type of computer. In the case of 
the computers we are interested in, relays 
are used very little except in connection 
with circuits for performing specific tests, 
marginal checking, or similar applications. 

Mr. Calhoun: From an international 
standpoint, in a one-minute answer, I'd 
say all the relay computers are being 
dismantled. The first one in Stockholm, 
the Bark, which worked very well is dis
mantled and thrown away. The reasons 
are that the cost of running slow relay 
computers is just as great or greater than 
running fast electronic computers. The 
cost of programming, the cost of main
tenance, the cost of operating personnel 
are just as high, and, therefore, I think 
electronic methods rather than mechanical 
relays will certainly take the place of relays 
in the computer business. I think that 
relays are being improved, but they are 
still too slow for computers. 

D. Jackson (Remington Rand, Div. of 
Sperry Rand Corp.): Will the Bureau of 
Ships consider the use of limited techniques, 
using transistors, in tactical shipboard 
equipment? 

Mr. Whitelock: The answer is yes. 

Mr. Fischer (Naval Training Device 
Center) : Are shipboard computers sup
posed to meet all the rough and rigid 
requirements of corrosion resistance, shock, 
vibration, and so forth, required of other 
operational gear? 

Mr. Whitelock: That is correct. 

A. S. Goble (International Business Machine 
Corp.): Internal speeds were mentioned, 
but magnetic tape input speeds were not. 
What character rates are desired? 
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Mr. Whitelock: The present rates of 10 to 
20,000 characters per second take care of 
most of our problems. In many of the 
military systems, the tape input is really 
not used, except for very special inputs, 
because usually inputs are keyed to other 
equipment, thus placing a premium on 
simplified conversion to feed directly into 
the computer. 

H. N. Laden (C. & O. Railway): Has the 
Bureau of Ships evaluated plastic versus 
metallic tape? What was the outcome? 

Mr. Whitelock: We use both types. I 
would not say we have thoroughly evaluated 
them at the moment, that is, not in such a 
manner that we can say one is better than 
the other. 

The T ransac 5-1000 Computer 

J. L. MADDOX J. B. O'TOOLE s. Y. WONG 

Synopsis: The Transac S-1000 is a sci
entific-type computer mechanized with 
direct-coupled transistor circuits. Double
address instructions are employed with a 
36-binary-digit word length. A 4,096-word 
magnetic-core memory is used for high
speed storage. The machine is designed to 
accommodate such peripheral equipment as 
magnetic drum, magnetic tape, punched 
card, and paper tape. The packaging con
sists of printed circuitry so that the entire 
control computer occupies the volume 
allowed in a standard office desk (apprdxi
mately 36 cubic feet). The total power dis
sipation is about 1.2 kilowatts. The speed 
of operation is at least as fast and in most 
cases faster then its vacuum-tube counter
parts. 

ONE OF of the greatest impacts on the 
computer world was the announce

ment of the transistor. Because of the 
general characteristics of transistors in 
contrast to vacuum tubes, digital com
puters were to become smaller, to require 
less power, and consequently to find a 
greater variety of applications. The de
velopment of digital computers using 
transistor circuits parallels the develop
ment of semiconductor devices and asso
ciated components. The advantages of 
transistors over vacuum tubes, however, 
was only a vision until surface-barrier 
transistors were developed, which com
pete with vacuum tubes in speed. 

The announcement of direct-coupled 
transistor circuits1 added impetus to the 
concept of small physical size and low 
power consumption. The design and 
construction of Transac S-1000 is a study 
of the application of direct-coupled tran
sistor circuits to large-scale data-process
ing systems. The instruction list classifies 
it as a scientific computer. 

J. B. O'TOOLE is with Hughes Aircraft Company, 
Culver City, Calif.; J. L. MADDOX and S. Y. WONG 

are with the Phil co Corporation, G. and I. Division, 
P;1iladelphia, Pa. 

Maddox, O'Toole, Wong-The Transac 

The computer proper, which consists of 
approximately 7000 transistors, a smaller 
number of resistors, and very few capaci
tors, is packaged on 132 printed wiring 
boards. The packaging philosophy was 
derived from the requirement that the 
computer should be included in a stand
ard office desk which allows a volume of 
approximately 36 cubic feet, of which 
about half is used for knee space and a 
storage drawer. Also packaged in this 
space is a 147,456-bit magnetic-core 
memory which utilizes semiconductor 
components exclusively. * 

List of Symbols 

A = accumulator register 
( ) = contents of 
Q =muItiplier register 
X = exchange register 
bit = binary digit 
PCR = program-control register 
MAR = memory-address register 
Al = left half of accumulator-register 
AT = right half of accumulator-register 
MDR = memory-buffer register 
PAC = program-address counter 
TSR = temporary storage for repeat 
u = u portion of command 
v = v portion of command 
s = modifier for u 
t = modifier for v 
E( u ) = normal transfet of (u) 
S( u) = split transfer of (u) 
(uo) = whole of u, 36 bits 
(ud = right 12 bits of u 
(U2) = middle 12 bits of u 
(U3) = left 12 bits of u 
(X)' =one's complement of (X) 
(X) Y = transfer (X) to Y 
E9 = addition without carry 
fl = logical product 
U = logical alternation (inclusive) 

The Logical System 

The logic of the system may be divided 
into storage equipment and control equip
ment. The storage equipment consists of 

* Developed and constructed by Remington Rand 
Univac, ERA Division of Sperry Rand 

Chairman Leas: Mr. J. J. Lamb, of Sperry 
Rand, who is chairman of the computer 
and data processing sections of the Radio 
Electronic Television Manufacturers As
sociation, would like the group to be in
formed that a panel on automation and 
computers of RETMA is now working 
on various tape standardization pro
posals. 

registers, counters, gates, and logical net
works such as a subtracter. The control 
equipment sequences the storage equip
ment to perform the necessary operations. 

STORAGE EQUIPMENT 

The storage equipment is outlined in 
the block diagram of Fig. 1. The storage 
equipment of the computer proper may 
be divided into program section and arith
metic section. The memory-data register 
(MDR), which is an integral part of the 
memory, is a 36-bit register acting as a 
buffer storage between the memory and 
the program and arithmetic sections. 
The exchange register (X), a 36-bit 
double-rank register, performs the double 
duty of handling operands for arithmetic 
operations, as well as serving as the main 
terminal for information coming in and 
out of the computer. The gates between 
the X and MDR are arranged so that 
12-bit words may be handled as well as the 
normal 36. The X -register is double rank 
to accommodate the formation of the 
one's complement of a number without in
volving the accumulator (AL,A R ) and the 
n:ultiplier-quotient register (Q). 

The gates between the master and slave 
of the X-register, and the gates from the 
Q-register to the X-register are arranged 
in a manner to facilitate the logical opera
tions, which are described in the instruc
tions. The accumulator is a 72-bit 
register (double-word length) to accom
modate double-precision multiplication 
without destroying the multiplier, which 
is contained in the Q-register. The slave 
ranks of the A- and X-registers are not 
gated but tied directly to the subtracter 
network, such that the subtrahend is con
tained in the X -register and the minuend 
is contained in the A-register. The dif
ference (output from the subtracter), is 
gated to the master rank of the accumu
lator. Practically all of the transfers 
are done on the clear-transfer basis. 
Since l's complement arithmetic is per
formed in the computer, the accumulator 
is designed to perform left-circular shifts 
(end around). Likewise the Q-register is 
a left-circular shifting register which con
tains the multiplier during multiplication 
and the quotient at the end of dh·ision. 
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Since the accumulator is a 72-bit regis
ter, the subtracter network is required to 
have 72 stages. Addition is performed by 
complementing the contents of the X
register. The design of the subtracter 
more than any other unit, with the ex- ' 
ception of the memory, determines the 
speed of the computer because of borrow 
propagation. Since speed was not the 
prime objective, no special logical tech
niques were employed to speed up the 
borrow propagation, such as asynchronous 
sensing. \Vith direct-coupled circuits, the 
borrow line passing through a stage 
switches, at most, one transistor. This 
means that the maximum time for bor
row propagation, which is the time used, 
is 72 times the average switching time of 
a transistor in a common-emitter con
figuration. 

The double-address instruction being 
performed is contained in the 36-bit pro
gram control register (PCR). The 13-bit 
memory address register (MAR) is tied 
directly to the selection network of the 
magnetic core memory. The 12-bit pro
gram address register (PAC) contains the 
address of the next consecutive instruc
tion to be performed. The gates from the 
MAR to the PAC are arranged so that 
one is added to the contents of MAR 
during the transfer. The 12-bit tem
porary storage for repeat register (TSR) 
contains the address of the instruction to 
be jumped to at the completion of a repeat 
operation. 

The counter shown in the block di
agram of Fig. 1, is called the "shifting 
counter" since in a shift instruction the 
contents of the v address of PCR are 
transferred to the counter, tp count the 
number of shifts performed. Since it is a 
subtracting type counter, it is also em
ployed to solve the modular equation of 
the scale-factor instruction. The number 
of steps in the multiplication and division 
algorithms are aJso controlled by the 
counter 

CONTROL EQUIPMENT 

The various control units used are illus
trated by the block diagram of Fig. 2. 
The responsibilities may be stated as fol
lows: 

1. Program control: The program control 
is responsible for sequencing the instructions 
of the program, and initiating the instruc
tion control. 

2. Repeat control: The repeat control has 
a"'-function similar to the program control, 
except that it modifies the two addresses of 
an instruction that is being repeated. It is 
also responsible for determining the number 
of times the repeated instruction has been 
executed. 
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of storage equipment 

3. Instruction control: The instruction 
control is responsible for positioning oper
ands and results that are processed by the 
arithmetic or input-output controls. 

4. Arithmetic control: The arithmetic 
control sequences the clears and transfer 
equipment of the arithmetic section to per
form: addition, subtraction, multiplication, 
division, shifting. 

5. Input-output control: The input-out
put control acts as a buffer between the com
puter and input-output devices. 

The underlying, unifying philosophy in 
the design of controls, is that each is com
posed of several units, in such a way that 
each unit performs a certain operation (a 
micro instruction, for example), and upon 
execution of its function, routes the con
trol signal to another unit. The instruc
tion code determines a certain path 
through the various units. The routing 
of control signals for a given list of in
structions makes the designing almost a 
problem in combinatorial analysis. 

INSTRUCTION 

Composition of an Instruction. An in
struction word consists of 36 bits, which 
may be denoted by X35, X34, ••• ,Xo. The 
portions of the word are described in 
accordance with the following scheme: 

e.g., addition. Since there are six bits 
available, the machine may accommodate 
26 = 64 instructions. Not all of these in
structions, however, are recognized as 
meaningful by the computer. If the 
computer is directed to execute a mean
ingless instruction it stops, and a fault 
indicator is illuminated. 

For most instruction the u and v por
tions of the instruction are memory 
addresses for datum words that are used 
as operands, or one of them is the memory 
address at which the result of the opera
tion is stored. The rule admits excep
tions. For example: in some instruc
tions the v portion of the instruction is not 
a memory address, rather it is the number 
of places a register is to be shifted. The 
u and v portions of some instructions are 
the addresses to which a "jump" is to be 
made. The list of instruction makes clear 
the use to which u, v are put for each in
struction. 

The s, t modifiers of an instruction word 
determine the manner in which the u, v 
portions respectively are to be inter
preted. The general rule is that if 
s=O, 1,2,3 or t=O, 1, 2, 3, the u portion 
of the instruction, or v portion, is a mem
oryaddress. The modifier does not indi-

Command 
Portion 

s, 
Modifier 

t, 
Modifier 

u, 
Portion 

v, 
Portion 

X86 ••••• X80 ••.•• X29 ••••• X27 

An operator uses the octal system of 
notation for coding the instructions. 

The command portion of the instruc
tion tells the function of the instruction, 

X23 ••• •• XI! .•.. Xu •....• Xo 

cate whether one is reading from, or 
writing into, the memory address indi
cated by u or v; it indicates merely that 
the memory address is referenced. If the 
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modifier is 0, the whole word of the 
memory address is referenced. If the 
modifier is 1, 2, 3, the right 12 bits, middle 
12 bits, and left 12 bits respectively of the 
word of the memory address are refer
enced. Whether writing into or reading 
from a memory address takes place is 
made clear from the description of each 
instruction. If s=6, 7, u is not inter
preted as a memory address at all; rather 
the A, Q registers respectively are refer
enced. By the same token, if t=6, 7, v is 
not a memory address, and the A, Q 
registers respectively are referenced. 
There are few instructions in which 4, 5 
are admissible modifiers. 

For each admissible instruction there 
are certain values of the sand t modifiers 
that are recognized as meaningless by the 
computer. If the computer attempts to 
execute an instruction with a meaningless 
mQdifi~r it stops, and a fault light is 

, J .,... ~ _. _, _ 

illuminated. 

Types oj Instructions. There are three 
types of instructions: 

a. Ordinary instructions: This class com-' 
prises almost all instructions. A number of 
instructions facilitate the handling of data, 
such as the different types of transmit-data 
instructions, the logical-multiply, and logi
'Cal-substitute instructions. 

b. Input-output instructions: There are 
six instructions for the input-output equip
ments: An interlock jump instruction is 
provided that permits optimal use of the 
computer while the input-output devices 
are being used. 

c. Repeat instruction: It caUses the in
struction obtained from the next memory 
address to be repeated the number of times 
indicates by its u portion, each time in
creasing the u, v addresses of the repeated 
instruction by So, to respectively, where So, 
to are the s, t modifiers of the repeat instruc
tion. At the end of the repeat, a jump is 
then made to the v address of the repeat 
instruction. 

List of Instructions. The system of coding 
and arithmetic is one's complement. If 
therefore n bits are transferred to a 
register of p bits (where p>n), the n bits 
are transferred, keeping their relative 
order, to the right hand of the register. 
The remaining p - n bits are made equal 
to the left bit of the n bit word. Such a 
transfer is used for most instructions. 
They are called "normal" instructions. 

There is another method of transfer. 
When a word of n bits is transferred to a 
p bit register, where p>n, the remaining 
p-n bits are equal to zero. There 'are a 
"few in'Stroction'S during which a tr,a,nsfer 
takes place in this fa:shion. ''I1ley are 
(called ""'Split" instructions. 

In the followirrg list of instnrctions, an 
;arrow indic'ates that fue -data :in the 
:register 'occurring hefore the :artow are 

transmitted to the register indicated after 
the arrow. If u is a memory address or 
register, (u) indicates the contents of that 
memory address. E(u) indicates that the 
contents of u is transferred in normal 
fashion. S(u) indicates the contents of u, 
if transferred to a larger register, is trans
mitted in split fashion. The right, 
middle, and left 12 bits of the word at 
memory location u are indicated by 
(UI), (U2) , (U3) respectively. The whole 
word is indicated by (uo). 

The coding, admissible modifiers, name, 
and function of each meaningful instruc
tion is given in the following list. In 
general, the description remains accurate 
for the case other than .s = t = 0 if the 
interpretation given under the composi
tion of an instruction is adopted. 

11,s,t,u,V. Transmit Positive. s, t =0, 1, 
2, 3, 6, 7. E(us)-vt. If t =6, 7, left shift 
A, Q resp. by v places. 

i2,s,i,u,v. Split Positive Transmit. s, 
t=O, 1, 2, 3, 6, 7. S(us)-Vt. If t=6, 7, 
left shift A, Q resp. by v places. 

13,s,t,u,v. Transmit Negative. s, t =0,1, 
2, 3, 6, 7. (E(us»'-Vt. If t=6, 7, left 
shift, A, Q resp. v places. 

14,s,t,u,v. Split Negative Transmit. 
s,t=0,1,2,3,6,7. (S(us»'-Vt. Ift=6,7, 
left shift A, Q resp. v places. 

21,s,t,u,v. Replace Add. s, t=O, 1, 2, 3, 
6, 7. E(us)+E(vt)-as. 

22,s,t,u,v. Add Modular. s, t=O, 1,2,3, 
6, 7. E(us)+E(vt)-E(Q)-us, if E(us)+ 
E(vt)-E(Q)~O. Otherwise E(us)+E(vt)-
Us. 

23,s,t,u,v. Replace Subtract. s, 1=0, 1, 
2,3,6,7. E(us)-E(vd-us. 

24,s,t,u,v. Subtract Modular. $, t."."O, 1; 
2, 3, 6, 7. E(us)-E(vt)-us, if E(us)
E(vt)~O. Otherwise, E(us) -E(1ftJ+E(Q)-
Us. 

27,s,t,u,v. Replace Add without carry. 
s, t=O, 1, 2, 3, 6, 7. S(us)E8S(vt)E8(AL)
us,where E8 denotes the sum without carry. 

32,s,t,u,v. Split Add. s, t =0, 1,2,3,6,7. 
(A)+S(us)-Vt. If t=6, 7, then left shift 
A, Q, resp. v places. 

34,s,t,u,v. Split Subtract. s, t =0, 1, 2, 3, 
6. 7. (A)-S(us)-Vt. If t=6, 7, left shift 
A, Q resp. v places. 

srART 

Fig. 2. Block diagram of controls 

35,s,t,u,v. Ordinary Add. s, t =0, 1, 2,3, 
6, 7. (A)+E(us)-vt. If t=6, 7, then left 
shift A, Q resp. by v places, 

36,s,t,u,v. Ordinary Subtract. s, t =0, 1, 
2,3,6,7. (A)-E(us)-vt. If t=6, 7, then 
left shift A, Q resp. v places. 

41,s,t,u,v. Index. s=O, 1, 2, 3, 6, 7; 
t=O. E(us)-l-us and jump to v, if 
E(us) -1 ~O. Otherwise continue with 
present sequence of instructions (without 
transfer of data). 

43,s,t,u,v. Subtract Modular. s =0, 1, 2, 
3, 6, 7. t =0, 1. Sense (A) -E(us) for sign. 
If t=O, jump to v on positive sign; if t=l, 
jump to v on negative sign. The contents of 
the registers are undisturbed. 

42,s,t,u,v. Equality Jump. s =0, 1, 2, 3, 
6, 7; t=O, 1. Make decision on criterion 
(A)=E(us). If t=O, jump on equality; if 
t = 1, jump on inequality. The contents of 
the registers are unchanged. 

44,s,t,u,v, ~nift Jump. s=O, 1; t=6,7. 
S~fl§e sign of A, Q (if t = 6, 7 resp.). If 
negative, jump to u; if non-negative, jump 
to v. If s= 1, shift register 1 place left. 

45,s,t,u,v. Optional Jump or Stop. s =0, 
1,2,3,4; t=l, 2, 3, 4, 5. Stop if t=5 or if 
t-th "stop" switch is on. If not stop, then 
jump to u if s-th "jump" switch is on and 
if s = 1, 2, 3, 4; jump to v if s -th "jump" 
switch is off and if s = 1, 2, 3, 4 or if s =0. 

46,s,t,u,v. Return Jump. s =0, 1,2,3, 6, 
7; t=O. (PAC)+I-us. Then jump to v. 

51,s,t,u,1J. Logical Multiply. s, t =0, I, 
2,3,6,7. S(us)flS(Q)-Vt. (fl denotes the 
logical product.) 

52,s,t,u,'lJ. Logical Multiply Add. s, t=O, 
t 2, 3, 6,7. (A)+(S(us)flS(Q»-Vt. 

53,s,t,u,v. Logical Substitute. s, t =0, 1, 
2,3,6,7. (S(Q)fl(us»U(S(Q)'fl(vt»-Vt. 

54,s,t,u,v. Shift accumulator left. s=O, 
1,2,3,6,7; t=6,7. If s=6, shift (A) v 
places left. If s=l=6, E(us)-A, shift (A)v 
places, then (A )-us. 

55,s,t,u,v. Shift Q-register left. s ~O, 1, 
2, 3, 6, 7; t=6, 7. If s=6, shift (A) v 
places left. If s=l=6, S(us)-A, shift (A) v 
places left, then (A )-us. 

56,s,t,u,v. Expand transfer. s =0, 1, 2, 
3,6,7; t=O. Shift (A) left v places. Then 
S( Q)fl SeA )-us. 

61,s,t,u,v. Magnetic drum is involv:ed. 
s=O write onto drum, s=l read from drum, 
u specifies address on drum, v specifies 
address in magnetic core memory. (Used in 
conjunction with repeat.) 

62,s,t,u,v. Magnetic tape is involved. t 
designates which tape unit. u designates 
position on tape (in this case, t may share 
bits of u portion to increase the number of 
possible tape units). v designates the ad
dress in the magnetic core memory of the 
computer, and s designates whether the 
instruction is read, write, advance tape, or 
back tape. (Used in conjunction with re
peat.) 
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63,s,t,u,V. Punch card reproducer is in
volved. s designates read or punch. U 

designates number of cards involved. 'II 
designates starting address in the magnetic 
core memory of the computer. 

64,s,t,u,v. Print and punch. s = 1, 2, 3; 
1=0, 1, 2, 3, 6, 7. Transfer right 6 (or 7 
bits) of (Vt) to specified output device. If 
s = 1, 2, 3 the output device is the printer 
and reperforator, high-speed punch, printer, 
respectively. 

65,s,t,u,V. Read in. s=O, 1; t=O, 1,2,3, 
6, 7. Transfer right 6, (or 7 bits), of input 
device to Vt. If s =0, 1, the device specified 
is the low-speed reader, high-speed reader 
respectively. 

66,s,t,u,v. Interlock jump. s =0, 1, 2, 3; 
t =0. If specified input-output device is in 
operation, jump to u. Otherwise, jump to 
v. s =0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 specifies the keyboard, 
high-speed reader, high-speed punch, 
printer magnetic tape, punch cards respec
tively. 

71,s,t,u,v. Multiply. s, t =0, 1,2,3,6,7. 
E( us) X E( Vt)-A. 

72,s,l,U,'II. Multiply add. s, t =0, 1, 2, 3, 
6,7. (A)+(E(us)XE(vt))-A. 

73,s,t,u,v. Divide. s, t =0, 1, 2, 3, 6, 7. 
(A)+E(us)-t"t. Remainder is in A. 

74,s,t,u,v. Scale factor. s =0, 1,2,3,6,7; 
t=1, 2, 3. E(us)-A. Shift (A) left until 
aa4±aas. Then transfer to Vt number of 
places necessary to shift (A) to restore word 
to original position. 

75,so,to,n,vo. Repeat. s, t =0, 1, 2,3,4, 5, 
6, 7. Perform instruction obtained from 
next memory address n times. Each time 
order is performed, increase its u, v portions 
by So, to resp. After instruction has been 
executed n times, jump to Vo. 
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Discussion 

R. E. Porter (Boeing Aircraft): Why was 
the Sperry-Rand model 1103A chosen as the 
program instruction model for the Transac? 

Mr. Maddox: We desired one which 
embodied many of the ideas present in the 
1103A. The two address instructions 
seemed reasonable, as did the parallel con
trol, among others. 

C. W. Rosenthal (Bell Telephone Labora
tories): Can you describe your operating 
experience with Transac? 

Mr. Maddox: I am afraid not, because 
Transac is not in operating condition, 
though it is more than 80 per cent finished. 
So far it has performed all the instructions 
that it is designed to do, except that we 
haven't tested the input-output equipment 
or checked the memory. 

E. P. Dundatscheck, International Business 
Machine Corp. (IBM): What is the ap
proximate packing factor obtained in the 
Transac, that is, how many cubic inches per 
transistor? 

Mr. Maddox: In this model we had learned 
from past experience not to pack it too 
tightly. For example, one of the computers 
was packed by a mechanical engineer who 
was taken off hearing aids, and there were 
some comments about it. However, I would 
say that in the top level of the arithmetic 
section, we're getting about two transistors 
and two resistors per cubic inch. 

Mr. Housman, (IBM): Why do you use a 
subtracter rather than an adder? 

Mr. Maddox: I did not want to use both an 
adder and a subtracter, so it was a question 
of which we would use. The only difference 
I could see is that the ambiguous ° is elimi
nated by using the subtracter. 

Mr. Peck (IBM): What logical, nonarith
metic, operations are incorporated in the 
Transac? 

Mr. Maddox: We have a logical multiply 
that performs by getting the zero's of one 
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UNIVAC®-LARC, the Livermore Atomic 
Research Computer, is being built 

for the University of California's Radia
tion Laboratories at Livermore, Cali
fornia. Larc (Fig. 1), is Remington Rand 
Univac's newest all solid-state large-
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scale computer, over 100 times faster 
than today's scientific computers and 
internally 1,000 times faster than today's 
business data-processing system. The 
design is based entirely on existing com
ponents. The customer can expect de-

operand into a register containing the other 
operand. The latter register then contains 
ones only in those positions where ones were 
present in both operands. Also, there is an 
instruction that uses a logical substitute 
routine, that is, using two operands that are 
corresponding to similar operands in the Q 
register. There is also an instruction that 
does the logical multiply operation, which is 
nonarithmetic, and combines this operation 
with an addition operation to obtain a logi
cal multiply-add operation. 

Mr. Chang (Sylvania Electrical Products, 
Inc.): What is the switching speed of the 
transistors? 

Mr. Maddox: We are using selected-surface 
barrier-transistor and our switching speed is 
about 0.06 microsecond. 

Mr. Feigenbaum (Carnegie Institute of 
Technology): Transistor circuitry is not 
noted for its high reliability, yet nothing 
was mentioned about checking on this 
machine. 

Mr. Maddox: There are special periods re
served on the machine for checking routines. 
We have the usual marginal test where the 
machine may be sequenced manually. Of 
course, there are standard procedures 
printed for this purpose. As far as reli
ability is concerned, we have never had a 
transistor fail to date, once it was installed in 
the computer. 

Mr. Gariano (Burroughs): What transistor 
was used most extensively in Transac? 
What silicon transistor will replace this 
device? 

Mr. Maddox: We used the surface barrier 
S-3101 transistor exclusively in Transac and, 
frankly, I do not know which silicon tran
sistor is going to replace it. This is the next 
step. 

C. H. Propster (Radio Corporatlon of 
America): What is the typical delay 
through each surface-barrier transistor
stage under minimum and maximum load 
conditions? 

Mr. Maddox: I can only give you the aver
age, the figure I gave a moment ago on the 
switching speed, 0.06 microsecond. 

livery in 1958. My paper is directed 
primarily at the systems aspect of the 
design. 

The great speed and flexibility of Larc 
are achieved in part by the inclusion, 
for the first time in a single system, of 
parallel-decimal arithmetic (both fixed
and floating-point), complete checking, 
megacycle pulse rates, multiple arithme
tic and index registers, and simultaneous 

J. P. ECKERT is with Remington Rand Univac. 
Division of Sperry Rand Corporation, Philadelphia, 
Pa. 

® Registered trade-mark, Remington Rand Uni
vac, Division of Sperry Rand Corp. 
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Fig. 2 (right). Operation of Larc system 

operation of input-output equipment and 
computer circuits. While these items 
have been used in various business and 
scientific calculators in the past, this is 
the first time they have all been integrated 
into a single system. 

Such a combination of the most desir
able features of existing systems would 
-in itself have constituted a more-than
usual step forward. In addition, how
ever, Larc has three entirely new fea
tures, all new forms of parallel operation 
within a computer. First, there are two 
computing systems, one for arithmetic, 
and one to process and control the input
-output data and prepare it for the com
puter. Second, each of these computers 
lIas overlap operation within its struc
ture, allowing for simultaneous handling 
of the computer s instructions, the index 
registers, and the operands. Third, a 
second arithmetic computer can be con
nected to the system and fed from com
mon input-output equipment. These 
three new forms of parallelism account 
for much of the advance in speed which 
Larc achi~ves. Even without them it 
would be much faster than existing com
puters. 

Formerly, the term "parallel computer" 
implied a kind of ultimate in speed of 
operation. Actually, it was nothing of 
the sort. Although all of the digits of a 
word did in fact function in parallel, 
almost nothing else did, neither the con
trol circuits, the input-output equipment, 
nor very much in the way of memory. 
Curiously, Univac I, although called a 
serial computer, because of the serial 
type of the memory and computing 
systems used, actually had considerable 
parallelism in it, in that checking and 
input-output functions went on in parallel 
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with computing. Larc is the first com
puter in which the parallel principle is 
carried out consistently throughout the 
entire system to achieve a new concept 
in speed. 

Influence of Programming 
on Design 

Larc's increased speed is due in part 
to a complex and highly organized order 
code the use of which is made possible 
by modern automatic-programming tech
niques. These techniques, developed 
largely by Dr. Grace M. Hopper and Dr. 
John W. Mauchly, enable nearly optimum 
programs to be generated and assembled 
in detailed form from generalized-pro
gram instruction. Previously, the pro
grammer was required to formulate the 
program step-by-step, and at the same 
time keep track of the many subroutines 
and their addresses. As a result of these 
programming limitations Univac I had 
considerably fewer order codes than Larc. 
In addition, the order codes in themselves 
were simpler. Since with automatic 
programming it is not necessary for the 
programmer to remember or directly use 
the order code, Larc uses a large order 
code containing many sometimes almost 
identical order codes required to mini
mize the number of steps in a problem. 

With automatic programming com
promises are no Ion ger necessary in a 
design aimed primarily at achieving the 
greatest speed within a reasonable cost 
limitation. Considerations imposed by 
the programmer's limited memory, his 
slow speed, and his general scarcity no 
longer compromise the design. Conse
quently, Larc has been designed with 69 
complex order codes and with accommo-

dations for more. Not only does auto
matic programming enable the use of a 
greater number of order codes, but order 
codes of a greater complexity than was 
formerly practical may be included with
out hesitation. Actually, the complex 
orders are in themselves small subroutines. 

Automatic programming has made 
practical the design of a system which 
combines for the first time all of the ad
vanced features of earlier electronic com
puters plus three major new advances. 
Equally important to the practical 
realization of such a complex system have 
been the advances in reliable high speed, 
solid-state circuitry, and core-memory 
designs, as well as the development of a 
new high-capacity high-reliability dnlm
memory system. 

As a result of the combined advances 
in system design and automatic program
ming, a new order of parallelism has been 
achieved, and has led to a system in which 
a large part of the equipment is kept 
functioning most of the time. By con
trast, in present day large-scale scientific 
computers, many parts of the system are 
idle much of the time, since relatively few 
parts of the system are in simultaneous 
operation. 

The system which has been evolved 
increases the speed of scientific calcula
tions over 100 times, while the cost of the 
equipment over previous systems increases 
a little more than two times. 

Description 

A detailed description of Larc is 
beyond the scope of this paper. Briefl.y, 
the system operates as shown in Fig. 2. 
Input either from magnetic tape or 
punched cards is fed to the processor, 
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which contains an internally programmed 
computer, priority circuits, and from 5 to 
8 synchronizers. The processor handles 
communications between the high-speed 
core memories, the large-capacity drum 
memories, and the input-output equip
ment. The processor also edits input 
and output data for the various tape 
units and printers. 

Each high-capacity magnetic drum
memory unit is capable of storing 250,000 
words of ll-decimal digits and a sign. 
Larc will contain 12 such drums, and the 
system can be expanded to accommodate 
24. The magnetic drums have a high 
order of reliability achieved by the use of 
an air-floated head that does not wear the 
magnetic recording surface in any way,1 

The high -speed magnetic-core memory 
is shared by the processor and the arithme
tic computing unit. Each 2,500-word 
memory unit may be addressed independ
ently of any other memory unit and may 
operate in parallel with it. The high
speed core memories are addressed on an 
essentially asynchronous basis. Larc has 
eight such units, 20,000 words, and the 
system may contain as many as 39 units, 
971500 words. 

The arithmetic computer has both 
fixed- and floating-point arithmetic built 
in, since many scientific problems require 
floating-point arithmetic, and are speeded 
up by a factor of as much as 50 to 1 when 
the necessity for programming floating
point operation from fixed-point orders is 
eliminated. In addition, instructions are 
overlapped so that the time required for 
executing arithmetic instruction is devoted 
entirely to arithmetic operation, access
time having been overlapped with execu
tion of the previous instruction. Typical 
cycles for execution of either floating- or 
fixed-decimal arithmetic operations are 4 
microseconds for addition, 8 microseconds 
for floating rounded off multiplication. 
High speed is further achieved through 
the use of both A- and B-registers. The 
A-registers hold operands and immediate 
results. The B-registers are index regis
ters. They permit shifting of operations 
to different parts of the high-speed mem
ory system and avoid much loss of time 
which would otherwise result if addresses 
had to be modified by program steps, or 

. if data had always to be moved to and 
processed in areas which were assigned on 
a fixed basis. 

Four microseconds are required for the 
transfer of the contents of a memory 
location into any arithmetic register, the 
transfer of the contents of any arithmetic 
register to any other arithmetic register, 
or the transfer of the contents of any 
arithmetic register into any memory 
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location. Comparison of the contents of 
two arithmetic registers to determine 
whether they are equal takes 4 micro
seconds. In the event that the cotppari
son results in a conditional transfer of 
control, eight additional microseconds 
are required to make the transfer. 

The input-output tape units have a 
data-handling rate of 20,000 alphanumeric 
characters per second. Available as 
optional output equipment are a directly 
connected high-speed print head, which 
can produce output copy at 1,200 lines 
a minute, and a Charactron cathode-ray 
tube printing and plotting unit. The 
Charactron is a special-purpose display 
tube which can be viewed directly or 
used to produce a permanent photographic 
record. The output rate of the Charac
tron display is 25,000 characters per 
second, or over 12,000 lines per minute. 

This brief description of the system 
gives some idea of the degree of parallel
ism used in Larc. Should this parallel
ism result in a demand for information 
not available, the situation is automati
cally controlled by the resequencer, a unit 
of the system not previously referred to. 
Such a co-ordinated system could not 
have been balanced had not existing com
ponents with known performance char
acteristics been available at the beginning 
of the project. . . 

Balance or proper proportion between 
the various units is perhaps the most 
important factor in the design of a com
plex system. Many present day com
puters have suffered greatly due to poor 
balance, poor budgeting if you will, of 
the available money between the various 
functions and units. Not only were some 
units made the wrong -size or speed to 
match others, but useless features were 
frequently included to the exclusion of 
items of great necessity. 

In Larc not only has extensive study of 
scientific problems resulted in balance, 
but sufficient flexibility, both in order 
code and in optional features, has been 
designed into the system to allow ready 
adaptation to the demands of a wide 
range of users. A good example of this 
flexibility in design is the memory system 
described in the following paragraphs. 

Memory System 

Larc's great speed depends on four 
levels of magnetic memory: first, the 
very fast I-microsecond A- and B-regis
ters, second, the 4-microsecond high
speed core memories, third, the large
capacity drum memories, and, fourth, the 
magnetic-tape system. This hierarchy 
of memories results from four require-

ments: that the memory system be 
very large, that it match the high speed 
of the arithmetic computing unit without 
restricting the nature of the problem 
which can be run at top computer speed, 
and that it be reasonable both from the 
point of view of reliability and of economy. 
Since speed and large capacity are eco
nomically antagonistic, the speed and 
large-storage requirements were met by 
four separate memories. The major 
burden falls on the 4-microsecond core 
memory and the multi-million-word drum 
memory. Such an arrangement would. 
not have been efficient, of course, with-· 
out the processor, which keeps the var
ious memories co-ordinated in simul
taneous operation without loss of time. 

The idea of more levels in the memory 
system was considered and rejected for a 
number of reasons. The idea would be 
economically attractive only if the size 
of an added stage of high-speed memory 
were severely limited; but limited high
speed memory capacity, other than the 
A and B registers placed between the 
main core memory and the arithmetic 
circuits, can present awkward program
ming problems. Problems which are 
completely contained in the highest 
stage of the memory can be handled at 
exceedingly high. speed, but, unfortu
nately many problems demand a sudden 
choice among more data than can be 
economically stored in this highest-speed 
stage. This information must then be 
obtained at lower speed in the main core 
memory. Moreover, the transfer ot 
data to and from a very limited size high
speed memory can not always be antic-
ipated in automatic programming, since
it can depend on computations as they 
are actually going on in the problem. At 
best, the programmer must keep these
restrictions in mind when he sets up the
program. At worst, it is frequently 
impossible to fit some problems into such 
an elaborate hierarchy. The more stages. 
there are the more difficult it becomes to 
automatically program a given problem. 
The idea of another level in the high-speed 
memory was rejected, therefore, as being 
undesirable, if avoidable; that is, if 
another way could be found to spend the 
cost of the extra memory to- provide speed 
with greater flexibility. 

Another type of high-speed memory 
that might have been used is the inter
laced core-memory system. In this type 
of memory, two (or more), 6- to 8-micro
second memory units, which are less· 
expensive than 4-microse-cond units, might 
be interlaced to yield an access time of 4 
microseconds or tess. Problems in pro
gramming arise with this system, how-
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ever, since an item of data may be called 
for from the first memory at one time and 
from the second memory at another. 
Since the data cannot always be located 
in the memory available at the next 
cycle, it may be necessary to wait to find 
it in the second memory, thus doubling 
access time on some operating cycles. 

Considerable study led to the conclu
sion that to break a single-speed high
speed core memory into several groups 
that could be addressed almost simul
taneously and at random offered the most 
for the money and placed the fewest 
restrictions on programming. In fact, 
it would still be necessary with either a 
multi-level or an interlaced system to have 
-several groups at each level to handle the 
demands resulting from the arithmetic 
speed and the super-parallelism of the 
Larc system. 

Design Approach 

The design approach to Larc was con
servative with respect to circuitry and 
to the choice of components, and radical 
with respect to logic. The system was 
balanced at a time when all of the com
ponents were in hand, so that design 
balance would not be upset by component 
changes during the design period. 

The very great speed of Larc has been 
'Obtained primarily by logical sophistica
tion both in the system design and the 
circuit design, rather than by trying to 
extend the pulse rate of the system be
yond a safe rate for the present state of 
the art. Actually, the 2-megacycle pulse 
rate used is slightly less than that of 
Univac I, which was 2.25 megacycles, 
although a shift from tube to solid-state 
,circuitry has occurred. Pulse rates were 
deliberately kept as low as possible, 
since the lower the pulse rate necessary 
to achieve an over-all operation in the 
required time, the smaller the percentage 
.of the operating cycle consumed- hy'sam
pIing and retiming operations, which in 
themselves contribute little to the logi
cal ability of the circuit. Even with the 
present 2-megacycle pulse rate, nearly 
'One-third of the circuit operating time is 
consumed by these operations. 

In order to allow this relatively slow 
pulse rate, very extensive networks of up 
to eight logical levels are activated be
tween sample or pulse times. For 
example, in the adder, Fig. 3, the desired 
digits are computed, complemented if 
required, and checked in a single 0.5-
microsecond pulse time. Carryover and 
unit adding for 11 decimal digits require 
another 0.5-microsecond pulse time. 

To keep the number of wires and 
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switching circuits which interconnect the 
many units of Larc down to a reasonable 
number, and at the same time allow for 
almost simultaneous communication be
tween the various units (a necessity for 
the high degree of parallel operation 
achieved), a time-multiplex system of 
inter-unit communication is used. While 
this is an old technique in communica
tions equipment, its use in the intercon
nection of the elements of a computer is 
quite new, and is one of the many new 
ideas which have given such a great in
crease in speed and flexibility without a 
corresponding increase in cost. 

The result of this design approach is 
that today a very powerful new computer 
is under construction with assurance that 
it will be completed in 1958, since the 
logical structure of the equipment cannot 
be seriously compromised through the 
failure of the components to perform as 
expected. Test data accumulated over 
a period of years indicate that the over-all 
reliability and performance of Larc will 
exceed that of Univac I, in spite of the 
much greater complexity of the Larc. 

Conclusions 

To sum up, Larc's great computing 
speed is obtained in five ways: first, by 
combining for the first time in one ma
chine checking, fixed- and floating-point 
decimal operation, multiple A-and B
registers and complete input-output buf
fering of the system; second, by the ad
dition of a data processor and over-lapped 
operation of the arithmetic computer; 
third, by use of a main-core memory 
which is not only inherently faster than 
any existing core memory, but is divided 
into groups that may be used simul
taneously; fourth, by the use of circuitry 
two or three times faster than that used in 

Fig. 3. System's adder 

present parallel computers: or, alter
nately, circuits which in a pulse cycle can 
carry out logic several times as complex 
as that which existing serial computers 
can carry out in a pulse cycle of about 
the same duration; fifth, by providing 
for connection of a second arithmetic 
computer into the system. On certain 
types of problem, the addition of this 
computer can mean' an increase in speed 
of almost 100% while the cost of the sys
tem will be increased by less than 50%. 

Since Larc is a highly optimized com
puter from the logical point of view, fu
ture increases in speed will have to come 
in great part from the component direc
tion until Larc has paved the way for sys
tem sophistication beyond our present 
problem-planning and automatic-pro
gramming ability. Higher-speed circuits 
and memory units are under develop
ment,; and will increase the speed even 
more as time goes on. Work on a new 
form of high-speed memory is well along. 2 

Univac-Larc is our latest, fully planned 
step forward in a long-range plan for super 
computers. We feel that Larc will 
achieve more speed than most customers 
will be able to absorb in the next few 
years. - In addition, there will be prob
lems in adapting to such a new speed 
range, and problems in trying to get the 
most out of a flexible new system. 
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Discussion 

Mr. Morison (Douglas Aircraft Missile En
gineering) : How do you overcome the 
limitations of human programmers when 
you program the "automatic programming" 
compilers? 

Mr. Eckert: I don't quite understand what 
is meant by "the limitations." The purpose 
of automatic programming is to overcome 
some of these limitations, and it takes a lot 
of work, and a lot of manpower, to design 
the compilers and to dQ the automatic pro
gramming itself; we do not know the way to 
get around that. However, we have ar
rived at a point where our automatic pro
gramming is good enough to use automatic
programming techniques which have al
ready been developed in producing the com
pilers for Larc. 

A. Abrams (International Business Machine 
Corp.): What type of marginal checking, if 
any, is applied to the transistors in Lare? 

Mr. Eckert: In most of the Larc circuits 
there is a load resistor on the transistors 
which provides a minimum load. By vary
ing the potential applied to this load resistor 
a load greater than normal can be put on the 
circuit. In this way, we can cause the circuit 
to fail, and have a quantitative measure of 
how much additional load the system can 
stand. 

Mr. Schorr-Kon (Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology, Lincoln Laboratory): Does 
"automatic programming" refer to the fact 
that your orders are complex, or do you 
actually have a machine language with 
higher orders of abstraction? 

Mr. Eckert: Remington Rand has de
veloped several automatic-programming 
techniques already. The particular pro
gramming technique we are using in this 
machine is called "general programming." 
In this type of automatic programming the 
program') are put together in such a way that 
one can interpret them moderately well 
later, and make changes without going 
back and doing the entire automatic pro
gramming process all over again. The proc
ess starts with a pseudo-code or a code which 
is not in the machine language. It works 
into machine language in several stages. 

A. L. Tritter (Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology, Lincoln Laboratory): What 
"parallelism" is contemplated between the 
two machines to be linked to a single input
output system? 

Mr. Eckert: Actually, the two computers 
and the processor can all be synchronized on 
one problem by a fairly simple expedient. 
Ordinarily, in fact, the processor and the 
calculator are coordinated by the same 
simple expedient. First, they both use a 
common memory. They both are then able 
to read the conditional transfer orders 

Design Objectives for the IBM 

Stretch Computer 

S. W. DUNWELL 

IT IS APPARENT to every user of an 
electronic computer that there are 

areas in which major improvements are 
desired. Present computer speeds, re
markable as they are, still fall short of the 
requirements of many of today's business 
and technical applications. The labor of 
programming often delays or prevents the 
application of new problems to the 
machines. Maintenance continues to 
consume a significant traction of the 
working day, and requires highly skilled 
engineers to locate and repair machine 
faults. 

The experience gained by the builders 
and users of computers, together with the 
advent of new solid-state components, 
now makes possible computers which are 
significantly bett~r in all of these respects. 

S. W. DUNWEI L is with the International Business 
IVlachines Corporation, Poughkeepsie, N. Y. 

Project Stretch has the goal of producing 
such a system for both technical and 
business use. As the name implies, we 
are endeavoring to employ the most 
advanced techniques and components 
possible with today's technology Many 
of these techniques are still in the re
search phase of their development. 

International Business Machine Cor
poration recently contracted to deliver the 
first Stretch system to the Los Alamos 
Scientific Laboratory of the Atomic 
Energy Commission. A joint mathe
matical planning group has been set up to 
examine the advanced problems which 
future machines wj]l be required to solve, 
and to assist in developing the Stretch 
system along these lines. 

Since the project is still in the research 
phase, a number of important design 
decisions are still to be made. While 
confident that continued research will 

placed in the memory by the other machint'o 
Either machine can place an order or 
modify an order that lay in the path of the 
other machine, and in this way they can ex
ert any desired influence on each other, de
pending largely on how far one goes in pro
gramming. 

They cannot take a problem and perform 
parallel operations in a very microscopic 
sense. The problems cannot be of the type 
where you tear the problem apart and then 
give the first multiplication problem to one 
computer and the second one to another; 
but they are problems in which short sub
routines or short sections can be given over 
to one computer or the other. A kind of 
macroscopic parallelism rather than micro
scopic. 

Mr. M. Glatt (General Electric Co.): Does 
Remington Rand believe computers will 
continue to become even larger, and is your 
company going to do anything about the 
vacuum developing between the desk cal
culator and your large computers? 

Mr. Eckert: Yes, we are. Actually, within 
the past year we have published some papers 
on a small machine called the Univac Mag
netic Computer. This magnetic computer 
is a one-of-a-kind machine, built for the Air 
Force. A somewhat more comprehensive 
magnetic of the same type machine, which 
has a variety of input-output equipment 
options, will be placed on the market in the 
future. 

provide a satisfactory solution in each 
case, it is recognized that these decisions 
may have some influence on the ultimate 
speed of the computer system. 

It is estimated that the operating 
speed of the system on typical technical 
applications will be at least 100 times 
that of the fastest general purpose com
puter now in use. This will be obtained 
through a combination of higher speeds 
for arithmetic and logical operations. 
multiplexing to allow several parts of the 
system to operate concurrently, and new 
instructions designed to reduce the 
number of steps required for common 
operations. 

It is evident that a computer system 
operating 100 times faster than today's 
fastest machines and consuming in the 
process a million or more instructions a 
second, cannot be programmed effectively 
by any process which demands that a 
human write each instruction to be 
executed. The program will have to be 
assembled largely by the computer itself 
from a much simpler statement in mathe
matical and logical notation. A sys
tem of computer-assisted programming, 
or "automatic programming" as we can it, 
will be developed concurrently with the 
development of the instruction system for 
the Stretch computer, so that the least 
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possible human effort be required for 
programming. 

Experience with solid-state components 
indicates that their use alone will greatly 
increase the reliability of the Stretch 
system over that of vacuum tube ma
chines. This, combined with a greater 
ease of locating and correcting those 
faIts which do occur, will have an impor
tant bearing both on the amount of 
useful work which the system can 
accomplish and on the size of the engineer
ing staff required to maintain it. It is 
planned that the computer include a 
thorough system of automatic checking, 
together with means for indicating within 
narrow limits, the location of any part of 
the mechanism which is creating errors. 
Since automatic checking cannot insure 
the accuracy of the input data or the pro
gram, it cannot insure the accuracy of the 
computed results. Instead, its presence 
will be primarily to facilitate the repair of 
the machine. Automatic error correction 
also will be provided in several areas. It 
will, for example, be used in association 
with the magnetic tapes to insure a level 
of accuracy which cannot be obtained in 
any other way. 

The system will consist of three major 
computer sections, an of which com
municate with one multi-section memory. 
The operations required of the computer 
system will be divided so that each section 
performs a portion of the over-all task. 
The three sections of the computer are an 
-input-output section to maintain com
munication with the individual input
output units, a serial computer section 
for editing the flow of input-output data, 
and a high-speed parallel arithmetic 
section to operate upon the organized 
data of the problem. The division of the 
computer into separable major sections is 
sufficiently unconventional to deserve 
explanation here. From the standpoint of 
engineering design, it allows the choice of 
the most appropriate mechanism in each 
part of the system. This is evidenced by 
the choice of a serial arithmetic mecha
nism for the complex editing of data, and 
of a parallel arithmetic system for high
speed operation upon previously or
ganized data. Furthermore, separation of 
the computer into sections enables us to 
schedule efficiently the design and man
ufacture of each section. 

The section which provides com
munication between the various input
'Output units and the computer memory 
is known as the "exchange" because of its 
functional resemblance to a telephone 
exchange. The mechanism is capable of 
communicating simultaneously with 
many input-output units. These will 

include the various kinds of computer 
input-output devices which we know 
today, such as magnetic tapes, paper 
tapes, printers, manual keyboards and 
typewriters, card readers and card 
punches. New input-output devices 
being designed for the Stretch system 
incl-w.de a magnetic disk memory capable 
of holding one million words of data, and 
of communicating with the computer at 
the rate of one word each 4 microseconds. 
These disk memories will be available in 
multiples to supplement the high-speed 
ferrite memory. Also, magnetic tape 
units capable of operating at near ly the 
same speed are planned for availability by 
the time the first system is delivered. 

Particular attention is being given to 
making the input-output system as 
general as possible, so that it can readily 
accept the input-output devices of the 
future. It is anticipated that these will 
include electronic printers and plotters, 
units for direct visual display of data, and 
devices for the direct reading of typed 
input data. The interpretation of speech 
and handwritten data are recognized as 
being less immediately achievable, but it 
is assumed that they will become possible 
within the life span of the Stretch 
system. The system will be capable of 
operating on-line with analog and digital 
devices of many kinds, and of being 
fitted into business systems requiring 
direct over-wire interrogation of large 
memory reservoirs from remote locations. 
As an example, an interrogation type
wdter might communicate with the com
puter over long distance telephone lines to 
obtain company-wide availability data on 
any desired product. 

The serial computer section will operate 
in both decimal and binary arithmetic 
modes. It will include the full comple
ment of instructions necessary for fixed
and floating-point operation, and for 
handling data with fields and records of 
variable length. I ts use to edit the flow of 
data into and out of the high-speed 
atithmetic section will be facilitated by 
instructions designed specifically for con
verting between binary and decimal 
radices, and for converting between the 
codes used by the individual input-output 
units and a preferred code within the 
computer. It will also include means for 
accepting instructions and data words in 
the original format in which they were 
transcribed by humans, and of condensing 
them into the more efficient format used 
within the computer. In a similar 
manner, results will be expanded into the 
format necessary for printing and ready 
for human comprehension. 

Because the arithmetic unit of the 
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serial computer section will operate on 
data words of varying lengths, the speed of 
arithmetic operations can be expressed 
best as ranges. Addition will require 2-3 
microseconds, and multiplication 5-15 
microseconds. Logical operations will be 
more comprehensive than the transfer of 
control operations of present computers, 
and will often perform the equivalent of 
several present logical operations in 2 
microseconds. 

The complex nature of typical editing 
processes requires that the serial section 
provide all of the classes of operations of 
which the system as a whole is capable and 
perform them at considerable speed. 
It is, in fact, a very versatile computer 
within a computer. The serial computer 
alone has an operating speed at least 10 
times that of present day vacuum tube 
machine8, such as the International 
Business Machine types 704 and 705. 

The high-speed arithmetic mechanism 
has the function of rapidly executing the 
operations called for by the mathema
tician in his description of the problem. 
Since the other sections of the system 
relieve it of all secondary responsibilities, 
the high-speed computer section will be 
able to perform useful work on the arith
metic portion of the problem at between 
75 per cent and 90 per cent of its theo
retical maximum rate. This compares 
very favorably with present computers, 
which spend a large part of their time on 
secondary operations. Addition and sub
traction in floating point notation will 
require 0.6 microsecond. Multiplication 
will require 1.2 microsecond. Approxi
mately 0.2 microsecond must be added to 
these times for each data word trans
ferred over the bus system between the 
arithmetic unit and the memory. Specific 
times cannot be given for logical and 
housekeeping operations, since they will, 
to a large extent, be executed simul
taneously with the arithmetic of the 
problem. 

In order to achieve the level of per
formance which has been described, it is 
necessary that all of the active com
ponents in the system be new and of 
types not now in use. The transistors will 
be what we know as the lO-megapulse 
class, by which is meant that they can be 
used with a lO-megacycle repetition rate 
in common devices such as adders. 
These tran~istors in both the p-n-p and 
n-p-n types are available in limited 
quantities for circuit design, where they 
are exhibiting, under test, rise and fall 
times short enough to permit their use by 
Stretch. The transistor circuits to be 
used are discussed in a paper by Mr. R. 
A. Henle.! 
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Two classes of ferrite memory will be 
used. Both of these memories are 
discussed in a paper by Mr. W. W. 
Lawrence. 2 One class of memory will 
be provided in units of 8,192 ,words and 
will have a full cycle time of 2 micro
seconds. When reading, a data word will 
be available for use at the end of 0.8 
microsecond. The second class of mem
ory will be provided in units of 512 
words and will have a full cycle time of 
0.5 microsecond. When reading from 
this memory, a data word will be available 
for use at the end of 0.2 microsecond of 
its cycle. To further increase the speed 
of operation of the memory, mUltiple 

sections in each class will be provided, 
with each section capable of operating 
concurrently with the others. I t is 
recognized that a large memory is one of 
the most important needs of the com
puter of the future. For this reason, the 
addressing system of the Stretch com
puter will be designed for the ultimate 
use of randomly addressable memori:s of 
up to a million words capacity. In 
addition, the external memories in the 
form of magnetic disks and of mag
netic tape devices may ultimately provide 
data in blocks up to a total capacity of 
possibly 100 million words. 

The many investigations necessary to 

A New Large-Scale Data-Handling 

System, DATAmatic 1000 

J. ERNEST SMITH 

THE DATAmatic 1000 (D-lOOO) is a 
high-capacity electronic data-process

ing system designed specifically for appli
cation to the increasingly complex prob
lems and procedures of present-day 
business. The system incorporates sig
nificant new systems techniques, as 
well as several basically new component 
developments. One of the outstanding 
features of the D-lOOO is its ability to 
feed information from magnetic tape into 
the central processor at a sustained rate 
of 60,000 decimal-digits per second, and 
to deliver data after processing back to 
magnetic tape at this same rate. The 
operational speed of the central processor 
maintains full compatibility with the 
high speed of information transfer. Con
sequently, the difficulties caused by 
programs which are either tape limited 
or processing-time limited do not arise 
in the majority of commercial applications 
of this system. 

The basic unit of information in the 
D-lOOO is the word, which contains 52 
bit positions. One word will store a 
complete instruction or, alternatively, 
an amount of information ranging from 
8 alphanumeric characters to 12 decimal 
digits. The system admits two distinct 
types of character representation; an 
alphanumeric character is represented by 

J. ERNEST SMITH is with the DATAmatic Corpo
ration, Newton Highlands, Mass. 
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6 bits, whereas a numeric digit may be 
represented by just 4 bits. This duality 
of information coding leads to substantial 
economy in the storage and manipula
tion of business data. Whenever, as is 
often the case, great masses of informa
tion are in numeric form, the 4-bit 
representation is used. When, however, 
data words comprising alphabetic in
formation are involved, the 6-bit charac
ter coding is used. The 6-bit code 
covers all 56 symbols of the D-1000 sys
tem, including the 26 letters of the alpha
bet, the 10 digits, and the 20 special 
symbols. The 4-bit mode is intended to 
cover primarily the 10 decimal digits. 

Two typical D-lOOO words are shown 
by Fig. 1. The upper section illustrates 
an 8-character alphanumeric word; the 
lower section shows an I1-decimal-digit 
numeric word with the appended sign. 
Note that it is possible to mix alphanu
meric information not only within a 
given record, but even within a partic
ular word of that record. 

The basic instruction of the system is 
of the 3-address class. Two of the 
addresses generally serve to locate: the 
memory position of the operands of the 
order, and the third position generally 
identifies the location to which the result 
of the order is to be transmitted. The 
order word also identifies the operation 
to be performed by its code, and contains, 
as does every word in the system, four 

carry the project through its present 
research phase are proceeding in close 
conformity to the original schedule, and 
we look forward with considerable con~ 
fidence to being able to put the Stretch 
computer into production in the near 
future. 
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positions of checking information. Fig. 
2 shows a typical addition order as it is 
stored within the space of one word. 

The central processor embodies the 
arithmetic and control sections of the 
equipment, as well as the main high
speed memory and the auxiliary or 
buffer memory. The main memory con
sists of a ferrite-core array of 2,000 words, 
each having 52 binary positions; see 
Fig. 3. The complete cycle time for 
this memory is approximately 14 micro
seconds, which is indicative of the rat€' 
at which repeated access to the memory 
may be accomplished. The arithmetic 
unit is serial in structure, operating at a 
pulse repetition rate of 2.2 megacycles 
per second. Typical operation times 
for this unit are: 4,300 addition or sub
traction operations per second; 5,500 
comparison operations per second. 
These times apply to complete operations; 
for example, the addition operation as 
here defined includes the extraction of 
both the addend and the augend from 
memory, the addition of these quantities, 
the transmission of their sum back to 
memory, the complete verification of the 
transmission of the operands and the 
result, the automatic checking of the 
addition process itself, and finally the 
transmission to the control unit of the 
next succeeding order to be processed. 
The control section is responsible for 
the orderly performance of all opera
tions within the processor, including the 
interpretation of the orders, and veri
fication that the proper sequence of 
controls has been called into action in 
accordance with the requirements of 
each instruction being executed. 

The buffer, or auxiliary memory of the 
D-1000 is of primary importance in 
that this unit sustains the high rate of 
information transfer to and from the 
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magnetic tapes of the system. The 
=input buffer which receives information 
'from the tapes is divided into two sec
,tions, each having a capacity of 62 
words. The design of this input section 
IS such that the central machine may be 
"in operation while information is being 
"read from the tapes. Furthermore, it is 
"possible for several tapes to be feeding 
this buffer section sequentially with no 
resultant loss in the input information' 
rate of 60,000 digits per second. The 
,output section of the buffer likewise 
contains two sections, each of 62 words, 
and permits operations to proceed within 
the main processor while information is 
being recorded in a continual stream 
upon one or more tapes of the system. 

The magnetic tape system of the 
D-lOOO embodies many new features 
which have great significance in the over
all performance of the system. The 
tape itself is 3 inches wide and it em
bodies a new technique of tape construc
tion. Unlike conventional plastic tapes, 
the actual recording surface is sealed 
within a protective sheath of mylar. 
Fig. 4 shows an enlarged cross-sectional 
view of the tape. Because of this con
struction no frictional contact between 
the recording surface and the read
record head is possible; furthermore, the 
mylar prevents the recording surface 
from being damaged by handling. The 
resulting wear upon either the tape or 
the recording head after millions of 
passes of the tape is negligible, as life 
tests in our laboratories have shown; 
in fact, no perceptible loss of the re
corded signal has been noted after the 
same segment of tape has passed the 
reading head several million times. 

A new time-modulation technique of 
recording has been employed in the 
D-lOOO system to reduce the adverse 
effects- of signal variability" _and -noise.·, 
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In many ways it bears the same relation
ship to conventional recording tech
niques that frequency-modulation trans
mission bears to amplitude-modulation 
transmission in the field of radio. Essen
tially, a "one" is distinguished from a 
zero by means of a time differentiation 
scheme. The "one" occupies approxi
mately twice the time interval of a 
zero in both reading and recording. 
The polarity of the pulse upon the tape 
is of no significance in the determination 
of the information, nor is the sensing of 
the information directly a function of 
the amplitude or the strength of the 
signal. Fig. 5 shows a pulse train of 
information as it appears in the D-lOOO 
recording system. A total of 31 in
formation channels are recorded on the 
broad tape. The successive bits of 
each character are recorded longitudinally 
along each channel of the tape, and 
successive characters follow one another 
within the channel. This is in direct 
contrast to conventional information 
patterns on tape wherein the successive 
bits of each character occu py corre
sponding positions in six or seven distinct 
tape channels; see Fig. 6. It should be 
noted that in the D-lOOO information 
array there exists no particular time 
relationship between the data in one 
channel and the data in any other 
channel; each channel is treated in
dividually, thereby making unnecessary 
any requirements for synchronization of 

Table I. Sorting on Six 0-1000 Tapes 

Number Length of Type 
of Record, of 

Records Decimal Digits Sorting 
Time, 

Minutes 

390,000. . . . . . 48 ....... merge ......... " 82 
110,000 ....... 120 ....... merge .......... 29 
21,000 ........ 72 ...... merge ........... 4 

, 10,000 .... ~. 36 ....... digital. ......... 1 

pulses across the tape. This arrange
ment of inforination has a further ad
vantage in that it enables searching to 
proceed upon several tape mechanisms 
simultaneously without a multiplicity 
of reading equipment, the cost of which 
would be prohibitive. The searching 
process is made possible by the fact 
that the key word or argument which is 
being sought always resides wholly 
within one channel; thus, by appropriate 
switching means, as many as ten tape 
mechanisms may be searching for in
formation simultaneously, using only the 
standard complement of reading and 
amplification equipment. 

Sixty-two Datamatic words are re
corded in a unit block upon magnetic 
tape. They are arrayed, as shown in 
Fig. 7 with two words occupying each 
channel within a block. The block is 
read as a complete unit into the input
buffer memory system. A tape length 
of approximately 2,700 feet leads to a 
total capacity of 50,000 blocks, or 
3,100,000 words per reel of tape. This 
capacity is the equivalent of 37 million 
decimal-digits of information on a single
tape ree1. The information storage on 
tape has been increased substantially 
through the use of an interlacing scheme 
of block positions on the tape, as shown 
in Fig. 8. Successive blocks of data are 
recorded in alternate block positions on 
the tape. Beginning at the physical end 
of the tape, the "omitted" tape blocks 
are then utilized for the second half of 
the recorded data. Consequently, no 
"dead spaces" are required for accelera
tion and de acceleration of the tape 
mechat;lism. The alternate block con
struction provides a full block length for 
acceleration and de acceleration purposes 
whenever a tape stop is required in a 
given direction. On the reverse scan 
of the tape, the role of tbe blocks is 
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interchanged and the former recording 
space is now used for interblock stops and 
starts; the information presently of 
interest resides in what formerly had 
been the acceleration space. The mag
netic-tape transport operates when read
ing and recording with a tape speed of 
100 inches per second, which yields an 
input rate from a single tape device of 
60,000-decimal-digits per second. This 
rate is not the instantaneous rate of 
reading or recording; rather it is the 
mean effective rate at which information 
is continuously made available to the 
central machine from a single tape 
device. The over-all design of the 
D-lOOO system is such that the central 
processor can normally accept the in·· 
formation at this rate, thus enabling this 
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RECORDING 
SIDE 

Fig. 3. Main memory 

high-input rate to be maintained for 
substantial periods. A reading from 
one tape may be in process simultane
ously with writing upon another tape, 
and both may be in process while the 
central processor is manipulating or 
calculating data. 

In the D-lOOO system there are a 
total of 33 fundamental instructions 
which span across several categories of 
orders; these orders include the standard 
calculating orders as well as orders used 
to perform memory and buffer transfers, 
word shifting, comparison, printing, and 
many other functions. The scope of 
this paper does not permit of any de
tailed consideration of the array of 
orders of this machine. However, it is 
important to note that the instructions 

Fig. 4 (left). En
larged section of 
0-1000 mag

netic tape 

Fig. 6 (right). In
formation ar
rangement within 

0-1 000 words 

00 0000 

Fig. 5. Typical pulse train of 0-1000 infor
mation 

which govern the D-lOOO system have 
been specially devised to simplify the 
complicated programming requirements 
in many business applications. Specifi
cally, the order structure is devised to 
minimize the number of program steps 
to accomplish such common requirements 
in business-data processing as sorting, 
merging, searching, infiling, and extrac
tion of record information. Further
more, through the incorporation of many 
special control features in the design of 
the equipment, the need for what are 
commonly called "housekeeping" orders 
and routines has been greatly reduced. 
The calling forth of successive orders 
from the memory nonnally proceeds 
sequentially under control of a sequence 
register. However, several orders are 
of a class whereby the third address 
may designate an arbitrary memory 
position for tee location of the next 
order. This type of instruction call is 
termed the "subsequence mode" of 
operation. It conveniently enables sub
routines to be called into execution at 
the conclusion of which the normal 
sequence of instructions may be resumed. 
The need for the usual subroutine en
trance and exit orders is eliminated. 
The order structure is conjunction with 
the high input-output speeds of the 
D-lOOO enables such operations as sorting 
and merging to be accomplished with 
great rapidity. Table I gives certain 
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61 62 - -----36 Fig. 7 (left). 0·1000 ar· 
51 58 - -----35 rangement of words on mag· 

5 6 
1 2 

3 4 
1 8 

55 56 
59 60 

typical sorting speeds where six tape 
mechanisms are being used in the opera
tion. As an example of the file-updating 
process, consider a main file containing 
500,000 items, each item of which con
tains 320 alphabetic characters and 
240 decimal digits. Assuming that cer
tain simple changes are made to 5,000 
items of this file, the total file of 500,000 
items will have been updated in less than 
20 minutes. 

CHANNEL/ netic tape 
NUMBER 

----22 
----21 

Fig. S (right). Interlace of 
0·1000 blocks on magnetic 

tape 

chine. Included in this category are 
such features as overflow control in the 
addition and subtraction processes, im
proper relative magnitudes of the divisor 
and the dividend in division, physical 
end or beginning of magnetic tape, and 
the automatic rerun features in the case 
of weight-count error detection as al
ready mentioned. 

The central console of the D-IOOO 
has provision for entering on, or reading 
from, any memory position of the ma
chine as well as certain selected special 
registers of the central processor. It 
is also equipped with an array of diagnos
tic indicators which will enable an in
formed operator to determine not only 
the type" of error which has occurred, 
but frequently the precise location of 
such equipment difficulties. Provisions 
are also made for reducing the amount of 
time lost in preparing for reruns. This 
is accomplisred through the use of auto-

"FORWARD"-INFORMATION IS READ 27; 28;29 

"REVERSE"- INFORMATION IS READ 49,970; 49,971 

matic rerun controls at the console. 
When the problem has been properly 
programmed, it is possible through the 
use of this console feature for the operator 
merely to press an appropriate button, 
causing the program to revert automati
cally to the proper point in the program 
for purposes of the rerun. In this case, 
the operator may not be aware of the 
specific point in the maze of programming 
at which the machine has come to a 
stop; yet, within a matter of one or two 
seconds, the machine will have resumed 
operation at the proper rerun point. 

An extensive system of marginal check
ing is employed in the D-lOOO, utilizing 
controlled variation of certain voltage 
levels in the equipment. By means of 
a built-in switching system it is possible 
to subject entire racks of equipment to 
marginal check or, when localization is 
desired, the voltage variation may be 
applied to but a few packages of a single 
chassis. 

The magnetic file units of the system 
are used for directly connected input and 
output to the central machine. They 
are also employed in conjunction with 
the input and output converter sections 
of the system. The deployment of 

Complete self-checking has been in
corporated into the design of the D-lOOO 
system. Every word of information as 
well as every instruction word possesses 
a weight-count decimal digit which re
mains with the information through the 
course of all information transfer and 
manipulation. Generally, whenever a 
word is transmitted from one unit to 
anot~er, a weighted counting process is 
inaugurated upon the digits or charac
ters of the word to verify that no in
formation has been gained or lost in the 
transmission. The checking system de
tects all single bit errors, and is instru
mental in detecting double and multiple 
bit acquisitions or deletions. This same 
weight-count digit is used in the case of 
numeric information to verify that 
arithmetic operations such as addition, 
multiplication, shifting, etc., are cor
rectly performed. The weight-count 
technique of information monitoring is 
further employed in the reading of in
formation from all magnetic tapes; 
in this' case when a weight-count error is 
sensed by the equipment, the program is 
usually arranged to cause the D-lOOO 
to reread the information from tape 
automatically. The equipment may be 
programmed to stop after an arbitrary 
succession of misreadings of this in
formation. Several situations which nor
mally confront the programmer are 
automatically sensed by the equipment, 
enabling special subroutines to be called 
into play without stoppage of the ma- Fig. 9. Typical 0·1000 installation 
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Fig. 10. Arithmetic section, 0-1000, open-wire side 

tape mechanisms for various applica
tions in a given installation may vary 
greatly. In standard minimal installa
tions the number of mechanisms which 
may be feeding and receiving informa
tion from the central processor might 
well vary from three or four to eight 
mechanisms. Correspondingly, the num
ber of mechanisms which may be in use 
by the conversion equipment may also 
vary from period to period within a 
normal working day. An elaborate 

switching network is incorporated in the 
D-lOOO system in order that time lost 
in switching tape mechanisms from one 
usage to another, or in changing reels 
of tape fro~ one mechanism to another, 
may be kept to a minimum. This 
switching network may be used, in the 
event of an emergency, to tie into the 
system a spare tape device for any usage 
whatever in a matter of seconds. The 
installation may then proceed with its 
normal running of the day's transactions, 

while investigation and maintenance, if 
necessary, of the mechanism in question 
proceeds without interference. The goal 
then, in this entire magnetic-tape sys
tem, has been to minimize the amount of 
machine-time losses due to human inter
ference and, correspondingly, to in
crease the percentage of useful running 
time of the equipment during an 8-hour 
day's operation. 

Prime input to the D-lOOO is frequently 
in punch card form. The card-to-tape 
converter operates completely independ
ently of the central processor and thus 
may be in operation simultaneously with 
the central machine. Cards are fed 
at the rate of 900 cards per minute, and 
the punched information is recorded on 
the standard broad tape after the con
version process for each card has been 
completed. The tape, in its original 
tape transport, is now ready for direct 
input to the D-lOOO system. The cards 
are read at two reading stations, each 
having 80 brushes; the cards are then 
sent either to the normal output hop
per or to a reject hopper, depending 
upon certain conditions which will be 
described shortly. The two reading 
stations act to check, one upon the 
other, and the converter unit ascertains 
that there is no discrepancy between 
the two readings before proceeding with 
the conversion. A substantial amount 
of editing of the card information 
is accomplished within the converter 
itself. A particular card column may 
be converted into 6-bit alphanumeric 
code, or into 4-bit numeric or heiadeci
mal code. Several other code configura
tions, based upon various common prac
tices in the punching of cards, are trans
lated in special ways. For example, 

Fig. 11, Arithmetic section, 0-1000, tube side Fig. 12. Standard package, 0·1000, side view 
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overpunching of particular columns to 
indicate sign information is readily 
handled by the converter, as well as 
dual information-punching in any given 
column. The converter is equipped to 
detect erroneous blank columns as well 
as illegal or impossible punch configura
tions. Whenever an illegal punch is 
sensed, the machine may be arranged 
either to stop or to proceed with the 
conversion, automatically recording upon 
the tape a code indicating the illegality 
of the punch. This recording is later 
automatically sensed by the central 
processor and appropriate subroutines 
are called into action. Rejected cards 
are transmitted to an appropriate reject 
hopper. Extensive built-in checking pro
visions are incorporated in this converter 
to minimize the danger of undetected 
errors. 

The output converter consists of the 
equipment which converts into final 
printed form data recorded on magnetic 
tape. The printing is accomplished by 
a 120-column line printer at a speed of 
900 lines per minute. Extensive editing 
of the information recorded on the tape 
is performed by the converter; the most 
complicated printed formats are obtain
able with a minimal amount of pre
editing required in the central processor. 
In fact, in many instances it is possible 
to print final copy intended for customer 
distribution from a main-file tape of the 
system which had not been specially 
edited for use on the output converter. 
Not only is the emission of special sym
bols and legend material possible, but 
also the printing of certain parts of the 
form may be suppressed, depending upon 
the content of other data within the par
ticular record. Furthermore, the same 
output tape may be used for several 
different types of printing runs by simply 
inserting appropriate prewired plug
boards into the equipment. The se
quence of information within the record 
on magnetic tape need not have any 
relation to the sequence of printing of 

information within a given line. It is, 
moreover, possible to scan a record on 
the tape several times, on each occasion 
deriving different combinations of data 
to be printed on a given form; data 
from the tape may be rejected or printed 
several times at will. From the moment 
that information is read from the mag
netic tape to the actual printing process 
itself, a complete train of information 
monitoring exists to preclude the possi
bility of erroneous information being 
printed. This system includes a read
back signal from the actual printing 
hammer to the original information 
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Fig. 13. Standard package, D-1000, open view 

stored to verify the correctness of the 
character being printed in every column 
of the form. This same output con
verter system may be directly connected 
to standard high-speed card punching 
equipment; in this configuration, the 
dual-purpose converter becomes a 
magnetic-tape-to-punch-card converter. 
When the equipment is employed in this 
way, all of the previously described 
editing and checking features of the 
converter are maintained. 

In many instances it is desirable to 
query the main tape files of the system 
to ascertain the contents of a particular 
account or record. The file reference 
unit, a standard unit of the D-I000, is 
used for purposes of such interrogation. 
This unit may have access to any of 
several tape mechanisms of the installa
tion at any time, provided only that 
such mechanisms are not being called 
upon at that instant by the central 
machine or other auxiliary con version 
equipment. Provisions of the file refer
ence system are such that it is possible 
to obtain a random record from the file 
in a relatively short period. For exam
ple, assume a complete file of 200,000 
'records to be distributed across four tape 
mechanisms; each record say, is 30 
words or approximately 300 characters 
in length. A random record in this 
file can be located and printed out by 
the file reference unit with an average 
access time of approximately 40 seconds, 
a figure which is made possible by the 
serio-parallel nature of the magnetic-
tape storage. 

An over-all view of a typical D-lOOO 
installation is shown in Fig. 9. The 

central processor consists of six major 
equipment sections. Two sections of 
the central processor house the main 
arithmetic and the central control units 
of the system. The main memory and 
its associated driving and control cir
cuitry occupies a third section. The 
L-shaped section contains the auxiliary 
or buffer memory, comprising 124 words 
of magnetic-core input storage, as well 
as 124 words of core output storage. 
Reading and writing central a:mplifiers 
as well as the switching networks for the 
magnetic-file units are located in the 
fifth bay of equipment. Completing 
the complement of equipment of the 
processor is the central console of the 
system. The entire central processor 
is contained within a single enclosed 
area of the installation. 

A second area is devoted to the array 
of magnetic file units; each unit com
prises a tape-transport device and an 
associated rack containing the tape 
control and preamplifier circuitry. A 
separate air-conditioning system is used 
in the magnetic file room to minimize 
the effect of any possible adverse environ
mental factors upon the reading and 
recording operations. 

Finally, the inpllt and output con
verters are located in a third compart
ment in the installation. Included in 
this area are the high-speed printers, the 
card-feeding equipment, and the card
punching equipment which are directly 
connected to the input and output con
version systems. 

Each -section or bay contains its own 
local cooling system. A heat exchanger 
transmits low-temperature air internally 
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through the entire bay. The flow is 
properly channeled in accordance with 
the heat load of the various racks con
stituting the bay, and is exhausted into 
the room enclosure. The cycle is com
pleted as the room air is drawn back into 
the air-cooling rack of each bay. Figs~ 

10 and 11 show a front and back view of 
one of the two bays of the arithmetic 
and the control sections of the central 
processor. 

A unit package method of construction 
has been employed with full standardiza
tion of package types, thus facilitating 
maintenance and package replacement. 
Figs. 12 and 13 show two views of one 
of the standard packages of the D-1000 
system. 

This paper is intended to give a broad, 
general introduction to the D-1000 
system. Many of the new equipment 
design techniques, as well as the new pro
gramming concepts which relate to the 
system, will be detailed in other papers 
soon to be published. 

----.----
Discussion 

K. Phillips (Remington-Rand Corporation): 
Can you write both in the forward and the 
backward direction on one tape through the 
computer? 

Mr. Smith: Not in both directions in the 
same block. We do write forward physi
cally on one set of alternate blocks and back
ward on the other set of alternate blocks; 
logically, however, writing is nondirectional. 

F. M. Goetz (Bell Telephone Laboratories): 
Who manufactures the magnetic tape used 
in this system? 

Mr. Smith: The Minnesota Mining & 
Manufacturing Company. 

W. L. Martin (Marchant Research, Inc.): 
What type of circuitry are you using? 
What do you mean by a dynamic package? 

Mr. Smith: The circuitry utilizes standard-
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ized logical blocks of the buffer-gate-buffer 
variety and utilizes tube diode configura
tions. A dynamic package simply refers to 
a physical package or logical block, whose 
output is of a dynamic or continually pulsed 

. variety. It is a 2.2-megacycle circuitry. 

R. W. Beckwith (General Electric Com
pany): How do you handle timing problems 
with a two-to-one difference between words 
consisting of nearly all zeros and words con
sisting of nearly all "one's?" 

Mr. Smith: Actually, the words are made of 
equal length by adding an appropriate num
ber of filler zeros. Since the system is asyn
chronous, there are no interchannel timing 
problems. As a matter of interest, if the 
number of "one's" exceeds 26, the machine 
automatically reverses the polarity of the 
signal. This refinement permits somewhat 
more efficient storage on the tape. 

L. S. Michaels (Bendix Computer): How 
can you rewrite on tape when the number of 
one's determines the length of tape block? 

Mr. Smith: A block is fixed and the physi
cal length of the word is adjusted by adding 
zeros, so that the total word length on tape 
is considered essentially constant in the 
writing operation. 

R. C. Jackson (International Business 
Machines): Does Datamatic have any 
plans to increase the memory capacity be
yond the present 2,000 words? If so, will 
this necessitate a change in order-word for
mat or word size so that memory locations 
beyond 2,000 can be addressed? 

Mr. Smith: The memory may be increased 
by the addition of 2,000 words of storage; 
such additional memory capacity does not 
require any change in order-word format; 
instead, special memory shift-orders are 
utilized. It should be kept in mind, though, 
that the need for added memory is mini
mized in most instances because of the high 
tape input speed of the equipment, as well 
as the instructional content of an order it
self in the D-I000 system. 

R. R. Bender (International Business Ma
chines): When a write instruction is given, 
how much time is required to transfer the 
data to be written from A-output buffer to 
B-output buffer before writing may begin? 

Mr. Smith: The 62-word transfer from the 
A -output ·buffer to the B-output buffer is 

accomplished in approximately 25 micro
seconds. Since this is occurring concur
rently with interblock tape motion, the 
writing operation suffers no delay whatever 
due to this interbuffer transfer. 

D. Dittberner (International Business Ma
chines): What do you anticipate as the 
largest memory which will be made available 
for the Datamatic? What is the memory 
size and what are the input-output speeds? 

Mr. Smith: There might be reason to in
crease it to 4,000 words in some applica
tions. The internal memory contains 2,000 
words of 52 bits each. The complete access 
time for one word including reading and re
writing is 14 microseconds. The input
output system may operate at a sustained 
rate of 60,000 decimal characters per second 
toand from magnetic tape. 

G. Bullock (Electrodata Corporation): 
What is meant by the term "subsequence 
mode?" Does this mean that the computer 
has more than one mode of operation? 

Mr. Smith: A large class of the full comple
ment of D-lOOO orders, over and above their 
normal function, possess the further ability 
to transfer control to an arbitrary position in 
memory as specified by one of the addresses 
of the order. When this occurs, the normal 
sequential selection of instructions is tem
porarily suspended. During this suspen
sion, the machine is said to be operating 
under the subsequence mode of instruction 
determination. 

Schorr-Kon (Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology): Does your redundant coding 
dispense completely with the need for 
checking? 

Mr. Smith: If I understand the question to 
refer to programmed checking, then I would 
say that the power of the D-lOOO automatic
checking system precludes the necessity for 
program checks. 

E. Verd (California Texas Oil Company): 
When will the D-lOOO be ready for delivery? 
What is the sale or rental price? 

Mr. Smith: The delivery schedule on sev
eral machines has been published. I believe 
the first machine is scheduled for delivery in 
July, 1957. The machine varies in size de
pending upon the application; a minimal 
installation runs in the range of 1.6-million 
dollars sales price or $35,000 per month 
rental including maintenance. 
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The T radic Leprechaun Computer 

J. A. GITHENS 

Synopsis: Leprechaun is a general-pur
po.se, stored-program, digital computer 
usmg more than 5,000 transistors Storage 
for 1,024 18-digit binary words is provided 
by a coincident-current magnetic-core mem
ory requiring only 160 transistors. The 
l~gic of the computer is mechanized using 
d.lrec~-coupled transistor logic (DCTL) 
clrcUltry. 

Designed for use in programming and 
logical design research on digital computers 
for military real-time control applications. 
Leprechaun features extreme flexibility in 
the logical interconnections. The computer. 
also serves as a research vehicle· for the 
study of the operating characteristics and 
relia~i1ity. o.f transistors in DCTL circuitry 
and l~ dnvmg a magnetic-core memory. 

This paper describes the design, and con
struction of the computer. 

PERHAPS the best starting point f~r 
any description of this computer is 

with the name, Leprechaun; it always 
evokes a number of questions. In keep
ing with the present trend in naming com
puters, it should be possible by some 
strange cryptography to expand the let
ters of Leprechaun to obtain a lengthy, 
more meaningful title. However, Lepre
chaun is merely a name which was chosen 
in a little contest held to determine a 
name. The fact that Leprechaun was the 
only name suggested should not detract 
from its fitness. For when one turns to 
Webster, as everyone must to check the 
spelling, one finds that it is a very appro
priate name. Leprechaun is from the 
Middle Irish lu, meaning "little" and 
from corpan, diminutive of corp; corp is 
from the Latin corpus meaning "body." 
Little body-that is just what we were 
after when we started designing this 
machine. Further, the dictionary re
veals that in Irish folklore a leprechaun is 
a little fairy generally conceived as a 
tricky old man, who if caught may reveal 
the hiding place of treasure. After about 
a year of struggle, we have caught our 
Leprechaun; although, we are still seek
ing the treasure. 

Leprechaun is a solid-state digital com
puter developed under Air Force con· 
tract with several definite objectives in 
mind. First, the computer was built to 
demonstrate the feasibility of a DCTL 
system involvingl a large number of tran
sistors and a moderate size magnetic-core 
memory driven by transistors. The com
puter also serves as a vehicle for con-

tinuing research and study of the operat
ing characteristics and reliability of ttan
sistors in these techniques. Second, 
Leprechaun was designed for use in pro
gramming and logical design research on 
digital computers for military real-time 
control applications. To meet this last 
objective, the computer possesses some 
novel featUles which permit extreme flex
ibility in the logical interconnections. 

Logical Organization 

Strictly speaking, Leprechaun is a 
special purpose computer because the 
word length was determined from the con
trol application. The machine handles 17 
binary digits including sign. However, 
in all other respects, Leprechaun is a 
general-purpose computer. It is a single
address, stored-program machine with a 
1,024-word random-access magnetic-core 
memory. 

The operation code for the computer is 
quite complete; it provides all the com
mon arithmetic, logical, and transfer 
operations as follows: 

Arithmetic operations 
CLEAR AND ADD 

CLEAR AND SUBTRACT 

CLEAR AND ADD ABSOLUTE VALUE 

CLEAR, ADD AND INCREASE 

ADD 

SUBTRACT 

MULTIPLY 

DIVIDE 

ADD WITHOUT CARRY 

EXTRACT 

SHIFTRIGHT 

SHIFT LEFT 

Load and store operations 
LOAD MQR 

STORE 

STORE ADDRESS 

STORE MQR 

J urn p operations 
UNCONDITIONAL JUMP 

JUMP IF PLUS 

JUMP ON OVERFLOW 

JUMP ON NON-ZERO 

STOP AND JUMP 

SUBROUTINE JUMP 

Input-output operations 
READ CHARACTERS 

PRINT CHARACTERS 

READ AND STORE 

PRINT FROM STORE 

Miscellaneous 
REPEAT 

SET ADDRESS MODIFIER 

The code has been designed to eliminate 
the need for many of the usual red-tape 
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operations. For instance, a- special un
conditional jump operation (subroutine 
jump) is provided to simplify the inclu
sion of short subroutines in a program. 
The first use of the operation transfers 
control to the desired loop in the pro
gram; the second use returns control to 
the point in the main program from which 
the jump was made. 

Studies show that the ability to oper
ate on instructions is no great advantage 
in control computers because the stored 
copy of the original program must be re
tained intact. A B-box or index register 
would be very useful. However, a B-box 
is quite expensive and slow in a parallel 
machine. Instead, Leprechaun incor
porates a simplified-address modification 
operation in which modification is ac
complished by direct substitution. The 
contents of a 5-bit address modifier reg
ister are substituted for the five least 
significant address digits of all instruc
tions in which these five digits are zeros. 
This does not alter the stored instruction 
and requir€'s no tags on the instructions 
to be modified. 

The inclusion of such operations at a 
modest cost for equipment saves program 
steps and time, items of particular im
portance in real-time control computers. 
In logical organization, Leprechaun can 
be considered a member of the "Institute 
of Advanced Study" machine family for it 
is parallel, asynchronous, and all shifting 
registers and counters use the double rank 
technique. In general, the major units of 
the computer operate almost independ
ently, at their own speed, doing as much 
as they can until forced to stop and wait 
for the services of some other unit which 
is busy. 

Direct-Coupled Transistor Logic 

The logic of the Leprechaun is mech
anized· by using DCTL. DCTL is our 
name for the switching circuit technique 
in which transistors are used to perform 
logic as well as to provide gain. This cir
cuitry is similar to that described by 
Beter, Brown, Bradley, and Rubinoff of 
Philco at the 1955 Institute of Radio 
Engineers Convention, I and in the paper 
by Maddox, O'Toole, and Wong2 pre
sented at this conference, except that we 
use alloy junction transistors for the most 
part. Our design philosophy and transis
tor specificationswere described in general 
terms by J. R. Harris and J. W. Easley. 3 

J. A GITHENS is with Bell Telephone Labora
tories, Inc., Whippany, N J. 

Leprechaun was developed under a program spon
sored by the Air Material Command, U.S. Air Force 
on Contract AF33(600)-21536 
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The extreme flexibility desired in the 
logical interconnections has led to an un
usual packaging of the computer. In this 
use has been made of the unique proper
ties of DCTL. To illustrate, consider the 
typical DCTL circuit shown in Fig. l. 
This circuit, which is actually a portion of 
a shift register, was chosen because it con
tains all of the commonly encountered 
DCTL circuit configurations. There are a 
number of interesting points. First, of 
course, is the much advertised fact that 
DCTL uses only two components, re
sistors and transistors, and only a single 
voltage sl1pply. Note that the ratio of re
sistors to transistors is about one-half. 
Also, we find that adva,ntages in con
struction and flexibility of making these 
resistors all a single standard value out
weigh the slight circuit inefficiency. The 
point to note here is that there are only 
two basic transistor connections, the 
parallel and the series connection. The 
more sophisticated circuits are all simply 
combinations of these basic configura
tions. For example, the flip-flop circuit is 
merely two parallel circuits intercoupled. 

The same circuit in a different form is 
shown in Fig. 2. Here it has been re
drawn to achieve complete order in the 
components and all the complexity that IS 

the logic resides in the interconnections. 
Thus, since it was just noted that any 
DCTL circuit can be realized using these 
basic configurations, this arrangement 
can be used to make up any desired DC
TL circuit by simply changing the inter
connections. To facilitate changing, the 
interconnections are made with jumpers 
as indicated. To reduce the crosstalk in
herent in this technology, we have de
signed our packages to minimize the com
mon emitter or ground connection. 

The construction details are illustrated 
in Fig. 3. A ground plane is pierced with 
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Fig. 1 (left). Typical 
DeTl circuit 

~ ____ ~ ____ ~ ____ ~ ____ ~~ ___ -~2~VOLTS 

Fig. 2 (right). Same 
circuit redrawn in 

different form 

posts to which the transistor-emitters are 
solderless wrap-connected. The tran
sistor base and collector leads are each 
connected to two taper-pin receptacles. 
Similarly, one end of each supply resistor 
is connected to the voltage buss, the other 
end to two taper-pin receptacles. This 
end of each supply resistor, which is a cir
cuit nodal point, is also brought out as a 
test point. The interconnecting jumpers 
use Aircraft-Marine Products taper pins. 

One of these assemblies is shown in 
Fig. 4. It is a 3-member assembly in 
which the center member contains the 
grounded-emitter transistors, and the 
two identical outer members contain the' 
supply resistors and transistors having re
ceptacles on all three leads for use in series 
circuits. The ground plane runs through 
the middle of the center member with 
transistors mounted on both sides. The 
center member mounts 720 grounded
emitter transistors in an area of only 7 by 
9.5 inches. All the points of interest in 

Fig. 3. Same circuit redrawn in different 
form 

the unit are available as test points on the 
outer surface of each outer member. The 
outer. members are hinged and swing out 
to give access to the wiring surfaces. In 
all, the package, if it can still be called 
that, contains 976 transistors and 504 
supply resistors. It occupies less than 0.8 
cubic foot, and weighs 34 pounds when 
fully wired. The nominal supply voltage 
is 2 volts, and the standard supply re
sistor value is 510 ohms giving a 4-milli
ampere current level in DCTL circuitry. 

Thus, with the logic of the computer 
mechanized and using six of these units, 
with the interconnections made with 
jumpers which provide reliable electrical 
connections, yet are easily connected and 
disconnected, the flexibility objective 
has been fulfilled. The result, in effect, is 
a pluggable computer that can be used 
to test any number of logical designs and 
permits micro-micro-programming. 

Magnetic Core Memory 

Storage in Leprechaun is provided by 
an 18,000-bit coincident-current mag
netic-core memory driven by 160 tran
sistors. The memory is organized to store 
1,024 18-digit words including a parity 
check bit that serves as a check on mem
<;>ry operation only. Access to the 1,024 
words is provided by coincident-voltage 
magnetic core-diode switches, 4 which use 
48 switch cores and 160 diodes. 

The cores were developed, manufac
tured, and assembled to our specifications 
by the International Telemeter Corpora
tion. The digit planes are rectangular 
folded arrays of 64 rows of 16 cores each 
as shown in Fig. 5 (a portion of this 
photograph has been enlarged to show the 
core details). Eighteen planes are as
sembled into a three dimensional array 
which occupies less than 0.9 cubic foot as 
shown in Fig. 6. 

The core material used resembles the S3 
ferrite material and switches in slightly 
less than 4 microseconds on a current of 
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Fig. 4. Three-member assembly 

360 milliamperes. We make use of Inter
national Telemeter's system of staggered 
read drives5 in which the read current ap
plied to the columns (the long dimensions 
Qf the rectangular planes) precedes the 
read current applied to the rows. This 
allows the larger disturbance caused by 
the column drive to die out before the 
row drive is applied. We use a stagger of 
2 microseconds and obtain a very good 
Qne to zero ratio. A measure of the one to 
zero ratio is provided by the fact that the 
memory operates over a temperature 
range of 50 to 100 degrees Fahrenheit with 
good margins and without any adjust
ment or compensation. Using this core 
material and the staggered drives we 
achieve a 20 microsecond read-write 
<cycle. 

To provide the read and write drives, 
to inhibit the writing action in those digit 
planes where zeros are to be written, and 
to set the access switches, the memory 
uses 62 two-stage transistor amplifiers. 
These circuits amplify the DCTL inputs 
to provide drive currents ranging from 70 
to 200 milliamperes. In addition, 36 
transistors are used in two-stage read 
amplifiers to raise the 18 parallel output 
signals to a sufficient level to drive DCTL 
circuitry. This memory system was de
scribed in detail by E. L. Younken. 6 

Power Supplies 

In keeping with the rest of the com
puter, the power supplies are solid-state 
circuits also. Basically they are fast mag
J.1etic:; ,regul,ators, using _transistorized 
drivers. The coincident-current opera
tion of the magnetic-core memory places 
some rather severe requirements on the 
supplies. For example, the 8±2 volt 
supply for the memory has a static reg
ulation of ± 1 % (per cent) for an output 
current range of 0 to 1.8 amperes and its 
dynamic regulation is less than ±3% 

under a pulsing load of 1.6 amperes. This 
is a high performance supply and yet, as 
shown in Fig. 7, it is a very small unit, 
occupying less than 0.2 cubic foot. 

The DCTL portion of the computer 
operates at - 2 volts and dissipates about 
20 watts. Of this figure, less than 2.5 
watts are dissipated in the transistors. 
The memory uses two voltages, - 22.5 
and - 8 volts, and dissipates about 48 
watts. By way of contrast, roughly 50 
indicator lamp circuits, which operate 
from a 5 volt supply, dissipate 10 watts. 
This adds up to a total dissipation of 78 
watts and, with the power supplies 50% 
efficient, the input power is only about 
160 watts, slightly more than your home 
television receiver uses. 

Components 

One of the advantages of DCTL is the 
drastic reduction in the number of com
ponents; excluding the magnetic cores, 
Leprechaun uses only on the order of 
9,000 electrical components. More than 
half of these are transistors. The com
puter actually contains more transistors 
than this because, with the DCTL pack
aging used, it is very difficult to remove 
and replace transistors. Therefore, extra 
transistors are packaged right in the as
semblies to be used for future expansion in 
keeping with the flexibility requirement 
and to serve as spares in the event of fail
ures. The fact that such a technique was 
used willingly indicates our confidence 
in the reliability of transistors in gen
eral and in DCTL circuitry in particular. 

For DCTL p-n-p germanium alloy 
junction transistors with 7 -megacycles 
alpha cutoff selected to our DCTL speci
fications are used. The computer con
tains three varieties: selected Raytheon 
CK761 transistors and two codes of 
selected General Electric 2N137 tran
sistors. The yields of these transistors to 
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Fig. 5. Memory digit plane 

our specifications are 35 to 40% for the 
2N137 and 50 to 60% for the CK761. To 
a looser specification, which necessitates 
some circuit limitations, the yields are in
creased to about 80% for the 2N137. 
The CK761 transistors selected to this 
looser specification would give practically 
100% yield. Roughly 6% of the DCTL 
transistors are selected Philco Surface 
Barrier SBI00 transistors. The greater 
speed of these units is used in those 
places where accurate timing is impor
tant, e.g., the timing relation between 
memory read drives and the strobe. To 
develop the high current drives required 
in the memory, the computer uses West
ern Electric GA52830 transistors. 

,The Computer' Assembly 

Now that all of the major components 
of the computer have been discussed, 
what does a complete Leprechaun look 
like? A front view of the computer is 
shown in Fig. 8. The upper portion of the 
front of the machine is occupied by the 
control panel. At this point provision is 
made to display the contents of all reg
isters in the machine and the state of the 
critical control flip-flops. The control 
panel also contains all the manual control 
switches and selectors. For program de
bugging and trouble shooting purposes, 
provision is made for manually setting of 
the registers and control flip-flops and for 
a manual break-point setting. 

The lower portion of the front of the 
machine is occupied by the power supply 
control panel. This panel contains the 
power supply adjustments, current and 
voltage test points, and the fuses. A 
hinged panel which contains the mar
ginal checking equipment is shown in the 
lowered position. This panel contains 
switches that divide the DCTL portion of 
the computer into 36 parts for marginal 
checking purposes. 
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Fig. 6. Memory storage array 

Fig. 9 shows a side view of the com
puter with the cover removed. Directly 
behind the control panels are mounted the 
eight power supplies used by the com
puter. The six DCTL assemblies are 
mounted behind these. One of the as
semblies is shown open giving access to the 
interconnecting wiring. The memory ar
ray is mounted above the DCTL section. 
The associated transistor circuitry is 
located about the array on printed circuit 
plug-in cards. 

In all, the computer occupies slightly 
over 15 cubic feet. This is the complete 
computer with the exception of input-out
put equipment. In their normal use, con
trol computers must accept analog inputs 
and produce analog outputs for the most 

Fig. 7. Power supply unit 
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part (with intermediate conversion, of 
course). To make Leprechaun useful for 
programming research, however, it is pro
vided with paper-tape input and output 
equipment. The primary input is a 
Ferranti photoelectric reader and the pri
mary output is a Teletype high-speed 
punch. A manual keyboard for input 
and an electric typewriter for output are 
provided for optional use. 

Summary 

Leprechaun is a special-purpose, low
power, solid-state, digital computer hav
ing general-purpose capability. The ex
treme flexibility permitted by the design 
makes the computer an ideal test bed for 

Fig. 8. Front view of computerl cover on 

logical design innovations. The present 
operation code makes the computer very 
versatile. However, should it ever prove 
inadequate, the operation code can be 
expanded or modified with comparative 
ease. Finally, I should say that Lepre
chaun is a good example of the impact 
that transistors and solid-state devices 
are having on the computer art. 

lt must be obvious that a project of this 
nature is the work of many people from 
several departments of the Bell Tele
phone Laboratories. Some of the people 
instrumental in the program were men
tioned in the text. Mentioned but un
named was our logical designer, R. A. 

Fig. 9. Side view of computerl cover off 
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Kudlich, who was responsible for the sys
tem and logical design, but will probably 
be remembered longest for contributing 
the name Leprechaun. 
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Discussion 

V. Sferrino (Lincoln Laboratory, Massa
chusetts Institute of Technology): Do you 
contemplate the design of an all-transistor 
memory using SI cores which require 
higher drive currents but which switch 
faster than the S3 cores? 

Mr. Githens: I think that we will un
doubtedly get to it because of the ever pres
ent need for faster operation. The S3 
material was used first for the reason you 
state, that is, because it is, at least in order 
of magnitude a greater problem to provide 
the higher drives and the greater speeds 
required for the SI material with pr('sently 
available transistors. 

A. S. Robinson (Bendix Aviation Corpora
tion): Do you feel that the DCTL technique 
is superior in all respects to standard im
plementations? If not, would you discuss 
limitations you have encountered? 

Mr. Githens: The answer to that must be a 
qualified yes. Yes, if speed is not of pri
mary importance. The greatest attraction 
of DCTL is its simplicity, reduction in 
number of components, and reliability. 

Several systems have been described this 
afternoon, each of which proposes the use 
of thousands and thousands of transistors. 
Undoubtedly, larger systems will be built. 
If systems of this size are to be practical, 
the circuits used must be simple so that they 
wi11lend themselves both to understanding 
and to automation techniques, and, above 
all, they must be reliable. 

These features in DCTL are not achieved 
without some cost. The outstanding cost 
is a reduction in speed due to the fact 
that DCTL relies on saturating the tran
sistors. In our system, 7 -megacycles 
alpha cutoff transistors are used and achieve 
something like 300-kilocycles per second 
operation. By using more components to 
either keep the transistors out of saturation 
or to pull them out fast when turned off, 
one might be able to operate reliably at 
1 or 1.5 megacycles with the same tran
sistors. Similarly, at a cost of more compo
nents, another power supply, and more 
power dissipation, one could back-bias off 
transistors and reduce the crosstalk. 

Thus, if speed is of paramount impor
tance or if the units can not be made compact 
enough to control the crosstalk, then DCTL 
is not the technique to use. Otherwise, I 
think it is. It should be noted that with 
diffused base techniques the silicon tran
sistors on the near horizon, the prospects 
for increasing the speed and decreasing the 
susceptibility to crosstalk with DCTL 
are very good. 

G. E. Knausenberger (Haller, Raymond 
and Brown): For which circuits do you 
use spare transistors? Can you indicate 
the total fraction of spare transistors built 
in? 

Mr. Githens: Each book, as we call them, 
or transistor assembly contains 976 tran
sistors and the logical designer was told 
that he should use about 850 and leave 
the rest for spares. These spares serve 
both for future expansion, in keeping with 
the flexibility objective if the unit were 
asked to do more than was originally in
tended, and for replacement of failures; 
so that the total is about 15% at present. 
Of these half were for future expansion 
and half for replacements. 

H. Boynton (Philco): How many bases 
can be driven from one collector? Do you 
use circuits other than grounded-emitter 
configuration? 

Mr. Githens: With parallel circuits, we 
specify the number of collectors and bases 
that can be attached to one supply resistor, 
and that results in any combination totaling 
seven. In the extremes, you can have one 
collector driving six bases or you can have 
a six terminal circuit, or six collectors, 
driving a single base. 

We provide for some series circuits. In 
each assembly, roughly 25% of the tran
sistors have all three terminals available for 
use in series circuits. However, our logical 
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design rules permit only two-terminal 
series circuits and each series circuit input 
requires 21/2 times as much current as a 
parallel circuit. You can understand this 
by th~ fact that in a workable system the 
top collector in a series connection of tran
sisfors when turned on must get down to 
the same level as a collector in an on
parallel circuit. Therefore, you say the 
series circuit has only 40% of the gain of a 
parallel circuit. 

While the series circuit is logically quite 
useful, the parallel circuit with its inversion 
does provide a complete logical set; and 
because of the restrictive gain, the series 
circuit finds very little use, and there are 
very few series circuits in the computer. 

E. F. Morris (International Business Ma
chines Corp.): How many n-p-n tran
sistors do you use? 

Mr. Githens: None. We only have a 
single negative voltage supply. No par
ticular reason for choosing p-n-p units 
over n-p-n units, but, of course, there is a 
big advantage in using only one polarity. 

C. M. Theiss (A.C. Spark Plug, General 
Motors Corporation): What are the tem
perature limitations? 

Mr. Githens: The temperature limitations 
are set by the magnetic-core memory. 
which operates from 50 to 100 degree Fahr
enheit. We have set up the logical de
sign rules for the DCTL circuitry to op
erate up to 40 degrees centigrade. There 
is no reason to push it any higher, since the 
memory will not work above that level. 

A. Weinberger (National Bureau of Stand
ards) : What are the operation times of 
the Leprechaun Computer with and with
out memory reference time? 

Mr. Githens: With the stored program 
operation and a 20-microsecond memory 
read-write cycle, simple operations, such 
as addition or subtraction, can be performed 
in 40 microseconds. Multiplication takes, 
on the average, 370 microseconds. The 
basic addition time is about 18 micro
seconds 

Chairman Scott: Any data on reliability? 
How many Leprechauns are there in current 
use? 

Mr. Githens: None on Leprechaun, as it 
has not been assembled yet. But enough 
has been done with DCTL and magnetic
core memory to convince us that they are 
reliable. The magnetic-core memory has 
been in operation for some six months in 
a memory test system which involves 
1,000 transistors in DCTL circuitry to 
exercise, control, and check the operation 
of the memory. The operation of both the 
transistor driven memory and the DCTL 
has been completely satisfactory and we 
are proceeding at full-speed. There is only 
one Leprechaun, and it is not yet complete. 
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Functional Description of the NCR 304 

Data-Processing System For 

Business Applications 

M. SHIOWITZ A. A. (HERIN M. J. MENDELSON 

THE National Cash Register Company 
(NCR) 304 system is a moderate

sized electronic data-processor for general 
business use. It incorporates many new 
design concepts which result in per
formance capabilities comparable to those 
of a large scale system. Each of the 
features was designed to provide maxi
mum versatility in the handling of busi
ness data. The NCR 304 system offers 
the advantages of electronic data-proc
essing to many organizations that have 
not yet found it economically feasible. 

SYBtem Components 

The major components of the NCR 
304 system are depicted in the system 
block diagram of Fig. 1. They include 
the following: 

INPUT DEVICES 

A variety of keyboard data-entry 
devices which capture input information 
on punched paper-tape as a by-product 
of essential decentralized transaction 
recordings; these include cash registers, 
unit media readers (for reading price 
tags, customer tokens, clerk tokens, 
etc.) accounting machines, adding ma
chines, window posting machines, and 
electric typewriters; all these devices 
are equipped with punched paper-tape 
recorders, and programming plugboards 
which permit flexible data arrangement. 

CONTROL CONSOLE 

The control console provides the power 
control, indicator lights, and operating 
switches for all units in the system which 
are connected directly to the central 
processor. The operator's control panel 
contains a lighted display for processor 
operation and for the operation of 
auxiliary equipment, and a paper-tape 
or keyboard operated electric typewriter 
which provides direct communication 
with the processor memory. 

CENTRAL PROCESSOR 

The Central Processor controls and, 

to a large extent, executes the stored 
program of data-processing operations. 
The high-speed main memory is of 
magnetic-core construction with a storage 
capacity of 1,000, 2,000, or 4,000 ten
character words. Transistors and mag
netic cores are employed throughout as 
logical elements because of their low 
power requirements, low heat generation, 
high reliability, and compact size. 

Access to the main memory is fully 
parallel, one word at a time. Processing 
is carried out in serio-parallel fashion, 
the bits of a character being treated in 
parallel, and the characters of a word 
treated serially. The basic repetition 
rate of the processor is 400,000 characters 
per second. A word is accessed, proc
essed, and stored (or restored) in 60 
microseconds, constituting a minor cycle 
of the machine. 

PAPER TAPE READER 

High-speed photoelectric punched
paper tape reading is provided by the 
NCR Model 360. For flexibility, the 
reader is capable of reading five, six, 
seven, or eight channel tape. Any 
punched-hole code can be translated by 
the reader provided it contains fewer 
than 65 distinct characters. The reader 
operate~ on an individual character 
stop-start basis with a continuous reading 
rate of 1,000 characters per second. 

PUNCHED CARD READER 

The NCR Model 380 photoelectric 
card reader provides high-speed punched 
card input. The reader is capable of 
handling 80-column IBM (International 
Business Machines, Corp.) cards. Pro
vision is made for reading a portion, or 
the full 80 columns, of each card. Each 
card 'column may contain numeric, 
alphabetic, or symbolic punching. Card 
reading is performed at the rate of 500 
cards per minute. 

MAGNETIC TAPE FILE 

The NCR Model 330 magnetic-tape 
file provides large capacity auxiliary 
storage. Data is stored ott the tape in 

the form of records which may be of 
variable length. Each 2,400 foot-reel 
of tape stores approximately 4,300,000 
characters. Information is recorded on 
tape at a density of 150 characters per 
inch, without gaps, between records. 
The tape moves at 100 inches per second 
with an acceleration time of 5 milli
seconds. The information transfer rate 
is 15,000 characters per second. A min
imum file consists of one control unit 
with up to eight tape handlers under 
its control. As many as eight controller 
units can be employed in a single system. 

LINE PRINTER 

The NCR Model 340 line printer pro
duces printed output either directly from 
the processor memory or from magnetic 
tape. The printer is capable of printing 
120 characters per line at a rate of 
600 lines per minute. Fifty-six different 
characters may be printed. All paper 
spacing functions where no printing is 
required are p~rformed at the rate of 
72 lines per, ~~cp~d. Multiple copies 
may b~ produced efficiently through the 
use of NCR carl;>onless paper, or standard 
carbon inter1ea~~d' forms. 

MULTI-PURPOSE CONVERTER 

The NCR Model 320 converter trans
cribes records from one form of storage 
to another. Specifically, the converter 
can perform the following transcriptions: 
magnetic tape to printer, magnetic 
tape to punched paper tape, magnetic 
tape to punched cards, and punched 
cards to magnetic tape. 

PRINTER-CONVERTER 

The NCR 322 converter transcribes 
data from magnetic tape to the high 
speed printer 

PAPER TAPE PUNCH 

The NCR Model 370 paper-tape 
punch provides punched paper-tape out
put directly from the Model 304 central 
processor, or from the Model 320 con
verter. Two different hole codes may 
be obtained at a punching rate of 60 
characters per second. One of these 
codes is the processor code and the 
other is optional, and may be specified 
by the user to conform with leased line 
communication equipment being used in 
integrated data-processing systems. 

M. SHIOWITZ and A. A. CHERIN are with the Elec
tronics Division, National Cash Register Company, 
Hawthorne, Calif. M. J. MENDELSON formerly with 
National Cash Register is now with Norden-Ketay, 
Hawthorne, Calif. 
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Fig. 1. Major components of the NCR 304 system 

CARD PUNCH 

Punched card output is provided from 
magnetic tape through the converter 
to an IBM Type 523 Summary Punch. 
Card punching is performed at the rate 
of 100 cards per minute. 

Central Processor Characteristics 

CODE AND NUMBER SYSTEM 

Six-bit alphanumeric characters com
prise the basic code of the system. 
An excess-zero binary coded decimal 
number repre~entation is used for nu
meric characters, with the fifth b~t of 
the most significant decimal digit of a 
numeric field serving as an algebraic 
sign. For decimal arithmetic operations, 
operands, and results are regarded as 
absolute value and sign. 

ADDRESSING AND FIELD SPECIFICATION 

Because of the variability of field size 
in business-data processing applications, 
both within a single application and 
among several applications, the 304 
utilizes a rather unique language for 
addressing and specifying the variable 
size of units of information to be proc
essed. 

In addressing ten-character words in 
the 1,000, 2,000, or 4,000 word core 
memory, addresses consisting of three 
characters are used. To refer to ad
dresses other than 000-999 (i.e., in 

machines with the larger core memories) 
use is made of an alphabetic character 
in the most significant position of the 
address. 

A sequential group of from one to ten 
characters within a word comprise an 
addressable field. These partial word 
fields are specified by two decimal digits 
used in conjunction with the three
character word address; one ,being used 
to locate the least significant, the other 
the most significant, characters of the 
field within the word. In arithmetic 
operations each field is treated as an 
individual unit containing its own sign. 
Alignment of fields for proper operation 
is performed automatically by the ma
chine. 

Since a variety of multiple-word 
fields must be addressed and processed 
in business applications, an appropriate 
addressing scheme for each type has 
been incorporated in the command struc
ture. 

1. Lists of fixed-length multiple-word 
items: when a sequential group or list of 
items of common length are to be processed 
as a unit, the item length in words is speci
fied within appropriate commands by a 
two or three character quantity. The total 
size of the list is determined in either of two 
functionally equivalent fashions: if the size 
of the list is a function of and is generated 
by the data being processed, which is often 
the case in transfers -of lists of items be
tween the processor and the input trans
cribers or the magnetic file, size specifica
tion usually consists of a tally of the number 
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Fig. 2. Structure and component parts of a 
typical two-word command 

of items in the list; if the list size is essen
tially independent of the data being proc
essed and is generated by the programmer, 
it is generally indicated by the specifica
tion of a terminal word address which locates 
the end of the list. Accompanying the item 
length and an initial word address locating 
the first word of the first item, either the 
item tally or the terminal address com
pletely specify the location, size, and struc
ture of the list. 

2. Variable-length multiple-word items: 
in those cases where the length is a function 
of the data, e.g., in multiple-word instruc
tions and variable-length magnetic file 
records, the information specifying item 
length is contained in the item field itself. 

Where the programmer generally speci
fies item length, it is contained in the 
instruction which calls for the opera
tions on the item. Control words, such 
as a key in a sorting process, contained 
in multiple-word items are addressed by 
specifying their position relative to the 
first word of the item. 

RELATIVE ADDRESSING 

Every command can utilize a relative 
address facility to permit automatic 
selective modification of command ad
dresses for the execution of repeated 
routines and other useful m :'mory in
dexing operations, thus saving consider
able command storage space and exe
cution time. 

ADDRESS MODIFICATION 

With respect to all automatic processor 
operations, such as augmenting control 
number, index register modification, auto
matic tallying during command execu
tion, etc., the word addresses are con
tinuous and cyclic. 

The circuitry associated with the 
addition involved in these operations 
is mechanized to count sequentially 
from the first thousand to the second, 
third, or fourth thousand words, (de
pending on ,memory size), and cycle 
back to 000 when the end of the memory 
is reached. Thus address modification 
is modulo the size of the memory. 

SPECIAL MEMORY CELLS 

In addition to the main memory, 40 
special addressable cells are provided. 
These special memory cells may be 
used as data addresses in any command! 
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but are not included in the cyclic portion 
'of the memory. Six of these addressable 
cells have special functions and are used 
by the machine during normal operation. 
The functions of these special cells are 
as follows: one is used to store auto
matic tallies generated on input and 
magnetic file operations, and for results 
in certain arithmetic commands and is 
named the tally register; another is 
the control register which contains the 
address of the next command in sequence 
during automatic processor operation, 
as well as an unconditional jump ad
dress. Four additional cells are used to 
store information during an automatic 
monitoring procedure. 

The remaining 34 cells are available 
for storage at the discretion of the pro
grammer. Since the special cell ad
dresses are not included in the normal 
modification cycle of the machine, in
formation stored therein will remain 
unaltered unless referred to specifically 
and individually. 

'COMMAND SEQUENCING 

, During the automatic processor opera
tion commands are normally executed 
-sequentially, the address of the first 
word of successive commands being 
obtained by augmenting the right-hand 
address part, or C address, of the con
trol register by the word length of the 
command being executed. When a trans
fer of control or jump is to occur, the 
contents of the C portion of the control 
register are replaced by the jump address. 

In addition to the conditional jumps 
or branches which occur as the result of 
explicitly programmed examination of 
operands, a number of automatic branch 
operations are possible when exceptional 
conditions Rrise in the data or status of 
the components handling the data media. 
The sensing of these conditions is essen
tially a motor function performed by 
the logical elements 0: the control 
section of the processor. This auto
matic branch facility provides for exe
cution of a number of control decisions 
inherent in all applications without 
explicit programming of the test. 

; A self-linking feature of the processor 
provides each command with the optional 
ability to automatically cause an un
conditional jump and storage of a link 
a~dress. The unconditional jump ad
dress is taken from the middle address 
part, or B address, of the control regis
ter, and the link address is stored by an 
:interchange of the Band C portions prior 
to the access of the next ~ommand. This 
control of command sequencing is speci
fied by one of the bits in each instruction. 
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I t is valuable in many areas of pro
gramming, such as the design of closed 
subroutines. 

COMMAND STRUCTURE 

The general characteristics of the 304 
commands are difficult to classify in 
terms presently prevalent in the field. 
Enlarging the definition of the term 
address to include, where applicable, the 
variable size as well as the location of 
the operand or field, it can then be 
stated that the 304 has a multiple
address code with the number of addres
ses per command ranging from three to 
eleven, with optional automatic relative 
address modification, automonitor con
trol, self-linking, and automatic branch
ing. 

A majority of the commands in the 
304 repertoire consist of two words; 
the structure and component parts of a 
typical two-word command are shown 
in Fig. 2, and are explained as follows: 

I and K, (each one character) specify the 
operation to be performed; the sign of K 
controls the self-linking characteristic de
scribed above. 

A, B, C, (each three characters) are nor
mally used as operand word addresses. 

M, (one character) specifies the level of auto
matic program monitoring to be executed 
during processor operation in the monitor 
mode. Optional operator control of auto
monitoring is permitted by a switch on the 
control console. 

R, (one character) specifies the index register 
to be used for relative modification of 
addresses A, B, C prior to execution of the 
command. 

S, (one character) selectively specifies the 
combination of addresses A, B, C, to be 
modified by the corresponding contents of 
R. 

AL, AR, BL, BR, CL, CR (each one char
acter) identify the left-most and right
most digit positions of the partial word 
fields within A, B, and C respectively. 

Since the use of the relative address 
and partial word modifiers are optional, 
the total effective operand will be briefly 
referred to hereinafter as A, B, or C. 

Internal Two-Word Commands 

The command list of the central 
processor contains 22 internal operations 
which are specified by two words of 
instruction information: 

DECIMAL ARITHMETIC COMMANDS 

The five operations comprising this 
group are: 

1. Add: A is added to B, the sum is stored 
in C. 

2. Subtract: B is subtracted from A, the 
difference is stored in C. 

3. Multiply: A is multiplied by B, the 
most significant portion is optionally 
rounded and stored in C, and the remaining 
portion of the product is stored in the tally 
register. 

4. Divide integers: B is divided by A, 
the integer quotient is optionally rounded 
and stored in C, and the integer remainder 
retaining the sign of B is stored in the tally 
register. 

5. Divide fractions: B is divided by A, the 
rounded quotient is stored in C. 

The signed numeric operands have 
their decimal point immediately to the 
right of the least significant digit in 
operations 1, 2, 3, and 4. In the divide 
fractions command, the decimal point is 
immediately to the left of the most 
significant digit. In commands 3 and 
4, the rounding option is specified by 
instruction character K; the digit posi
tion in which rounding occurs is automa
tically determined by the number of 
digits allocated to result storage in C. 

Overflow occurs in those cases of 
execution of add, subtract or divide 
integers commands where the number 
of significant (non-zero) digits of the 
result exceeds the capacity of the storage 
field specified by the digits, CL, CR. 
In this event, an overflow alarm indica
tion is automatically stored in the con
trol of the machine, and unless the next 
command executed is a branch command 
which tests this overflow alarm, an error 
halt occurs. 

NON-DECIMAL ARITHMETIC COMMANDS 

Because the arithmetic requirements 
of address modification and other pro
gtam control operations in multi-address 
computers differ markedly from those 
of decimal calculations involving business 
dat8:, the command code includes three 
non-decimal arithmetic instructions. 
Two operations expressly designed to 
permit flexible and efficient memory 
indexing are: 

6. Modify add: A is added to B and the 
sum is stored in C. 

7. Modify subtract: A is subtracted from 
B and the result is stored in C. 

These operations are modular with 
respect to memory size, and all carries 
are suppressed between adjacent triads 
(3-character addresses) in multiple
address operand fields. Hence the exe
cution of a single additive or subtractive 
modification can provide for the simul
taneous indexing of up to three addresses. 

The usefulness of the relative address 
facility is further enhanced by the 
following command: 
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8. Index: A is added to one of the 10 
index registers and the sum stored in the 
same index register; the addition is per
formed as described above, following the 
modification, a specified portion of the 
index register is compared with the number 
contained in the B address part of the com
mand, and an optional branch address is 
chosen on the basis of the comparison. 
This structure permits the automatic ter
mination of a modification loop. 

COMPARE COMMANDS 

The three compare operations include: 

9. Compare numeric: A and B are com
pared algebraically, and a branch to C occurs 
if A is greater than B. 

10. Compare alphanumeric: A and Bare 
compared alphanumerically, and a branch 
to C occurs if A is greater than B. 

11. Compare equality: A and B are com
pared alphanumerically, and a branch to 
C occurs if A is equal to B. 

Due to the nature of sign representa
tion in the processor, execution of com
mand 11 with numeric operands will 
result in a branch if and only if the 
signs as well as the absolute values are 
equal. 

EDITING COMMANDS 

Five commands were designed for 
fast flexible editing and rearrangement 
of data, which are necessary procedures 
in all business programs. 

12. Compress: the fields A and Bare 
assembled and the resultant combination 
field is stored in C. 

13. Distribute: the field A is distributed 
into (the partial word field storage loca
tions) Band C. An optional sign split-off 
in the field distributed is specified by the 
value of K. Sign split-off consists of gen
erating a nonsignificant or signed-zero char
acter, and inserting it in the extreme left 
character position of the stored field. (Sign 
compression, which is the inverse operation, 
occurs automatically as a result of logical 
mechanization.) 

14. Zero suppress: the field A is zero sup
pressed, and the result with optional sign 
split-off is distributed into Band C. 

15. Edit: the field A is either zero sup 
pressed, or check protected and distributed 
into Band C. The option of suppression or 
protection is exercised by specifying the 
value of K. 

16. Transfer: the contents of a consecu
tively numbered block of memory word 
cells beginning at A, are transferred to a 
block of cells beginning at C. The number 
of words transferred may range from 1 to 
1,000, 2,000, or 4,000, depending on memory 
size. 

BINARY COMMANDS 

In many programming areas the ad
vantages in storage efficiency of binary 
codes is not offset by the requirement 

for frequent conversions to decimal or 
alphabetic representation. The proces
sor design allows for optimum economy 
of hardware application in these areas 
by providing five commands of binary 
nature: 

17. Extract: the bits of A are logically 
multiplied by the bits of B and the logical 
product is stored in C. 

18. Insert: the logical product of A and 
B, and the logical product of C and the 
complement of B are formed. Then the 
logical sum of these two products is formed 
and stored in C. 

19. Test Bit: a bit by bit test of A and B 
is made; if A has a bit value of one in every 
bit position in which B contains a bit value 
of one, a branch to C occurs. 

20. Pack: this command packs a group of 
consecutive three-word blocks of positive
numeric data into a group of consecutive 
two-word blocks by dropping the two most 
significant bits of each six-bit character. It 
should be noted that for positive-numeric 
data, these bits are uniformly zero. 

21. Unpack: the inverse of the pack com
mand. 

TEST COMMAND 

The final command in this list is a 
general-purpose jump command: 

22. Test: this command tests the status 
of a set of control-console switches, the 
paper-tape punch, the paper-tape reader, or 
the overflow alarm, as determined by the 
value of K. The program can branch as 
a result of the test, thereby permitting 
operator intervention to control program 
execution. 

Internal Multiple Word Commands 

The NCR 304 includes a set of in
structions which are equivalent to com
plete subroutines in machines with 
conventional codes. These commands 
have been carefully chosen to be of 
general applicability to all business 
data processing, and have been designed 
to insure maximum flexibility. The 
usage of a single command to carry out a 
substantial processing subroutine pro
vides considerable savings in execution 
time and storage requirements over con
ventional programmed subroutines. 
Three of these are internal multiple
word commands. 

23. Merge: this command merges two dis
tinct sorted groups of consecutively stored, 
multiple-word items (groups A and B) into 
a single sorted sequence (group C). The 
data in groups A and B must be standard
ized such that each item contains the same 
number of words, and the control key char
acters (the numbers which determine the 
sort sequence) must occupy the same rela
tive positions within each item. It is how':' 
ever not necessary to have the same num
ber of items in groups A and B. . 
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This command may be executed in two: 
alternative fashions: one mode is used, 
when the data to be sorted can be com
pletely stored in the internal memory; 
the other mode is used when the volume of 
data exceeds the memory capacity and 
magnetic tape is used for auxiliary stor
age. In either mode, the command is 
specified by six words of control informa
tion, in which the programmer specifies 
the following variables: 

The location of the first words of the first 
items of group A and group B. 

The size of each group (A and B). 

The number of words per item. 

The location of the first word of the first 
item to be put away in group C. 

The size of group C. 

The mode of operation (internal or ex
ternal). 

The number of words containing the sort
key (one or two words). 

The relative location within the item of the 
word (or words), containing the control 
key, and the location within these words of 
the characters comprising the control key. 

A set of three alternate addresses, one of 
which may be selected to specify the loca
tion of the next instruction depending upon 
the status of the data at command termi
nation. 

When the command is executed in the 
internal mode, both group A and Bare 
fully merged and stored as group C 
before the command is terminated. No 
branch occurs in this mode. When the 
command is executed in the external 
mode, the command will terminate when 
any of the following occur: group A is 
exhausted, group B is exhausted, or 
group C is filled. A different branch 
address is chosen in ea~b·. ,case, which 
permits the introduction of new data 
from magnetic tape in the first two alter- , 
natives or the storage of group C on 
magnetic tape in the third alternative. 
After the appropriate tape operation has 
been carried out, subsequent execution of 
the same merge instruction will auto
matically pick up the process at the same 
point (in the non-exhausted groups): 
where it was interrupted. 

24. Sift: this command assumes the exist
ence of a sorted group of multiple-word 
items stored in consecutive memory cells. 
The command compares specified control 
characters of each successive item with 
those of a "standard" item. The number 
of items whose control key is less than or 
equal to the control key oL~ne standard are 
tallied and stored. When the first item is 
found whose control key is greater than that 
of the standard, or when a specified termi-, 
nal ad.dress is reached, the sift command 
terminates and the processor proceeds to ' 
the next normal command. This instruc- ' 



tion is specified by three words of control 
information containing: 

The location of the first word of the first 
item to be sifted. 

The location of the first word of the stand
ard item: this standard may itself be a 
member of the group to be sifted. 

The number of words in each item. 

The location of the control words within 
each item and the location of the control 
characters within each control word. 

The location of the put away for the sift 
tally. 

The total number of items to be sifted. 

This command may be used in two 
distinct applications. As a table look
up command, the tally provides the loca
~ion of a desired table entry. During 
:report preparations, this command, in 
"conjunction with the summarize com
-mand (see operation 25) permits the 
rapid accumulation of control totals. 

-25. Summarize: this command accumu
lates algebraically the contents of specified 
lields contained in successive multiple-word 
items stored in memory. This command 
is specified by three words of control infor
mation. 

The location of the summarization field in 
the first item. 

The number of words per item. 

The storage location of the accumulated 
total. 

The location of the number of items to be 
summarized. 

The tally which is generated by the 
sift command (as explait:!t>d in operation 
24) may be directly referenced in that 
portion of the summarize instruction 
which determines the number of items to 
be summarized. These two commands, 
used in conjunction, therefore auto
matically provide a summarization of all 
those items whose control keys are 
identical, which is precisely the objective 
of summary report preparation. 

Input-Output Commands 

Nine two-word commands enable the 
NCR 304 Processor to communicate with 
and control its associated input-output 
equipment; these commands provide 
the ability to read and write on magnetic 
tape, search magnetic tape, read and 
punch paper tape, read punch cards, 
and print on the high speed printer. 

Reliability Checking 

The error checking that has been in
corporated into the 304 system is based 
on the philosophy that checking should 
be performed whenever errors are prob-
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able, and that the thoroughness of the 
check should be a function of the proba
bility of the occurrence and the relative 
importance of the error. 

The types of checks that exist in the 
system can be classified into read-write 
checks, transmission checks, and func
tional checks. The read-write checks 
are performed on all input-output in
formation that enters or leaves the system. 
Transmission checks are performed when
ever information is transmitted between 
components within the system. Func
tional checks are performed by the 
individual components to insure the cor
rect execution of their functions. 

The errors that are detected by the 304 
system are roughly divided into two 
classes. The first class contains errors 
that might be corrected by programming. 
For example, read errors on magnetic 
tape, where errors are assumed to be 
caused by foreign particles on the tape, 
might be corrected by re-reading. 

Detection of these errors does not 
necessarily halt the operation, but allows 
it to continue until some reference point 
is reached. Where appropriate, an auto
matic program branch occurs, and the 
programmer is given the option in an 
attempt to correct the error of repeating 
the operation, of halting the equipment 
and signalling the operator, or of noting 
the error and continuing. 

The second class of errors is character
ized by the fact that they cannot be cor
rected by programming. An example 
would be the detection of a broken tape 
on a tape handler. This type of error 
requires operator intervention; the opera
tion is accordingly halted in these cases, 
and no programming option is provided. 

Summary 

Effective application of a business 
data-processing system dictates that the 
system design provide maximum flexi
bility in programming the solution of a 
problem. On the other hand, economy 
of programming effort and of hardware 
utilization can best be achieved by rigidly 
structuring the automation of the data 
handling involved in, and the control of, 
those processes which are common com
ponents of broad classes of problem solu
tions. 

Conventional system designs usually 
meet only one of the two foregoing re
quirements. If a system meets the 
former, it is referred to as a "general-
purpose" system, and, if the latter, a 
"special purpose" system. 

Programmers have indicated recogni
tion of these conflicting requirements, 

and have attacked the portion of the 
problem concerned with conservation of 
programming effort by developing a 
number of techniques. For example, 
many programmers are presently using 
various pseudocoding techniques, in con
junction with generator programs, in an 
attempt to provide a workable scheme for 
the reduction of general programs to de
tailed machine codes for conventional 
general purpose systems. Application of 
this resultant combination of hardware 
and pseudo codes achieves a reduction in 
programming effort, but no economy in 
hardware utilization is obtained, since 
the computer time spent in processing 
control information in the resultant 
routines is essentially unchanged, and 
data transfers are often needlessly re
peated. 

To resolve the conflicting requirements 
outlined above, the design of the 304 
system is based on simultaneously achiev
ing the advantages of both general and 
special purpose systems. The automa
tion of processes, and of the control of 
processes, which are common to all busi
ness data-processing problems (such as 
sorting, summarizing, editing, etc.), is a 
characteristic of the 304 system which 
gains the advantages of the automaticity 
inherent in special purpose designs, with
out any loss in programming flexibility. 
For a given process and information 
transfer rate, execution time is reduced 
because the specific transfers of, and 
operations on, the data and control in
formation which occur are tailored to the 
specific needs of the process. Complete 
programming flexibility is retained not 
only within the structure of the electronic 
subroutine commands themselves, but 
also by the inclusion of a full complement 
of commands of a general purpose nature. 

----+----

Discussion 

C. B. Poland (General Electric Company): 
On off-line copy, what happens when a 
new record must be inserted between two 
old records? 

Mr. Cherin: The copy operation as exe
cuted on the 304 is one of proceeding from 
the present position, so to speak, in the file 
to a new position and stopping at that point, 
that is, copying until a specified control 
configuration has been reached. In all 
processing, some identification is required 
for each record and this identification is 
used to control the copy. Thus, specifically, 
because the programmer knows that he must 
insert a new record, and as a result of this 
he knows what this record's control con
figuration, address, or account number for 
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it is, he can specify that the file shall be 
copied from one tape to another until a 
record is encountered whose address is 
greater than the one he wishes to insert. 
Then the new record is written on the out
put tape and the copy proceeds. 

C. C. Gotlieb (University of Toronto): How 
do you distinguish which of the three ad
dresses is referenced by R? 

Mr. Cherin: Each portion of this indexing 
operation is specified by S. That is, S 
acts as a modifier of R and the two digits 
completely determine the actual address 
modification which is to occur. 

E. J. Schubert (Westinghouse): What 
kind of circuitry (tubes or semiconductors 
to drive magnetics) is used? 

Mr. Cherin: I don't believe I made the 
point quite clear. The computer, includ
ing the memory, is mechanized completely 
from transistors, diodes, and cores; the 
cores in particular are driven with transis-
tors. ~ 

Mr. Bindloss (Liberty Mutual InsuraNce): 
Does the 304 system have a file interroga
tion unit for determining the status of a 
particular item in the file on an unscheduled 
demand basis? If so, what is the search 
and read-out time? How many tape 
drivers can the NCR 304 accomodate? 

Mr. Cherin: Not as yet. The searching 
rate in such an operation would be, though, 
the same as the read or write rate which is 
15,000 characters per second. The mag
netic tape, as we all know, is not a very 

A Technique for Using Memory Cores 

as Logical Elements 

L. J. ANDREWS 

O VER THE YEARS there have been 
many outstanding papers which can 

be assembled under the collective title 
"Component Failure Analysis." In
cluded in this group are the tube-life pre
diction tables, the derating charts for con
densors, the maximum current versus use
ful life curves for diodes, etc.; and each 
company that has a customer service 
organization has in its files records loosely 
titled "Plug-in Failures, Their Cause and 
Cure." An examination of the records 
will show that in the majority of cases the' 
"active" elements are at fault. Active 
elements are defined here as those ele
ments which amplify a changed state of 
their inputs. It would seem, then, that 
the path to reliability is to remove as 
many active elements as possible from the 
system; that is, given some specific de
sign problem, to time-share the active 
elements as much as possible in keeping 
with the flexibility required of the over
all design. But this philosophy is not 
without its attendant apparent disad
vantage. To use a minimum of active 
elements, a maximum of switching ele
ments is required. To utilize the mini
mum active elements concept, a switching 
element approaching the ideal is required. 

The ideal switching element should 
have the following characteristics: 1. 
there should be a minimum number of 
passive elements per switch, 2. the switch 
should not load the logical propositions, 
3. the switch should be lossless, 4. the 
switch should have high discrimination, 
5. the switch should be compatible with 

other system components, 6. the switch 
should be easily fabricated, and 7. it 
should have all the miscellaneous proper
ties such as high speed, high output, and 
small physical size; and should be inex
pensive, shock resistant, temperature 
insensitive, etc. 

An available item that to a reasonable 
degree fulfills the miscellaneous proper
ties is the small ferrite core usually used 
in memory applications. How these cores 
can approach the ideal switch and per
form other useful functions as a result of 
a unique system concept is the subject of 
this paper. 

The Inhihit-Wound Core 

The inhibit-wound core is a deceptively 
simple component. In its rudimentary 
form it consists of a small ferrite core 
with one or ·mi:ire·'tf:rivm'g"·~11rees, -an -
inhibiting pr9position, and a sense wind
ing. Each "winding" consists of a single 
wire through the core; the clocks and 
propositions each carry half-select cur
rent. Using the mirror symbols for core
winding sensesl ,2 it is apparent that the 
core in Fig. 1 will change state from a one 
to a zero and back again as the CR"termi
nal alternates between positive and nega
tive potential. A one is defined here as 
the up direction when current flowing 
into a slant bar is seemingly reflected up. 
A zero is thus also defined as current into 
a slant bar reflected down the core. The 
polarity of the sense signal need not be 
specified at this time. 
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good medium to use for random-access 
interrogations. The system accommodates 
a maximum of 64 tape drives per system. 

R. Douthitt (Sperry-Rand Corporation): 
Does the sort command still exist in the 
304? 

Mr. Cherin: It has been renamed and is the 
merge command which contains the six
words of control information. 

L. C. Hobbs (Sperry-Rand Corporation): 
I have previously heard the card rate of 
your machine described as 1,000 cards per 
minute, but you stated 500 cards per min
ute. Is this an interim unit? 

Mr. Cherin: No. I would say that this is.. 
a conservative figure. 

In Fig. 1, then, the clock CR has the 
ability to write a one when positive, and 
can read a one or zero when negative. The 
previous one or zero state is detected dur
ing read by the presence or absence of a 
large flux change and corresponding 
voltage induced in the sense winding. 
The propositions Xi have the restrictions 
that they may have current only during 
the write phases of the clock, their cur
rents may only be of half-select or zero 
amplitude, and their currents will be only 
positive, i.e., away from the terminus of 
Fig. 1, and then only if the proposition is 
true. The relations between the proposi
tions and the clock phases is best illus
trated by referring to Fig. 2. During time 
To, proposition Xi is true, current is then 
flowing in the wire Xi in the direction 
previously designated as positive. The 
proposition Xi' (if it exists for use else
where) does not have current during the 
To write time. Conversely, during TI and 
T2 the wire designated Xi carries no cur-

,',rent while wu-e X/ has half-s~tect current 
during write periods. It is a natural con
sequence, of course, that the core of Fig 
1, wired with proposition Xi and sub
jected to the wave forms of Fig. 2, will 

.have the states 0, 1, 1, and 0 at the end of 
timing periods To, T 1, T 2, and Ts respec
tively. The core then can be said to have 
taken the complement of the information 
held in sequence by the proposition Xi 
"within the framework of the system de
"fined. Of more immediate interest is the 
case where not Xi but Xl is the proposi
tion-present as an inhibitory signal. Here 
the core will assume information as repre-
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Fig. 1. Basic inhibit-core logical element 

sented by the true term, sequentially 1, 
0, 0, 1. A magnetic core with a read
write clocking term, the prime of the 
-proposition to be present in the core as an 
inhibiting winding, and provision for 
sensing signal comprise the fundamental 
unit for Inhibit-Core Logic. 

Inhibit-Core Logic 

Of prime importance in a computing 
system is the ability to read information 
out of storage. If the reading process is 
destructive, means must be provided to 
recirculate the just read information in 
case it is needed at some later time. 

Consider the schematic diagram of Fig. 
3 in which the two clocks CR and CL have 
the phase relationship illustrated in Fig 

Fig. 3. Inhibit
(.ore logic recir

culation 

CR 
o------~ ... 

A' 
u----------------~-----------

A' 

sa--------__ ------------------~I 

4. Note particularly that core AR is simi
lar to that of Fig. 1 and core AL is also 
the same, w';th the exception that the 
cycle write-read is introduced in the 
interval between the read-write of core 
A R • All similarly labeled terms are 
assumed to be in series. The box labeled 
"transfer circuit" is in essence merely a 
half-cycle delay amplifier pair, but for 
this example may be considered to be a 
d-c flip-flop with the following character
istics. The flip-flop will respond to the 
voltage on the sense wire corresponding 
to a changed core only during the read 
intervals (C1 or Ca of Fig. 4). This volt-

age may only turn the flip-flop on. The 
flip-flop will always go off at the end of a 
write interval (C2 or C4 of Fig. 4). The 
outputs A and A' are considered to be 
gated by the two write intervals. There
fore, a pulse of half -select current is 
present on either the A or A' during, and 
only during, each of the write intervals. 

A zero in core AR of Fig. 3 at the begin
ning of time Tl is SUbjected to the wave 
form of Fig. 4. At read interval C1 clock 
CR is negative, current is then flowing in 
the direction to set the core to the zero 
state. Core AL is dormant so there is 
ideally no signal present on the sensE' 

Fig. 2 (below). Time relationships between propositions and clocking 
phases 

C1 

T1 

C2 C3 C4 

T2 

C1 C2 ~ C4 

Fig. 4 (right). Phase relationships between register clock, logic clock, 
and wave forms obtained during recirculation 
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At.. = (A) , 

(1\) (8) (C) 

logic core a one will then be written in the 
controlled core. It is desired that the re
sult of the logical product B'D be in A R ; 

in Fig. 5(B) if proposition B is true it is 
not this case, so let B inhibit A L. If D' is 
true it is not this case, so let D' also 
inhibit A L • Thus the only time AL is not 
inhibited is when the proposition B'D is 
true. B'D then appears in A R • 

Fig. 5. Logical negation, product and sum 

Logical OR requires an inhibit-wound 
core for each proposition of the sum. 
The summing actually takes place on a 
common sense winding. Again reasoning 
physically in Fig. 5(C): the logical sum 
B+D is wanted in the controlled core; 
core ALI will have a one if B is true (if not 
inhibited by B'), core AL2 will have a one 
if D is true. If either or both of these 
cores has an output during C3 the transfer 
circuit will respond. The sum B+ D will 
then appear in A R • 

These three basic functions are of inter
est, but the equations of a respectable 
computing system are almost never com
posed of single logical terms of a few ele
ments. To point out the versatility of 
inhibit-core logic the basic circuits must 
be re-examined in the light of their logical 
equations. 

winding. The transfer circuit will then 
have an output during the write cycle C2 

on output line A '. Core A L , if it is 
originally in the zero state, would ordi
narily be set to the up or one state by clock 
CL • However, current flowing in line A' 
inhibits the writing and AI remains a 
zero. A' has no effect upon core A R . 

Clock CL now reverses sense, but the core, 
having remained in the zero state, has no 
flux change. A', then, again is true dur
ing write phase C4 and inhibits the writing 
of a one in core A R • At the end of time 
Tl the two cores are in their original 
states. Conversely if there is a one in 
core A8 at the beginning of time T 2, CR 

will now change the one to a zero during 
C,. This change is sensed and the transfer 
circuit provides current on A during C2 

but no current on A '. Clock CL is then 
able to write a one in AI.. The one is 
immediately read at Cs, the transfer cir
cuit again has no output on A' ,at C4 and 
the one is rewritten in core A R • Again the 
original conditions are obtained. The 
significant point is that the inhibit
wound core AL was used to control the 
inhibit-wound core AR during recircula
tion of that core. All this is accomplished 
with a single time-shared transfer circuit. 
This basic philosophy which will be 
shown to be simple, inexpensive, and ex
tremely versatile should be carried in 
mind throughout. 

In the following, AR will be the con
trolled core and will be wired as shown in 
Fig. 3. The wiring of the control cores will 
then establish a selected function in A R • 

The previous example of recirculation 
shows that a signal on the sense winding 
during Cs will allow CR to write a one in 
AR at C4• 

Negation can be accomplished by the 
circuit of Fig. 5(A). A one read from 
AR will inhibit this logic (controlling) 
core during C2• There is no output at C3 ; 

A' is then true at C4 and inhibits the writ
ing of a one back in AR leaving AR a zero. 
A zero read during C1 will not cause an 
inhibition in the logic core. The logic 
core therefore has an output at Cs and 
CR writes a one. One's and zero's are then 
interchanged in this operation. 

Logical AND can be accomplished in a 
single core as shown in Fig. 5(B). The 
logical equations pertaining to these cir
cuits will be discussed later but the physi
cal argument is as follows: I t is known 
that if a one is allowed to be written in the 

In the circuit of Fig. 1 it may be veri
fied from a truth table, for instance, that 
the'equation Core = (X t ) , represents the 
state of the core at the end of its clock 
cycle. The proposition Xi may be any 
combination of AND'S and OR'S. If, as it 
is used, the proposition X t is the inhibit
ing t~.rm the equation becomes Core = 
(X/}, ,:::::;Xi . , Now if it is agreed for the 
present that the inhibiting term for the 
controlled core shall always be the prime 
output of the transfer circuit whose input 

81 -~~------------~--------------~r--------------1t--81'Ge __ ~ ____________ ~~ ______________ ~~ ______________ ftf __ 

~~~--------~~--------~----------~-
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Fig. 6. A more general example of the mechanization of a Boolean function II 
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is the sense winding of the controlled core 
the controlled core such as AR of Fig. 3 
will have the equation AR= (A ')' =A. It 
has been demonstrated that if the sense 
winding for the transfer circuit AR has a 
voltage representative of a large change 
in flux in any of the AL control cores dur
ing the Ca read time, AR will be true. 
The equation for AR can then be written 
AR=AL=ALl+AL2+AL3+ ... + ALm 

where the plus sign indicates the logical 
sum. The ALi terms are each inhibit
wound cores and so have the expression 
ALi = (Y')' where Y again is some arbi
trary desired Boolean function. Since a 
magnetic core can be inhibited by one or 
a number of inhibiting terms, all having 
essentially equivalent effect, the control
ling core provides a logical sum of its input 
windings. Thus the equation Y' = Y/ + 
Y2'+Ya'+ ... +Y/+ ... +Yn' can be 
written, where the Y/ are the single term 
propositions each threading a ALi control 
core. The logical equation can be ex
pressed as follows: 

n 

AR=AL=LALi=ALl+AL2+ ... +ALn 
, i=l 

ONE WORD TIME 
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Fig. 7. Four-bit 

,erial register 
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= (Yll' +Ylz'r+ ... Ylr')' + (Y21' + 
Y2Z'+ .•. Y2S')'+ .. ·(Ynl'+Yn2'+ 

... Ynt')' 

A R =(YllY12Y12. . Ylr) +(Y21YZ2Y2S ... 
Yzs) + ... (YnlYnzYn3 ... Ynt) 

where the meaning of the subscripts is 
obvious. 

The logical function to appear in the 
controlled core becomes the result of the 
individual inhibiting terms threaded 
through the controlling cores. It should 
be noted that this expression is the general 
case of a Boolean function expressed as a 
sum of products. There exists3 a rigorous 
mathematical proof for the identity, (see 
last step of foregoing logical equation), 
but the derivation in this manner has 
additional merit. Working backwards 
gives a prescription for mechanizing any 
Boolean function. Perhaps an example 
here will be of value. 

Suppose a function is to be mechanized 
in AR : 

AR = BIB2BsB4+BIB 2'BsB/ +B1'B2BsB/ + 
B/B2B s'B/ 

Going back one step in the derivation, 

Ct. 

'\ P, 
P2 
P3 
P4 
A 
A' 
F, 
F ' 1 
1t, 
It ' 1 

Jlr 
1t2 
I( , 

2 

sa 

J1.r 

AR can be written: 

AR =(Bt' +B2' +Bs' +B/)' +(Bt' +B2+ 
Bs'+B4)' +(B I +Bz' +Bs' +B4)' + 

(BI +Bz' +Bs+B4) r 

The control can be immediately wired; 
the bracketed sums are formed in the con
trol cores, the external sums are formed by 
the common sense winding. The wired 
control cores for this expression are 
shown in Fig. 6. The AR core wiring re
mains the same and of course the transfer 
circuit remains unchanged. 

The Inhibit-Core Register 

The inhibit-wound cores can be ar
ranged as a serial register. The cores of 
the register have .a common register 
clock, CR ; a common inhibiting term, 
A'; and a common sense-winding leading 
to a single transfer circuit. If now these 
cores are to perform as part of a serial 
register they must be scanned sequentially 
by some noninterfering wave form. Fur
ther, in a practical register provision must 
be made for treating the digits in the 
register both individually or collectively. 
For instance, if a register is merely read, 
the digits are each treated alike, but if an 
arithmetic process is being carred out on 
the information the logic for the sign digit 
must be different than for the rest. The 
schematic of a 4-bit serial register is illus
trated in Fig. 7, and wave forms which 
allow performance as required are shown 
in Fig. 8. It requires a coincidence be
tween one of the clocks and 'a P timing 
signal each of half-select amplitude to 
have sufficient drive to switch a core. 
These coincidences have special signifi
cance; the P - C R coincidence during C1 is 

• Fig. 8 (left). Wave forms for four-bit serial register 

+112 

Jlr ' .. 0 
-V2 Fig. 9 (above). Control logic for four-bit register 
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(1) (2) (4) 
F2=0 FILL B FROM F'l=O F2 =0 TEST 

M IF Fl-' F, =0 A",B 
OTHERWISE 

RECIROJl.ATE 

F2 = 1 

(3) STEP (5) 
FORWARD 

SUBTRACT 1 1 
FROM A ADD 1 TO A 

Fig. 10. Block schematic for positioning device 

called "read register," the P- CL coin
cidence at C2 is called "write logic," the 
P- CL coincidence at Ca is called "read 
logic, " and the last coincidence of P - C R 

is labeled "write register." At each P
time, then, the operation sequence is as 
follows: 1. read the information con
tained in the core of the register corre
sponding to the active P term and put 
the result in the transfer circuit; 2. using 
the information contained in this and any 
other transfer circuits, store the result of 
the prewired logical function to be per
formed on the register digit at this time 
in a logic core; 3. read the results of this 
logical manipulation into the original 
transfer circuit; 4. inhibit or not the 
writing of a one into the selected digit of 
the register. Fig. 9 shows the total num
ber of cores and the wiring schematic to 
perform the logic required for recircula
tion, transferring, complementing, and 
counting in the 4-bit register. These 
operations should be taken as representa
tive rather than exhaustive. The two 
propositions KI and K2 define which of 
the four operations is to be done and cor
respond to program control. When 
K 2'KI ' is true the programming inhibits 
are released from core A L1 and the A' 
inhibit term then controls recirculation of 
the register at all P-times just as in Fig. 3. 
If K 2 ' KI is true it should be apparent that 
if B' is the output of another similar 
register, its formation will be transferred 
digit by digit to the A register by means 
of core A L2• Core ALa provides comple
mentation of the information in register 
A including the sign position (assumed to 
be in the LSD digit, PI)' Of special in
terest are the three cores A L4' A L6' and A Ls' 

If proposition FI is considered to be the 
output of some carry flip-flop, after the 
sign digit is recirculated unchanged by 
core A Lt, cores A L6 and AI,S provide the 
addition of one (under command of 
K~I) to the number held in the three 
other digits. The register will now count. 
It is to be noted that no additional logical 

cores are required to perform these same 
operations on a register of any length; 
these four operations, and in fact any 
number of logical manipulations, are 
possible on a register of any length with 
the one transfer circuit required of this 
simple case. 

Flip-Flops 

Flip-flops, such as the FI term referred 
to in the previous section, are a special 
case of the inhibit-core register concept. 
The register consists of only one core. 
Since the output of a flip-flop usually 
must be available at each P-time the 
single core is supplied with the continuous 
clock CR and therefore is wired like the 
AR core in Fig. 3. The logic (controlling 

Fig. 11. The A 
register schematic 
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propositions or grid equations) are then 
mechanized in a fashion similar to that 
for the actual registers. I t is significant 
that no matter how complex the switching 
may have to be in order ~o time-share a 
particular flip-flop, only a single transfer 
circuit is required. 

An Illustrative System 

An example to demonstrate the tech
nique is a position device. It could be 
used to set a pointer, shaft position, or 
graph plotter corresponding to some bi
nary number. Only the pertinent detail 
necessary to illustrate the technique will 
be given. 

A block schematic for the positioning 
device is shown in Fig. 10. The loop is 
considered to be continuously running 
initially with the pointer at zero, and the 
registers cleared. New information is 
taken from a memory register M into a 
storage register B. The third register A 
keeps account of the current position of 
the pointer. When the number in A 
reaches the number held in B the pointer 
will have been supplied with a sufficient 
number of pulses to indicate the number 
in B. New information can be inserted 
any time the cycle passes through block 1 
becoming the new or present desired 
setting. Fig. 10 is the block schematic 
for the example. Figs. 11, 12, 13, and 14 
show the core wiring for the complete 
switching operations for the A register, 
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Fig. 12 (above). The B 
register schematic 
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Fig. 14. Output selie ndk 

B register, F2 flip-flop, and output circuit 
respectively. The operation cycle is 
controlled by the three flip-flops Kl, K 2, 

K 3 , and will be discussed later. 
In the A logic, cores ALl> A L2, and 

ALa provide recirculation in blocks 1, 2, 
and 4 respectively; cores AL4 and A L6 

contain the logic for the subtraction of 
one in block 3; cores A L6 and AL7 contain 
the logic for the addition of one in block 5. 

In the B register, core BLI inserts in
fonnation from the M register if flip-flop 
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Fig. 16. Format of register 

Fl is true, core BL2 recirculates the old in
formation if Fl is false, and cores B La and 
B r•4 recirculate the B register during 
blocks 2, 3, 4 and 5. It is perfectly per
missible to simplify logically the expres
sion for the control before specifying the 
wiring of the cores. 

The time-sharing aspect of the over-all 
concept is not very well brought out in 
examining the registers. More insight is 
obtained from the flip-flop logic. In Fig. 
13 cores F2Ll1 F2L2, and F2La provide the 
logic required for F2 to contain the results 
of the test magnitUde specified in block 2; 
core F2 L4 makes F2 provide the borrow 
operation in block 3; cores F2L6, F2 L6 
and F2L7 provide the logic required for F2 
to contain the result of the Test Equality 
in block 4; finally, core F2 L8 provides the 
carry for the addition operation of block 
5. There is no control core corresponding 
to block 1. This implies that F2 will be 
automatically set to zero as it should be. 

The output circuit of Fig. 14 is self
explanatory. If the loop containing 
block 3 is traversed a positive pulse is 
delivered to the indicator to step back; if 
the loop contains block 5 a pulse to step 
forward is entered. 

Of special interest is the cycle control 
since it directs the sequence of events 
based upon decisions obtained during the 
course of operation. An example is the 
LSD digit of the block counter Kl the logic 
for which is illustrated in Fig. 15. The 
cycle control must supply an inhibit-or
not pulse at C2 for each of the eight bits of 
the P-times. These are automatically 
provided by arranging the cycle counter 
flip-flops to recirculate the information 
supplied them at the previous word time 
during the next word time. In Fig. 15 

this function is provided by core KIL 1. 

The absence of a controlling core during 
Ps of block 1 will set zero to be recircu
lated in block 2. In block 2 a loop split 
is made based in a test magnitUde opera
tion. The result of the test will appear in 
flip-flop F2, and in particular the result 
will be written in F2 at Ps time. If this 
decision is presented and written in Kl at 
the same time, K, will provide the correct 
path during the next word time. Cores 
KI L2 , KI La, and KI L4, are wired to make 
this decision Ps time. In the same man
ner the decision in block 4 is made by 
cores KILo, K1 L6 , and KIM' Cores 
K1 L8 and K1 L9 could have been wired as 
a recirculation since Kl will not change 
going from either block 3 or 5 back to 
block 1, instead they are wired to set one 
unconditionally (a lack of inhibiting 
terms on the logic core automatically 
allows setting of the register core to one). 
The wiring for the other two flip-flops, K2 
and K 3 , follows a similar pattern. 

The storage, logical operations, output 
gating, and operational cycling have been 
done with a total of 6 required transfer 
circuits and about 70 small ferrite mem
ory cores in addition to the clock and P 
sources. Of course in a larger system the 
ratio of cores to active elements is a great 
deal higher. 

A Small Complete Machine 

Looking back through Figs. 11, 12, 13, 
and 15 it can be seen that the wiring has 
a particular format, namely, that of Fig. 
16. For each register there is associated 
a group of logic cores and a transfer cir
cuit. These three items form a structure 
complete in itself which is operationally 
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as reliable as the one transistor that may 
be required in the transfer circuit and as 
versatile as the designer may demand. 

To establish the feasibility of this con
cept a small computer was constructed 
It has a fixed program; an 8-bit word; 
and an 8-word memory, four words of 
which are available for storing selectable 
three-address commands. Information 
'is inserted manually into the memory. 
The operations the machine will perform 
are addition, subtraction, test magnitude 
and multiplication. There are 22 block 
numbers. In operation the operator 
selects the control number and the ma
chine will carry out the c01IW1and named 
by that number. The registers, logic, and 
memory entail 193 size F-394 S-3 ferrite 
cores and eight transfer circuits complete. 
The design technique was essentially that 
described in this paper with the exception 
of the cycle control scheme; an 8-beat 
controllable shift register is used. The 
machine, since it uses S-3 ferrite cores and 
is serial in operation, has a bit operation 
time of 20 microseconds. Fig. 17 shows 
the machine; of course no attempt has 
been made to reduce the size. 

Because of the small sample of the parts 
concerned, statistical data on operation 
would be of little value. However, the 
machine has been running continuously 
for some time and has yet to suffer an 
operational malfunction. 

Conclusion 

A computer design philosophy based on 
an inhibit-wound magnetic-core concept 
has been discussed. The major advan
tages are the following: 1. a minimum 
number of active elements are used for 
computation and control, 2. since all 
logical terms are inhibits they are never 
required to furnish power to their load, 
3. all switching is done magnetically but 
never with a core driving core unit, 4. 
these elements are completely compatible 
with themselves and other system units, 
5. since the propositions are entered in 
the logic core as single wires the number 
of terms of a product that can be formed 
in a core is limited only by the number of 
wires that the hole will accommodate, and 
6. the system of logic inherently allows 
low power consumption. In fact, these 
advantages are very similar to the desired 
characteristics of the ideal switch dis
cussed in the introduction. 

The major disadvantages are the fol
lowing: 1. the rather intricate wiring 
that is required is not conducive to auto
matic wiring techniques, 2. the 4-cycle 
clock and the inherent switching time of a 
ferrite core when changed with two half-
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Fig. 17. Small core computer 

select coincident currents make the basic 
operations in a serial machine relatively 
slow, and 3. the ferrites are supposedly 
temperature-sensitive although no trouble 
has been experienced and this aspect has 
not yet been investigated. 

Thus far only the surface has been 
scratched in considering a few examples in 

relation to the serial system. The power
ful tools represented by the design con
cepts presented in this paper are versatile 
and simple, and they require a minimum 
of parts. It is felt that this system can be 
profitably utilized in the design of a great 
many data processors and is indeed a 
major step toward increased reliability. 
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Discussion 

Y. J. Lubkin (W. L. Maxson Company): 
What are the current tolerances and levels 
for your signals, and how do you maintain 
tolerances? 

Mr. Andrews: Because we are using S-3 
cores, and a half-select system in this ma
chine, 180 milliamperes of driving current at 
roughly 15-per-cent regulation is required 
over a temperature range of 50 to 100 de
gress Fahrenheit. Transistors driven to 
saturation and a fixed limiting register suf
fice. 

K. Prestor, Jr. (Bell Telephone Labora
tories): What type of circuitry is used to 
provide pulses to such core circuits? 

Mr. Andrews: These cores require only 180 
milliamperes of inhibition current, and this 
then becomes our half-select current. The 
transistor is well able to supply it. It should 
be kept in mind that since all signal proposi
tions are inhibiting terms they are never 
called upon to overcome the large back 
voltage generated by a switching core. 

F. Raasch (General Mills, Inc.): In the 
case of ferrite cores, how is the necessary 
gain obtained between stages of the serial 
shift register? 

Mr. Andrews: In the serial shift register 
the gain is again provided by transistors. 
There is a transistor in between each stage 
in this particular model. The program con
trol technique described in the foregoing 
is considered to be superior to that of a 
shifting register. 
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A Magnetically Controlled Gating 

Element 

D. A. BUCK 

Synopsis: A computer component based on 
the magnetic destruction of superconduc
tivity has been proposed, 1 and an informa
tion-handling system involving a large num
ber of such elements is described in a com
panion paper. 2 In this paper attention is 
directed toward the electrical characteristics 
of superconductive components. Also re
cently measured switching-time character
istics, switching from an energy standpoint, 
and a comparison of switching in supercon
ductors with switching in magnetic and 
ferroelectric materials are discussed. A 
brief description of the component is first 
given. 

THE electrical resistance of metals 
drops as the temperature is lowered, 

and gradually levelling off to a constant 
value as absolute zero is approached. 
Twenty-three elements exhibit the re
markable property whereby every vestige 
of resistance suddenly disappears at some 
temperature above absolute zero, the 
element then becomes a superconductor, 
capable of supporting a circulating elec
tric current indefinitely. A magnetic 
field, however, will cause the normal re
sistance to reappear. Fig. 1 is a plot of 
the magnetic field intensity required to 
destroy superconductivity at any tem
perature for nine common superconduc
tors. 

A magnetically controlled gating ele
ment based on this nonlinearity consists 
of a wire or evaporated film of supercon
ductive material placed in the magnetic 
field of a second wire or film. For ex
ample, over a I-inch length of tantalum 
wire a single-layer control winding of 
insulated niobium wire can be wound. 
Current in the control winding produces 
a magnetic field which causes the central 
wire to switch from its superconducting 
to its normal state. Operation of the de
vice is therefore up and down on a vertical 
(constant-temperature) line in Fig 1. The 
central conductor can carry more current 
in its superconducting state than is re
quired to switch an identical device into 
the normal state. Therefore, the device, 
named the "cryotron" after the Greek 
kryos meaning cold, has current gain. 

D. A. BUCK is with the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology, Cambridge, Mass. 

The maximum current that can be carried 
by a superconducting wire is limited by 
the magnetic field of that current. When 
the self-field reaches the intensity given 
by Fig. 1, the wire switches to its normal 
state. When both a self-field and a con
trol field are present, as is commonly the 
case, the two fields add in space quadra
ture, and when the vector resultant field 
reaches the critical value for that operat
ing temperature, switching occurs. The 
volt-ampere characteristics of a cryotron 
can therefore be plotted in three dimen
sions with the control field as the third 
dimension (Fig. 2). The resulting tran
sition points lie on the intersection of 
a plane and a right ellipsoidal cylinder. 
Note the interesting symmetries offered 
by such a component. 

It is interesting to compare electronic 
components with one another with respect 
to what circuit relationship is being con
trolled, and whether an electric or a mag
netic field is effecting the control, and 
thus place the cryotron in its relative 
position (Table I). To the extent that 
lumped-parameter equivalent-circuit ele
ments are valid, one can divide the con
trolled-circuit elements into three groups 
R, L, and C. More properly, since rec
tangular-hysteresis-Ioop magnetic cores 
and ferroelectric condensers are more 
nearly dissipative elements than storage 
elements, one can divide components into 
three groups according to the circuit
variable relationships being controlled 
as follows: V versus i, f vdt versus i, and 
f idt versus v. The cryotron falls in the 
column of components where the v versus 
i charact~ristics are controlled, and in the 
row of components where control is 
effected by a magnetic field. In this 
respect, cryotrons are similar to electro
mechanical relays. Table I, while it 
gives a picture of where the cryotron fits 
into the component picture, is by no 
means exhaustive. Hall effect devices, 
for example, fall into both boxes of the 
first column. Note the two empty boxes. 

Switching Time 

Measurements made by Pippard and 
Faber3 of the time required for tin rods to 
switch between superconducting and 
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normal states indicate a hyperbolic rela
tionship between switching time and 
magnetic-field intensity above the critical 
field. Inverting one coordinate, the time, 
transforms the hyperbola into a straight 
line whose intercept is the critical mag
netic-field intensity corresponding to the 
operating temperature, and whose slope 
is a function of the delay mechanisms in
volved. 

Reciprocal switching-time measure
ments on tantalum wires at 4.2 degrees 
Kelvin also exhibit a straight-line de
pendence on magnetic-field intensity. In 
this experiment, a steady gate-current 
flows through the superconductive wire. 
A step longitudinal magnetic field is ap
plied to the wire by applying a current 
step to a single-layer insulated niobium 
control winding wound over the wire 
under test, and the voltage across the gate 
circuit is displayed on an oscilloscope. 
The transition is defined as complete 
when the voltage reaches 90 per cent of its 
steady state value. 

A delay is observed between the time of 
application of the step magnetic field and 
the first appearance of voltage across the 
superconductor. During this interval the 
net external magnetic field is sweeping 
through the superconductor from outside, 
toward the center, leaving behind a 
normal region. Eddy currents which 
flow circumferentially around the wire in 
the normal region limit the rate at which 
the boundary regions can move. When 
the normal region has 'swept to the wire 
center in at least one spot, resistance 
appears which then increases to the nor
mal value. 

During this interval, between the appli
cation of the step longitudinal magnetic 
field and the first appearance of resistance, 
the gate current contributes to the ex
ternal magnetic field and thus influences 
the length of this interval. The net ex
ternal field causing switching is 

where d is the wire diameter, Ho is the 
applied longitudinal magnetic field inten
sity, and Ig is the gate current. Ho is 
given quite closely by Ho=NIciL where 
N / L is the pitch at the control winding in 
turns per meter and Ie is control current. 
The angle made by the net field with the 
centerline of the wire is given by 

Ig L Ig 
tana=--=--'

-rrdHo 71dN Ie 

The flow lines of magnetic field intensity 
are helices about the wire, but until now 
no particular significance has been at
tached to the direction of the net field for 
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this geometry. However, the problem of 
switching in the presence of a measuring 
current is by no means a solved problem. 
The locus of threshold points for the de
struction of superconductivity in the 10 
versus Ie plane fall on an ellipse of smaller 
major- to minor-axis ratio than would be 
predicted from the expression for H given 
above. When the switching process is 
better understood, the orientation angle 
a may become significant in explaining 
the discrepancy. Turk 4 has, in fact, 
postulated that the critical magnetic 
field required to destroy superconduc
tivity is a function of a. For a piece of 
0.009-inch tantalum wire, measured 
threshold points lie on an ellipse of K = 4 
instead of K =6 (Fig. 3), where K is the 
theoretical major- to minor-axis ratio, 
then 

7fdN 
K=--

L 

The interval between the first appear
ance of resistance and the completion of 
the transient is characterized by the wire 
having both superconducting and normal 
regions, with eddy currents flowing in the 
normal regions, and an electric field exist
ing in the normal regions equal in magni-

SUPERCONDUCTI 
REGION 

NORMAL 
REGION 

GATE VOLTAGE 

SLOPE: 
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RESISTANCE 

GATE 
CURRENT 

CONTROL 
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Fig. 2. Static cryotron characteristics " 
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Fig. 3 (right). Variation of 
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tude to the current density divided by the 
normal volume resistivity at that tem
perature. Both magnetic and electric 
forces act on the boundaries. Possible 
domain structures have been suggested 
by London, Schoenberg, and others. 4,5 

As the, normal regions grow at the expense 
of the superconducting regions, thenormal 
resistance returns. 

Fig. 4 is a plot of the reciprocal (in
verse) switching time versus control cur
rent for 0.005-inch, 0.010-inch, and 0.015-
inch tantalum wire, and a sample of 0.015-
inch 92 per cent indium plus 8 per cent 
bismuth alloy wire, showing the vari
ability in the switching characteristics as 
resistivity, wire size, and gate current are 
changed. With the exception of the 
vacuum-fired tantalum sample, the curves 
show a straight line relationship between 
reciprocal switching time and magnetic
field intensity for short switching times, 
and a departure from linearity, pre
sumably due to Joule heating, for long 
switching-times. The curvature in the 
case of vacuum-fired tantalum has not 
yet been explained. An increase in the 
gate current can be seen to shorten the 
switching time for a given control cur
rent. All measurements were made near 
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a temperature of 4.21 degrees Kelvin 
The control coil pitch is 8,600 turns per 
meter. 

The upper end of Fig. 4 cuts off at 10 
microseconds because of limitations in 
the apparatus. In one measurement 
made on an evaporated film cryotron, de
struction of superconductivity by gate 
current was observed in 0.1 microsecond. 

Very little has been said about switch
ing from the normal to superconducting 
state upon removal of the magnetic field. 
Even in the presence of a gate current, 
switching in this direction occurs rapidly. 
For the experiments whose data is pre
sented in Fig. 4, the superconductive 
state is reestablished in about 1 micro
second. As soon as a single path capable 
of carrying the gate current becomes 
superconductive, the gate voltage be 
comes zero. Further changes may be tak
ing place but these have not been studied. 

Switching Energy 

In the absence of gate current, one can 
compute the energy involved in switching 
a superconductive wire from one state to 
the other by means of a longitudinal mag
netic field. The inductance of the control 

Table I. Relationship Between Cryotron and Other Components 

Circuit Relationships Being Controlled 

R 
Voltage versus 

current 

L 

Volt-time 
integral versus 

current 

C 
Current-time 

integral versus 
v.)ltage 

Controlled by electric field ..... Vacuum-tube, Tran-. . . . Ferroelectric con-
sistor denser 

Controlled by magnetic field .... Magnetoresistive, de- .. Magnetic-core, mag-
vices, cryotron, elec- netic amplifier 
tromechanical relay 
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coil which sets up the longitudinal field is 
smaller when the gate circuit is supercon
ductive than when it is normal. The 
effect is caused by the exclusion of mag
netic flux from the body of a supercon
ductor, an effect discovered by Meissner 
and Ochsenfeld7 in 1933, which is, in fact, 
the basis for the most common method of 
identifying new superconductors. There
fore, there are two B-H lines, Fig. 5, for 
an inductor with a superconductive core. 
As one applies an external magnetic 
field, H, the induction increases along the 
low-inductance line OA. When H reaches 
He, switching occurs, and the induction 
increases along path AB as flux enters the 
superconductor. For H>He, induction 
increases along the higher inductance line 
BF. 

During the switching process, an aver
age energy density equal to the areaABCD 
is added to the volume of the inductance 
by the source maintaining H. The aver
age energy density in the volume before 

the superconductor switches is equal to 
the area OAD and after switching to the 
area OBC. The energy per unit volume 
lost in eddy currents during switching is 
equal to the energy added before and 
during switching minus the energy stored 
after switching, and is equal to the area 
OAD+ABCD-OBC=OAB. The energy 
dissipated per unit volume of supercon
ductor OAB, is half that added during 
switching, ABCD, and is equal to JLoHc2/2. 
The other half is analogous to a latent 
heat. 

During switching caused by H larger 
than He, the exact switching path in the 
B-H plane depends on the rate of rise of 
the step longitudinal magnetic-field in
tensity relative to the rate of propagation 
of the superconducting-normal boundaries 
through the material, Fig. 6. The maxi
mum energy dissipation, equal to JLoHa2/2 
would result from a field which rises from 
o to Ha (B increases along line OE) in 
zero time. The path illustrated in Fig. 6 
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Fig. 6. Switching locus for H > He 

implies an average Band H over the 
supercouductive body. Actually, it is 
believed that the magnetic field intensity 
on the superconducting-normal bound
aries is nearly equal to He; the difference 
between the H applied and He is the 
counter-H due to eddy currents. 

Switching in the presence of a conduc
tion current is more difficult to analyze 
from an energy standpoint. If the gate 
current has a constant value throughout 
the switching interval, a power dissipa
tion, which increases with time as the 
resistance reappears, plus an additional 
energy storage term due to the self-field 
of the gate current must be taken into 
account. In many cryotron circuits, the 
gate current in a given cryotron is being 
rerouted into a new path by the switching 
of that cryotron, and in this case, an 
amount of energy must be dissipated 
which is equal to that stored in the new 
and old paths by the gate current. 

The energy dissipated per unit volume 
per switching operation can be approxi
mated by JLoH2/2 for the purpose of com
parison with other devices. A typical 
cryotron using tantalum wire at 4.2 
degrees Kelvin switches in a field of 4,000 
ampere-turns per meter. The average 
energy dissipated per unit volume during 
switching is therefore 10 jou1es per cubic 
meter. This loss can be compared with 
that of a ferrite memory core with He = 1 
oersted=79.5 ampere-turns per meter, 
and Br= 1,000 gauss=O.l weber per 
square meter. The area of two quadrants 
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of the B-H loop in about 16 joules per 
cubic meter. The loss can be further 
compared with that of a ferroelectric 
condenser made of BaTi03 with Ec=500 
volts per centimeter = 50,000 volts per 
meter, and Dr = 0.18 coulombs per square 
meter. The area of two quadrants of the 
D-E loop is about 18,000 joules per cubic 
meter. 

Conclusion 

Experimental results indicate a 
straight-line relationship between re
ciprocal switching time and applied mag
netic field for superconductors. The 
fastest switching observed to date at 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology is 
0.1 microsecond for a thin-film cryotron. 
Switching energy density is approxi
mately 2.5 joules per cubic meter as con
trasted to about 8 for ferrites and 9,000 
for ferroelectric barium titanate. 
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Discussion 

J. L. Nevins (Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology Instrument Laboratory): What 
is the present switching time for cryotron 
elements? 

Mr. Slade: Dudley Buck has reported 
switching a single film cryotron in 0.1 micro
seconds and there have been unofficial re
ports of faster switching times. However, 
the control coil of a cryotron is entirely in
ductive, and if it is being driven by the gate 
of another cryotron, as it often is, the 
switching time of the circuit is much longer. 
The time constant of such a circuit is 
governed by the coil inductance divided by 
the gate resistance. For present-day cryo
trons this switching time is about 500 micro
seconds. 

H. Robbins (Hughes Aircraft): How many 
watts of refrigerator power are needed for 
each watt of power dissipated in the cryo
trons? 

Mr. Slade: A theoretically perfect refriger
ation machine would require a ratio of input 
power to dissipated power approximately 
equal to the ratio of room temperature to 4 
degrees absolute: or about 100 to 1. Be
cause of the inefficiency of the machine I 
would estimate that for an actual machine 
the ratio is about 600 watts input power for 
every watt dissipated. This is not as serious 
as it might seem because cryotrons dissipate 
so little power. For instance, in a particular 
cryotron memory system, reported in this 
issue, no power is dissipated under steady 
state conditions, and the memory dissipates 
only 5 microwatts during a normal interro
gation. 

A 2.5-Megacycle Ferractor 

Accumulator 

R. D. TORREY 

INVESTIGATIONS of magnetic ampli
fiers at high frequencies indicate that 

reliable operation with a power gain of 
about three or four is possible at an infor
mation frequency of 2.5 megacycles using 
series pulse-type magnetic amplifiers. A 
unit employing several cores was con
structed in order to gain experience in 
packaging and with operating problems at 
this frequency. Before going into a 
description of the unit itself a short ex- . 
planation of the operation of the magnetic 
cores is given. 

T. H. BONN 

The clock- or power-pulse source for 
the cores is a low impedance 2.5-mega
cycle sine-wave source with a peak ampli
tude of 20 volts. A tapped output trans
former is used supplying two phases of 
clock power 180 degrees apart at both 
full- and half-amplitude voltages. 

At this frequency a sine-wave clock 
offers advantages over square wave or 
other discontinuous types of clock wave 
forms. Several of these advantages are 

1. Ease of generation and distribution. 
Generation of sine-wave power at high fre-

E. J. Schubert (Westinghouse Electric Cor
poration): What are the limits of switching 
time (transition periods) in view of the pene
tration depth with respect to the dimensions 
of the superconductor? 

Mr. Slade: Switching of superconductors 
has not been observed in times shorter than 
10-8 seconds because of instrumentation 
difficulties. The low magnetic-field strength 
steady-state behavior of superconductors as 
measured by the Q of a resonant super
conductive cavity show that superconduc
tors start to show small amounts of resist
ance in the 3,000 megacycle region. In the 
infrared region materials do not exhibit 
superconductivity at all. Therefore, one 
may infer that there is a relaxation spec
trum for superconductivity which falls off 
somewhere in the short microwaves. Recent 
measurements at the Westinghouse Re
search Laboratory in East Pittsburgh, Pa., 
verify this. It is not possible to conclude at 
what upper frequency superconductors can 
be switched, but if the high magnetic-field 
strength and low magnetic-field strength 
characteristics drop off at the same fre
quency then the shortest switching time 
may be in the 10-9 region. 

R. Jepperson (International Business Ma
chines Corp.): Are not difficulties encoun
tered in connecting inputs and outputs, 
since a wire passing from room temperature 
to operating temperature would have many 
conducting states? 

Mr. Slade: No, there are no difficulties in 
this respect. Zero-resistance interconnect
ing wires are of course desirable in order to
minimize joule heating, but they are not 
necessary. The resistance of the input and 
output leads merely adds to the resistance 
of the external equipment. Superconduct
ing wires are only necessary within a logical 
building block such as a flip-flop or a multi-
position switch. 

quencies offers no problems. The require
ment of a low source impedance means a_ 
distribution system with high distributed 
capacity, and a sine-wave clock supply that 
allows this capacity to be tuned out. 

2. Reduction of diode-enhancement effects. 
Measurements of effective reverse leakage 
have been made on rapid-recovery type
diodes at 2.5 megacycles. These measure
ments indicate that the effective reverse 
leakage using a sine wave is about one half 
the leakage expected using a square-wave 
clock. The reduction in leakage results· 
from the fact that diode currents are de
creasing toward the end of the cycle. 

3. The losses due to core winding and wir
ing inductances are, minimized when using
sine waves. These losses appear as a phase 
shift of output, with most of the energy 

R. D. TORREY and T. H. BONN are with Remington· 
Rand Univac, Division of Sperry Rand Corporation. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 

This work was supported by the Air Force Cam-
bridge Research Center, Lawrence G Hanscom 
Field, under contract AF19(604)-1316. The authors. 
are indebted to J. Presper Eckert for his encourage
ment and support of this work. 
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Fig. 1. Complementing or inverting type amplifier Fig. 2. Noninverting type of amplifier 

stored in the inductors being regained 
toward the end of the cycle. This advan
tage is not realized if diode-resistor constant
current gating networks are used between 
cores, for then the core loads may appear as 
constant-current sinks. In this case the 
energy stored in the inductors is returned to 
the clock source rather than to the loads. 

The magnetic amplifiers used are of two 
types, an amplifier which gives an output 
on receipt of a signal, and an inverting or 
complementing type amplifier which gives 
an output only when no input signal is 
present. These two types of amplifiers 
are all that are necessary to perform all 
logical functions. 

The amplifiers are series pulse type 
amplifiers, with a cycle of operation 
divided into an input period and an out
put period. Thus, there is a pulse time 
delay of 0.2 microsecond in going through 
each amplifier. A diagram of the comple
menting or inverting type amplifier is 
shown in Fig. 1. 

The core itself consists of five wraps of 
l/a2-inch wide, lis-mil thick, 4-79 Moly
Permalloy wound on a O.l-inch diameter 
stainless steel bobbin. Input and output 
windings of no. 43 high-frequency wire 
are applied as shown. Operation of the 
circuit is as follows: 

At the end of a power pulse the core is 
left in a state of positive saturation. As 
the power pulse at terminal nine goes 
negative, resistor R4 will clamp in at +3 
volts through diode D1• The lower end of 
Rs will be clamped at ground potential 
through the input diodes and diode Da of 
the previous stages. 

In the absence of an input pulse during 
the time the power pulse is negative, a 
current will flow from the 3 volt blocking 
source through the input winding and 
resistor Rs to the now negative clock line. 
This current will overcome" any reverse 
leakage through the output diode D2, and 

maintain the core at positive saturation. 
The core is then a low impedance to the 
following positive clock pulse and a large 
output will result. 

If, however, an input pulse is present as 
the clock goes negative, the input termi
nal four will be raised above 3 volts, and 
a current will flow from the input terminal 
through the input winding and resistor 
R4 to the now negative clock line. This 
current is in a direction to switch the core 
from positive to negative saturation. 
When at negative saturation, the core will 
present a large impedance to the following 
positive clock pulse as it switches from 
negative to positive saturation, and only 
a small magnetizing current will flow in 
the output winding as the core switches 
from negative to positive saturation. 

The combination of Ra and diode Da 
provide a current sink that will absorb 
this small output current so no voltage 
will appear at the output during the 
power-pulse period. 

A positive blocking pulse of half the 
power-pulse voltage is applied to the out
put circuit through diode D4 during the 
time the power pulse is negative. This 
insures that there is sufficient back volt
age across diode D2 to keep it open while 
an input signal is switching the core from 
positive to negative saturation. 

The input circuit of the core is discon
nected during its power-pulse period 
since the whole input winding is raised by 
the positive power pulse, opening the 
input diodes and diode D l • Therefore, 
the presence of the blocking pulse from 
other cores on the input line during this 
time has no effect on the circuit. 

Resistor R4 and diode Dl are used only 
as-current limiting devices to prevent- a· 
short circuit to the input pulse if an input 
signal drives the core to negative satura
tion. 

The input signal to this core comes 
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directly from the preceding cores through 
the input isolating diodes. If the lack of 
an input signal is regarded as an informa
tion "one" then this core is a gate, for all 
input signals must be absent to produce 
an output. At the output terminal the 
presence of a pulse is regarded as an 
information "one." 

If the presence of an input signal is 
regarded as an information "one," then 
the core is an "or" circuit, for any input 
pulse will result in no output. Of course, 
'the lack of output is still regarded as an 
information "one." It can be seen that 
a series chain of these cores will yield the 
logical configuration "and," "or," "and," 
"or," etc. 

A noninverting type of amplifier is 
shown in Fig. 2. This amplifier will give 
an output pulse only on receipt of an 
input pulse. This amplifier is primarily 
used to provide a pulse time delay to 
allow negation in the inverting cores. 
The operation of this circuit is much like 
that of the complementer except for the 
reversed polarity of the input winding. 

At the end of a positive clock pulse the 
core will be left in a state of positive 
saturation. As the clock pulse goes nega
tive, resistor R2 will clamp in at the poten
tial of the positive half-voltage reverting 
pulse through diode D 1• The lower end 
of resistor Rl will be clamped to the 
ground through the input diode and diode 
Da of the previous stage. 

In the absence of an input pulse, a cur
rent will flow from the reverting pulse 
source through diode Dl, the input wind
ing and the resistor Rl to the now negative 
clock line. This current is in a direction 
to reset the core from positive to negative 
saturation. When at negative saturation 
the core presents a large impedance to the 
following positive clock pulse as the clock 
pulse switches the core from negative to 
positive saturation. During this time 
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only a small magnetizing current flows in 
the output circuit, and this current is 
absorbed by the combination of resistor 
R3 and diode D 3, yielding no output pUlse. 

If, however, an input pulse is present 
during the time the power pulse goes 
negative, the input terminal will be raised 
in potential above the reverting pulse, and 
a current will flow from the input terminal 
through the input winding and resistor R2 
to the negative clock line. This current 
is in the direction to hold the core at 
positive saturation, and to overcome any 
reverse leakage through diode D2 tending 
to reset the core to negative saturation. 

The same output blocking-pulse con
siderations apply to the amplifier as well 
as the complementer, for when the revert
ing pulse switches the core from positive 
to negative saturation a voltage will be 
induced in the output winding to cause 
diode D2 to conduct and load the input 
winding. In this amplifier the same wave 
form is used for reverting the core and 
blocking the output winding. 

The numbered terminals appearing on 
the figure refer to the pin numbers of the 
novel header in which the core is mounted. 
Because of the small physical size of the 

components, a core and all associated resis
tors and diodes can be mounted in a small 
sealed header, yielding a completely self
contained logical package. Input diodes 
are also mounted in clusters in a header. 

Thus, only three package types are 
necessary for all logical operations. The 
body of the accumulator itself consists 
only of sockets and the wiring between 
sockets. The three package types are 
shown in Fig. 3. Four sine-wave power 
pulses are required, and their distribution 
presents problems because of the low 
impedance of the unit. Open-wire lines 
have too high an inductance and are not 
acceptable. 

The problems of inductance can be seen 
when it is considered that the unit repre
sents a load of approximately 15 ohms on 
the clock source. An inductance of 1 
microhenry has a reactive impedance 
equal to this at the operating frequency 
of 2.5 megacycles, and therefore leakage 
and load inductances must be kept at ex
tremely low values for reasonable power
pulse regulation. Distributed capacity at 
these impedance levels is relatively un
important, and the major concern is with 
inductance. 

CORE: FERROXCUBE I01E. 

PRIMARY 
LEADS 36 -TURNS OF .. 32 

HF WIRE,CENTER 
TAP. 

SECONDARY 

4 TURNS OF 2.5-MIL THICK 
COPPER STRIP.3/8-IN. WIDE, 
TAPPED EVERY TURN. 
TURNS AND TAPS ARE INSULATED 
WITH 2.5-MIL ELECTRICAL TAPE_ 

INSULATING TAPE ---~~.~-~ 

Fig. 3. Three pack
age types 

The clock transformer is illustrated in 
Fig. 4. It is of special construction to 
minimize leakage inductance. The pri
mary winding is of single-layer center
tapped construction, and the output 
winding consists of a thin, flat strip with 
the same over-all width as the primary. 
This type of construction yields a trans
former with an output-winding leakage 
inductance of approximately 5 milli
microhenries. 

The radio-frequency transmission line 
is effectively an extension of the trans
former output winding, and consists of 
five strips of 4-mil copper tape separated 
by layers of 2.5-mil insulation. The in
ductance of the transmission line between 
adjacent conductors is approximately 
0.4 milli-microhenries per inch. Distri
bution of the clock pulses within the unit 
itself presents problems, though not of 
the magnitUde presented in the transmis
sion line which must supply power to all 
cores simultaneously. 

The method for the distribution of 
power pulses within the unit is again an 
extension of the parallel flat-conductor 
principle, but here the parallel conductors 
have been expanded into a laminated 
structure of five conducting sheets with 
insulation between each foil sheet. Each 
sheet carries a different power pulse, and 

INDICATOR LAMPS 

Fig. 4. Clock transformer Fig. 5. Block diagram of the accumulator 
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turret lugs spaced symmetrically on the 
structure make contact to the separate 
sheets. Each core socket is surrounded 
by terminals to anyone of the four power 
pulses required, keeping lead length of 
the clock lines to a minimum. 

This type of construction offers another 
advantage. So far all effort has been 
geared toward keeping the power distri
bution lines to low inductances, but it is 
just as important to have low inductance 

·in the output lines of the magnetic ampli
fiers since these lines also carry relatively 
large currents. 

The laminated structure described 
inherently provides a ground plane for all 
currents. If the wiring between cores is 
spaced closely to the clock distribution 
sheets, then the circuit loops are small 
and the inductance is low. It should be 
pointed out that for a tinit of this size and 
power level the pains taken with the dis
tribution system are not necessary. How
ever, the method employed is in the right 
direction for handling low-impedance cir
cuits, and appears adaptable to mass-pro
duction techniques such as stamped or 
printed construction. 

A 'block diagram of the accumulator is 
shown in Fig .. 5. It consists of a unit 
adder and a four-bit circulating register. 
Provision is made to add in unity each 
time a push button is pressed, and for the 
accumulated count to be displayed by 
means of incandescent lamps powered 
directly from cores. Thirty-seven cores 
are used altogether, 12 being used in the 
adder and register, the other 25 used for 
cycling and input and output synchroni
zation. 

The cycling unit presents every twelfth 
pulse to the gate G which is enabled when 
the ADD switch is depressed. The 
synchronizing unit ignores the first input 
pulse since it may be marginal, and pre
sents the second input pulse to the adder 
while closing the gate by means of the 
lockout flip-flop to prevent further input 

signals. Releasing the ADD button opens 
gate G and resets the lockout flip-flop. 

Since the register is circulating, the 
contents may be sampled only once every 
four pulse-times to display the contents. 
The indicator lamps are therefore only 
energized on an approximate 10 per cent
duty cycle, but still provide enough illu
mination for display purposes. Fig. 6 
shows the complete unit. 

At this frequency each core is capable 
of driving three to four other cores. N on
critical components have been used in the 
unit, with each core having an allowable 
flux variation of ±5 per cent, and all 
resistors being ± 10 per cent stock-value 
carbon resistors. Satisfactory operation 
is obtained over a dock voltage range of 
18 to 25 volts. The clock source is a 
single oscillator tube. 

The clock input power is approximately 
15 watts, or 400 milliwatts per core. An 
additional 10 watts of d-c power is used to 
supply clamp voltages. As each core is 
a complete logical element, the total input 
power is only 666 milliwatts for each gate 
or buffer, which compares very favorably 
with any other type of computer circuitry. 

As was pointed out earlier, this unit 
was constructed only to test the oper
tion of magnetic amplifiers in the 
megacycle range. The unit has shown 
that operation at 2.5 megacycles using 
practical tolerances and components is 
feasible. 

--------+--------

Discussion 
R. E. Montijo (Radio Corporation of 
America): What advantages do you claim 
for the magnetic circuits described over 
functionally comparable transistor circuits? 

Mr. Torrey: Comparable transistor cir
cuits capable of driving three or four others 
at an information rate of 2.5 megacycles are 
not very common at present and are fairly 
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expensive. However, this situation will cer
tainly improve. The attractive features of 
magnetic amplifiers are their long life ex
pectancy and relative lack of sensitivity to 
environmental conditions, particularly tem
perature, humidity, and electrical noise. 
Also, where high speed is combined with 
high power levels, such as driving coincident
current memories or heavily loaded busses, 
magnetic amplifiers can perform functions 
impossible with presently available tran
sistors. 

K. Preston, Jr. (Bell Telephone Labora
tories): What type of diodes are used in 
your circuitry? 

Mr. Torrey: The diodes used are germa
nium diodes with low-forward voltage drop. 
The output diodes are further characterized 
by being the so called "fast recovery" type 
and are of gold-bonded construction. 
Several manufacturers make these types of 
diodes for computer applications. 

E. Cohler (Sylvania Electric Products) : 
What is the "add" time of the 2.5-mega
cycle accumulator? 

Mr. Torrey: Being a serial adder, the addi
tion time is dependent upon word length. 
The adder has three cascaded stages, and 
produces a 0.6 microsecond delay from input 
to output. However, being serial, digits can 
be fed to the adder at a 2.5 megacycle rate. 

J. C. Lozier (Bell Telephone Laboratories): 
Since your amplifier does not regenerate 
each pulse, what limitations does this place 
on logical design, reliability of pile up, and 
so forth? 

Mr. Torrey: The pulses are reshaped and 
relocked in each stage by means of the regu
larly recurring power pulse. Regeneration 
is not used, but if a signal is above a certain 
critical amplitude, in a long chain of ampli
fiers, it will grow to be a full amplitUde pUlse. 
The limitations put upon the logical de
signer are: 

1. As this is a 2-phase synchronous system, 
he must keep track of phase and of delays to 
insure that the signal arrives at its destina
tion in the right phase and at the right time. 

2. The logical designer must not load the 
output of ~ny stage so heavily that there is 
a chance the output may fall below the 
critical level, and thus be attenuated as it 
progresses from stage to stage. 
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High-Temperature Silicon-Transistor 

Computer Circuits 

JAMES B. ANGELL 

Synopsis: This paper considers the appli
cation of silicon-alloy transistors to digital
computer circuits, such as flip-flops and 
gates, suitable for operation at high temper
atures. Circuits using the T-1159 silicon 
surface-alloy transistor will perform at tem
peratures as high as 140 C (degrees centi
grade) with switching times on the order 
of tenths of a microsecond (,usee). No 
particular precautions or compensating 
components are required in order to obtain 
such performance. 

THE Philco T -1159 silicon surface
alloy transistor is a p-n-p transistor 

with precision geometry and the desirable 
characteristics of wafer transistors which 
make such units the most suitable transis
tors for switcl;1ing service. This transistor, 
a particular version of the class recently 
described by Thornton and colleagues, 1 

has a precision geometry obtained in two 
steps. Initially, electrochemical jet etch
ing .is used to shape the wafer. The 
emitter and collector are applied by evap
oration and a very carefully controlled 
alloying process. A cross-sectional dia
gram is shown in Fig. 1; the width of the 
base is typically 0.0001 inch, with a collec
tor diameter of 0.0011 inch. 

Typical T-1159 electrical parameters 
are as follows: 

hIe = 18 
fa = 13 megacycles 
rSAT=5 ohms 
leoC -3 volts) = 10-10 ampere'> 
Cob = 7 micromicrofarads 
'MAX = 15 megacycles 
rb' = 400 ohms 
rob = 600 kilohms 
hib=50 ohms 

The most significant of these parameters 
for switching service are the alpha cutoff 
frequency, the saturation resistance (rSAT 

= VeE/Ie with Ic= -10 ma, I B = -3 ma), 
the current amplification factor, and the 
extremely low collector cutoff current, 
leo· 

An indirect result of the extremely low 
rca and the low saturation resistance is the 
ability of this transistor to serve as a 
direct-coupled unit, in direct-coupled 
transistor logic circuits. This point is 
emphasized by the superposed collector 
characteristics and feedback character
istics shown in Fig. 2. It can be seen 
from the room-temperature collector 

characteristics, which are plots of collector 
to emitter voltage versus collector cur
rent for different values of base current, 
that the current gain and output imped
ance are high for voltages more negative 
than 0.1 to 0.2 volt. The feedback char
acteristics, which are plots of base to 
emitter voltage versus the same scale of 
collector current for the same steps of base 
current, show that the base voltage of a 
transistor in conduction is greater than 
0.6 volt. The high ratio of base voltage 
to collector voltage at the edge of satura
tion is the basic requirement for direct 
coupling, as has been described pre
viously.2 

The alpha cutoff frequency of these 
transistors is sufficiently high that switch
ing times of 0.1 to 0.2 ,usec are typical. 
The significant cutoff frequency, of the 
internal transistor action, cannot be con
veniently measured directly, because the 
ohmic base resistance affects the cutoff 
frequency of the short-circuit common
base current amplification. However, 
this internal" alpha" cutoff frequency can 
be closely approximated by measuring the 
common-emitter short-circuit current 
transfer ratio, hIe, at a high frequency. 
Since :lle is inversely proportional to fre
quency, the product of this ratio at any 
frequency and the frequency of measure
ment indicates the frequency at which 
the current transfer ratio is unity. The 
frequency of unity current gain is close to, 
although slightly less than, the internal 
alpha cutoff frequency; it is the frequency 
of unity current gain that is typically 15 
megacycles in these transistors. 

Transistor Parameters Versus 
Temperature 

The variation of the electrical param
eters of the T -1159 silicon-alloy transis-
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tor will be considered next, before 
optimum circuits for high-temperature 
operation are studied. Changes in the 
static characteristics, as shown in Fig. 2, 
will be described first. The variation in 
the collector characteristics with tem
perature is not appreciable, except that 
the current transfer ratio, hIe, obviously 
increases. While the saturation resist
ance rises somewhat with temperature, 
the concurrent increase in current gain 
means that the saturation voltage for 
given currents does not increase notice
ably. 

The feedback (base voltage) character
istics are somewhat more temperature 
dependent than the collector character
istics. It can be seen that the base volt
age at the onset of significant conduction 
drops from 0.6 volt at room temperature 
to about 0.4 volt at + 140 C. I t can also 
be noted that the base spreading resist
ance, rb', increases with temperature; 
this fact is responsible for the greater 
vertical separation of adjacent feedback 
characteristics in Fig. 2. 

The variation in input characteristics 
can also be seen by reference to Fig. 3, 
which shows plots of input current versus 
input voltage (base to emitter) for a fixed 
collector voltage. Here again, it can be 
seen that the threshold base voltage, above 
which conduction takes place, decreases 
with temperature, whereas the incremen
tal input impedance, inversely propor
tional to the slope of the input character
istics, increases. In this figure the slope 
of these curves in the linear region is 
very close to l/rb" 

Even though the base to emitter volt
age corresponding to the threshold of 
conduction decreases with increasing 
temperature, these transistors still have 
direct coupling' characteristics at 140 C 
which are superior to those of germanium 
transistors at room temperature. 

Normalized curves of the variation 
of various small-signal parameters with 
temperature are shown in Fig. 4. The 
increase in shori-circuit current trans
fer ratio,. hIe, with increasing tempera
ture 1S desirable; the decrease of this 
quantity at low temperatures may be 
significant in cases where low-temperature 
operation is required. The slight varia
tions of input impedance, hib , and output 
admittance, hob, are not particularly 
significant in switching service. The col
lector cutoff current, leo, follows very 
closely a rate of change of 7 per cent per 
degree centigrade, and is generally less 
than one microampere at + 140 C. This 
figure is small enough to be insignificant 
in most switching services other than di
rect-coupled gating, where the character-
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Fig. 1. Silicon surface-alloy transistor Fig. 2. T-1159 common-emitter colledor and feedback charaderistics 

istics displayed in Fig. 2 give an adequate 
clue to performance. 

Among the high-frequency transistor 
parameters, the only one that varies 
significantly is the base spreading resist
ance, rb'. This variation is illustrated in 
Fig. 3. It is found that the base resistance 
varies roughly linearly with temperature, 
and is approximately double its room 
temperature value at + 140 C. This 
variation in rb' can be significant in some 
cases because it may limit the speed with 
which the transistor can be brought out of 
saturation by a turn-off signal applied to 
the base. 

High-Temperature Circuits 

N ow that the variations of transistor 
parameters with temperature have been 
considered, it is possible to compare some 
basic switching circuits. It is appropriate 
to start with the direct-coupled class of 
switching circuits, in which these transis
tors are so well suited. 

DIRECT-COUPLED FLIP-FLOP 

The circuit of a typical loaded direct
coupled flip-flop is shown in Fig. 5. 
Shown in the circuit are the two gates used 
to set the flip-flop and the ,three load~ 
(bases of controlled transistors) on each 
side of the flip-flop. Although both of 
the load resistors are normally returned 
to the same supply voltage, one is shown 
returned to a variable voltage, called 
the "handle", with which a so-called 
"schmoo"*diagram of the operation of the 

* A mythical animal created by cartoonist At Cappo 

flip-flop can be obtained. Schmoo dia
grams for various temperatures are shown 
in Fig. 6. The curves in this diagram 
were obtained by varying the handle, for a 
given temperature and for a given equal 
load resistances, in each direction until the 
flip-flop could no longer be set or reset. 
The upper and lower limits of operation 
are plotted. After repeating this pro
cedure for different load resistances and 
plotting the corresponding limits of opera
tion, it is possible, by' connecting the 
plotted points, to draw a curve represent
ing the limits of operation of the flip-flop. 
Various curves, obtained for different 
temperatures, frequently resemble 
schmoos in shape, hence the name. The 
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plots of Fig. 6 show that the flip-flop, 
loaded with four bases on each side, has a 
wider range of operation at high tempera
tures than at low temperatures. The in
creased range of operation at high tem
perature is associated with the increased 
h fe of the transistors. It can be seen that 
even at + 140 C the circuit is definitely 
noncritical, whereas at - 50 C the range 
of operation' is quite restricted. The 
assymetrical appearance of the various 
curves around 3 yolts results from the 
fact that the transistors used in the flip
flop were chosen to have considerably 
different h fe, in order to illustrate the most 
unfavorable case. 

The speed of a direct-coupled flip-flop 
is illustrated by the curves of Figs. 7 and 
8. Fig. 7 shows the delay time of a direct
coupled flip-flop loaded with two bases on 
each side, while Fig. 8 shows the fall time 
of the same circuit. The higher speed 
associated with the larger load resistances 
is attributable to the reduced effect of the 
base spreading resistance, rb', of the tran
sistor, when compared to the load imped
ance. The increase in delay time and fall 
time with temperature is similarly due 
primarily to the variation in rb' with 
temperature. 

R-C (RESISTANCE-CAPACITANCE) 

COUPLED FLIP-FLOP 

The R-C coupled flip-flop is similar to 
the direct-coupled flip-flop, except that 
parallel combinations of a resistor and 
capacitance are included in each base 
lead. The resistor tends to limit the base 
current, so that hole-storage delay time 
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is reduced, while the capacitance assists 
in turning off a transistor by driving its 
base to a positive potential. Fig. 9 shows 
a typical R-C coupled flip-flop circuit. 

It is found that the additional resist
ance in the base lead tends to reduce the 
stability of a R-C-coupled flip-flop circuit, 
because it reduces the base current into the 
conducting transistor. The reduction in 
stability, when compared to the direct
coupled circuit, is emphasized by the 
data in Table I. This table compares the 
stability of flip-flops loaded on each side 
with two bases. 

Table I. Flip-Flop Stability 

Temperature, 
C 

R-C Coupled 
Stability 

Direct-Coupled 
Stability 

+140 ............ 0.72 ............. 0.86 
+ 25. .. .... . .... 0.46 ............. 0.74 
-40 ............. 0 26 ............. 0.70 

Stability in this sense is defined quan
titatively in terms of the current gain from 
the base of one transistor in the flip-flop 
to the base of the other transistor or to one 
of the loads S=l-l/G=l-K+N/hFE 

where K =RB/RIj and N is the number of 
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bases tied to each collector. The sta
bility factor is unity if the transistor gain 
is infinite, and is zero if the transistors 
have a net gain of unity, just sufficient 
to provide operation. This table shows 
that the direct-coupled circuit is the more 
stable at any temperature, and that the 
stability of each circuit inceases with 
increasing temperature. In general, a 
stability of 0.4 is adequate for reliable 
flip-flop operation. 

OTHER FLIP-FLOPS 

Other more elaborate switching circuits 
can be employed where it is desired to 
obtain greater switching speeds without 
sacrificing stability of operation. 3 For 
example, emitter followers can be added in 
the cross-coupling arms of the R-C 
coupled flip-flop to improve both speed 
and stability. Also, it is possible to 
eliminate the delay time due to hole 
storage by adding a resistance common to 
the emitters of both flip-flop transistors. 4 

Typical room-temperature values of 
switching times are listed in Table II, 
which compares various circuits with 
different numbers of loads on each side of 
the flip-flop. The use of nonsaturating 
circuitry generally halves the delay time 

of the R-C-coupled or emitter-follower
coupled flip-flops. 

Table II. Switching Times of Silicon Transistor 
Flip-Flops 

Loads Rise Delay Fall 
on Time Time Time 

Each 
Flip-Flop Side Millimicroseconds 

Direct·Coupled. . {O .... 50 .... 200. ... 80 
4 .... 150 .... 80 ... 120 

R-C Coupled ......... {O .... 25 .... 60 .. 300 
4 .. " 30 .... 50 .... 250 

Emitter-Follower .... {O .... 60 .... 70 ... 140 
Coupled........ . . . 4 .... 100 .... 120: ... 140 

Associated High-Temperature 
Components 

Considerable care must be taken in the 
selection of other circuit components, 
such as resistors and capacitors, in order 
to achieve good over-all reliability at high 
temperatures. In direct-coupled circuits, 
resistors are the principal component other 
than transistors. The great majority of 
resistors required for assembling complex 
computer circuits have a resistance no 
greater than a few kilohms. I t has been 
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found that wire-wound resistors rated for 
high-temperature service have adequately 
low inductance that they can be used with
out appreciably affecting the maximum 
speed of direct-coupled circuit operation 
with T-1159 transistors. Boron-carbon 
resistors have been made for the tempera
ture range up to 150 C; such resistors have 
appreciably less inductance and might be 
required in circuits demanding the ulti
mate possible speed. A number of sup
pliers have recently made available capac
itors, such as certain ceramic and Mylar 
film capacitors, which are capable of 
operation at sustained temperatures on the 
order of 150 C. Therefore it is possible 

to obtain the various components needed 
in high temperature circuits, although care 
must be taken in the selection of such 
components that are capable of withstand
ing the operation for many thousands 
of hours at 140 C of which the transistor 
seems capable. 

Conclusion 

Silicon transistors are available whose 
characteristics make possible the design 
of digital-computer circuits suitable for ~ 
operation at temperatures as high as 
140 C. Direct-coupled transistor logic 
circuitry is perhaps the most suitable cir-

cuit for taking advantage of these char
acteristics, since its demands on current 
gain of the transistor are modest. Higher 
switching speeds may require the use of 
R-C coupled circuits, to which the addi
tion of emitter followers or higher-gain 
transistors of the future ensures adequate 
stability. 
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Discussion 

J. Ricketts (General Motors Corporation): 
What transistors do you use? Are they 
available commercially? If not, for military 
contractors? Who makes the high-tempera
ture resistors and capacitors? 

Dr. Angell: The transistors have recently 
been advertised, and they are Philco tran
sistors. They are available in sample 
quantities from the Lansdale Tube Com
pany as the T-1159. The advertisements 
have appeared within the last 2 months in 
Elet:tronics, Electronic Design, and Teletech. 
The high-temperature wire-wound resistors 
that we use were made, I believe, by Inter
national Resistance Company. We have 
also used samples from Bradford Com
ponents, Bradford, Pa. The ceramic 
capacitors were made by Vitramon. 

T. H. Bonn (Remington Rand Univac): 
Why are the R-C coupled circuits less stable 
than direct-coupled circuits? 

Dr. Angell: The reason for the lower sta
bility of the R-C coupled circuit is the fact 
that you are limiting base current in that 
circuit by means of a series base resistor. 
These transistors, as is characteristic of all 
silicon transistors, are not remarkably ex-

cessive in the way of current gain, so that 
any limitation on base current likewise limits 
the stability. Remember that the base cur
rent in any gate is equal to the total collector 
current of the controlling transistor divided 
by the number of gates you are controlling, 
times some shrinking factor due to the 
effect of base resistance. 

V. Sferrino (Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology): How well does the current 
gain hold up for high collector currents in 
these transistors at different temperatures? 

Dr. Angell: If you will recall Fig. 2, where 
some typical collector characteristics were 
shown, the current gain is almost linear out 
to 15 milliamps. It begins to drop very 
severely by the time 50 milliamps is reached. 
This effect is true essentially at all tempera
tures. Of course, the current gain varies 
with temperature, but the linearity is cer
tainly good up to 15 mils. 

T. Ellis (Rand Corporation): Would you 
give some figures on maximum ratings? 

Dr. Angell: So far as maximum ratings 
are concerned, 150 milliwatts of dissipation 
has been set arbitrarily merely because we 
have not conducted sufficient life tests to 
know what a good room temperature rating 
is. Because of the solder question 150 C 
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has been set, it is not known whether that 
has been increased yet. The voltage is about 
10 volts. Above 10 volts, punch-through 
may occur. It is not a life question chiefly, 
but a punch-through question. As current 
is concerned, the number is not known, 
but 25 milliampere does it no harm. 

T. P. Bothwell (Radio Corporation of 
America): In paralleling gates on a direct 
coupled flip-flop, how can adequate division 
of current to each be assured in face of vari
ations of input-breakdown voltage? 

Dr. Angell: The question of sharing the 
current of paralleled bases has not been 
specified on the general switching transistor 
that is now being talked about, so that it is 
a matter of selection at this point. How
ever, as the art matures and as we develop 
a transistor particularly specified for direct
coupled service, I think that it will be simple 
to ensure that no transistor will use too 
much of the current and none will get too 
little, by setting the specifications just as 
has been done on germanium transistors 
specified for direct-coupled switching. In 
short, it has not been done yet, but there is 
no particular problem because voltage at the 
onset of conduction at room temperature is 
quite repeatable from transistor to tran
sistor. It does not vary by more than per
haps 0.1 volt out of 0.6 volt or more. 
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A Saturable-Transformer Digital 

Amplifier with Diode Switching 

E. W. HOGUE 

Synopsis: A digital amplifier of simple non
critical design incorporating a saturable 
voltage transformer is described. The dock 
is a 2-phase, sine-wave voltage source in the 
lOO-kc range. In structure and mode of 
operation the amplifier stage is particularly 
suited for use with 2-level diode gating to 
provide the "and" and "or" logical func
tions. A complementer employing two 
saturable transformers provides the "not" 
function. The volt-second transfer charac
teri:::tic of the stage critically determines the 
stability of transmission of binary signals in 
a long register, or in any dosed loop. Fac
tors governing the shape of this character
istic are discussed. The over-all character
istic for n stages is then derived and used to 
predict binary transmission stability. 

SEMICONDUCTOR diode gating of 
the type shown in Fig. 1 is one of the 

most satisfactory ways to realize the logi
cal functions of a digital machine. This 
type of gating is economical in compo
nents, straightforward in concept, flexible, 
and dependable. However, because signal 
power is lost in transmission through the 
gates, it is necessary to insert amplifiers 
at intervals within the gating structure to 
regenerate the signal. Fig. 1 represents 
in simplified form the basic logical build
ing block or package used in several well
known computing machines. These ma
chines, SEAC and DYSEAC, etc., are of 
the synchronous type employing dynamic 
circuitry. The digital amplifier repre
sented as a black box in this package has 
both a signal output and an inhibit out
put. The package therefore provides the 
logical functions "and," "or," and "not." 
This amplifier must fulfill the following 
four conditions: 

1. It must be compatible with diode gating. 

2. It must have power gain. 

3. There must be no possibility of reverse 
transmission of signal. 

4. It must have a transfer characteristic 
that will ensure stable circulation of binary 
signals in dosed logical loops or lo'ng cas
cades. 

E. W. HOGUE is with the National Bureau of Stand
ards, Washington, D. C. 

This work was sponsored by the Computer Labora
tory, Electronics Research Directorate, Air Force 
Cambridge Research Center. 

Vacuum tubes and transistors have 
been successfully used to provide the 
power gain within the black box, with an 
output transformer for matching, and d-c 
isolation. 

Digital Amplifier Transfer 
Characteristic 

This paper describes a low-power rapid
response magnetic digital amplifier which 
fulfills the criteria just enumerated. Be
cause the operation of the new amplifier is 
best understood in terms of its transfer 
characteristic, the steps in the evolution 
of an ideal characteristic for binary trans
mission will first be described. Then, the 
evolution of the magnetic digital ampli
fier in terms of each of these steps will be 
given. 

Fig. 2(a) is the characteristic of a linear 
amplifier having a gain of unity up to its 
output saturation level S. If signal 
amplitude S represents the binary one 
and total absence of signal represents the 
binary zero, then it is seen that the ampli
fier will transmit perfect ones and perfect 
zeros without distortion. But it will not 
emit perfect signals unless it receives per
fect signals. A long cascade, or a closed 
loop of such amplifiers, would not trans
mit binary signals with stability. In 
Fig. 2 (b) the characteristic has been 
given a threshold by displacing the point 
Q to the right. It can be seen that im
perfect zeros received within the limits 
O-Q can now be emitted as perfect zeros. 
There is no tolerance to ones. In Fig. 
2(c) the point P has been displaced to the 
left. As a result of this characteristic the 
amplifier will in addition emit perfect 
ones for imperfect ones received within the 
limits P N. The amplifier has a gain of 
greater than unity above the point Rand 
of less than unity below the point R. In 
Fig. 2(d) the portion PQ is given an 
infinite ,slope. This maximizes the toler
ance regions OQ and P N, and minimizes 
the region for which an imperfect one or 
zero can be emitted. Fig. 2(d) is the ideal 
binary repeater characteristic. The char-

. acteristic of the magnetic digital amplifier 
or magnetic binary repeater to be de
scribed approximates that of Fig. 2(c). 
The over-all characteristic of a cascade 

of N of these stages approaches Fig. 2(d) 
for increasing N, with N = 4 differing from 
the ideal by a negligible amount. 

Saturable Transformer Digital 
Amplifier 

In Fig. 3(b) a transformer having a 
toroidal core of rectangular loop material 
is driven by an a-c source having an 
amplitude ei and a wave form approxi
mating either a square or a sine wave as 
shown in Fig. 3(a). The convention will 
be taken that the positive half -cycle of ei 
puts the core in the one state; see Fig. 
3(c). During the positive half-wave the 
core is said to "receive" information. The 
negative half-wave returns the core to its 
zero state. During this time, the core 
"transmits" the signal it had previously 
received. The voltage eo appearing across 
the output winding during the transmit 
half-cycle is the output signal of the trans
former. The voltage appearing across the 
output winding during the receiving half
cycle of ei has no significance, and as will 
later develop, has negligible effect on the 
following stage. The transfer character
istic of the conventional amplifier is 
usually a plot of the output-signal voltage 
versus input-signal voltage. In a cascade 
of these amplifiers, voltage amplitude is 
the quantity that is transmitted. A cas
cade of like direct-coupled voltage ampli
fiers whose output is connected in phase 
to the input will have two stable states, 
provided the individual voltage transfer 
characteristics are of the shape of Fig. 
2(c). having a region of gain greater than 
unity and a region of gain less than unity. 
A similar statement can be made about a 
closed loop of magnetic amplifiers pro
vided its volt-second transfer character
istic is similar to Fig. 2(c). This is so 
because the quantity which is transmitted 
and incidentally stored in each core is 
magnetic flux. This is proportional to 
the voltage-time integral of the received 
signal. 

Fig. 3(d) is the volt-second transfer 
characteristic of the transformer in Fig. 
3(b). The voltage-time integral of the 
signal received by the transformer is 
plotted on the x-axis; the voltage-time 
integral of the signal emitted by the 
transformer during the transmit half-cycle 
is plotted on the y-axis. The slope of this 
characteristic is equal to n2/ nl, the turns 
ratio. It is shown for the case n2 = nl. A 
transformer having a one-to-one turns 
ratio has unity volt-second gain. The 
core saturates at a volt-second amplitude 
2a which is equal to the number of turns 
times the total available change in flux 
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in going from the one state to the zero 
state. The transfer characteristic in Fig. 
3(d), like that in Fig. 2(a), gives no toler
ance to zeros or to ones. 

In Fig. 4(a), a resistor Rs has been 
added. Because the drop Rsim caused by 
the magnetizing current im reduces the 
signal applied to the primary, the turns 
ratio has been increased to compensate, 
keeping eo equal to ei, in accordance with 
the relation eo = n2(ei- Rsim)/nl. Fig. 
4(b) shows the volt-second characteristic 
of Fig. 4(a) for n2=2nl' There is now a 
tolerance to zeros of an amount 

OQ = foT /2Rsimdt. where Tis the clock period 

Before the next step in the evolution of 
the transfer characteristic is taken, pro
vision is made for the introduction of sig
nals to the stage by the modification 
shown in Fig. 5(a). Source ei of Fig. 4(a) 
is replaced by the combination of Rp , 

called the pull-up resistor, connected to 
a positive voltage + B to provide a 
constant-current pull-up, semiconductor 
diode Dc called the clock diode, ec an 
alternating voltage source called the 
clock, and Di called the input diode. 
A switch S is provided for the manual in
troduction of ones and zeros to the stage. 
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Fig. 1 (left). Diode gating 
with black-box digital ampli
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Fig. 3 (right). linear mag
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Rp is kept large compared with the im
pedance to ground from point J, and +B 
is made large enough to provide a con
stant current sufficiently greater than im 
to keep Dc ,conducting even on the most 
positive excursion of the clock. With S 
open, the core is made to traverse its 
loop along the path 1-2-3-4-5-1, as in 
Fig. 5(b), just as it did when the alter
nating source, ei was directly connected 
to Rs. See the first 2 cycles of Fig. 5(c) 
for the wave form at J, and of Fig. 5( d) 
for the output wave form at L. With S 
closed, Di clamps the point J to ground 
level, taking all the pull-up current. 
Observe the last 2 cycles of Fig. 5(c). 
Diode Dc simply opens on the clock up
stroke, and no signal is received by the 
core to reset it to the one state. It re
mains at 1 in Fig. 5(b) until the end of the 
receive half-cycle of the clock. During 
the transmit half-cycle which follows, 
the core travels the path 1-5-6-5-1. Its 
impedance during this time is low and Rs 

Rs 

(c) 
VOLT-SECOND TRANSFER 
CHARACTERISTIC .oF (b) 
WITH nl= n2 

(d) 

limits the clock current. The last 2 cycles 
of Fig. 5( d) show the output wave at L 
when S is closed. There is a negligible 
voltage output, and the impedance of the 
output winding is very low. When Sis 
open, the stage transmits binary ones. 
When S is closed it transmits binary 
zeros. The condition required for the 
stage to transmit ones is that the imped
ance to ground looking to the left from 
the point J be high during the receiving 
half-cycle. The condition required for 
the stage to transmit zeros is that this 
impedance be low during the receiving 
half-cycle. During the transmitting half
cycle, this impedance must always be 
high. The latter condition is ensured by 
the polarity of the input diode D i . 

Fig. 6(a) shows two magnetic binary 
repeater stages connected in cascade. 
Binary signals are introduced into stage 
A by means of the switch. These signals 
are then transmitted to stage B, which in 
turn repeats them at its output LB' The 
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Fig. 2 (left). Evolution of binary repeater 
transfer charaderistic 

Fig. 4 (above). Nonlinear magnetic repeater 
having tolerance to zeros 
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small, positive bias Bl has been added to 
the circuit. Bl is in the reverse sense with 
respect to the input diode D i , and is of 
the order of one tenth the peak clock-volt
age. The transformer introduces a polar
ity reversal as shown by the dots. To 
understand how binary signals are re
ceived by stage B from stage A, it is 
necessary to consider the impedance to 
ground looking to the left from point J B. 

With switch S closed, so that zeros are 
transmitted, the output winding of A gen
erates little or no electromotive force 
(emf), and its inductance is very low as a 
result of the saturated state of the core. 
Therefore, on the receive half-cycle of 
stage B, its input diode D t conducts 
strongly, clamping J B to the level + B l • 

The impedance to ground seen by J B 

therefore is low, being the sum of the 
forward resistance of D i , the saturation 
inductance of the output winding of 
transformer A, and the internal imped
ance of B1. During the transmit half
cycle, the cathode of Di remains at the 
+ Bl level, but its anode is carried nega
tively by the clock so that Di opens and 
presents a very high resistance to J B. 

Parenthetically, it is important to ob
serve at this point that Di prevents the 
backward transmission of signals from 
B to A, for in order to reset core A to the 
one state, a negative signal must be ap
plied to its secondary. This is prevented 
by the polarity of D i. With switch S 
open, A transmits ones. That is to say, 
the wave form generated by its second
ary at the point LA very nearly matches, 
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in shape and amplitude, the wave form at 
J B. As a result of the latter and the 
back-biasing effect of B l , D i , the input 
diode to stage B, has a high resistance 
during most of the receiving and trans
mitting half-cycles. The impedance seen 
looking to the left from the point J B is 
then given by 

ZJB=~=~ 
tee-eo 

RDi 

where eo is the amplitude of the output 
emf from stage A, and RDi is the resistance 
of the diode. Because ec and eo are very 
nearly equal, ec/(ec-eo) is much greater 
than unity. This makes ZJB»RDi 

which adequately fulfills the condition 
for the transmission of ones. 

The final step in the evolution of the 
transfer characteristic of the binary re
peater stage was accomplished by the 
addition of the positive bias B l . In Fig. 
6(b) the portion PQ of the characteristic 
has been translated an amount 'Y to the 
left of its former position by the presence 
of B l . 'Y represents the tolerance to ones 
obtained and is given by 

f. T/2 
'Y= 0 Bldt 

The over-all transfer characteristics for 
one, two, four, and an infinite number of 
identical cascaded stages are shown in 

Fig. 7. The portion PQ is linear with a 
slope equal to 2N where N is the number 
of stages in the cascade. It is seen that 
four stages have a characteristic which is 
very nearly that of the ideal, N = ex:>. The 
ideal characteristic gives maximum toler
ance to ones and zeros, and therefore has 
maximum stability. In a closed cascade 
or register of these stages, stability in
creases with the number of stages in the 
loop. The signal regenerating property 
of the stage is strong also because of < the 
low impedance looking from J B through 
Dc to the clock. This tends to provide re
shaping or "reclocking" of the input sig
nal. 

In Fig. 8 the final improvement in the 
repeater stage takes the form of a high-
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Fig. 7. Over-all transfer characteristic for one, 
two, four, and an infinite number of stages 
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reactance (at clock frequency) choke in 
the constant-current pull-up branch_ 
The use of the choke Lp permits low values 
of B2 and R p , greatly reducing the waste 
of d-c power in Rp. The voltages and 
component values shown have been used 
successfully with a Remington-Rand 
Ferractor having the type 101 core with 
about 20 wraps of stressed 4-79 Mo 
permalloy l/,,-mil ribbon. The allowable 
peak back voltage of the National Union 
T-37D diodes used was 12 to 15 volts. 
This, together with the maximum flux
turn figure of the Ferractor, limited the 
clock frequency to 375 kc. Maximum 
d-c power consumed per stage was ap
proximately 0.1 watt, a-c power was 0.17 
watt, giving a total of 0.27 watt per stage. 
A summary of important features which 
c1!aracterize the operation of the mag
netic binary repeater stage follows: 

1. The magnetic element acts in two ways: 
as a voltage transformer, and as a saturated 
reactor. 

2. Clock and bias currents are not widely 
different for ones and zeros. 

3. The magnitUdes of the currents in 
diodes and resistors are independent of the 
logical load. 

4. Only one diode per core which does not 
perform a logical function is required. 

5. Reverse transmission is prevented by 
the stage input diode. 

6. An impedance-multiplying effect results 
from the matching of the clock wave form 
and the stage output winding in the trans
mission of ones. 

7. Signal reshaping or "reclocking" is pro
vided by the low impedance of the clock 
branch of the circuit. 

Fig. 8 (top left). Repeater stages 
in final form showing values of 
components when a Ferractor is 

used as saturable transformer 

Fig. 9 (right). Manner of con
necting a stage to transmit to sev

era I others 

Fig. 10 (left). Factors which de
termine V, the logical amplifying 

power of a stage 

Di 
~-----..... 

8. All power is provided by low-voltage, 
low-impedance, ground-referenced sources. 

9. Operating power is low. 

Amplifier Gain Considerations 

Fig. 9 shows a repeater stage connected 
to transmit to three other stage simul
taneously. In the case of ones very little 
current flows in the output winding of 
the transmitting stage. In the case of 
zeros the sum of the pull-up currents i p of 
all the receiving stages passes through 
this winding. If it&saturation inductance 
were zero, there would be no limit to the 
number of stages which could be con
nected to it to receive its signal. How
ever, because this inductance is finite 
in any real case, a counter emf is gen
erated across it at the moment the pull
up currents are transferred to it. If the 
voltage-time integral of this counter emf 
becomes too large, a false one will be 
transmitted. The largest number of 
similar stages which can be properly 
driven by a stage is called its logical 
amplifying power. The logical amplify
ing powet: of the stage in Fig. 8 employing 
the Ferractor has been found experi
mentally to be in the neighborhood of 6 to 
8. The following equation for the logical 
amplifying power v has been worked out 
as 

imLo 
v=K-

i p Lo' 

where K is the ratio of the largest per
missible voltage-time integral of the 

counter-emf to the voltage-time area 
under a half-clock cycle; im is the pri
mary magnetizing current of the trans
former; ip is the pull-up current; Lo is 
the maximum unsaturated inductance of 
the transformer secondary, defined as the 
ratio of the clock half-cycle voltage-time 
area to twice the secondary magnetizing 
current (the slope of the diagonal of the 
secondary volt-second current hysteresis 
loop); and Lo' is the saturation induct
ance of the secondary; see Fig. 10. Ex
periments with stages using S-3 ferrite 
memory cores for the transformers indi
cated only a value of 2 for V at 200 kc. 
The ratio Lo/ Lo' for this ferrite was much 
lower than that of the Ferractor. 

A Register of Ferrite Stages 

Fig. 11 shows a 6-stage circulating 
register using ferrite memory cores. 
Points 11 and L6 are connected, and ones 
are inserted at stage 5 through diode gat
ing by discharging the a.1-microfarad 
capacitor through the 50-'-ohm resistor. 
The register is cleared by momentarily 
short-circuiting any input to B1. Fig. 
12(a) shows the pattern at the point J of 
one of the stages, and Fig. 12(b) shows 
the wave form at the output (point L) 
with three ones, two ones, and a single one 
circulating in the register. Operational 
tolerances for stable operation of this 
register are at least ±20% for Bl;' ±20% 
for B 2 ; ±25% for ee; -50% +100% for 
Ie; ±5% for Rs; and ±50% for Rp. 
Fig. 13 shows an input to a stage through 
two levels of diode gating. 
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SIGNAL 
GENERATOR Ei:ec av. rms ~----~------~~--~~B2 Fig. 11. Six-stage 

ferrite-core register 
with diode gating UJ-----,J I ..- 2~O k.c. SINE WAVE 

ec a v. rms 

(+IOV.) 

STAGE 6 

+B2 (+IOV.) NATIONAL UNION T-37D GERMANIUM DIODES 
MAGNETIC CORES: EACH, TWO FERRAMIC 

S-3, O. I" MEMORY CORES. 

A 2-Stage Complementer 

Fig. 14(a) shows a complementer for 
obtaining the "not" function. It requires 
two stages. Therefore there is a dday of 
an extra half-cycle through the comple
menter. 

An understanding of the operation of 
the complementer hinges around the 
behavior of the point P; see Fig. 14(b). 
Stage B is continually provided with a 
transmit pulse by clock Y through Rs', 
but its receive or reset pulse must come 
from the point P. When stage A trans
mits zeros, its output winding is very 
nearly a short circuit. Therefore, on its 
positive excursion, clock X carries P along 

with it because of the low impedance of 
the output winding and diode M. Diode 
N is open during this interval. Current 
from X resets core B through series re
sistor Rs. Negligible current passes 
throush Rs' because of the positive excur
sion of clock Y which is in phase with X. 
On the negative or transmit half-cycle for 
core B, diode N clamps P at the level 
+ B1, and M opens. It is seen that a 
reset pulse is provided for B when A 
transmits zeros; therefore, B transmits 
ones. Conversely, when A transmits ones, 
it generates an emf which just opposes 
that of the clock X. During this time, 
as a result of the positive bias given to 
the winding by + B1, diode M remains 

~ 

--.-:> 

--.-:> 

Fig. 12 (above). Wave forms of binary digits stored in 
ferrite-core register 

Fig. 13 (right). Stage input modified to provide two levels 
of diode gating 

---..:) 

---=> 

Lp 

open, and P remains clamped at the + Bl 
level. Therefore, because no reset pulse 
is available to core B, it transmits zeros. 
The cores in both stages operate under 
the same conditions and in the same man
ner as in the simple repeater stage. 

Fig. 15(a) shows, at the top, zeros intro
duced to the input of a complementer 
from a repeater stage and, at the bottom, 
ones being introduced. Fig. 15(b) shows, 
at the top, the wave form at P for zeros 
at the input and, below, the wave form 
for ones introduced. Fig. 16(a) shows, at 
the top, the ones transmitted by the com
plementer to a following stage and, below, 
the zeros. The peak amplitude of the ones 
was 10 volts and the clock frequency was 

Rs 

OR 

Bt 

Rp 

AND 
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(a) 

COMPLEMENTER 

-.c----L 

WAVEFORM AT 
POINT P OF THE 

1---..~---"-,,,------+-------1 COMPLEMENTER 
I 
I 
I 

( b) 

Fig. 14. (a) Two-stage compl~menter. (b) 
Wave form at point P of complementer 

Fig. 17. Possible design for a magnetic logical package 

250 kc. Ferrite core stages were used 
Fig. 16(b) shows two patterns obtained 
when two stages of the 6-core register 
were rewired to form a complementer. 

Amplifying Power of a Cascade of 
Stages 

The logical amplifying power of a re
peater stage depends upon, among other 
things, the reactance of the transformer 
output winding. The most obvious way 
of reducing this is to reduce the number 
of turns. For example, if the clock ampli
tude and frequency are to be kept the 
same, the number of turns in the winding 
can be reduced by a certain factor if the 
core cross-sectional area is increased by 
the same factor. In this way the induct
ance, and therefore the impedance, of 
the winding will be reduced by the same 

factor that the turns were reduced, but 
the number of turns in the primary wind
ing must also be reduced in this ratio. 
Therefore im, the magnetizing current of 
the primary is increased by the same fac
tor that the output inductance is reduced. 
It is seen that no increase in the logical 
amplifying power of single-stage re
peaters, which must drive similar re
peaters, can be accomplished merely by 
reducing the turns in the windings. Al
though the impedance of the output 
winding is lowered, the current which it 
must handle to drive the same number of 
similar stages is increased in the same 
ratio. However, it is possible to obtain 
an increase in gain by the use of repeaters 
made up of cascaded stages, if one is will
ing to accept the additional time delay. 

'( b) , 

The design of such a repeater results from 
the following reasoning. If a given stage, 
call it type 1, is capable of driving v stages 
like itself, then it is capable of driving a 
single stage, call it type 2, which has an 
input magnetizing current p times that of 
the type 1, and an output impedance 1/1' 
times that of the type 1. Such a stage is 
easily constructed by reducing the num
ber of turns in each winding by 1/1' and 
increasing the core cross-section as just 
described. Now if it is assumed that the 
type 2 stage can drive v other type 2 
stages, then it can drive 1'2 type 1 stages. 
Therefore the logical amplifying power of 
a repeater composed of a type 1 stage and 
a type 2 stage in cascade is 1'2. In general, 
if the repeater is built of n stages designed 
and cascaded in this manner, its logical 

Fig. 15. (a) Top: Zeros entering the complementer; Bot
tom: Ones entering the complementer. (b) Wave forms at P 

for (at top) zeros in; (at bottom) ones in 

Fig. 16. (a) At top, ones leaving com pi em enter; below, 
zeros leaving complementer. (b) Two patterns obtained when 
two stages of 6-core ferrite register were rewired to form a 

complementer 
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gain will be equal to /In. The delay 
through this repeater will be n/2 clock 
cycles. 

A Proposed Type of Magnetic Logical 
Package 

Fig. 17 shows, a proposed type of mag
netic repeater making use of cascading 
for increased amplifying power, and incor
porating a complementer for inhibiting. 
A complete logical package is shown to 
the right of the dotted line. It consists of 
portions of and-gates followed by an or
gate, an input repeater stage, and two 
output stages in cascade with it. The 
upper stage provides an amplified signal 

output. The lower stage provides an 
amplified inhibit output. The and-gate 
diodes are directly associated with the 
outputs of the package rather than with 
the inputs, in order to place the package 
interconnecting lead capacitive load on 
the anode side of the input diodes rather 
than on the cathode side. During the 
transmission of ones the impedance from 
the cathode side to ground is considerably 
higher than that from the anode side to 
ground. This arrangement also ensures 
that the pull-up currents of the driven 
stages will not be combined in a single 
long lead. The inductance of such a lead 
could well exceed the saturation induct
ance of the stage output winding. There 

High-Speed Transistor Computer 

Circuit Design 

R. A. HENLE 

THE REALIZATION of the computer 
described by S. W. Dunwell1 calls for 

high-frequency Circuits capable of pass
ing a signal through five sequential 
logical stages in 100 millimicroseconds. 
At the start of the project a study of 
available devices and techniques indi
cated that this goal would be difficult to 
reach without significant improvements 
either in the devices or the circuits, or 
both. Such an improvement came about 
in the device area with the availability 
of drift type transistors for research work. 
The characteristics of these transistors 
made necessary a new approach to cir
cuit design which has resulted in circuits 
which not only meet the speed require
ments, but also are relatively simple, 
reliable, and insensitive to noise. 

Drift Transistor Characteristics 

Typical electrical characteristics of 
odrift transistors are shown in Table 1. 
I t can be noted that the transistor has a 
number of advantages and disadvantages 
when compared with other high fre
quency transistors. The major advant
ages are the following: 1. A very high 
frequency response: 200 to greater than 
500 megacycles. 2. A high collector 
breakdown voltage: greater than 50 
volts. 3. A low base restistance: less 
than 50 ohms. 

These characteristics represent signifi
cant improvements in some of the switch
ing parameters of transistors. The dis
advantages of the transistor are a high 
collector saturation resistance: 50 to 
150 ohms; and low reverse emitter break
down: 0.5 to 5 volts. 

The seriousness of the disadvantages 
depends to a large extent on the circuit 
design philosophy chosen. The collector 
saturation resistance becomes of major 
importance in saturating type circuits, 
and the low emitter breakdown voltage 
does not allow certain types of emitter
follower logical circuits to be used without 
modification. However, in some types of 
circuits, where it is desirable to limit the 
reverse bias on an emitter, this charac
teristic can be used to advantage. An 
example of this is an inverter circuit 
design such as is shown in Fig. 1. In 
the usual circuit of this type a diode is 
used to limit the reverse bias on the 
emitter junction, thereby reducing the 
circuit's turn-on delay. With drift tran
sistors, the low emitter breakdown voltage 
can be used for this purpose, eliminating 
the need for the diode. 

Additional information about the d-c 
and a-c parameters of the transistor is 
given in Fig. 2. This figure shows the 
collector V-I plot of a p-n-p unit. Also 
plotted are contours of constant cut-off 
frequency and constant collector capac-

is a delay of one full clock cycle through 
the package. 
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itance. I t will be noted that the con
tours of constant frequency response take 
on roughly the form of hyperbolas with 
frequency response decreasing as either 
the low current or the low voltage regions 
are approached. Collector ~apacitance 

decreases as the collector voltage becomes 
higher. As with other transistors, hole 
storage delays the response when the 
transistor is driven out of the collector 
saturation region. For fast operation 
one must either control the degree of 
saturation or stay out of the saturation 
region completely. It follows from these 
considerations that the most desirable 
operating region for this transistor lies in 
an area which a voids either low values of 
collector voltage or very low values of 
collector current. 

The collector V-I plot of an n-p-n drift 
transistor is shown in Fig. 3. This tran
sistor has electrical characteristics similar 
to those described for the p-n-p unit. 

Fig. 4 shows the grounded-base tran
sient response of a drift transistor at two 
values of collector voltage. The applied 
current input of 0 to 5 milliamperes is 
shown in 4(a); 4(b) shows the output 
wave form taken with a load resistance of 
200 ohms and a supply voltage of P/2 
volts; and 4( c) is the output wave form 
into the same load with a collector sup
ply voltage of 10 volts. (The minimum 
rise time of the oscilloscope was 7 milli
microseconds.) It will be noted that an 
appreciable improvement in response is 
obtained by operating at a higher col
lector voltage in the region of higher fre
quency response and lower collector ca-

R. A. HENLE is with International Business Ma
chines Corporation, Poughkeepsie, New York. 

The work reported here represents the combined 
efforts of a number of people at the International 
Business Machines Corporation Research Center. 
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OUTPUT 

-v 
Fig. 1. Inverter designed for minimum turn 

on delay 

pacitance. Only a very slight improve
ment in response has been noted in oper
ating the transistor entirely class A, 
avoiding t he very low collector current 
region. 

Circuit Design 

The need for very fast operation of cir
cuits makes it imperative that careful 
consideration be given to all aspects of 
circuit design. One consideration is the 
signal voltage swing at the output of the 
circuit. As the speed of switching cir
cuits becomes higher, the power consump
tion of the circuits must go up according 
to the equation: 

power consumption = C V2 F 

where C is the shunt load capacitance, V 
the signal voltage swing, and F the pulse 
repetition frequency. For high-speed 
circuits, then, the voltage swing should be 
as small as is consistent with reliable op
eration. It is apparent also that every 
attempt must be made to keep capacities 
low. 

Since small voltage swings are de
sirable for high-speed operation, careful 
consideration must be given to the 
method of performing logic. Diodes, 
because of their small size and fast oper
ation, warrant consideration as logical 
elements. Several problems are encoun
tered, however, in their use in high-speed 
circuits. At low signal levels the voltage 
drop across the diode becomes an ap-

Ve (VOLTS) 
-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 

751J.,o 

preciable percentage of the voltage 
swing. For example, if one has diodes 
with a 0.3 volt forward drop and at
tempts to use voltage swings of 1.5 volts, 
the resulting level shifts of the signal 
through the diode represents 20 per cent 
of the usable signal swing. Also, rela
tively large currents must be used to 
switch diode logical circuits at milli
microsecond rates. This limits the num
ber of logical stages that may be driven 
by one transistor. 

Both of these disadvantages of diodes 
can be overcome by using transistors as 
logical elements. Transistors will switch 
completely on small signal swings, and 
the power gain of the transistor can be 
used to increase the parallel cascading 
factor of each stage. 

The characteristics of drift transistors 
are such that the most favorable opera
tion is found in a higher-voltage, higher
current region. It follows from this that 
the circuits will be nonsaturating. It has 
also been shown that the circuits must be 
capable of operating at a low signal 
voltage. An obvious requirement is 
that the circuits control the operating 
region of the transistor to keep it within 
its voltage and current rating. 

To meet these requirements a philoso
phy of circuit design based on controlled 
current switching was investigated. In 
the past, most switching circuits have 
placed close tolerances on the voltage 
swings. This has proved an acceptable 
mode of design with both vacuum tubes 
and transistors. However, a current 
switch has some desirable features. 
Fig. 5 illustrates a current driver con
nected to a load, R L , through a series 
inductance, a noise generator, and a re
sistance. The value of the current re
ceived at the load is not affected by these 
series elements. The voltage developed 
at the load is that required to pass the 
current I, while the voltage developed 
at the current generator may be many 
times higher. From this line of reasoning, 
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Table I. Drirt Transistor Characteristics 

leo ..... . 
aeb .... . 

. .200 --+- 500 megacycles 
20 --+- 80 

leo .... . 
Rsat ...... ... . 
Ce ............. . 
Veb, max ........ . 
Veb, min ......... . 
rb / .. .............. . 
Transit time delay . . 

2 --+- 10 microampere 
50 -+ 150 ohms 

1 --+- 8 micromicrofarads 
> 50 volts 
> 0.5 volts 
< 50 ohms 
< 5 millimicroseconds 

it became evident that one could develop 
a set of switching circuits by using a 
transistor as a current generator driving 
other transistors. This system would 
be tolerant of noise and would require 
very low voltage swings. It is plain that 
shunt elements would deteriorate the op
eration of these circuit~, and care would 
have to be taken to keep them to a min
imum. 

Circuits which satisfy the necessary 
conditions may be either a-c or d-c cou
pled. Both modes of operation have ad
vantages and disadvantages, and it is 
difficult to prove conclusively that one is 
superior. Indeed, it could well be that 
the optimum system is a combination 
which incorporates the better features 
of each. In general, we have tended 
toward the d-c philosophy because of 
ease of servicing, avoidance of pulse 
transformers, and less critical timing 
relationships. 

Circuits 

A number of circuit schemes have been 
investigated which satisfy the require
ments of operating on small signal 
swings, keeping the transistor out of sat
uration, allowing operation of the tran
sistor in its most favorable operating 
region, and operation as a current switch. 
Fig. 6 shows a way in which transistors 
may be coupled together, by means of 
alternate n-p-n and p-n-p stages, without 
the use of interstage coupling networks. 
The voltage swing at the collector of the 
p-n-p stage need only be from V + 
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Fig. 4. Drift-transistor transient response 
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Fig. '5. Current generator driving a load 

0.3 to V - 0.3 volt to completely switch 
the n-p-n transistor. To limit power 
dissipation in the p-n-p transistor, it is 
necessary in some way to limit the col
lector current. A scheme for accom
plishing this is shown in Fig. 7. Here 
the emitter current of transistors no. 1, 
no. 2, no. 3, and no. 4 is limited to I. 
If the inputs to A, B, and C are at an up 
level, transistor no. 2 conducts all of the 
current, I, and gives an output which is 
logically A . B . C. If one or more 
inputs to either A or B or C are at their 
down level, these transistors will conduct 
the current I and give an output which 
is logically A + 13 + C. 

It will be, noted that A + 13+ C is the 

OUTPUT 

INPUT 

Fig. 6. Direct coupled p-n-p and n-p-n 
transistors 

+ 

A O---+---*_-{ 
LOAD 

Fig. 7. Current-switching circuit 

complement of A· B· C and, in general, 
circuits of this type will generate both a 
given logical function and its comple
ment. When a number of circuits are 
combined, logic is done on two voltage 
levels depending on whether an n-p-n 
or a p-n-p stage is being driven. The 
output of an n-p-n is used to drive p-n-p 
inputs and vice versa. Since any logical 
expression can be constructed with either 
type of input, complete freedom in con
structing logical expressions is retained. 
This method of coupling allows us to 
choose the operating voltage of the col-

lector on the basis of speed and power 
considerations. The circuits are non
saturating and the voltage swing need be 
no greater than that required to switch 
the transistor. 

Fig. 7 is shown with several noise gen
erators introduced into the circuits. 
With an input circuit such as is shown 
at input A to transistor no. 1 and the 
driving signal supplied from a current 
source, noise generators in the circuit do 
not affect either the bias on transistor 
no. 1 or the current supplied to the load. 

Conclusions 

Circuits of this type are one way of 
satisfying most of the requirements which 
were found desirable for high-speed 
switching. Results with circuits similar 
to these, using commercially available 
high frequency transistors, indicate that 
signal delays average about 16 milli
microseconds per logical stage. Loaded 
rise times are of the order of 20 millimi
croseconds. Delays are cumulative when 
going through successive logical stages; 
rise times are not. 

High-speed logical circuits, using drift 
transistors and current-switching tech
niques, show a great deal of promise. 
Drift transistors appear capable of operat
ing reliably at speeds well above what was 
previously possible with economical vac
uum tube circuitry. 
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Discussion 

M. Cooper (Motorola, Inc.): Are the 
transistors described in your talk com
mercially available, and if so, from whom? 

Mr. Henle: These are not commercially 
available transistors. The transistors were 
made by the Component Research Group 
in the Poughkeepsie Laboratories. 

N. Prywes (Remington Rand Univac): 
On which scope, and at what rise time was 
Fig. 4 taken? 
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Mr. Henle: Fig. 4 was taken from a Tek
tronix 517 oscilloscope. Feeding a signal 
directly into the plates of this oscilloscope, 
rise times have been measured, of unloaded 
circuits, of 2 to 3 millimicroseconds. 

Mr. Chang (Sylvania Electric Products, 
Inc.): Is the transistor a p-n-i-p structure 
or n-p-i-n structure? 

Mr. Henle: The transistor is a graded-base 
transistor with a drift field in the base and a 
very thin base region, both of which im
prove the transistor's transient response. 

T. R. Finch (Bell Laboratories Incorporated): 
Is the design philosophy proposed weighted 
heavily by speed consideratins, reliability, 
or economy as compared to Dr. Angell's 
direct-coupled transistor logic proposal. as 
outlined in his paper 

Mr. Henle: We feel that this technique 
has much of the simplicity of the direct
coupled transistor logic circuit approach, 
and probably represents a faster way of 
using the transistor because it is non-satu
rating and it does keep the transistor out 
of its most unfavorable operating regions. 
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Are Computers Important? 

SIR ROBERT WATSON-WATT 

THANK YOU Mr. Chairman, for your 
generous introduction which is clearly 

designed to ensure me, up to this moment, 
some measure of respect. You were too 
polite to suspect that what I really ne~d 
is your sympathy: yesterday afternoon 
tea and sympathy (preferably from my 
dear friend, Deborah Kerr), and today 
luncheon and sympathy from E. J. C. C. 
I t is a terrible thing to be the only 
confused person among 2,500 pellucid 
philosophers busily propogating their elec
tric poetry through electric plumbing. 

Yesterday, my wandering ions of 
thought were deflected towards that 
Dark Age which preceded the Electronic 
Age; that Dark Age when we did not 
have the sense to know how happy we 
were. Then, the first electrons were just 
being deflected from their straight and 
narrow path in the first cathode-ray 
tube, while my schoolboy steps were 
being deflected from the goal of the 
higher journalism, through a brief en
counter with heavy electrical engineering, 
towards becoming "Assistant to the 
Professor of Natural Philosophy." At a 
neighboring university a distinguished 
professor of natural history had just set 
an essay subject to his students. They 
were to write about "The Petrel," a bird 
which he failed to identify unambigu
ously by its hackneyed prefix "stormy." 
You will be aware that in Great Britain, 
that citadel of colonialism (of the old
fashioned, simple-minded, well-inten
tioned colonialism), the barbarous natives 
call gasoline by a name of six letters 
beginning with p and ending with 1. So 
an earnest student turned in an essay on 

'''Petrol,'' which, of course, has only very 
recently acquired the same prefix 
"stormy." The professor made only one 
annotation, it was "Hail to thee, blithe 
spirit!-Bird thou never wert." 

I listened yesterday to the fascinating 
talk about the 50%, 80%, and 90% 
points on the curve of delivery dates, in 
its asymptotic approach to Orwell's 1984; 
it took no great Stretch to deflect my 
thoughts from one "Ode to a Larc in the 
Sky" to this other "Ode to a Skylark." 
And this in turn made me think that it 
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was very desirable that the philosophers 
should, in their poetic plumbing, not neg
lect philology. Which brings me to the 
logical and delay circuits which lie be
ween me and a YES-NO decision on my 
selected problem, "Are Computers Im
portant?" 

There are two classes of people who are 
accused of taking cover behind the 
phrase "It depends what you mean by 
X." On the one hand are the serried 
ranks of the escapists, whose other refuge 
is "Don't fence me in." I hasten to add 
that I am not consciously throwing stones 
at the glass house which overlooks the 
eastern reaches of Forty-second Street, as 
it overlooks so much else. I am, in fact, 
looking towards the other class, the 
constructive philosophers. In saying "It 
depends what you mean by X," they are 
declaring war on the escapists, with their 
shrugged sholders and flabby hand-wave 
"Oh, that, that is just Semantics!" 

What I believe this serious computer 
conference now needs is a good stiff dose 
of semantics, till it hurts! If, in asking 
"Are computers important?" I mean by 
"com puters' , merely ingenious and elegant 
means for doing sums quickly, my answer 
is a firm "No." And if you ask "What do 
you mean by 'No'?" I reply that I mean 
the same color of "No" as I would use in 
answering a question, put to myself, "Are 
you important?" I mean that the 
subject or object under discussion may 
have interesting individual qualities 
and potentialities, but that these 
remain of merely abstract interest, and 
("with a little bit of luck" if I may quote 
from "My Fair Lady") aesthetically 
satisfying, unless they are consciously and 
actively matched and embodied into a 
more comprehensive system or organi
zation. That system or organization must 
be planned to satisfy a closely studied, 
carefully ascertained, and unambigu
ously specified group of operational 
requirements. If a computer is merely an 
instrument, it is a pretty toy, not insig
nificant, but, in the main, impotent. 

If, on the other hand, what I mean by 
"Computer" is such an assemblage, 
ensemble, system, organization as I have 
tried to define obliquely by the purpose it 
is to serve, the operational requirement 
it is to meet, then the answer to my 
question is an almost terrifyingly uni
versal "Yes." By the time when the 
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fiftieth birthday of the electronic com
puter (whenever that may be and what
ever it may be) comes to be celebrated, 
the question of whether it is etymologi
cally and semantically justifiable to call 
that anniversary a "Jubilee" will have 
been answered, with much joy, and with 
much sadness, in proportions which we 
are in part determining in these three 
days of co-operative thinking. No mem
ber of this nation will by then be immune 
from some share of the joy, and of the 
sorrow. 

Our year-end review of the inspirations 
of 1955 and earlier, of the bread-boards 
and prototypes of 1956, of the production 
models of 1957 and later, is bringing to 
mid-stage two major, and a multitude of 
more than minor, sets of achievements. 
The big two are, first, the release from 
building on a foundation of vacuum, and, 
second, the advent of a capacious mem
ory. The solid-state computer is now 
with us; the liquid-state computer (if I 
may be permitted that frivolous offence 
against semantics) is peeping tantalizingly 
from the wings. The transistor is now a 
relatively solid citizen; magnetic cores, 
ferractors, show up in increasingly varied 
roles; and it would be an unwise man who 
would underestimate the practical or the~ 
poetic importance of that beautiful new 
baby to which Mr. Slade stood godfather 
this morning, the cryotron. I shall not 
forget the memories, but first I would 
like to ask for a 'mental preview of 
generalized "printed circuits," printed 
cores, perhaps printed transistors, pos
sibly printed circuits of mUltiple cores and 
multiple transistors; perhaps even of 
other printed honeycombs, to be found 
along the paths which have just been 
opened. 

We have already the assurance of an 
immediate forward jump in speed, com
pactness, durability, cheapness. In par
ticular, all these three last-mentioned 
qualities improve much more than 
linearly with the reduction in the com
plexity of the individual component and 
its "fueL" As for speed, we are well on 
the way to avoiding, among other defects, 
the sluggish transport or our vital pulses 
over the relatively long, unplanned, delay
lines which at e necessary for connecting 
together our conventional, but obsoles
cent, bulky components. 

Serviceability has taken a corre
spondingly big forward leap, bui this does 
not discharge us from the need for re
moving all possible excuses for the 
neglect of easy preventive maintenance. 
This means that, more than before, we 
must lay great stress on accessibility and 
easy replacement, even though this latter 
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will be required less frequently than 
before. 

We have gained a factor of ten or a 
hundred times in internal speed, but over 
the greater part of our field of application 
this merely accentuates the already 
great mismatch between the intrinsic 
speed of the computer, in the n~rrow 
sense, and of the input-output devices 
without which it is a computer only in 
the abstract. 

No less remarkable than those at which 
I have thus superficially glanced are the 
advances in very high-speed, short access
time, large-capacity memories. Indeed I 
am not sure that 1956 will not be remem
bered primarily as the year of memories. 
I may have nostalgic regrets, from my 45 
years of affectionate intimacy with 
cathode-ray tubes, that the magnetic core 
has killed (by superior speed and superior 
reliability) the electrostatic storage tube 
with which my colleague of 20 years ago, 
F. C. Williams, revolutionized the storage 
problem of 10 years ago. I have fewer 
regrets that the core should have killed 
also the metallic planned-delay line. 
Both these casualties began life as 
products from a common stem, the radar 
laboratories, from which electronic com
puters in general grew as another and 
rich main crop. 

If my first bete nair in the semantics of 
our somewhat loose vocabulary is an 
adjectivally nude "computer," my biggest 
black beast is that deformed and shape
less (if that be semantically possible!) 
monster the random -access memory. 
You may well remind me that the alleged 
and ageing entity into which I have just 
been dipping is, indeed and alas, a 
random-access memory. But that is just 
the point of my hostility. That kind of 
random-access memory may be interesting 
enough, but its irritation value is a 
steeply rising non-linear function of its 
randomness. Nobody really wants a 
random-access memory; what he really 
wants when he asks for a random-access 
memory is usually a large-capacity 
storage system with a high access rate and 
a small access delay-time, the latter 
differing in many cases by an order of 
magnitude or more from a direct recipro
cal of the former. When he asks for a 
random-access memory, the client usually 
wants to have whatever may be the 
converse of a serial-access memory. 
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Physically the answer has reduced to a 
very rapid-access (and still, most fre
quently, a serial-access) device, but philo
sophically, in the end it need not, and 
practically it should not, do so. 

I have no semantic "Beauty" to 
oppose to my semantic "Beast." Beauties 
are by definition set apart from random 
access. But as something to live with 
meanwhile, I suggest the poor but honest, 
if unbeautiful term "Parallel partial
identifier search," to describe the beauti
ful operation which the client seeks to 
have at his disposal. Up to date we have 
offered him rather poor half-measures, 
wasteful use of storage accommodation, 
cumbersome directory look-up, statistical 
condensations, and so on. It may be that 
tomorrow Mr. Slade will be uncovering 
for us the first practical satisfaction of an 
ideal which in common with others my 
colleagues have sought for several years 
now. He is promising us a "system which 
is interrogated by comparing a new word 
with the entire catalog (by which I 
assume he means 'with each word in the 
entire catalog ') simultaneously." We are, 
in any case to have some half-dozen new 
devices for multiple parallel search 
described to us in the appropriate 
session. 

But why, apart from this problem of 
the internal composition of our comput.er 
system, do we submit quietly to the 
prospect of going about the world 
festooned with miles of paper tape or 
loaded with stacks of stiff paper rectangles 
counted in megacards? There is basically 
one reason for cards, that they are not 
inconvenient for manual use. There is 
basically only one reason for filing, to wit, 
subsequent retrieval. It is a semantic 
danger to concentrate on the passive and 
limited concept "file" when what we 
really want is assured timely individual 
retrieval by selection, preferably by 
parallel interrogation of the system's 
"memory. " J oanna West's culinary 
injunction ('First cage your hare, then 
cook it" still holds, but we can cage it 
more elegantly than by tying it up with 
tape or by enveloping it in cardboard. 
All she prescribes in essence is "First find 
your entry, then read it"; the finding is 
a mere accessory, a regrettable prelimi
nary, to the essential reading. The 
bibliographer, the lawyer, the librarian, 
are among the hosts of impatient clients 

who are clamouring for a system which 
gives them not exact coincidence (which 
would deny them the compilation of 
relevant, related but not identical ref
erences), but partial coincidence, entries 
with a key-part in common but contain
ing supplementary, non-coincident data 
which are the "literature" of the specific 
"subject" which is used as an identifier. 

All this talk is a preamble to a charity 
appeal. I am begging for a still better co
operative effort than has yet been 
made, to build up an accepted glossary of 
terms into which the specification of the 
potentials users' problems can be dis
sected. This is quite other than the 
"common machine language" towards 
which we should also be working. It is 
not merely quite other, it is vastly 
more difficult because it is vastly more 
diverse and disparate. It is so for the 
same reasons that make me treat the 
"~omputer" per se as relatively un
important, the input-output and storage 
devices which must be gathered round 
the computer-kernel as being extremely 
important, and embarrassingly less tract
a~le. 

Any mathematician in the civilized, 
or in the uncivilized world, (I need not 
remind you that Russians are good at 
mathematics) can debate with any other 
mathematician in a common language. 
Until we can achieve the corresponding 
result at the aesthetically lower econom
ically higher level of the office, the store 
and the production plant, we shall be 
shackled against our efforts to do, in the 
way he wants, the things that your client 
wants. 

I have one other, but a brief, appeal. 
Two weeks ago I spoke, in this city at a 
luncheon not dissimilar to this one, under 
the subtitle Matching the Machine to 
the Man. I was dealing with cases where 
there had been no time in which to match 
the man to the machine. But if the big 
scale deliveries are indeed to come in 1960 > 

and after, we have at least some time in 
the high schools, the colleges, in the offices 
and in the plants, to do something 
towards matching the man and the wo
man to the machine. In the end we shall 
all benefit by the introduction of "Auto
mation," but only if we plan and act now 
can we save grave hardships for some of 
the displaced persons of the second 
Industrial Revolution. 
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Automatic Input for Business Data

Processing Systems 

K. R. ELDREDGE F. J. KAMPHOEFNER P. H. WENDT 

Synopsis: Computers for business applica
tions are generally input limited and require 
excessive manpower for data preparation. 
This can be reduced, and gains can be made 
in speed and reliability if the data forms for 
the computer and the human being are 
compatible. Documents must be prepared 
for manual use in' conjunction with many 
phases of automatic business or technical 
data handling, and such documents with 
suitable format arrangements can be fed 
directly to the computer input with the tech
niques described. The numbers and sym
bols on the document are printed in mag
netic ink in conventional form and size, and 
machine reading can be accomplished at 
rates exceeding 5,000 characters per second. 
The documents themselves have been 
handled at rates up to 50 per second. 

IT would be difficult to define the limits 
. of application of computers t9 the 
problems encountered in business opera
tions. It can be stated, however, that 
one of the most important fields of applica
tion lies in control of business transactions. 
Up to a comparatively short time ago such 
control was achieved largely by manually 
produced documents, which necessitates 
a great deal of clerical effort. Lately, the 
trend to use computers to perform the 
chores of preparing payrolls, inventories, 
and gathering statistical data of many 
types has reduced the cost and manpower 
required to perform some of these neces
sary tasks. 

One of the difficulties which has 
seriously limited the application of com
puters to business problems lies in the fact 
that information in human language, such 
as is found on business documents, can 
not be fed to the computer without trans
lation into the machine language of 
the computer. Generally, a considerable 
amount of manual transcription is required 
to process the data before it can be fed into 
the computer. This can be reduced, and 
gains made in speed and reliability if the 
data forms for the computer and human 
being are compatible. The techniques 
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The work described in this report was done under 
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developed at the Stanford Research In
stitute permit the entry of information 
into a computer directly from business 
documents in the form of conventional 
numbers and symbols printed in magnetic 
ink. Machine reading can be accom
plished at rates exceeding 5,000 characters 
per second, and the paper documents 
themselves have been handled at rates 
exceeding 50 per second. 

Most of the work in these techniques 
has been aimed at developing a check 
handling system for banks, but the same 
techniques are readily adaptable to other 
business applications such as charge 
tickets, payroll systems, and cost account
ing of all types. 

Work on the computer input system 
which has been developed may be con
veniently divided into three categories. 
The first consists of the development of the 
techniques for the reliable machine read
ing of characters and symbols printed in 
magnetic ink. The second is the develop
ment of a series of magnetic inks suitable 
for character reading, and at the same 
time compatible with a wide range of 
printing methods and practices. The 
third category is in the area of develop
ment of electromechanical machinery 
which is capable of reliably handling 
individual pieces of paper of varying sizes, 
weights, and degrees of mutilation. 

Stanford Research Institute 
Character Reading System 

In the Stanford Research Institute 
character reading system the questions 
relating to magnetic ink printing, to 
document handling, and to electronic 
decoding circuitry, are all grouped into a 
single problem, since variations arising in 
anyone of the areas affect the other two 
areas. It is recognized for instance that 
magnetic ink printing has to be adaptable 
to most of the current techniques for im
printing on paper, but in order to keep 
the electronics reasonably simple, certain 
minimal demands are put on printing in 
order to maintain adequate machine read
ing quality. On the other hand, the 
electronics are designed to handle a wide 
range of registration tolerance in both 
printing and document handling, so that 
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there is a considerable relaxation of these 
tolerances for the printing and paper 
handling machinery. To further relax 
the tolerances in both printing and elec
tronics, it was decided to use a degree of 
styling in the design of the characters such 
that the wave forms would be more dis
tinct for the machine, but which would not 
prejudice reading by eye. Throughout 
the whole of this magnetic character 
reading system, limited compromises 
have been made which go far to reduce the 
cost and to increase the reliability of the 
equipment, 

Character Reading 

Character reading, properly speaking,. 
begins at the magnetic read head that 
is in contact with the paper upon which 
the magnetic characters are printedv 
The quality of signal derived, in turn, 
depends on the quality of the printing, but 
for the purpose of discussing character 
reading it will be assumed that the 
signals are adequate. 

The magnetic read head used for this 
type of character reading is conventional 
in style. The air gap of the read head is 
positioned at right angles to the line of 
the paper carrying numbers, and in 
general the numbers are read from right 
to left. The length of the air gap must 
be at least equal to the height of the 
numbers, and in addition has some 
greater length depending upon how much 
space is left for registration tolerance. 
Heads having more than 1 inch of gap 
length have been used. Read head in
ductance is matched to the frequency and 
impedance requirements for the amplifier 
input. 

In Fig. 1 is shown a simplified block 
diagram of the electronic reader. The in~ 
put signals are generated by first passing 
the magnetic characters through the field 
of a permanent magnet, such that the 
polarization is from left to right across 
the numbers. The output signal from the 
read head then corresponds in a first 
approximation, to the differentiation of the 
plane area of the number as it passes 
under the read head. The sign~ls are 
rather small at this point, only in the 
neighborhood of 200-microvolts peak. 
This is occasioned by the fact that 
the layers of printed ink are quite thin, 
in the neighborhood of 0.0001 inch thick, 
and consequently, contail;l very little 
magnetic oxide. 

The signal has a wave form appropriate 
to the character involved, but up to the 
present time it has been found that the 
very high frequencies are less reliable as 
far as the decode characteristics are con-
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Fig. 1. Simplified block diagram electronic 
reader 

cerned, whereas the lower frequencies are 
much more reliable. During the proc
ess of amplification then, the signals are 
filtered such that the maximum wave 
length acceptable from the number is of 
the order of one sixth of the width of the 
number. The amplification is such that 
the signals have a median peak level in the 
order of 50 volts. The signals in actuality 
may be materially greater or materially 
less than this value. If printing is light 
the signal level may be only one fifth that 
from characters which are printed heavily. 
Consequently, the whole of the electronic 
system has been devised to take care of 
this order of level shift. 

The amplified signals are fed into a 
lumped constant delay line. At a paper 
speed of 150 inches per second and with 
characters printed at 8 to the inch, 
character rate is 1,200 characters per 
second. The delay line would be just 
longer than one character, and con
sequently have a delay time of approxi
mately 800 microseconds. For 5,000 
characters per second the delay time is 
correspondingly shorter or about 190 
microseconds. In the presently used 
equipment, the delay line has essentially 
zero attenuation and linear phase shift 
within the band width of the informa
tion used. In addition, the delay line 
is provided with 18 taps along its length. 
The number 18 tap provides a 50% 
safety factor in the number that 
sample theory predicts to be required to 
completely redefine the wave form within 
the band width selected. 

From the delay line onward the cir
cuitry is divided into a number of chan
nels equal to that of the number of char
acters to be decoded. At the head of each 
channel there is a correlation network 
from which auto- and cross-correlation 
voltages are derived for each character as 
it is sent through the delay line. 

Each correlation network is computed 
on the basis of the expected wave form for 
its corresponding number, and if the 
wave form from that number is passed 
through the delay line this particular 
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correlation network will have a higher 
output than any other correlation network 
at the time that particular wave form is 
properly stationed within the delay line. 
All of the remaining correlation networks 
will have les~er outputs, and recognition 
is premised on the basis of the maximum 
voltage. 

To distinguish between the channel 
carrying the maximum output and those 
carrying lesser outputs, differential de
tectors are used. The differential de
tectors are high gain difference amplifiers 
in which one side carries the channel volt
age and the other side carries a reference 
voltage. This reference voltage is de
rived from a diode mixer associated with 
all channels, and which reaches the maxi
mum voltage carried by any channel. 

In addition to the character channels, 
there is an additional timing or "char
acter-presence" channel. This character 
presence channel is composed of a network 
which is so disposed that it produces an 
output at the time when about one third 
of the character has passed. This out
put IS dependent entirely on the shape of 
the first portion of the character, and is 
independent of the amplitude of the char
acter . Stray noise and fuzzy edges of the 
character play little part in affecting the 
decisions of the character presence cir
cuitry. 

The output of the character presence 
circuitry is appropriately delayed until the 
character wave form is stationed in the 
delay line in the design position. The 
design position is that for which the corre
lation networks were computed. At that 
time instant a gate pulse is briefly applied 
to the differential detector circuitry, and 
the character channel output lines each 
carry a positive or a negative pulse de
pending upon the state of the several 
differential detectors. 

In the normal case only one channel is 
positive and the remainder of the channels 
are negative. Because the system is based 
on probability for recognition it is possi
ble that two or more of the channels may 
become positive during the recognition 
interval. Such multiple recognition ac
tivates reject circuitry. 

The use of probability in this system 
makes it possible to exert a control over 
the error-reject ratio in the results. In 
this case errors are spoken of as being 
faults which the machine does not know 
it makes; whereas, rejects are faults which 
the machine recognizes it has made. The 
distinction between these two is important 
because the unknown fault is carried along 
with the good material; whereas, the 
rejected fault can be placed aside for 
manual intervention. In the discussion 
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of the differential detector circuitry above 
it was mentioned that the reference line 
carried the maximum voltage of any of the 
character channels. Control over the 
error-reject ratio may be exerted by con
trolling the fraction of the maximum volt
age which is applied to the reference lines 
of the differential detector circuitry. For 
instance, if 100% of the value of maximum 
voltage is supplied to the reference line 
then in all cases the most probable number 
will be accepted. If, however, 90% of the 
maximum voltage is applied as a reference 
then not only will the most probable 
number be accepted but also any number 
having 90% or greater probability will also 
be accepted. This percentage value may 
be carried to lower values to increase the 
chances of producing a reject by reason of 
two or more recognitions from one signal 
and thus reduce the chances of accepting 
an error. 

The magnetic-ink character reading 
system is secure against most of the com
mon types of defacement. Over-print
ing, dirt, or writing across the numbers 
causes no trouble. Embossing caused by 
ball point pens ordinarily causes no 
problems nor does wrinkled or sharply 
creased paper. In the process of reading, 
close contact with the read head is de
sirable, but a layer of transparent ad
hesive tape over the numbers causes no 
trouble. This means that the bulk of 
torn material can be repaired if necessary. 
Material printed with magnetic ink is 
highly durable, and thousands of transits 
across the head cause no impairment of 
the signal. 

Magnetic Ink Printing 

Magnetic ink is little different from 
ordinary printing ink except that it con
tains pigment which is magneticin quality. 
Because the amount of ink transferred to 
paper in ordinary printing processes is not 
large, it is desirable to use a material which 
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has a large B-H product. The best 
materials so far found are those ferrites 
which are commonly used for magnetic 
tape. These materials give useful signals 
even with light printing although con
siderable care must be used in the mechan
ical and electronic design in order to 
minimize circuit and other noises. 

Satisfactory inks have been prepared 
for both letterpress and offset printing, 
and there is no doubt that suitable inks 
can be prepared for essentially any other 
wet printing process. A magnetic trans
fer tape has also been prepared which has 
been used successfully on electric type
writers and some types of adding machine 
mechanisms. No success has so far been 
achieved with ordinary ribbon type trans
fer because we seek in this process to 
transfer an appreciable amount of the 
solid pigment and not merely a visible 
amount of a dye. 

The several inks developed have each 
been tailored to transfer to the paper 
roughly the same amount of magnetic 
material. Letterpress characteristically 
transfers more material than does offset 
printing, and consequently, the offset inks 
carry more magnetic oxide than do the 
letterpress inks. Both of these inks are 
designed to match the magnetic transfer 
tape so that all three processes give 
roughly the same signal amplitudes. 
Another quality has been added to the 
transfer tape, namely: that of com
plete transfer. Without complete trans
fer the ink layer is not uniform and noisy 
electrical signals are produced, but when 
transfer is complete or nearly complete 
they produce uniform and highly re
producible electrical signals. 

Engineering standards have not been 
established for printing and to do so may 
prove to be difficult. In the work carried 
out so far, the definition of "good com
mercial printing" has been adequate to 
produce machine readable results. Print
ing that is poor enough to cause a signifi
cant increase in reject rate has proven to 
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be discernable to the eye, and is generally 
in the categories of smudgy or gray print
ing. The most probable fault is expected 
to be in the region of light printing where 
the print is definitely gray by comparison 
to better printing. In tests carried out, 
the amount of ink transferred has varied 
by a factor of about five to one for badly 
over-inked material where such faults as 
squeeze-out are present, to somewhat 
under inked material where blank spaces 
or grayness begin to appear. The elec
tronic circuitry can handle this range of 
printing. Material has been obtained 
from many print shops with a wide range 
of printing quality and the number of 
rejects has been very small. 

Document Handling 

Basically, the paper handling problem 
is one of presenting individual documents 
to a reading device and storing them in an 
orderly manner after they have been read. 
A document sorting operation can often 
be conveniently performed in conjunction 
with this operation. 

It should be kept in mind that the 
documents from which the information is 
to be read into the computer in most cases 
are not in new condition. They have been 
manhandled and mutilated to various de
grees, and are not necessarily of the same 
size or of the same kind of paper. They 
may have originated from many different 
sources and have received all sorts of 
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treatment. It therefore becomes im
possible to base the design of the equip
ment upon the physical characteristics of 
a specific document type or even on the 
physical properties of a certain kind or 
type of paper. 

A schematic presentation of the mechan
ical arrangement of presently used equip
ment is shown in Fig. 2. The equipment 
performs several basic paper handling 
functions. These consist of (1) separating 
the first document to be fed from the re
mainder of the documents in a stack, (2) 
feeding this document into a transport 
system and past a magnetic read head, 
and (3) stacking the document in one of 
several stacking bins. 

In Fig. 3 a stack of documents imprinted 
in magnetic ink with the information to be 
fed to the computer is placed into the 
feeder bin. Vacuum nozzles within the 
rotating feeder drum pull the first check 
in the stack against the release .fingers. 
This action seals the vacuum nozzles in 
the feeder drum, stopping air flow in the 
feeder drum nozzles and preventing addi
tional checks from being picked up. A 
command from the computer energizes the 
release finger solenoid. The solenoid re
tracts the release fingers to a position be
low the periphery of the feeder drum, per
mitting the document to be sucked against 
the rotating drum. Friction between the 
document and the drum conveys the 
document into the double-belt transport 
system. Before the entire document has 
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been pulled into the double-belt-transport 
system, the release fingers are restored to 
their initial position outside of the periph
'ery of the feeder drum. As the trail
ing edge of the document passes into the 
double-belt transport system, the vacuum 
nozzles in the feeder drum are uncovered 
and the next document is pulled against 
the release fingers. The next document 
is then ready to be fed as soon as the 
previous one has cleared into the trans
port system. 

It has been found that paper documents 
have a tendency to stick together because 
of perforations, bent corners, static elec
tricity, and for numerous other reasons. 
To overcome this tendency, a leading 
edge vacuum nozzle is incorporated in the 
feeder. The air flow into this nozzle 
separates the first document from the 
second as the first one is pulled against 
the release fingers. 

It should be noted that no large valves 
or heavy mechanical components need to 
be actuated in the feeder configuration. 
The forces which are exerted on the paper, 
however, are comparatively great. This 
becomes apparent when one considers that 
the weight of a commercial document is in 
the order of one to two grams while the 
friction force between the feed drum and 
the paper while it is being accelerated is 
about two pounds. The mechanism is 
therefore suitable for high-speed opera
tion. 

The document is held firmly between 
two rubber impregnated canvas belts 
while it travels from the feeder past the 
magnetizing head and read head to the 
stacking drum. Rubber rollers hold the 
document firmly to the magnetizing and 
read heads to insure reliable signal output 
from the magnetic ink printed material, 
even though the paper may be wrinkled or 
embossed. 

While the document travels from the 
read head toward stacking drum A, the 
information received by the read head is 
interpreted by the computer, resulting in 
a command tliat the document should be 
stacked in either stacking drum A or B. 

This arrangement serves to sort the 
documents into two categories. The 
addition of more stacking bi1].s trans
forms the machine into a sorter which may 
be used for sorting by decimal or other 
means. 

The stacking drums are essentially 
hollow cylindrical drums with rows of 
small holes drilled circumferentially 
along the axis of the cylinder. Each 
axial row of holes is interconnected to a 
vacuum valve. If the computer com
mands that the document is to be stacked 
by stacking drum A, a photo diode in the 
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track senses the presence and location of 
the document. The diode actuates a 
solenoid which in, turn opens the required 
vacuum valves of the stacking drum. 
When the document reaches the stacking 
drum, it is attached to the drum by the 
air flowing into the vacuum holes and 
transported to stack C. As the document 
reaches the stripping fingers the vacuum 
valves are closed and the document is 
deposited in stack C. If the paper is to 
be directed to the other stacking drum B 
it is permitted to continue in its path, and 
the same stacking procedure is followed 
when it reaches stacking drum B. 

In some cases it has been found to be 
advantageous to install a mechanical gate 
at each stacking drum. Such gates are 
used to provide a bridge to enable muti
lated documents to travel smoothly to 
subsequent stacking drums. They are 
not used to deflect the document to a 
specific drum ~ince this action can be 
achieved more positively by means of 
the suction holes of the stacking drum. 

An experimental model of the document 
handling machine has been operated at 
rates as high as fifty-five per second with 
a document transport speed of 450 inches 
per second. Fig. 4 shows a version of an 
input machine which is used by the Bank 
of America to handle and read travelers 
checks. A ten-pocket bank check sorter 
has been in commercial operation since 
January 1956. All customary sizes and 
weights of bank checks are handled at the 
rate of ten per second. In the ordinary 
day to day operation rejects for all causes 
are Jess than one per thousand passes. 

Conclusion 

In the system described, character read
ing, printing, and document handling are 
strongly interrelated. The system is 
secure against usual defacement problems 
and most torn documents can be repeaired 
with ordinary transparent adhesive tape. 
Printing can be achieved with commercial 
equipment with little more than ordinary 
care. Documents can be handled and in
formation can be read with rates and 
accuracy that are compatible with a large 
class of computer input requirements. 

----+----

Discussion 

W. F. Luebbert (U. S. Army Signal Corps 
Engineering Laboratories) : In reading 
characters produced by a typewriter, is the 
reading accuracy strongly or weakly de
pendent upon the condition and cleanliness 
of the typewriter? 

Dr. Karnphoefner: The typewriter should 
be in good adjustment. Cleanliness of the 
type is not a serious problem because the 
type strikes only the uncoated side of the 
mylar ribbon, and thus does not pick up 
ink, fibers, or dirt. SmUdging between 
characters could be troublesome, and for 
that reason a special ribbon was developed 
that gives complete transfer of pigment with 
very little smear. 

C. Rosenthal (Bell Telephone Laboratories): 
Have magnetic-ink techniques been applied 
to alphabetic characters? 

Dr. Kamphoefner: No. We have some 
thoughts on the SUbject, but we are cur
rently reading only ten numerals plus four 
symbols. 

M. Marcovitz (Burroughs Corporation): 
How is the time at which the delay line is 
sampled determined? 

Dr. Kamphoefner: The timing circuit that 
I mentioned works from the leading edge of 
the wave form. The initial rise has a shape 
common to all of the digits, so that as a 
result we get quite consistent timing. 

W. L. Poland (Sperry Rand Corporation): 
How d~es the machine's ability to accom
modate variations in signal level compare 
with the variations in signalleve1 and wave 
form encountered in commercial printing 
with magnetic inks? 

Dr. Kamphoefner: It has been found that 
if the printing is acceptable as being good 
commercial printing to the eye, the ink 
density will be satisfactory for the machine. 

Chairman Burkhart: How does the reader 
compensate for differences in amplitude of 
magnetic signal? 

Dr. Kamphoefner: It carries the variations 
in signal level, which may be on the order of 
5 to 1, right up to the point that the actual 
decoding occurs; at that point, a differ
ential amplifier is used for this function. 

R. P. Coleman (Burroughs Corporation): 
What kind of circuit is in correlator net
works? What is meant by 'assigning 
maximum on basis of probability'? 

Dr. Kamphoefner: Each correlation net
work is a resistance matrix which, when 
combined with the delay line, creates a 
matched filter that will give a maximum 
output signal when it sees the wave form 
for which it was designed. The statement 
that it decodes on a probability basis is 
justified by several points: first, the 
voltage at each sample point of the delay 
line is carried as an analog value; i.e., in
formation is not discarded by quantizing to 
only a two-state or three-state signal for 
each sample point; and second, the voltage 
from the 18 sample points of the delay line 
are combined before they are used. This 
permits a convenient means of allowing a 
predetermined amount of distortion in the 
wave forms, so that rejection rates will not 
be excessive for marginal printing quality. 
The technique for doing this is described in 
the text of the paper. 

J. Weinstein (U. S. Army Signal Corps): 
Can both sides of the paper be given mag
netic ink imprints without interference in 
read out? 
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Dr. Kamphoefner: No. Systems have 
existed that might permit this, but this 
particular system is purposely designed so 
that small accidental spacings can be toler
ated between the paper and the read head. 
This makes the holddown of the paper at 
the read head less critical. 

H. Freeman (Sperry Gyroscope): Have 
special precautions been incorporated to 
prevent forgery of numerals? 

Dr. Kamphoefner: No special precautions, 
except that the magnetic ink is difficult to 
purchase, and we require a particular type 
style which must be accurately reproduced. 

E. C. Greanias (IBM (International Busi
ness Machines Corporation»: Would you 
give the most recent error and rejection 
rates that you have achieved with this 
device and describe the type of documents 
read. 

Dr. Kamphoefner: The only operational 
results on items actually circulated to the 
public are for the binary code; these have 
about a 1 in 1,000 reject rate, and a negli
gible error rate. A laboratory test for 
100,000 checks using our first Arabic reader 
indicates a reject rate of about 1 in 400, 
and an error rate which was too small to 
measure accurately for this sample size; 
i.e., perhaps 1 in 50,000. A similar test on 
100,000 checks with the most recent reader 
indicates a reject rate of less than 1 in 500 
and an error rate on the order of 1 in 20,000 
items. (These are smaller numerals with
out obvious stylization.) 

All of the foregoing figures refer to checks 
or similar pieces of paper having a ten-digit 
number printed on each; i.e., a 1/4% reject 
rate corresponds to reading about 4,000 
digits correctly between each check that is 
rejected as being unreadable, and an error 
rate of 1 in 20,000 corresponds to reading 
almost a quarter of a million digits between 
each check that is read incorrectly. 

E. A. Coil (Martin Aircraft) : Is there 
some safeguard against portions of two 
characters being simultaneously read by the 
wide read head? 

Dr. Kamphoefner: Yes; if you had two 
lines spaced this closely together, they 

would produce wave forms which did not 
correspond to any predicted wave form, and 
the machine would automatically reject the 
reading. Normally, we assume that you 
want to permit as loose a registration as is 
possible for printing, and thus we use the 
wide head. We could use a smaller head if 
it were necessary to print two rows of nu
merals with less spacing between them. 

M. J. Mendelson (Norden-Ketay): How 
many delay line "taps" would be necessary 
for a 54-character code? What are the 
effects of skewed paper motion? 

Dr. Kamphoefner: Actually, it is not a 
matter of increasing the number of taps. 
There is not enough information available in 
the wave form as now derived to handle that 
many possibilities. The present machine 
starts to reject items when the skew corre
sponds to about plus or minus a quarter-inch 
over a 5-inch length. 

A. G. Steele (IBM World Trade Corpora
tion): On a document containing source 
information, must all pertinent data be on 
one horizontal plane? If so, how can we 
intermix different height documents? 

Dr. Kamphoefner: No;, several heads can 
be used to accommodate the various levels. 
In order to economize and use a single 
reader, you can use a head for each line of 
printing, and stagger the heads down the 
track, so that the reader first receives the 
signal from the first head, and then from the 
second head, and so forth. 

M. B. Stad (Remington Rand Corporation): 
Does not wrinkled paper affect the shape of 
the output signal of a number to the point of 
possible unreliability? 

Dr. Kamphoefner: It has been found that 
if you take a check, crumple it up in a tight 
ball in order to wrinkle it, and then spread 
it out, it may read or it may reject, but it 
normally passes through the machine with
out difficulty and it does not make a reading 
error. As for checks that are folded in a 
normal use, these creases are less sharp, 
and the machine will normally read them. 

I. T. Vanderhoof (New York Life Insurance 
Company): Have you done any work on a 

The Burroughs Electrographic Printer

Plotter for Ordnance Computing 
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Synopsis: This paper will be in four 
parts, the first section will cover a system 
concept involving an automatic digital data
handling system feeding a high-speed output 
directly rather than through a buffer such as 
a tape storage system. Some representa
tive programming details are indicated for 
this type of system involving the Ordvac 
computer. The next part covers the 
design approach, and details of the partic-
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ular mechanization which was chosen to 
satisfy the requirement based upon electro
graphic recording. The electrographic re
cording technique is reviewed and the vari
ous relevant parts of the plotter and its 
capability are discussed. The third part 
covers the details of the computer program
ming required to achieve the direct output 
described in the first section. Part four 
covers some of the results obtained on the 

machine to convert data (tape, cards, etc.) 
to other machine output? Or can this 
device be added to existent computing 
machines? 

Dr. Kamphoefner: Yes, one of the ma
chines shown among the slides was finished a 
year ago, and its purpose was to punch 
cards automatically with the serial number 
and denomination from travelers checks. 

E. D. Spina (IBM): How does the printer 
know if he is printing correctly? 

Dr. Kamphoefner: The initial type manu
facture must be monitored to be sure that 
type style is correct and that the tolerances 
are satisfactory. We also have to insure 
that he uses magnetic ink, and beyond that 
if it is a good commercial job to the eye that 
is all that we can ask for. The registration 
tolerances are quite loose. 

W. E. Barnes (General Electric Corpora
tion): What provisions exist to protect the 
bank client from a fraudently printed check? 

Dr. Kamphoefner: This question has all 
ready been answered, but I might add a 
point. If someone attempts to alter a 
number on a legitimate check with ordinary 
ink, the machine ignores this entirely. It 
reads the original number. Also, I might 
point out that the "signature" is the 
identification used when cashing a check, 
and this situation will not be changed when 
account numbers are added. 

W. A. Hosier (Lincoln Laboratory, Massa
chusetts Institute of Technology): Have 
you tried an analogous technique with 
photocells and optical reading? What 
difficulties do you see in an optical system 
not present in the magnetic one? 

Dr. Kamphoefner : Optical reading of 
numbers could be done with exactly the 
same system, substituting a slit optical scan, 
rather than the magnetic head. The most 
obvious difficulty, of course, is the fact that 
for documents circulated to the public, they 
sometimes acquire stray writing, over
stamping, and dirt, and these would cause 
more trouble with an optical scan. 

feasibility model of the printer-plotter in 
actual use. 

THE Ballistic Research Laboratories 
have for some time been concerned 

with the development of a digital plotter 
capable of absorbing the output of present 
and future high-speed digital computers 
used in processing of missible ballistic 
data. The desired characteristics of the 
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plotter have been formulated as follows: 
(1) speed, 100 points per second mini
mum; (2) resolution, one part in one 
thousand qf full scale; and (3) appear
ance, suitable for incorporation into flight 
data reports. It has been additionally 
specified that alphameric information, 
such as titles, should be automatically 
incorporated during the plotting action. 
Lastly, a basic decision has been made to 
avoid photographic methods because of 
the inherent difficulties associated with 
film processing. However, ease of re
producibility is still to be obtained. 

A number of recording methods have 
been investigated for possible use in the 
proposed plotter. Among these have been 
systems using electro-chemical, magnetic, 
and electrostatic techniques. Of those in
vestigated, the electrostatic recording 
method appeared to offer the best pos
sibility of meeting the desired perform
ance characteristics from the standpoint 
of speed, appearance, and adaptability 
to digital plotting. A contract was let 
to the Burroughs Corporation to develop 
a preliminary model of plotter based on 
their electrostatic recording technique, 
known as the electrographic process. 1 

This model was delivered during June, 
1956, and has been under test and evalua
tion operating in conjunction with the 
Ordvac Computer at the Ballistic Re
search Laboratories. The unit has been 
named the Bepoc (Burroughs Electro
graphic Printer-Plotter for Ordnance 
Computing) • 

The Burroughs Electrographic Printer
Plotter is, as finally developed, actually a 
general purpose data-recording device, 
and represents one specific embodiment 
of the electrographic recording technique. 
The printer-plotter has capabilities for 
recording data consistent with the needs 
of the greatest digital computer capacity 
presently available. 

The original specification of 100 points 
per second minimum plotting speed has 
been accomplished at a 300 points per 
second rate. The Bepoc imposes no 
practical limit on the recording resolu
tion. Legends and graph lines are auto
matically incorporated. Reproducibil
ity of the original record has been ob
tained by use of translucent paper and 
normal blueprint reproducing machines. 
Although not originally required, the 
machine functions as a high -speed page 
printer. 

System Approach 

An early consideration in the formula
tion of a system for the Bepoc was the 
development of a method of translating 
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computer words into plotting positions 
and alphameric information. Two basic 
approaches were considered: (1) a de
coding system external to the computer, 
and (2) internal computer translation. 
Suitable external decoding systems are 
readily available based on conventional 
digital computer components. Methods 
of internal translation are somewhat less 
familiar and understood. 

The most prevalent use of internal 
translation is in the systems of card in
put-output in use on several computers. 
In such systems, card input is accom
plished by placing an "image" of the card 
into the computer memory with a one
to-one correspondence between bit posi
tions and card hole positions. A simple 
computer program suffices to translate 
the image into computer words repre
senting the information originally 
punched onto the card. Conversely, 
card output is accomplished by a pro
gram which constructs a card image 
within the computer memory from the 
computer words desired to be punched as 
card numbers, and "dumps" that image 
onto the card, again with a one-to-one 
correspondence between memory bit 
positions and card hole positions. 

Internal translation obviously saves a 
great deal of electronic equipment) since 
extensive decoding apparatus can be 
replaced by the computer itself. A less 
obvious advantage is that the flexibility 
of an internal translation system is 
limited only by the capabilities of the 
computer and the ingenuity of the 
programmers devising the translation 
programs. The one disadvantage is, 
of course, that both computer time and 
memory must be committed to the 

translation process. For the intended 
application, it was finally decided that the 
economy and flexibility of internal trans
lation outweigh ted the disadvantage of 
requiring computer time and memory. 
More than anything else, the require
ment for numbering and titling of the 
plot along with the plotting action forced 
the choice of the internal system, for it 
soon became evident that an unreason
able amount of external apparatus would 
be required to accomplish plotting and 
printing simultaneously through external 
translation. 

Design Approach 

CHARACTERISTICS 

The device is designed to record in 
page-form the output of a high-speed 
computer in either amphameric (printer 
or graphical (plotter) form, or both. 
The record is made on a continuous roll 
of l1-inch wide paper with 1/ 4-inch mar
gins on either side giving 101/ 2-inch line
length. The record is made by printing 
data in dot form. Each dot is 0.010 to 
0.012 inch in diameter in a matrix 50 by 
50 per inch. The paper is scanned trans
versely by a wheel carrying a row of 30 
printing pins spaced 0.020 inch apart 
printing a section of the paper 0.6 inch 
by 101/ 2 inches, 30 by 500 dots, on each 
scan. The paper is advanced 0.6 inch 
between scans, the recording being done 
while the paper is stationary. 

The alphameric information, three 
complete lines, can be recorded during 
each scan, each character printed in a 
5 by 7 matrix, 0.08 by 0.12 inch, 5 lines 
per inch, 7.14 characters per inch, or 72 
characters per line. If graphical infor-
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mation is recorded, the normal format 
allows a 1/2 inch of the 1D1/ 2-inch wide 
record for legend with a plot area 10 
inches wide and as long as desired. 
Provision is made for recording faint 
graph lines at 5 lines per inch in each of 
the two co-ordinates. 

As stated previously, format control 
in the present design rests entirely with 
the data handling system or computer 
which provides the source information. 
As was discussed in detail in the first 
section, the entire organization of the 
plot or printing patterns can be accom
plished by internal programming within 
the computer. The printer can essen
tially be regarded in this instance as a 
high -speed ~means of recording a memory 
"dump"; that is, the printer at each of 
the 500 printing stations in a scan re
cords a 30-bit word from the computer 
output register, resulting in 500 recorded 
words in each scan. At the normal speed 
of 10 scans per second, a scan occupies 20 
milliseconds, during which 15,000 bits of 
information are fed from the computer; 
during the remaining 80 milliseconds of 
the cycle no information is fed to the 
printer. The word rate during the 20 
milliseconds recording interval is 25 kc, 
30-bit words recorded per second. The 
presence of each individual word in the 
computer output register is not indicated 
to the printer; it is assumed that the 
computer can provide information at the 
25-kc rate. The recording of a word is 
followed by a "resume" signal from the 
printer to computer indicating that the 
computer should reload the output regis
ter with the next word. The "computer 
ready" signal is required from the com
puter before the start of the 20 milli
seconds recording period. If the com
puter is not ready to provide the printer 
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information for a full scan the absence 
of a computer ready signal will keep the 
printer from printing and advancing the 
paper. 

While the printer-plotter was designed 
for on-line recording with the format 
control left entirely with the data source, 
the device can be extended with addi
tional buffering circuitry to operate from 
magnetic tape. The particular mechani
zation using the scanning head allows for a 
minimum amount of electronic circuitry 
associated with the printer for high-speed 
serial systems. 

THE ELECTROGRAPHlC RECORDING 

TECHNIQUE 

The printer~plotter is based upon the 
electrographic recording technique. Fig. 
1 shows the. rudiments of the technique. 
The electro graphic recording technique 
produces controlled, visible dots by elec
trical pulse means directly. In its es
sentials, the process utilizes a controlled 
source of charge to form small charged 
areas on a high-resistivity surface such 
as a coated paper. The electrostatic 
latent image formed by the charged areas 
is made visible by inking with a single 
suitable powder and made permanent by 
thermal fixing. In applications in which 
the images are to be erased and the me
dium reused, the thermal fixing stage is 
eliminated. During the recording stage 
the electrical discharge from the point 
electrode to a grounded metal plate is 
used as the source of charge to form the 
electrostatic latent image on the high
resistivity paper surface. The size and 
shape of the image depend mainly upon 
the polarity, the electric field strength, 
and the surface coating used on the paper. 
A relatively low negative voltage applied 
to the point electrode gives small round 

STOP 
PRINT 

control circuitry 
associated with 
printer-plotter de-
signed to operate 
on-line with high
speed digital com-

puter 

dots suitable, for instance, for high-speed 
matrix printing. The recording medium 
is a relatively low-cost, uniformly and 
smoothly coated paper. The coating is a 
colorless, high-resistivity, thermoplastic 
coating. The thermoplastic feature of 
the coating in combination with a suit
able ink, and appropriate heat processing 
makes it possible to make the develop
ment electrographic image completely 
permanent. The electrographic ink con
sists of a single powder consisting of ma
terial colored as desired. To ink the 
latent image the paper is passed through 
an inker containing the powder to give a 
visible image with virtually no back
ground discoloration. The image is made 
permanently visible by passing the inked 
paper over a temperature-controlled hot 
plate. The three steps in the recording 
process are necessarily consecutive, and 
are performed as the paper moves con
tinuously at the appropriate speed for the 
particular recording application. 

SCANNING 

No known computer will transmit in 
one operation a 30 by 500 matrix to an 
external device. It is evident that the 
computer's output order must "scan" the 
matrix as it exists in the computer's 
memory, and that the Bepoc must follow 
suit, scanning its recording medium in a 
one-to-one correspondence. 

Two types of scanning for the record
ing device come to mind: (1) electronic 
and (2) mechanical. A possible elec
tronic scheme could be based on a single 
row of recording stylii, whose number is 
equal to the number of plotting levels, 
and a means of gating successive com
puter words into successive groups of 
stylii (successive computer words repre
senting the scan action of the recording 
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matrix). Such a scheme was not adopted 
because of the large number of stylii and 
gates required (500). The mechanical 
scanning system adopted consists of a 
group of 30 stylii mounted on a rotating 
wheel which is moved transversely across 
the recording medium with 500 plotting 
levels defined by a "clock" wheel at
tached to the recording wheel. Successive 
computer words are fed in parallel fashion 
to the stylii as they move and coincide 
with positions defined by the clock. The 
stylii are thereby time-shared and it is 
possible to record a comparatively large 
matrix with a small number of stylii. 
In this system of scanning, the computer 
words are oriented in the short or abscissa 
direction of the matrix and the matrix is 
scanned along its long or ordinate direc
tion. Plotting levels have a one-to-one 
correspondence with the memory ad
dresses of the matrix, and abscissa posi
tions are determined by the relative bit 
positions within the computer words. It 
might be mentioned in passing that the 
electrographic process facilitates me
chanical scanning since the stylii do not 
have to be in contact with the recording 
medium. 

DETAILS OF THE BEPOC 

A block diagram of the electronic con
trol circuitry associated with the printer
plotter designed to operate on-line with a 
high-speed digital computer is shown in 
Fig. 2. The computer is assumed to be 
able to provide a 30-bit output in parallel. 
1 bit for each of the recording pins. Four 
signals are needed in order to allow a 
printing scan to take place: the machine 
"start" button has to be depressed, the 
computer ready signal indicating that the 
computer has available the information 
to be printed, the "start print" pulse 
from the timing wheel associated with the 
plotter, and the output indicating that 
the paper has advanced to the next print 
position must be present concurrently to 
set the print flip-flop. This allows for 
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each of the synchronizing or clock print 
pulses derived from a notched timing 
wheel to set the column pulser, and read
out the 30-bit word from the computer 
into the 30 pulse generators. The pulses 
from the pulse generators are fed through 
slip-rings, and to the print head and re
cording pins. This is accomplished for 
each of the print positions across the 
paper, namely 500, after which a "stop 
print" pulse derived for the timing wheels 
on the printer resets the print flip-flop, 
and causes the paper to be advanced and 
excites the interposing flip-flop. When
ever graph lines in the transverse direc
tion are desired pins 1, 11, and 21, or 
every tenth pin, are excited to print faint 
graph lines. If a computer ready signal 
is not derived from the computer and the 
paper remains stationary the scanning 
wheel, as discussed in a later section, go('s 
through the scan but no printing takes 
place. It should be noted that the com
puter must have available the informa
tion to be printed in one scan. This is 
indicated to the printer-plotter by means 
of the computer ready signal. The 
printer-plotter then provides its own 
clock signals to derive this information 
from the computer and print the informa
tion at the proper positions in the scan 
cycle. 

The printer input circuitry for each of 
the 30 channels is quite simple. As each 
of the 30-bit w<?rds is read out serially, 
each of the 30 bits is fed into a printer 
pulser and fed into each of the 30 pins 
in parallel as indicated in Fig. 3. The 
printer pulse generator with the associ
ated input gates shown in Fig. 4. The 
printer pulse generator in this case is a 
blocking oscillator with a step-up output 
winding on the pulse transformer coupled 
to the pin. The circuitry involves con
ventional miniature tubes and standard 
supply voltages. 

The 30 pins in the printing head are 
mounted on the periphery of a cylindrical 
disc which rotates at 10 times a second. 

Fig. 5 schematically shows the recording 
wheel, Fig. 6 shows the recording head 
mounted in the wheel. The paper is 
curved in a trough to conform with a 
trough of a vacuum anvil with the coated 
side of the papE:.r facing the printing pins. 
As the print head scans across the paper 
it prints out the 30-bit word in the 500 
printing stations as synchronized by the 
printer timing wheel and associated cir
cuitry. The paper path through the 
machine is indicated in Fig. 7. The paper 
is taken from a supply reel and fed 
through a friction drive. The metering 
mechanism allows 0.6 inch of paper to be 
advanced as the printing for each scan is 
completed. The mechanism basically 
operates by clamping one side of the 
paper and unclamping the other side 
allowing a roller to pull through 0.6 inch 
of paper from the supply reel. The 
clamps cycle to the opposite phase al
lowing the paper to be fed through to the 
printing station. There is a drive at 
either end, one supplying the paper to the 
metering mechanism, and the other to 
pull the paper through the remainder of 
the machine. The paper travels through 
the metering mechanism, through a 
neutralizing device in order to elec
trically clean the surface of the paper, 
thence to the printing station. The 
paper is then taken through the inker and
fixer and onto the take-up reels. A single 
scan is pictured in Fig. 8. The 30-bit 
word takes up 0.6 inch of paper, since the 
printing pins, packed at a 50 per inch 
density, scan across the paper through 
the 500 printing positions so that for 
each scan a band 0.6 inch by 101/ 2 inches 
wide is printed, comprising the roughly 
15,000 possible dot locations. This print
ing is done while the paper is stationary 
in 20 milliseconds. The 80 milliseconds 
remaining part of the cycle is taken in 
moving the paper and allowing the source 
device to accumulate the data to be 
printed in the subsequent 20 milliseconds: 
A schematic representative output is 
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Fig. 5. Schematic of recording wheel Fig. 6. Recording head mounted on wheel 

shown in Fig. 9. Faint graph lines 5 per 
inch each way or one for every pin can be 
provided; legends, in either coordinate 
axis can be printed along with plots built 
up by a succession of points. Any num
ber of plots can be multiplexed into the 
output record, and the alphameric print
ing can be accomplished and are entirely 
dependent upon the computer program
ming and capability as will be discussed 
in the next section. 

Computer Programming 

PLOTTING 

As stated previously, the recording 
matrix for the Bepoc has a one-to-one 
correspondence between plotting levels, 
and memory addresses of words within 
the matrix. A translation program for the 
translation of plot values into a plotting 
pattern within the recording matrix is 
accomplished simply by "planting" bi
nary one's in the matrix, and at addresses 
fixed by the plot values. The position of 
a binary one within a word at a given 
address is based on the abscissa value 
of the point being plotted. 

The exact nature of a translation pro
gram depends, of course, upon the par
ticular order structure of the computer. 
One possible scheme is to have 30 "plant" 
orders as follows: 

1 Transmit from Al to BI 
2 Transmit from A2 to B2 
3 Transmit from Aa to Ba 

30 Transmit from Aao to Bao 

Epstein, Kintner-The Bepoc 

The A addresses contain the binary 
one's to be planted and the B addresses 
are those of the recording matrix. 

The Bepoc is intended to be primarily 
applied to missile data processing, and 
such data is almost plotted in respect to 
sequentially increasing time values as the 
abscissa 'of plots. In this case, the con
tents of the A address would be as fol
lows: 

A I 00000 ... 0000 1 
A 2 00000 ... 000 10 
Aa 00000 ... 00100 

A 30 10000.. 00000 

The values to be plotted must be nor
malized to fit the number of plotting 
levels (500) and then placed in turn into 
the B address portions of the plant orders. 
Before the plant orders are executed, 
the entire recording matrix must be 
cleared to binary zero's. 

The nature of the plant orders needs 
further discussion. A simple transmit 
from address A to address B will not suf
fice' since when plotting a constant 
value, a given B-address in the matrix 
will receive a series of one's. It is evident 
that the transmit into B must be of such 
a nature as not to destroy previously 
transmitted binary one's. A transmit 
add order, where A is added to B and the 
result stored in B, will take care of the 
situation for single-valued data plots. 
However, for multiple-value plots a 
binary one may not only be transmitted to 
the same word in succession but also to 
the same bit position. An ADD action in 

this case would produce a zero together 
with a carry to the next position. To 
prevent such an action, the transmit ac
tion should be of a type where the bit-by
bit logical sum of the contents of A and B 
is formed, and the result stored in B. A 
logical summing action as is well known, 
is given by the following: 

0+0=0 
1+0=1 
0+1=1 
1+1=1 

No carries, of course, are permitted to 
take place. 

RECORDING 

Recording is based on a series of sub
matrices which represent alphameric 
information in dot form. A prevalent 
system of dot-matrix representation of 
alphameric information is based on 5 by 7 
Iratrices as shown in Fig. 10. 

It is assumed that a complete set of 
patterns as shown in Fig. 10 is stored 
within the computer memory, at a place 
other than the recording matrix. Placing 
alphameric information into the matrix is 
accomplished simply by transferring sub
matrices from the stored pattern or 
"bank" portion of the memory into the 
recording matrix portion of the memory. 
The basic order is 

Transmit from address A to address B. 

Address A is set in accordance with the 
location in the bank of desired alphameric 
character to be recorded, and address B 
is set according to the position on the plot 
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where the alphameric information is de
sired to be placed. The action is seen to 
parallel that of a hand typesetter. The 
basic order states that a type is to be 
picked from the type bank and placed in a 
type stick. Address A determines the 
type to be picked and address B deter
mines the place where the type is placed 
by the compositor. I t should be added 
that the basic order must be repeated 5 
to 7 times, depending upon orientation of 
the sub-matrix, with both addresses in
creasing by one on each action, until the 
entire submatrix has been transferred. 

Actually, address B in the above de
scribed basic order only allows placement 
along the long dimension of the matrix. 
Placement along the short dimension 
could be accomplished by shifting the 
pattern between picking it from the bank 
and storing in the matrix. However, this 
would be time consuming. A better 
method is to store the pattern in multiple 
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I 

within the bank, repeating it say three 
times for three possible positions in the 
short or abscissa dimension of the matrix, 
and then to "extract" into the recording 
matrix against a control "mask" which 
effectively chooses one of the sets of pat
terns corresponding to the abscissa posi
tion desired. This would give sufficient 
placement discrimination for normal plot 
tilting, and would fit in directly with a 
system for straight printing. It is to be 
noted that repeating the pattern in the 
bank in the manner described does not 
require additional memory space over a 
single listing of the pattern. 

PROGRAM TIMES 

The time required to carry ou t a trans
lation program is dependent, of course, 
upon the computer being used. The 
Bepoc was originally designed to be used 

Fig. 8 (left). 
Single scan 
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TAKE UP 

with a Univac Scientific (Engineering 
Research Associates 1103) computer, 
and typical times will be given from this 
machine. 

Plotting. It is' assumed that any plot
ting scheme will require a normalizing 
action and that normalizing therefore 
should not be charged to the translation 
process. Also, as data is generated in a 
normalized fashion, it can be stored in the 
"plant" orders. This leaves only the 
time to clear the recording matrix and 
the time to perform 30 plant orders 
chargeable to the translation program. 
Typical times on the Univac scientific 
computer for these are: clear matrix in 
12 milliseconds; perform plant orders in 
1.5 milliseconds, or a total of 13.5 milli
seconds. I t has been shown that the 
mechanical design of the Bepoc requires 
20 milliseconds for recording the matrix, 
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Fig. 11. Printing pattern obtained from simulator 

and that 80 milliseconds is available for a 
translation program or other action be
tween recordings. It is evident that 
there is more than enough time available 
for the translation program in this in
stance. 

Recording. The Univac Scientific has 
within its order structure an order, the 
so-called REPEAT order, which greatly 
facilitates the transmitting of alphameric 
submatrices into the recording matrix. 
Utilizing this order, the time for the 
transmission of a single character is ap
proximately 0.5 millisecond. Allowing 
time for the clearing of the matrix and the 
recording process results in an over-all 
printing rate of approximately 1,000 
characters per second, of the same order 
of magnitude as parallel wide-line high
speed mechanical printers. 

COMPUTER DESIGN TO FACILITATE 
INTERN AL PROGRAMMING 

The above program times could be con
siderably shortened if some consider a-

.eLL L7t±f-
Fig. 12. Graph lines as recorded by Bepoc 
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tion could be given in the design of the 
computer for this particular internal pro
gramming. One simple addition would 
be an output order which cleared the 
memory position from which it took in
formation, so that the matrix clear action 
would not have to be performed by the 
translation program. This could be ac
complished by simply inhibiting the "re
store" action which regenerates a memory 
position after the usual destructive read
out. The result would be that not only 
is the need for a dear action eliminated, 
but also the output order is speeded up. 

The second possibility is to store the 
alphameric patterns in a separate section 
of the memory, with non-destructive 
readout. Such a system might transmit 
ten times faster than the conventional 
transmit, where restoring action, etc. 
must be performed. I t should be pos
sible then to obtain translation rates of 
around 20,000 characters per second. 

As has been indicated previously, the 
order structure of the computer can 
greatly facilitate the internal translation 
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required for the Bepoc. Desirable orders 
are the logical sum, or bit-by-bit OR, and 
the logical product, or bit-by-bit AND, 
sometimes termed an EXTRACT order. 
A means of repeating an n times, with the 
order addresses automatically advanced 
by one for each action is extremely valu
able for manipulating alphameric sub
matrices. 

Results 

Patterns fed to the Bepoc during the 
developmental phase have been from a 
"simulator" consisting of a group of shift 
registers arranged to give a 30 by 10 
matrix. Patterns placed in shift registers 
are repeated 50 times on a scan action. 

Fig. 11 shows a printing pattern ob
tained from the simulator. Fig. 12 shows 
graph lines as recorded by the Bepoc. 
Fig. 13 indicated a plot of a function 
along with the numerical value of the 
function given periodically. This plot 
was made with the Bepoc coupled on line 
to the Ordvac. 
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Fig. 13. Plot of function along with numerical value of function given periodically 
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Conclusion 

A device for high-speed plotting, print
ing or both has been described. The 
device is intended specifically for the 
high-speed recording of the output of 
computers used for the processing of mis
sile ballistic data, but is actually a general 
purpose data recording device, and has 
capabilities for recording data consistent 
with the greatest digital computer ca
pacity presently available. Results ob
tained from the feasibility model indicate 
that this device is capable of substan
tiallyadvancing the art of high-speed re
cording of digital computer outputs. 
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Discussion 

J. L. Hill (Remington Rand Univac Corpo
ration): Are the blocking oscillator trans-

formers on the wheel or are the high voltage 
leads carried through the slip rings? 

Dr. Epstein: The blocking oscillators are 
not on the wheel. The shielded cable from 
the secondary of the blocking oscillator is 
fed through the slip ring and hence to the 
wheel. 

M. Weinberg (Monroe Calculating Machine 
Company) : How do you prevent the fields 
produced by the arcing from introducing 
errors in the computer? 

Dr. Epstein: A different embodiment of 
the electrographic recording technique was 
tested recently at the Signal Corps Engi
neering Laboratory for noise measurements. 
The noise which is produced by the printing 
technique and the associated equipment in 
this particular device was very small, below 
the noise level of the receivers in some of the 
tests. 

R. B. Bonney (Electronic Engineering Com
pany of California): How many vacuum 
tubes are used to drive the writing points 
for the complete matrix? 

Dr. Epstein: The total machine has 38 
tubes, of which 15 are used for the 30 
printing pins in the head. 

N. Newby (Bell Telephone Laboratories): 
What coating is used on the paper, and what 
maximum delay is possible between charging 
the paper and inking? 

Dr. Epstein: The coating on the paper is a 
high resistivity resin, and depending upon 
the electrical surface and various other 

A Transistorized Transcribing Card Punch 

C. T. COLE, Jr. K. L. CHIEN C. H. PROPSTER, Jr. 

THE RCA (Radio Corporation of 
America) BIZMAC Transistorized 

Transcribing Card Punch described in this 
paper provides a means for converting 
large volumes of data stored on mag
netic tape in the Bizmac code into 
characters punched on electronic account
ing machine cards using the IBM 
(International Business Machines Cor
poration) code. This output device will 
transcribe information at the rate of 150 
cards per minute, and provides accuracy 
control features to assure correct data 
punching. The functional operation of 
the transcribing card punch is compatible 
with the Bizmac system and with general 
punched-card system requirements as 
well. 

The device consists of two packages. 
The electronic circuits are housed in racks 
which permit rapid access to vertical 
mounting panels for servicing. Plug-ins 

are used 'throughout, and a simple 
transistor circuit element which performs 
all the logical functions is employed. 
The results of a review of punching 
methods, coupled with a requirement for 
easy replacement of parts, guided the 
mechanical design of the card transport 
and punch mechanisms. These are placed 
in a separate cabinet with removable 
covers. Input and output hoppers are 
at a convenient height. Design emphasis 
was primarily directed toward obtaining 
a high degree of accuracy control in a 
device with maximum functional flexi
bility. 

Functional Description 

Input messages to the Transcribing 
Card Punch are received from a BIZMAC 
magnetic tape station through seven 
channels. Character rates of 10 to 30 kc 

characteristics of the coating, the delay be
tween charging the paper and inking can be 
either milliseconds or years. 

J. R. Roberts: What is the operational 
meaning of "100 points per second?" Is not 
meaning a function of point-to-point dis
tance? In other words, is not "points speed" 
meaningless? 

Dr. Epstein: The machine plots 300 
points per second at the spacing of 50 
points to the inch. There are 30 pins, each 
pin represents one channel. If, during each 
scan, each of the pins were pulsed once, it 
would give 30 points along the graph. 
Since with the machine cycling ten times a 
second, the plot is derived at a rate of 300 
points per second. However, during the 
plotting time, if a point is recorded at every 
available printing position across the paper, 
the recording is accomplished at the rate of 
25,000 times a second for each of the 30 
points, or at the rate of 750,000 points per 
second. 

M. B. Stad (Remington Rand Corporation): 
Was the large-diameter disc shown in the 
slide the actual recorder, or an additional 
wheel? 

Dr. Epstein: The actual wheel circumfer
ence is 5 times 10 inches, roughly 50 inches; 
the diameter is roughly 17 inches. The 
other wheel you are referring to is the optical 
synchronizing wheel. In other words, there 
are two synchronizing wheels, one for syn
chronizing pulses for printing at each of the 
500 positions, and then there is an addi
tional wheel to provide the stop and start 
scan pulses. 

are acceptable. The Transcribing Card 
Punch requires that messages from 
magnetic tape be of fixed field format. 
BIZMAC alphanumeric characters and 
the eight punctuation marks which have 
IBM 407 punch equivalents are translated 
and punched on cards. The six BIZMAC 
punctuation marks which do not have 
IBM equivalents are translated as blank 
columns on the cards. All BIZMAC 
control symbols such as start message, 
item separator, and end message, are 
eliminated during translation and do not 
create blank columns. 

A plugboard is incorporated to permit 
data rearrangement and character in
sertion. Specifically, the plugboard pro
vides the three following functions: (1) 
The formation from magnetic tape can be 
rearranged in any sequence on the cards. 
(2) Control symbols can be overpunched 
into the same card column with numeric 
punches. and (3) Fixed data may be 

C T. COLE, Jr., K. L. CHIEN, and C H. PROP
STER, Jr. are with the Radio Corporation of 
America, Camden, New Jersey. 
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ERROR 

DO DO 
PUNCHES BRUSHES 

Fig. 1. Block diagram of Transcribing Card Punch Fig. 2. Card handling mechanism 

punched as required. The plugboard 
wiring used for punching is duplicated for 
checking purposes. 

Logical Operation 

A block diagram of the transcribing 
card punch is shown in Fig. 1. Three 
messages are in process at anyone time. 
One is being read-in while the second is 
being punched and the third is being 
checked. The operation will be described 
by following one message through a 
complete machine cycle. 

1. Read-in Cycle: During this time, the 
temporary storage is erased and connected 
to the tape station. The tape is started, 
a complete message is read into the tem
porary storage, and the tape is stopped. 
This provides almost one complete card 
cycle of 400 milliseconds for read-in. At 
the end of this cycle, the temporary storage 
sector containing the message just read in 
is switched to the punch channels. 

2. Punch Cycle: Throughout the course 
of the punch cycle, the information is 
read from the temporary storage into the 
BIZMAC to IBM coder. The output of 
the coder is fed to a 12-channel electronic 
commutator which is synchron.ized with 
the card advance. The commutator se
quentially selects the output channel from 
the coder corresponding to the row to be 
punched. From the commutator the senal 
data is sent to the shift register which 
converts the information from serial to 
parallel form. All 80 bits of information 
are read out simultaneously through the 
plugboard to a register which drives the 80 
punch magnets. Thus, one card row is 
punched. This process is repeated 12 
times and then one card is completely 
punched After a card is punched, it is 
transported to the check station. 

3. Check Cycle: During the check cycle, 
the card is read, one row at a time, by 
80 brushes and the information relayed 
through the plugboard into a second shift 
register. This shift register con verts in
formation from parallel to serial form and 
its output is routed into a single channel 
comparator. In the meantime, the tem
porary storage containing the original 
information has been switched from the 
punch channel to the check channel. The 
information in the temporary storage is 
translated again, by a second BIZMAC
to IBM coder, into 12-channel IBM code. 
Another 12-channel commutator selects 
and routes the correct channel to the Com
parator to be checked with the informa
tion read back from the brushes. 

It can be seen that the temporary sturage 
contains three sections which are switched 
cyclically around the read-in, punch, and 
check channels. Three messages, one 
being read in, another being punched, 
and another being checked, are in process 
simultaneously. 

A high degree of accuracy is maintained 
during transcription by reading back the 
data punched on the card and comparing 
it with the original message which is re
tained in the transcribing card punch 
memory. A duplicate BIZMAC to IBM 
coder is used in this operation. The se
quence of start message and end message 
symbols is monitored to insure that all 
messages are punched in their entirety. 
In addition, input information is checked 
for parity prior to translation. 

Mechanical Design 

Fig. 2 shows the card handling mecha
nism. Construction features were in
corporated to facilitate operation and 
servlcmg. As shown in Fig. 2, the top 
rollers, punch mechanism, and magnetic 
structure can be raised for easy access. 
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Rapid replacement of machine parts is 
realized via unitized construction. The 
punch and solenoid assembly can be 
removed from the frame of the card 
mechanism as a unit. A spare punch or 
solenoid assembly can be quickly installed 
and the unit replaced with only minor 
field adjustments. The punches and 
associated holding magnets were de
signed to give maximum life while oper
ating at 150 cards per minute. 

To begin operation, blank cards are 
placed into the input hopper where they 
are held above the continuously recipro
cating picker knife by solenoid operated 
plungers. When the solenoid is energized, 
the plungers are retracted, lowering the 
cards onto the picker knife and permitting 
them to be fed, nines edge first, into the 
mechanism. 

The cards are moved intermittently, 
one row at a time, and are momentarily 
stopped while each row is punched. The 
intermittent drive action, which ap
proaches a sinusoidal form during the 
card advance cycle to minimize impact. 

Fig. 3 illustrates the knee-action punch 
mechanism. With no current applied to 
the solenoid, shown to the right of the 
knee-action mechanism, the solid line 
drawings show the action resulting when 
the continuously driven eccentric, shown 
at the top of the figure, operates in syn
chronism with the card advance mecha
nism. No punching occurs with the 
solenoid de-energized, but at the start 
·of each punch cycle, shown on the left side 
of the drawing, the solenoid armature is 
returned to the solenoid proper. 
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Fig. 3. Knee-action punch mechanism 

When the eccentric is at the "top" 
position, the solenoid, if energized, is 
required to move no mechanical mass, but 
simply to prevent the knee from bending. 
This requires relatively little force. A 
dotted representation of the mechanism 
on the down cycle with the solenoid 
energized for punching is shown on the 
right side of the figure. 

Two advantages of this mechanical 
design are noteworthy. The solenoids, 
which actuate punching, are required to 
merely hold the linkage during its 
punching stroke. Thus, the actuation 
time of the punch is limited only by the 
energizing time of the solenoid coil. 
Secondly, the manner in which the inter
mittent drive is obtained permits smooth 
card acceleration. 
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Fig. 4. Transcribing Card Punch in simplified 
form 

Transistorized Circuits 

The basic circuit chosen to meet the 
logic requirements of the BIZMAC 
Transcribing Card Punch is shown in 
simplified form in Fig. 4. It is known as 
a two-input resistor gate. This element 
provides not only the gating function, but 
signal amplification and standardization 
as well, all with one transistor. The 
circuit has proved a very powerful logical 
element since any number of stages may 
be directly cascaded to synthesize any 
logical array. The logic designer is no 
longer concerned with the problem of 
inserting signal re-standardizing and 
amplifying elements such as pulse ampli
fiers. Indeed, few pulses are required in 
machines using these d-c circuits. The 
avoidance of pulses is in itself a sub
stantial step forward for the logic de
signer. More improtantly perhaps, the 
maintenance man in the field may now 
employ rather simple d-c testing tech
niques. Both the logic designer and 
maintenance man find their work simpli
fied since they must learn only one simple, 
though very flexible, logic element. Due 
to this new simplicity, errors in logic 
design have been sharply reduced. 

Referring to Fig. 4 then, observe that 
if either input is lowered to ground 
potential, current will flow through the 
base of the transistor, turning it on and 
raising the ouptut to plus 6 volts. Hence, 
for negative going signals, assumed to be 
standard information signals, the element 
acts like an OR gate followed by an 
inverter. Fig. 4 shows this logical repre
sentation of the element. If only one 
input is used, then element functions as 
a simple power amplifier-inverter. 

SET 
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11," 

"rI' 

-b---~O 

= ~ t-t 
CA) 

/~ 
(8) 

-'~"-

o .1 .2 .3 .4.5.6 
TIME IN,u SECONDS 

Fig. 5. Basic elements connected to produce 
a flip-flop 

Notice that when, and only when, both 
inputs are at plus 6 volts, the output will 
be at ground. Thus, another logical 
representation may be used, the AND 

function. Since this requires positive 
signals and the normal signals are nega
tive, we indicate this by showing logical 
inverters at the input of the AND gate to 
denote that NOT signals are required. 
In this operation, the element may also 
be looked upon as a double inhibit gate. 

The capacitors shown across the input 
resistors of the circuit of Fig. 4 are used 
to speed up circuit operation. Their 
primary purpose is to quickly rid the 
transistor of the stored charge which 
accumulates in the base region when the 
transistor is "bottomed." 

Typical signal delays of 0.2 micro
second per stage are obtained when 
elements are connected in series. The 
output resistor of each element can ab
sorb ] 0 milliamps from the stages it 
drives, and 1.6 millamps are required by 
each gate input. Hence, up to six gate 

INPUT 
o---j 1--L--I+-~--1 

1000 

STANDARD ONE- SHOT DELAY 

Fig. 6. Standard one-shot delay 
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inputs may be driven from each element. 
The 18,000-ohm resistor is used to supply 
leakage currents when the transistor is 
OFF. 

The RCA Transistorized Transcribing 
Card Punch uses this element, packaged 
four per plug-in, for all except specialized 
logic functions like shift registers. 

It is necessary to provide for the flip
flop or storage function and Fig. 5 shows 
how two basic elements may be connected 
to produce a flip-flop. Typical unloaded 
wave forms are also shown. Such a flip
flop may be set and reset at a I-megacycle 
rate, although such speeds are seldom 
required by input or output devices. 

It is important that time delay or pulse 
forming circuits be available to the logic 
designer. An accurate time delay or 
pulse forming one-shot multivibrator is 
easily built using transistors. The one-

ALL TRANSISTORS 
RCA 2NI09 

Fig. 7. Relay and solenoid 
driver 

shot chosen as the "standard" transistor 
delay element is shown simplified in Fig. 
6. This circuit is designed so that large 
changes in supply voltages or transistor 
parameters do not appreciably affect the 
output pulse width. 

The Transcribing Card Punch requires 
storage for the data to be punched and 
also for the data read from the checking 
station. Shift registers are applicable 
since in the former case serial to parallel 
conversion is required and in the latter 
case, parallel to serial conversion. Mag
netic elements were considered, but a 
transistor shift register was finally chosen 
since it is more easily understood by 
maintenance personnel, costs being ap
proximately equal. 

Transistors have proved capable of 
handling much of the medium power 
applications in digital computer work. 

Over 5 watts at a 20 per cent duty cycle 
(400 milliamps at 14 volts) are delivered 
from the circuit shown in Fig. 7. This 
circuit is used to drive punch solenoids 
and relays. Three circuits are packaged 
per plug-in. A flip-flop is included as 
part of the package to provide for bit 
storage, and to serve as a power preampli
fier for the two output 2NI09 transistors 
in the circuit. 

In summary then, the choice of the 
resistor gate greatly simplified the circuit 
design problems. Here, with only one 
circuit, can be had the OR gate, AND gate, 
NOT gate, inverter, power amplifier, and 
flip-flop. The transistor has not only 
reduced equipment size and power re
quirements, but has simplified design 
problems as well. 

Conclusion 

By means of the transistor plug-in 
elements an~ card punching mechanism 
described in this paper, material advan
tages are immediately obtained. Circuit 
simplicity is enhanced and the training of 
competent service personnel is shortened. 
Equipment size is reduced as are power 
and air conditioning requirements. 
Higher speed punching has been made 
feasible, and maintenance and replace
ment of parts is simplified. 

Furthermore, life test results and re
ports on reliability of equipment in the 
field indicate a transistor circuit failure 
rate of less than 0.1 per cent per thousand 
hours. 

---------------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------

Discussion 
C. Kagan (Western Electric Company) : 
Reference has been made to application of 
this unit with BIZMAC Systems. Is RCA 
prepared to produce data-processing equip
ment such as this and BIZMAC or is this 
merely an exposition of RCA developmental 
work? 

Mr. Propster: As far as is known, RCA 
intends to stay in the computer business. 

A. Krell (Remington Rand Univac): Please 
describe in more detail the temporary 
storage. 

Mr. Propster: The temporary storage 
consists of, in effect, three storage sections. 
The sections are switched cyclically, in 
order to allow three cards to be in process 
at anyone time. 

M. J. DiCarlo-Cottone (Bell Telephone 
Laboratories): If I understood correctly, 

a duplicate plugboard is used for checking. 
Why is not echo pulse' circuitry utilized? 

Mr. Propster: When you try to punch a 
card, it is all very well to energize the punch, 
but for one reason or another, it may, for 
example, stick and not punch, or, even 
though punched, the hole may not be 
readable. It was felt that it would be 
better to check that the card is readable, 
rather than that the punch was energized 
or that the punch had moved. By the 
way, there is not a duplicate plugboard; 
there is one plugboard with duplicate 
wiring on that plugboard. 

C. K. Vanderhoof (Prudential Insurance 
Company): What check is made that the 
data has been accurately transcribed from 
tape to card? 

Mr. Propster: There is a parity check on 
the data coming from tape, so that loss of a 
single bit in any character will turn up as an 
error. 
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B. Jenkins (Comp'uting Devices of Canada): 
What is the indication if the card has been 
punched incorrectly? 

Mr. Propster: The card with the error is 
rejected, together with the cards that have 
already been fed and are in the mechanism, 
so that we get 3 or 4 cards in a reject pocket 
and the machine stops. Appropriate indi
cations are made of the kind of error that 
stopped the machilJ.e. 

Mr. Lippel (IBM): What is your procedure 
for error correction? 

Mr. Propster: Let us suppose first that it 
is a transient error of one sort or another. 
There is a button to be pushed which backs 
up the magnetic tape the appropriate num
ber of messages, the machine then restarts 
and a second attempt is made to go through 
without error. However, if it is a machine 
failure and not a transient error, it will be 
necessary for corrective maintenance of the 
machine. 
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Apparatus For Magnetic Storage on 

Three-Inch Wide Tapes 

R. B. LAWRANCE R. E. WILKINS R. A. PENDLETON 

IN DESCRIBING the tape transport of 
the DATAmatic 1000, it is perhaps 

well to begin by reviewing the influential 
system features and their resulting re
quirements in the following sections: 

Information Rate 

The central processor communicates 
with the magnetic file units through the 
input and output buffers at the steady 
average rate of a quarter of a million bits 
per second. With any presently prac
ticable tape speed and recording density, 
this requires a tape width greater than the 
conventional half inch or so. DATA
matic-lOOO tape has a nominal width of 3 
inches (actually 3.056), carries 31 chan
nels of information and 5 channels of pre
written magnetic block marks, is trans~ 
ported in either direction at a speed of 
100 inches per second, and utilizes bit 
densities per channel of 320 and 160 bits 
per inch. 

Organization of Words and Channels 

As mentioned earlier by J. E. Smithl 
48 information bits and 4 checking bits 
are grouped together in each word. In 
writing or reading, all the bits of a word 
are fed sequentially to a single channel so 
that characters and words are organized 
completely longitudinally rather than 
across the tape. In recording, a timing 
relationship does exist between bits being 
written in the various information chan
nels, but this is only incidental and a mat
ter of convenience; in playback there 
need be no interchannel timing relation
ship at all. Transfer of information from 
a tape into the input buffer or output con
verter is asynchronous. There is no syn
chronous channel and no requirement for 
simultaneous sensing of bits in the infor
mation channels. The major potential 
source of trouble from skew is thus elimi
nated. 

Organization of Words Into Blocks 

The locations on tape into which in
formation is written are pre-established 
and marked by magnetic block marks, 
which are placed on the tape before it is 

magnetically inspected and put in service; 
these block marks are never altered there
after. As shown in Figs. 1 and 2, informa
tion space and stop-start space are alter
nated in an interlaced pattern with an 
over-all length of 1.23 inches. The tape, 
approximately 2,600 feet long, contains 
50,000 blocks, of which 25,000 belong to 
the so called "first half," normally 
scanned in the physical forward direction, 
and 25,000 to the "second half," normally 
scanned in the physical reverse direction. 
On scanning the first half, the interlaced 
second-half information space serves for 
stop-start space (somewhat over 0.6 
inch) and similarly, for scanning the 
second-half information space, the first
half information space is available for 
stopping and starting. Apart from the 
improved efficiency of tape utilization, 
this has the considerable advantage that 
no separate rewind operation is required. 

Reading and Writing 

The same magnetic head assembly is 
used for writing and reading. Because of 
the pre-established information spaces 
and block mark pattern, and because of 
the nature of the recording system, it is 
possible to alter information, when re
quired, simply by writing new informa
tion over the old, in as few or as many 
channels as desired. It is thus required 
of the tape mechanism that at the time of 
rerecording, the relationship of head and 
tape must be closely controlled both 
laterally and longitudinally to be essen
tially the same as when the original record
ing was made. Since it is a feature of the 
DATAmatic-lOOO system that tapes re
corded on any individual tape drive may 
be played back or rerecorded on any other 
tape drive, the channel locations on the 
magnetic heads and the tracking of the 
tape must be held to within a very few 
thousands of an inch. 

Ability to Scan Information 
In Either Direction 

In the DATAmatic 1000, recording of 
information is alway~ done with the tape 
moving in the logic~l forward direction, 
physical forward for~rst half blocks and 

physical reverse for second half blocks. 
Playback however, can be done in either 
direction. The tape mechanism is thus 
required to scan information in either 
direction under a variety of continuous. 
motion and stop-start-reversal conditions~ 
hence the stopping, acceleration to 
nominal speed, accuracy of nominal speed, 
and tracking all must satisfy certain 
rather stringent conditions. 

In addition to the system requirements 
outlined briefly in the foregoing, various. 
other requirements must be met by the 
tape mechanism. Of prime importance is 
the requirement that no normal operation: 
or conceivable malfunction of the tape 
mechanism shall result in deterioration or 
destruction of the tape or its information 
content. 

MIDDLE 
OF TAPE 

Fig. 1. Alternating first-half and second-half 
information spaces on D-1000 magnetic tape 

The tape employed has a special con
struction shown in Fig. 3. The magnetic 
head does not come in contact with the 
magnetic recording oxide but is separated 
from it by a 0.5-mil layer of Mylar. In 
manufacturing, the oxide layer, \Yhose 
thickness is also 0.5 mil, is deposited on 
this Mylar overlayer so that the oxide 
surface nearest the head gap has the 
smoothness characteristic of the :Mylar 
sheet rather than the less perfect surface 
characteristics of the air -dried mixture of 
oxide and binder. A laminating adhesive 
whose thickness is approximately 1/4 mil 
is then used to attach the composite oxide 
and Mylar sheet to a base of 2.0-mil 
Mylar. The result is a tape which pro
duces much less wear on the magnetic 
head than do direct contact tapes; 
furthermore, the information-carrying 
oxide is protected from abrasion, scratch-

R. B. LAWRANCE, R. E. WILKINS, and R. A. 
PENDLETON are with the DATAmatic Corporation, 
Newton Highlands, Mass. 
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MOTION OF TAPE: Fig. 2 (left). 
Organization of 
information 
spaces and 
block mark 

channels 

RECORDING 
SIDE 
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'INFORMATION SPACE SERVES FOR STOP-START SPACE. 
ON SCANNING SECOND HALF, ViCE VERSA. 

Fig. 3 (right). 
Enlarged section 
D-1000 magnetic 

tape 

ing, flaking, embedment of dust, mois
ture, and other forms of deterioration. 

Fig. 4 shows two magnetic head as
semblies, one of which is shown un
mounted and the other mounted in its 
cylindrical cartridge. The heads are of 
staggered gap construction and have the 
following significant dimensions and 
specifications: 

Number of channels: 36 
Offset of alternate channels (stagger): 

0.20 inch on centers 
Gap width: 1 mil (.001 inch) 
Gap shim: 1 mil beryllium copper 
Channel width: 60 mils 
Gap height: 20 mils 
Spacing of channels on centers: 82 mils 
Tolerance on channel locations: ± 1,5 mils 
Radius of curvature of head and cartridge: 

2 inches 
Magnetic material: 3 mil mu-metallamina

tions 
Number of turns: 100 
Voltage output on normal playback; 10 

millivolts peak-to-peak 

Tape Transport Mechanism 

The appearance of information re
corded on tape is shown in Fig. 5. For 
clarity, only the locations of information 
pertaining to first-half record spaces are 
shown; those pertaining to second-half 
information would be interlaced in ac
cordance with Fig. 2. The alternating 
pattern due to the staggered gap construc
tion is evident from Fig. 5, although for 
simplicity it was not shown in Figs. 1 and 
2. In the enlarged portion of the figure is 
shown the appearance of a portion of a 
typical word as it would be made visible 
by magnetic development with colloidal 
Fe304. The vertical lines correspond to 
pole concentrations, alternately north and 
south, produced by _ reversal of the head 
current. It will be noticed that the spac
ings of pole concentrations have two 
characteristic values, approximately 3.0 
and 6.0 mils (30 and 60 J,Lsec) as written 
on tape. A 30 J,Lsec interval between 

head current reversals represents a zero 
bit and a 60 J,Lsec interval represents a 
one bit. It is possible with a little prac
tice to read visually the bits of a word 
when the magnetic image is carefully de
veloped and viewed under a medium 
power microscope. 

The attainment of the high bit densi
ties quoted above, with the relatively wide 
head gap and the unusually large 0.5-mil 
separation between the pole face and the 
magnetic oxide, is due to the characteris
tics of the recording and playback system, 
which represents a radical departure from 
present practice. Space does not permit 
further description of these features in 
the present paper. 

As indicated in the opening section of 
this paper a considerable part of the flexi
bility of the DATAmatic-lOOO system 
results from the use of unnumbered but 
accurately located information spaces 
-specified by the permanently placed mag
netic block marks. The action of the tape 
handling equipment in decelerating, re
versing, and accelerating tape must ac
cordingly be fast and reproducible under 
all conditions of motion. In one im-

portant mode of motion the tape moves 
continuoesly; this mode is so simple that 
it does not require further discussion. 
In stop-start motion, when the tape is in
structed to stop after scanning a block it 
must come to rest well within the allotted 
space before the next information space. 
Upon restarting in either direction it must 
reach full speed and be in steady motion 
by the time the next information space is 
entered, as indicated by sensing the be
ginning block mark. In order to fulfill 
these requirements, considerable care 
has gone into the evolution of the as
sembly shown in Fig. 6, which shows a 
closeup of the capstan, brake, head 
mounting, valve, and actuator assembly, 
with the tape draped in position. The 
contour of the tape and the relative lo
cations of the surfaces with which it 
comes in contact are shown in more detail 
in Fig. 7. 

Two continuously counter-rotating cap
stans of approximately lO-inch circum
ference are used, and these are driven at 
approximately 10 revolutions per second 
by a synchronous motor. To move the 
tape in a desired dire,ction, the slotted 

Fig. 4. Two magnetic head assemblies, right: head mounted in cylindrical cartridge; left: 
head unmounted 
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Fig. 5. Information on tape, showing channel stagger TO LOOP CHAMBERS 

surface of the appropriate capstan is 
communicated (through an internal com
mutator, a hollow shaft, and a fast-acting 
electro-pneumatic valve) to a reservoir 
containing air at reduced pressure. At
mospheric pressure then presses the tape 
into contact with a portion of the surface 
of the chosen capstan. 

For arresting the motion of the tape a 
stationary brake surface of similar slotted 

Fig. 7. Capstan, brake, and head assembly 

construction is used. The brake is lo
cated closely adjacent to tbe magnetic 
head assembly and surrounds it on botb 
sides. This has the desirable effect that 
wben tape motion is arrested by engaging 
the tape to the brake surface tbere is a 
minimum of lateral or longitudinal dis
placement relative to the head. Upon 

subsequent resumption of tape motion in 
eitber direction, the tape in contact with 
tbe head needs to make essentially no 
tracking adjustment before it is again 
running true. 

The contour of tbe brake and its loca. 
tion relative to .the magnetic head are 
such that the tape has a slight wrap 

Fig. 8. Capstan assembly, with valve and actuator assembly 
Fig. 6. Capstan assembly, showing tape in position removed. Note slotted surFaces of capstan 
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around the head, thus assuring good con
tact for reading and writing. The spacing 
between brake and head is several times 
as wide as the thickness of the tape how
ever, so that edgewise insertion of the tape 
is very easy. Edge guides mounted on 
the brake provide accurate tracking of the 
tape in the vicinity of the head. 

Adjacent to and beneath each capstan 
there is, mounted a long flat inclined plate 
which is also equipped with edge guides. 
The top end of the plate is adjacent to the 
capstan and assists in separating the tape 
from the capstan. Since the plate is 
closely adjacent to the normal path of the 
tape it serves as a dynamic stiffener and 
oscillation damper for the tape in the 
vicinity of the capstan assembly. 

Fig. 8 is a closeup view similar to Fig. 6 
but with the valve and actuator assembly 
removed, and with the tape removed from 
the capstans so as to show the slotted 
surfaces which connect internally to the 
working air passages. The entrances to 
the two capstan air passages are visible as 
1/4 inch diameter a-ring sealed apertures 
on the front of the valve mounting plate. 
A similar aperture leading to the brake is 
midway between the two capstan aper
tures. The medium size aperture exposed 
at the bottom is the line carrying com
pressed air to the valve and actuator as
sembly, and the larger hole immediately 
above is the connection to the vacuum 
reservoir. 

A closeup view of a capstan and its in
ternal commutator is shown in Fig. 9. 
The purpose of the commutator is to com
municate vacuum to only that portion of 
the capstan about which the tape is 
wrapped. The circumference of the cap
stan is accordingly divided into segments 
each of which is connected to one passage 
on the commutator, and the number of 

commutator segments connected to the 
vacuum line at anyone time varies be
tween two and three as the capstan ro
tates. 

Since a vacuum system is used for con
trolling tape motion and since com
pressed air is used in the valving arrange
ment, it is a simple matter to provide air 
lubrication for those capstan surfaces not 
in engagement with the tape. By this 
means friction, tape wear, and the genera
tion of Mylar dust are greatly reduced. 
There is still another way in which con
trolled selective injection of compressed 
air into the capstan and brake is of great 
benefit. Consider the vacuum to be ap
plied to the right-hand (clock-wise ro
tating) capstan so that the tape is moving 
to the right, in the forward direction. If 
it is now desired to stop, the vacuum is 
shifted to the brake member and discon
nected from the right-hand capstan. In 
order to disengage the tape rapidly and 
affirmatively from the capstan a short 
puff of medium pressure air is blown into 
the right-hand capstan immediately fol
lowing disconnection of the vacuum sup
ply. This puff reaches the capstan and 
disengages the tape at essentially the 
same time as the vacuum newly applied to 
the brake causes the tape to be attracted 
to the brake. Transfer of the tape from 
engagement with the moving capstan to 
engagement with the stationary brake is 
thereby quickly accomplished without 
subjecting the tape to a tug-of-war be
tween these two surfaces. Tape abrasion 
and the maximum stresses in the tape are 
accordingly greatly reduced. 

Fig. 10 shows a typical cycle of operat
ing pressures in a drive capstan and in the 
brake, as a braking operation and a sub
sequent start in the same direction are 
performed. Similar considerations apply 
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to a braking operation followed by ac
celeration in the opposite direction. 

Air/vacuum connections to the two 
capstans and the brake are controlled by 
three individual identical assemblies, each 
of which consists of two electrical actua
tors and a control valve. A schematic of 
one of these electro-pneumatic valves is 
shown in Fig. 11. Compressed air at ap
proximately 35 pounds per square inch 
(gauge) is contained in a chamber with 
two compressed air exit ports, each of 
which is normally closed by the armature 
of an electromagnet. On the control 
valve sides these two apertures are ad
jacent to the two faces of a control vane, 
which teeters about a resilent fulcrum 
which also acts as a pressure sealing 'bar
rier. On the other side of the control vane 
a large passage equipped with a seal com
municates to the vacuum reservoir, and 
another passage equipped with a seal at 
one end bypasses the sealing fulcrum 
barrier. A little consideration shows that 
two stable positions of the control vane 
are possible, with the holding force being 
supplied by the vacuum reservoir in both 
instances. Since the two positions of the 
control vane are stable, the valve is a 
mechanical non-binary flip-flop, and only 
a short puff of high-pressure air on the 
proper surface is required to effect a 
transition. These puffs of air are initiated 
by a short burst of current in the ap
propriate electromagnet, whose arma
ture uncovers the aperture and allows air 
to escape from the compressed air cham
ber and impinge on the control vane. 

Immediately after the vacuum is dis
connected from a passage by driving 
actuator A' the partially spent com
pressed air is directed into the working air 
passage and thence to the capstan (or 
brake) providing the pressure blow off 
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Fig. 11. Schematic of electro-pneumatic valve 

Fig. 12. Valve and actuator mechanism 

described above. Spent air from actuator 
B' is conserved by leading it to the reser
voir of low pressure air used for lubrica
tion; the pressure of air in this chamber is 
regulated by a feather vane which con
trols the exhaust to atmosphere. 

The principal components of the valve 
and actuator mechanism are shown in 
Fig. 12. The control vane is made of 
surface-hardened aluminum and fits into 
the cavity with a clearance of approxi
mately 2 mils. Both in the mounting of 
the control vane and in the mounting of 
the relay armatures use is made of re
silient pivots held in compression. Valve 
seats are of silicone rubber to avoid stick
ing when fast operation is required after 
a long interval of tight closure. The en
tire valve and actuator assembly can be 
removed from the capstan by unscrewing 
four easily accessible machine screws, and 
the chamber containing the actuators is 
similarly easily disassembled. Passages 

from the vacuum reservoir and the com
pressed air line are cast into the heavy 
aluminum housing, which serves both to 
contain the medium pressure compressed 
air and to shield the nearby magnetic 
heads and tape from the magnetic fields 
generated by the actuators. Since the 
actuators are driven in pairs the actuator 
connections are arranged ~o that the ex
ternal fields in the vicinity of the head 
substantially cancel each other and cause 
no difficulty. 

The power handling capacity of the ac
tuator coils in this application is greater 
than ordinary since the coils are effec
tively cooled by the flow of compressed 
air which they control. 

Fig. 13 shows a typical curve of velocity 
and distance, measured at the head, as a 
function of the time elapsed from the 
issuing of a brake command. Current 
from a low impedance hard-tube driver 
starts to flow within a few ,usecs of the 

command and builds up with a time 
constant on the order of 0.7 millisecond. 
The actuator armature starts to move, 
uncovering the compressed air exit port, 
in slightly under 0.3 millisecond and the 
control vane is flipped to its new position 
in about 1. 7 milliseconds. In rather less 
than 3 milliseconds the pressure at the 
under surface of the tape has changed 
sufficiently to start engagement (vac
uum) or disengagement (pressure puff), 
and a brief period of tape deceleration 
ensues. As seen from the curve the tape 
comes completely to rest after having 
traveled a little over 0.3 'inch from its 
location at the time the brake command 
was issued. 

A similar record of the tape acceleration 
characteristics is given in Fig. 14, which 
also particularly shows the velocity of 
the tape at the time when a beginning 
block mark is normally encountered. In 
stopping, the tape comes to rest somewhat 
beyond the center of the available stop
start space. The available distance for 
acceleration is thus less when the original 
direction of tape motion is resumed, as 
shown in this figure; approximately 0.2 
inch more is available if the tape restarts 
in the opposite direction. 

It will be noted that the implementa
tion is such that it is not necessary for a 
braking operation to be completed before 
a reverse direction or restart command 
can be accepted and acted upon. De
tailed discussion of the actuator, valve, 
and tape motion as a function of the in
terval between brake and drive com
mands is, however, beyond the scope of 
this paper. 

In preparing tape for use on DATA 
matic 1000 a complete inspection proce
dure is followed, using an equipment 
called the tape certifier, which is shown 
in Fig. 15. After laying down all of the 
block marks, including special block 
marks identifying the "end" and the 
"middle" of the tape (as indicated in 
Fig. 1) the block marks and the entire 
infonnation space are inspected for play
back adequacy and freedom from any 
imperfections which would prevent full 
and accurate recovery of recorded infor
mation. Block marks which are sub
standard or which surround information 
regions containing tape defects are mag
netically erased so that at no time does 
the DA T Amatic 1000 attempt to deposit 
information onto any tape location ex
cept those known to be fully up to stand
ard. By this means, and without requir
ing any additional equipment in magnetic 
file units or central processor, a small de
fect rate in the manufactured tape can be 
tolerated, all defects being detected and 
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completely avoided in the finished "cer
tified" tape. The inherent economies are 
obvious and important. 

Space permits only a brief description 
of the remaining features of the tape han
dling mechanism. In conventional fash
ion pneumatic loop chambers are inter
posed between the capstan assembly and 
the tape supply and takeup reels. An 
innovation is the control of the reel servo 
motors by pneumatic contactors which 
derive their motive force from the loop 
chamber suction. Not only are the com-

plications and time delays of electrical 
contactor arrangements thereby avoided, 
but because of the large viscous damping 
any contact bounce is automatically 
suppressed. In addition, fail-safe de-· 
sign guards against tape damage from 
loss of suction. 

The tape mechanism sits adjacent to a 
companion unit containing preamplifiers 
switching relays and auxiliary gear, and 
the combination of the two units is re
ferred to as a single magnetic file unit. 
All mechanisms in an installation are 

Fig. 15. Tape ce,rtifier 

supplied with high-pressure air and sub
atmospheric air from a common pump
ing and manifold system. The enclo
sures of the tape handling mechanisms 
are acoustically treated. Gasketed dou
ble doors of transparent plastic provide 
visual observation and attenuation of 
the sound fields generated by the tape 
mechanism. 
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Discussion 

W. A. Farrand (Autonetics Division of 
North American Aviation): What is the 
land area between channels? Why is 
this particular recording code used? 

Dr. Lawrance: As given in the tabulation 
the channel width is 60 mils; the center 
to center spacing of channels is 82 mils 
and the land between channels is 22 mils. 
The recording system used, is believed 

to be capable of very high fidelity in both 
the reading and the writing processes, 
because of the time modulation features of 
the system. 

H. L. Gross (National Cash Register 
Company): Can one read or write succes
sive blocks of information continuously 
without stopping and starting the tape 
after each block? 

Dr. Lawrance: Yes, in fact, successive 
blocks of information are generally written 
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or read continuously without any interrup
tion of tape motion. 

R. M. Gordon (Electrodata): May the tape 
be searched for a specific block? If the . 
answer is yes, describe briefly the search 
procedure. 

Dr. Lawrance: A channel of each block 
of information is devoted specifically to 
information that enables searching to be 
performed readily. The search procedure 
involves high-speed comparisons of the 
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identification ot key information with the 
tape in continuous motion; in fact, this 
search may proceed simultaneously on ten 
tapes with all tapes in continuous motion. 

R. A. Frontiero (International Business 
Machines Corporation): Does the DATA
matic system allow file searching and/or 
record searching within a file without read
ing all preceding files or records on the tape 
reel? If so, what method is used? 

Dr. Lawrance: Only a small fraction of 
the information in each record, namely, 
the identification key, need be read in the 
search process. All satellite information 
is passed over without reading until the 
desired record has been reached. 

N. Dean (Ramo-Woolridge): Is it possible 
to record selectively on the tape, i.e., 
write only selected blocks? Is it possible 
to read and write on the same tape on the 
same pass? 

Dr. Lawrance: Selective recording on the 
tape is possible and, in fact, desirable in 
many DATAmatic-1000 applications. Con
secutive intervals of reading and writing 
during a single pass of a given tape is defi
nitely a permitted procedure in this 
system. 

B. Scheff (Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology): Have there been any prob
lems with tape stretching? If so, how have 
they been remedied? 

Dr. Lawrance: There have been no prob
lems with tape stretching due to operation 
of the capstans, brake, or reel servos. 
Even though the accelerations produced 
by the capstan and brake are of the order 
of 250 g, the mass of tape accelerated is 
so small that we remain safely below the 
elastic limit. The reel servo control setup 
has been designed to be essentially fail-

Synch!onization of a 

J. KIELSOHN 

IN COMPUTER DESIGN the problem 
of communication between the central 

computer and the outside world is always 
present. ,This paper describes how this 
problem was solved for the Cambridge 
computer with a new type of shift register 
employing the Ferractor*, the magnetic 
core developed by Remington Rand 
Univac. The computer and the magnetic 
amplifiers which it uses were described in 
some detail in other papers. The shift 
register itself has many unique features, 
however, and the design and application 
merit a separate discussion. 

The Cambridge computer is a magnetic 
device in the sense that all of the normal 
amplifying functions are performed with 
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safE:, so that a triple failure is required 
before any danger of tape stretching is 
encountered. Furthermore, in the event 
of such a failure, a puff of compressed air 
is supplied to both capstans and to the 
brake, so that the tape is completely free 
to move through the capstan assembly. 

J. K. Lewis (Department of Defense, 
Washington, D. C.): What is the thick
ness of the mylar cover film, and the 
thickness of oxide. Is it correct to as
sume that the head is in contact with 
the mylar cover film? Who makes the 
tape? 

Dr. Lawrance: The thickness of the mylar 
overlayer is 1/2 mil, and the thickness of 
the oxide is also 1/2 mil. The laminating 
adhesive between the underside of the 
oxide and the 2-mil bottom layer of mylar 
is about 0.2 mils thick. This makes an 
overall thickness of approximately 3.2 
mils. The head is, indeed, in contact with 
the top surface of the film. The tape is 
made for us by sp'ecial arrangement with 
Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing 
Company. 

H. H. Stein (Ferranti Electric-Canada): 
Are two channels used for block marks in 
order to eliminate erroneous readout of a 
mark due to noise or other tape defect? 
Is there ever a need fqr splices and, if so, 
do tape splices produce signals in the block
mark read amplifiers, which may be read 
as marks? 

Dr. Lawrance: The double blockmark 
channels are employed in a special cross
checking function to verify the position of 
information on the tape. The need for 
splicing should be very rare, but splices 
do not induce spurious signals into the 
blockmark signals. 

M. B. Stad (Remington-Rand Corporation): 
How does this sandwich tape compare in 

Magnetic Computer 

G. SMOLIAR 

Ferractors. Germanium diodes are used 
for the logical operations of gating and 
buffing. Pulse shaping and delay are 
accomplished by the magnetic amplifiers, 
and therefore separate components are 
not needed to perform these functions. 

The synchronizer of a computer must 
act as a link in both directions between 
the essentially uniform pulses circulating 
in the computer and the input and output 
pulses occurring at random. The Cam
bridge computer, although relatively 
restricted in input-output functions, still 
has many external communication paths. 
There are data links for real-time opera
tion, an in-and-out paper-tape punch and 
reader, and a modified typewriter for 

cost to "ordinary" coated tape? Do you 
have stretch problems or edge wrinkling 
due to 3 inches width? 

Dr. Lawrance: The DATAmatic-1000 tape 
is more expensive initially than ordinary 
coated tape because of the more complex 
laminar construction. Each roll of tape 
released by DAT Amatic must satisfactorily 
pass an exacting inspection process, such 
that the tape is certified to be error-free 
in all recording areas. No, the 3 inch 
width gives us no difficulty with stretching 
or edge wrinkling. 

M. E. Montijo (Radio Corporation of 
America): Why was the electrostatic 
clutch principle in your mechanism aban
doned? 

Dr. Lawrance: At the stage progressed 
with the electrostatic clutch development, 
magnetic tape life was as yet too short 
to satisfy the performance standards of 
the DATAmatic-1000 system. 

H. E. Van Wmkle (International Business 
Machines Corporation): What type of 
reel servo is used? 

Dr. Lawrance: The type reel servos used 
are 400 watt, 2 phase servo motors with 
two different gradations of dynamic brak
ing. Sensing of the tape position is done 
by pneumatic elements which control the 
motor circuits directly. 

M. Stein (National Bureau of Standards): 
Does the tape ever move faster than 100 
inch per second during the first 8 milli
seconds or shortly after while the servos 
are settling down? 

Dr. Lawrance: Detailed evidence such as 
shown in Fig. 14 shows that over-speeding 
of the tape in the vicinity of the head is 
limited to a figure well within the capa
bilities of the read-write system. 

input and output. Consideration of the 
typewriter only, however, will involve all 
of the fundamental principles of synchro
nizer operation. 

Transfer of data from the typewriter 
is made through a shift register, rO, in 
which the ten characters of a computer 
word are assembled. The digits coming 
from the typewriter occur at random and 
in reverse order with respect to the se
quence in which they are carried in the 
computer. In other words, an operator 
types the most-significant digit first, 
while the word is carried in the computer 
with the least-significant digit first, for 
the usual reason that the result of a carry 
may be recorded after the carry. The 
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sign of a word is stored separately during 
computing, and, even though it is part of 
the word-pulse sequence within the mem
ory, it presents no special synchronizing 
problems and it will not be discussed here. 

Before discussion of the actual circuit 
of the shift register used for data transfer, 
the magnetic amplifier from which it is 
derived will be described. In the sim
plest form, this amplifier consists of two 
windings on a toroid of square hysteresis
loop magnetic material. A pulse applied 
to the input will bring the core from the 
normal state of plus Br to the opposite 
point on the hysteresis loop, minus Br; 
see Fig. 1. The core will then present a 
high impedance to a power pulse, and the 
power pulse will return the core to plus 
Br without producing appreciable output. 
If there is no input pulse, the core stays 
at plus Br for the entire input period, and 
the power pulse, encountering a low im
pedance, produces an output pulse; see 
Fig. 2. 

Since the power req uired to flip the core 
is much less than the power that can be 

ttAS 

B 

------jl--+---+---... H 

Fig. 1. Hysteresis loop 

sent through the output winding, the 
device is an amplifier, and it is easy to 
see that the core also reshapes and delays 
the pulses as in Fig. 2. This circuit, 
with only minor modifications, is the one 
that is most frequently used in the Cam
bridge computer. It complements the 
information; that is, it substitutes pulses 
for no pulses and vice versa. The circuit 
is modified to make a true amplifier by 

+3.6V 

03 

the addition of a bias winding which 
carries direct current and which is phased 
opposite to the input winding; see Fig. 
3. In the amplifier, an input pulse 
brings the core to plus B r , so that the 
power pulse finds it in the low-impedance 
state, while during the absence of an 
input pulse the bias current drives the 
core to minus B r , with the result that the 
succeeding power pulse will produce no 
output. 

Reci;culating registers may be made 
by cascading strings of these amplifiers 
and connecting the output of the string 
back to the input. However, for the 
assembly and transfer of asynchronous 
information a true shift register is pre
ferred; that is, a component which can 
hold the information in an essentially 
static form or circulate it, either at com
puter rate or at one pulse space at a time. 
The Cambridge computer shift register 
is based on the noninverting amplifier 
described above. It has two input-cir
cuit differences and one difference in 
operation timing. Fig. 4 shows the shift-
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can enter the computer in parallel through 
all of the external input terminals, or 
serially through any of the terminals with 
a series of shifts. It can be read out in 
either form as well. 

register circuitry. Note that there is an 
additional input winding for each ampli
fier, and a second core (besides the ampli
fier) with two windings for each bit of 
information. 

While the shift register operates with 
the same timing as the rest ofthe computer, 
the action is in three steps instead of the 
two steps, input and power, of the simple 
amplifiers. Information enters the shift 
register through the lower Ferracior, 
shown in Fig. 4, which is called the block
ing core. A pulse applied at the external 
input terminal makes the blocking core a 
low impedance. One half-cycle later an 
interrogating pulse in the hold winding 
tries to send current through both cores. 
If the blocking core has been brought to 
low impedance by the input, the hold 
pulse brings the amplifying or output 
core to plus B T , so that on the third half
cycle the power pulse will produce an 
output. When the shift register is used 
for static information storage, a series of 
hold pulses causes the information to cir
culate back and forth between the output 
and the blocking cores. The output of 
the upper core is connected through a 
diode to the input of the lower core; 
see Fig. 4. If no shift or hold pulses are 
applied for 1 cycle, the register is cleared, 
since the bias resets the output core and 
the negative excursion of power pulse 
2 resets the blocking core. Shifting is 
accomplished by reading into an output 
core from the preceding blocking core, 
rather than from the one shown directly 
below the output core in Fig. 4. In this 
way, a series of shift pulses will move the 
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information through the register at com
puter rate. Interconnection of shift
register stages is accomplished by joining 
the internal out to the internal in terminal 
of the stage immediately to the right. In 
these circumstances, information would 
move from left to right. Obviously, 
either direction could have been chosen, 
or, if both were needed, one more winding 
on each output core and one more diode 
at the CR13- CRI junction would suffice. 
In operation both left and right shifts 
are needed, but, since plenty of time is 
available, the left shift is accomplished 
by moving the information ten places to 
the right in the ll-bit loop. Information 

The operator register of the Cambridge 
computer, which is used for most input
output operations, consists of 4 loops of 
11 bits each, each loop containing one of 
the 4 bits of a character. All entries in 
the register are made at the most-signifi
cant digit position. Information from 
input devices is presented to the computer 
in the form of five bits (the fifth being a 
parity bit for checking purposes) and a 
sprocket. Since the sprocket appears at 
an arbitrary time and must trigger logical 
operations in the computer, it must be 
shaped to a computer-size pulse and 
properly timed. The sprocket pulse is 
shaped through a resistance-capacitance 

~ ~ ~ 10. •• .... CII:. CII:. CII:. 
! ! ! 

Fig. 6. Shift-register package 
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network so that it is longer than 3 com
puter-pulse times but shorter than 2 word 
times or 24 computer-pulse times. This 
pulse then sets flip-flop A (Fig. 5), and 
shapes the sprocket to computer-pulse 
size. To time the pulse is the function of 
flip-flop B; see Fig. 5. At the proper time 
the state of flip-flop A is sampled. The 
flip-flop may be set, partially set, or reset. 
The result of this sampling is placed in 
flip-flop B. If flip-flop A was fully set, 
flip-flop B will be fully set, but if flip-flop 
A was in the process of being set, a partial 
set will be passed to flip-flop B. (It 
is the possibility of a partial set in flip
flop A that makes flip-flop B necessary.) 
Tbe partial set is allowed to recirculate in 
flip-flop B long enough to cause the partial' 
set to either disappear or build up to full 
size. The result is then sampled and 
either a full-sized sprocket or no pulse is 
obtained. If no pulse is received, a 
second sampling of flip-flop A is made 

which will always result in a full set of 
flip-flop B, and (at the end of the waiting 
time) a full-sized sprocket. Generation of 
the sprocket clears flip-flops A and B, 
allows the four information bits of the 
input data to be placed in the most
significant position of rD, and starts rD 
shifting to the right ten places. Since 
the register is 11 digits long, the informa
tion is now in the least-significant posi
tion. This arrangement ensures that the 
computer will operate on the least-sig
nificant digit first. The computer is now 
ready to accept another input character. 

This operation can be terminated either 
by a special fill character or by a counter 
which ; keeps track of the number of 
characters in the word. Then, by means 
of a full word of shift pulses, the informa
tion, which is now in computer sequence, 
goes out of the register at computer rate, 
and the transfer operation is complete. 

Like most of tbe computer components, 

TX-o I A Transistor Computer with a 

256 by 256 Memory 

J. L. MITCHELL 

Synopsis: TX-O is a high-speed digital 
computer which was built at Lincoln 
Laboratory to demonstrate and operation
ally test 5-megapulse transistor circuitry and 
a 65,536-word magnetic-core memory. The 
word length is 19 bits; 1 bit is a parity check 
bit for memory, 16 bits are assigned to 
memory addressing, and the 2 remaining 
bits are used to select among three memory
reference instructions and one micro
programming instruction. The logic is per
formed by standardized packages using 
surface barrier transistors. Fig. 1 shows 
TX-O with the arithmetic element just 
beyond the console and the memory on the 
far left. Part I of this paper covers the 
TX -0 memory, and Part II the TX-O 
circuitry. 

Part I, The TX-O Memory 

THE TX-O MEMORY, Fig. 2, is a 
high-speed, random-access, coinci

dent-current magnetic-core unit with a 
storage capacity of 65,536 19-bit 
words. The bits in the word are read 
out in parallel, and the cycle time is 
7.0 p'sec (micros~conds). (Cycle time is 
defined as the time between successive 
read operations.) Two 256-position mag
netic-core switches are used to supply 

K. H. OLSEN 

the read and write current pulses to 
selection lines. The memory system 
contains 425 dual triodes and 625 tran
sistors. It is interesting to note that tbe 
presently available 4,000-register mag
netic-core memories use almost as many 
active elements as are used in this 65,000-
register memory. The memory was 
designed both electrically and mechan
ically so that the word length can be ex
panded to 37 bits. Two co-ordinates 
are used to select a register during the 
read operation, and three co-ordinates 
are used for writing. A 2 to 1 current 
selection ratio is used. A block dia
gram of the memory system and the 
timing diagram is shown in Fig. 3. The 
basic operation of this type of memory 
system has been adequately described in 
the literature and will not be repeated 
here. 1 

Memory Array 

The memory array contains 11/4 
million ferrite cores which were manu
factured at the Lincoln Laboratory. 
The outside diameter of the core is 

Mitchell, Olsen-TX-O, Transistor Computer 

the shift registers are made up of stand
ard printed-wiring cards, which are inter
connected by means of the backboard wir
ing of the machine. Fig. 6 shows the 
shift register on a single card which holds 
four cores and the associated circuitry; 
that is, 2 bits of shift-register storage. 

The versatility of the shift register 
makes testing of it in the computer very 
simple. In normal sequence of' testing, 
operation of the typewriter is checked out 
and then used to generate the characters 
to fill the shift register. Operation of the 
register is observed when it is holding 
information in static form and when it is 
continuously shifting. A check is made 
to see that the characters are correct and 
that they can be cleared out by dropping 
the hold and shift lines. 

Maintenance experience on these com
ponents has been very satisfactory to date. 
Another example of the excellent reliabil
ity of Ferractor magnetic-core amplifiers. 

80 mils, the inside diameter 50 mils, and 
the height 22 mils. When driven with 
an 820-milliampere current pulse, the 
cores switch in 1 p.sec and give a 
peak output' voltage of 100 millivolts. 
The cores used in this memory have a 
somewhat greater signal-to-noise ratio 
than available commercial cores. The 
cores are wired into 64 by 64 subassem
blies, each subassembly bein'g a com
plete operating memory plane with its 
own sense and digit winding. The same 
winding configurations are used in the 
64 by 64 subassemblies as were used 
in the previous memories built at the 
Lincoln' Laboratory. 2 Sixteen 64 by 64 
subassemblies are assembled in a square 
array and connected together to form 
each 256 by 256 plane. 3 The choice of 
a 64 by 64 subassembly size was a com
promise between the number of soldered 
connections in the 256 by 256 plane and 
the ease of construction and test of the 
subassemblies. 

The digit-plane winding in each 256 
by 256 plane is divided into quarters, 
each quarter being made up of the 
digit winding of four subassemblies con
nected in series as shown in Fig. 4. 
Each quarter looks like a delay line with 
a characteristic impedance of 150 ohms 

J. L. MITCHELL, author of Part I, and K. H. OLSEN, 
author of Part II, are with Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology, Lincoln Laboratory, Cambridge, 
Mass. 

The research in this paper was supported jointly by 
the Army, Navy, and Air Force under contract with 
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 
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Fig. 1. TX-O computer 

and a delay time of 0.4 p,sec. The choice 
of connecting only four subassemblies in 
series is a compromise between delay 
time and equipment. Any increase in 
digit-plane winding delay would result 
in an increased memory cycle time; 
for example, using one digit-plane wind
ing per 256 by 256 plane would add 2 
p,sec to the cycle time. 

It should be noted that during the 
operation of the memory, it is practical 
to drive only one of the digit-plane 
winding quarters in a given 256 by 256 
plane at anyone time. When a pulse 
of current is supplied to the digit-plane 
winding the resultant voltages cause 
transient currents to flow through the 

94 

FROM MEMORY 
BUFFER REGISTER 

x 

FROM MEMORY 

interwinding capacities from the digit 
winding to the X, Y, and sense windings. 
If the quarters of all the planes are 
driven at once, the currents flowing 
through the interwinding capacities are 
of sufficient magnitude to cause distor
tion of the digit-plane current pulse, and 
to create undesirable transients on the 
sense winding. When only one of the 
digit-plane winding quarters is pulsed at 
a given time, these effects are not harm
ful. 

The sense winding in a 256 by.256 plane 
is also broken up into four sections, each 
section consisting of the sense windings 
from four 64 by 64 subassemblies. The 
subassemblies on a given sense winding 

TO MEMORY 
BUFFER REGISTER 

y 

REGI STER DECODERS 

Fig. 2. TX-O memory 

are connected in such a manner that no 
two subassemblies on the same sense 
winding section are common to the same 
X or Y drive line; see Fig. 5. It should 
be noted that with this method of con
nection the voltage induced in the sense 
winding by the half -selected cores is 
equal to that induced in a 64 by 64 
memory. 4 Each sense winding is also a 
delay line. To reduce the delay and 
resultant signal distortion, the four 
subassemblies on a given sense winding 
section are connected in series parallel 
as shown in Fig. 3 rather than in series. 
Of course, this type of connection halves 
the signal amplitude seen at the output 
terminals of the sense winding section. 

Twenty 256 by 256 planes are stacked 
on 1/ 2-inch centers and the X and Y wires 
are connected in series to form the com
plete memory array; see Fig. 6. Nine
teen of the planes are used, and the 
20th plane is retained as a spare. The 
total dimensions of the memory array 
are 31 by 31 by 10 inches. The X and Y 
windings are also delay lines, with a 
characteristic impedance of 150 ohms 
and a delay of 0.15 p,sec. It is interest
ing to note that the delay time for each 

READ- WRITE 
CURRENTS 

MEMORY 
CORE OUTPUT 

STROBE PULSE II-i.JL-11-;::t=+=::I 
DIGIT PLANE CURRENTl--t---t--+--( 

SET MEMORY 
ADDRESS l....-----L.._....!...-_.l...---L_....IIL_..I...-----l 

REGISTER 0 

TIME IN MICROSECONDS 

(8) 

Fig. 3(A). Block diagram, 256 by 256 
Memory. 3(B). Memory timing chart 
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of the various types of winding in the 
memory is roughly 0.1 fJ,sec per 4,000 
cores. 

Magnetic-Core Switches , 

Each magnetic-core switch is made up 
of 256 tape-wound cores, each core con
taining 100 wraps of 4-79 Mopermalloy 
tape 1/4-mil thick and 1/4-inch wide, 
wound on a bobbin with an inside diam
eter of 1/4 inch. Four windings are 
placed on each core: two l2-turn drive 
windings, a l6-turn output winding, 
and a 2-turn bias winding. These cores 
are connected into a square array to form 
a 2-co-ordinate switch. The operation 
of the switch is shown in Fig. 7. All the 
cores in the switch are biased to point A 
with a d-c bias current. The applica
tion of either the u or v current 
pulses alone does not switch a core. The 
application of u and v together to a 
given core causes the core to switch and 
generate a 410 milliampere read current 
pulse at the secondary. When the 
u and v pulses end, the bias current 
switches the previously selected core 
hack to point A, generating the write 
pulse. The selected core is allowed to 
switch completely. The cores in the 

Fig. 5. Sense-winding connection schematic 
for one sense-winding section! 256 by 256 

memory plane 

Fig. 4 (left). Digit
plane winding con
nection schematic! 
256 by 256 memory 

plane 

Fig. 6 (right). Mem
oryarray 

switch were selected for uniformity of 
open-circuit output voltage and switch
ing time. The switch was wound as a 
current step-down device in order to 
match the characteristics of the driver 
tubes to that of the l50-ohm X and Y 
selection lines. All current outputs 
from the switch are uniform within 5%. 

Circuits 

The switch driver circuit used to drive 
one co-ordinate of a switch is shown in 
Fig. 8. A particular line in the switch is 
selected by first grounding one of the 
grid input lines and then pulsing one 
of the current regulators. For example, 
to select line 0, grid input ° is grounded 
and current regulator input ° is pulsed. 
The current regulators hold the current 

Fig. 7(A) (right). Operation of switch core. 
7(8) (below). Schematic! magnetic-core switch 

--. 
yo--------------

BIAS 

y.5--------------.. 
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constant to within 3% over the life of the 
tubes. 

The digit-plane driver circuit is shown 
in Fig. 9, and it is similar to the current 
regulator in the switch drive circuit. 
Four such circuits are associated with 
each 256 by 256 plane, one for each 
quarter of the digit winding. 

The sense amplifier circuit is shown in 
Fig. 10. The specifications on the sense 
amplifier are as follows: it must accept 

I u CURRENT 
I PULSE 
I 

D-C BIAS 
POINT 

(A) 

B+ 

v CURRENT 
PULSE 

C 

1-

B+ 
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Fig. 8. Circuit schematic, switch driver 
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bipolar input signals, it must have bal
anced input and must reject common
mode signals, it must not block when hit 
by large voltage transients, it must ac
cept a train of unipolarity signals, and 
it must have constant gain over reason
able periods of time. The circuit shown 
meets these specifications satisfactorily. 
The unwanted signal due to voltages from 
half-selected cores and zeros is sliced out 
by applying the proper bias voltage to 
the center tap of the secondary of the 
transformer. The transformer bias volt
age can be varied to give a measure of 
the signal to the noise ratio of the signal 
coming out of the sense winding. This 
is the method used to determine the 
margins of the system. The amplified 
input signals are mixed and rectified in 
the emitter-follower circuit, and then 
further amplified in the pulse-amplifier 
section to a voltage of 3 volts if a one 
was read out and to zero volts if a zero 
was read out of the memory plane. The 
signal is transmitted to the memory 
buffer register where it is sampled with 
a O.I-j.Lsec strobe pUlse. One 4-input 
sense amplifier is associated with each 
256 by 256 plane. 

Results 

months with very satisfactory results. 
A number of the parameters of the sys
tem have been plotted versus the sense
amplifier transformer bias voltage. One 
of the most important plots is shown in 
Fig. 11. In this test the current in one 
switch-driver current regulator was 
varied, and the sense amplifier trans
former bias voltage to all 19 sense am
plifiers was varied until an incorrect read-
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r----- -------------l 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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I 
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I 
I 

CIRCUIT ON LEFT 

L __________________ ~ 

out occurred. The test program used 
shifts itself through all memory ad
dresses. It is as "tough" on the memory 
margins as an average program. When 
the switch drive current is varied, the 
amplitUde of the read current pulse and 
the amplitUde and shape of the write 
current pulse are changed; the switch 
drive current is therefore one of the most 

(Continued on p. 98) 
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The memory system has been under 
test in the TX-O computer for several Fig. 9. Circuit schematic, digit plane driver 
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critical in the system. The upper curve 
in Fig. 9 corresponds to failure to read 
out a one and the lower curve represents 
failure to read out a zero correctly. The 
margins shown are comparable to those 
obtained on the 4,096-word MTC mem
ory at the Lincoln Laboratory. 

During the coming months the word 
length of the memory will be increased 
to 37 -bits to bring the total storage 
capacity to 2.5 million bits, and the 
memory cycle time will be reduced to 
6 fJ.sec. 

Part II, TX:O Circuitry 

Reliability has been one of the prom
ised advantages of transistors in computer 

0It£ OUT 

circuits, and indeed it has proved to be 
so. Reliability has come largely from the 
gross reduction in the number of parts, 
and from the expected long life of the 
transistors. But, in addition to relia
bility, it is found that transistors also 
can give improvements in speed and tol
erance to parameter variations, and that 
they lend themselves to standardized 
building blocks. 

Faster circuit speed is not a result of 
the fact that transistors are faster than 
vacuum tubes, for as yet they are not, 
but because they operate at much lower 
voltage levels. A vacuum ~ube takes a 
signal of several volts to turn it from 
fully ON to fully OFF but a transistor 
takes less than one volt to do this. 

Tolerance to parameter variations 

Fig. 17. TX-O flip-flop 

o 
ml'SEC 

OUTPUT 
(UNLOADED) 

OUTPUT 
LOADED WITH 

(100 MMFD, 100011.) 

TRIGGER 
PULSES 

(10 MCS) 

Fig. 16 (left). Turn-off time 

Fig. 18 (above). TX-O flip-flop 

is the result of being able to saturate the 
transistor. Unlike vacuum tubes, which 
always need an appreciable voltage 
across them for operation, an ON tran
sistor can have almost no voltage across 
it. In fact, it can be usually considered 
as a switch that is either open or closed. 
This feature of the transistor makes 
possible very simple and very stable 
circuits. 

Standardized building blocks are prac
tical because of the small number of 
types of circuits required in a system, and 
because of the large driving capabilities 
of the saturated transistor. Even though 
the rated power dissipation of the tran
sistor may be low, it can drive a large 
load because there is so little ~oltage 
across a saturated transistor. 

Me • (+lOvl 

Me A (+tOY) 

GROUND 

ZERO OUT 

-lOY 

-3Y 
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Circuit Types 

There are two general circuit config
urations in TX-O: the saturated in
verter, and the saturated emitter follower. 
When a transistor in these circuits is sat
urated or ON there is only about 0.1 
volt across it, so that an ON inverter 
clamps its output to ground and an ON 

emitter follower clamps its output to the 
supply voltage. 

The saturated emitter follower is, in 
general, driven by an inverter as shown 
in Fig. 12. The output voltage as a 
function of load current is plotted first 
with R returned to the -3 supply to show 

8 10 

Fig. 19 (left). 
Trigger sensitiv

ity 

Fig. 22 (right). 
TX-O mounting 

panels 

Fig. 20 (leFt). 20 .-----------r_--------~r_--------~ 

TX-O flip-flop o o 00 

Me 
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Fig. 23 (right). 
Beta margins 
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Fig. 21 (right). 
TX-O logic units 
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Fig. 24 (right). 
Tau margins 

"I" SIDE T = 70 

-20~----~----L---~ ____ ~ ____ ~ ____ ~ 

20 

the characteristic of an unsaturated 
emitter follower, and then with R re
turned to -10 to show that the output 
voltage remains almost constant with 
load variations for a saturated emitter 
follower. R was changed to keep the 
inverter current the same in both cases. 

Transistor networks are used to per
form logical operations. Emitter follow
ers are combined in parallel to form non
inverting AND circuits for positive sig
nals and OR circuits for negative signals, 
as in Fig. 13. Inverters are combined 

40 60 80 

"0" SIDE T 

in parallel and in series, as in Figs. 14 
and 15, and series-parallel combinations 
for other operations. The output of a 
logical network is combined with a 
sensing pulse to set a flip-flop. 

In the schematic of the saturated in
verter shown in Fig. 16 the input resistor 
is selected so that in the ON condition, 
enough current, plus a safety factor, 
flows from the base to keep the transistor 
saturated with less than 100 millivolts, 
collector to emitter. The resistor to the 
+ 10 supply voltage is chosen so that 
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when the input is close to ground and the 
transistor is cut off, the base is biased 
positive to give tolerance to noise and 
spurious signals. The by-pass capacitor 
C is made large enough to take all the 
holes out of the base during the turn off 
transient. Fig. 16 shows the effect of 
this capacitor on the turn-off time. 
With surface barrier transistors, the 
holes are removed so fast that the turn
off delay is difficult to measure. 

The input impedance of the saturated 
inverter is roughly equal to the parallel 
RC in the base, so for driving economy 
R is made only small enough to saturate 
safely the transistor with the lowest ex
pected current gain, and C is made only 
large enough to turn off safely the tran
sistor with the largest specified amount of 
hole storage. Minimum current gain 
and maximum hole storage were specified 
to give reasonably large yields from tran
sistor production. 

Flip-Flop 

In designing TX-O it was decided that 
the advantages of having one standard 
flip-flop would be worth the cost of some 
complication in the circuitry. The 
circuit diagram of the flip-flop package 
in Fig. 17 shows an Eccles-Jordan flip
flop followed by a 3-transistor amplifier 
on each side. The output amplifiers 
give excellent rise time. Input ampli
fiers isolate the pulse input circuits and 
raise the input impedance. Also these 

100 

--0--

13 15 

Fig. 26 (left). 20 
-10-volt supply 

margins 

Fig. 28 (right). 
Pulse margins 

Me 
VOLTS 

o 

-20 

amplifiers act as a delay line which 
allows the flip-flop to be set at the same 
time that it is being sampled. Fig. 18 
shows the wave forms of this flip-flop 
package. The rise and fall times, about 
25 m,usec, are faster than one normally 
sees in an inverter or emitter follower be
cause on each output there is an in
verter that pulls to ground and an 
emitter follower that pulls to -3 volts. 
Fig. 19 shows the pulse amplitude neces
sary to complement the flip-flop at 
various frequencies. Although this cir
cuit will operate at a lO-megapulse rate, it 
is normally run at a maximum of 5 mega
pulses per second. 

Circuits which are repeated often were 
designed with as few components as pos
sible. In the case of less frequently 
used circuits, added components and 
even redundancy were incorporated when 
they could simplify the system. For 
example, the number of flip-flops in a 
system like TX-O is quite small com
pared to the gates which transfer infor
mation from one group of flip-flops to 
another. So the TX-O transfer gates 
were made very simple. A transfer 
gate is in fact only a single inverter; 
the emitter is connected to the output of 
the flip-flop being read, and the collector 
is connected to the input of the flip-flop 
being set. The output impedance of the 
flip-flop is so low that when the output is 
at the ground level, a pulse on the base 
of the transfer gate sets the other flip
flop. 

I OPERATING 
POINT 

-. 

\ 
-

2 4 6 

PULSE AMPLITUDE (vol~s) 

Packaging 

Simple construction and maintenance 
of TX-O was accomplished by using large 
numbers of a few types of plug-in units. 
For example, one package, Fig. 20, con
tained only a standard flip-flop. Even 
smaller packages, Fig. 21, contained only 
one to three inverters or emitter follow
ers. These then were plugged into 
panels like the one in Fig. 22, and in turn 
were interconnected with solderless con
nectors. 

Marginal Checking 

Marginal checking was incorporated 
in these circuits to locate deteriorating 
components before they failed. It was 
also useful for locating the design center 
of the various parameters, and for indi
cating the tolerance of circuits to these 
parameters. In addition, marginal check
ing was used after the TX -0 system was 
operating to find noise and other system 
faults which were not serious enough to 
cause failure, but which would have de
creased the reliability. 

Operating conditions of the circuits 
can be indicated by varying the inverter 
bias. In the flip-flop schematic in Fig. 
17, the inverters were divided into two 
groups for marginal checking, and the 
two leads labeled M CA and M CB an' 
varied one at a time for most critical 
checking of the circuit. 

Sample plots of margins as a function 
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of various parameters are shown in the 
figures. Fig. 23 shows the tolerance to 
the transistor current gain, and how 
marginal checking will indicate its de
teriora tion. 

Fig. 24 shows the tolerance to T, a 
measure of hole storage. Margins to 
supply voltages, temperature, and pulse 
amplitude are shown in Figs. 25 through 
28. 
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Discussion 
1. D. Nehama (Bell Telephone Labora
tories) : How do large core memories like 
your 256 by 256 compare with drum memory 
on cost per bit? 

Mr. Mitchell: I am not familiar with the 
current cost per bit of drum memories, but 
I can give you some idea of the reproduction 

Recent Developments in Very-High

Speed Magnetic Storage Techniques 

W. W. LAWRENCE, JR. 

Synopsis: Developments of new magnetic 
elements have shown that rapid-access 
memory systems with complete operating 
cycles of a fraction of a microsecond are 
feasible. This paper describes the theory of 
operation of some of these elements and 
presents experimental data on the perform
:tnce of samples. 

THIS PAPER will discuss an approach 
to the problem of achieving a very

high-speed memory for the IBM (Inter
national Business Machines Corporation) 
Stretch Computer described by S. W. 
Dunwell. 1 The speed limitations of 
present day coincident-current core mem
ories will first be outlined, followed by a 
description of a 4-legged magnetic core 
structure. Lastly, experimental data on 
the performance of samples of these 
structures will be presented and the 
over-all memory problem will be sum
marized. 

The high-speed, random-access mag
netic-core memories used in today's 
large computers and data processing 
machines have received very favorable 
acceptance as reliable and durable mem
ory systems. Once selected and wound 
into the array, the small toroidal cores 
become a permanent part of the ma
chine's hardware requiring no mainte
nance or replacement. 

The switching speed of magnetic cores 

operated in the conventional coincident
current memory system is about 1.0 to 
1.5 f.J.sec (microseconds). A rather 
simple means of selecting one core out of 
a large array is possible, due to the 
square B-H loop characteristic of these 
magnetic materials. I t is possible to 
select a value of current insufficient to 
switch a core, but one such that twice' 
this magnitude will switch the core. 
(This technique is a familiar one that is 
widely used.) Since the switching speed 
of a core is proportional to the magni
tude of the magnetomotive force ap
plied, a core thus selected will only 
switch as fast as the material's charac
teristic allows. More specifically, a given 
magnetic core has a definite switching 
constant defined as the product of ex
cess magnetomotive force and switching 
time. In Fig. 1 a plot of the reciprocal 
of switching time versus the magnetomo
tive applied (H) is a straight line that 
intersects the H-axis at the coercive 
force He. Using a 2 to 1 current selection 
system the switching time would be 
1.0 f.J.sec. This is the shortest switching 
time possible since the half-select current 
equals the coercive force. By changing 
the core material and processing to ob
tain the dotted line characteristic shown 
to the right, it appears possible from 
early experimental data to increase the 
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cost of this memory, in calculating which, 
it is assumed that all drawings are available 
and no additional engineering is necessary. 
The current price for tested memory cores 
in large quantities is approximately 6 cents 
a core; the cost of stringing the memory 
planes and assembling the planes to form 
the memory array is about 4 cents a core. 
Thus, the cost of the memory array is about 
10 cents a core. The estimate of the cost of 
the electronics for a memory of this size is 
10 cents a bit. Therefore the reproduction 
cost would be about 20 cents a bit. A re
search laboratory for various reasons is not 
in a good position to give estimates on the 
sales cost. 

D. E. Cowgill CArma Corporation): What 
is the operating temperature range of this 
storage system? 

Mr. Mitchell: Approximately 72±7 de
grees Fahrenheit. 

switching speed by a factor of five. 
However, carrying these changes to the 
limit causes a deterioration in the square
ness of the B-H loop, which results in 
poorer operation. Thus, in a straight
forward coincident-current system, the 
switching speed is limited by the core 
material. 

This limitation can be overcome by the 
use of a core structure, and a method of 
operation in which the speed is not 
limited by the material. An arbitrarily 
fast selection system can be obtained 
with present-day materials by using a 
biasing method that is similar to core
matrix switch operations. Fig. 2 shows 
a square-shaped core with a d-c bias 
winding that magnetizes the material 
into saturation at the left of the cf>-I 

loop drawing, marked X. Each drive 
winding X and Y carries a current equal, 
but opposite in direction, to the bias 
current. Thus, one unit of current 
(Ib) cancels the bias, but two units of 
current switch the core to the opposite 
magnetic state. Note in this method 
that the magnitUde of the currents need 
have no upper limit. The only require
ment is that the half-select current equal 
the bias magnitude. Thus we have a 
2 to 1 selection system plus the ability 
to drive very hard to get fast switching 
speeds even with present-day materials. 
A very important driving property is 

W. W. LAWRENCE, JR. is with the International 
Business Machines Corporation, Poughkeepsie, 
New York. 
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Fig. 1 (left). Inverse switching 
time versus applied magneto

motive force 
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that half-select currents drive the core 
material only along a low permeability 
path that is reversible. For the reader 
familiar with the so-called coincident-flux 
type of operation as described by Bauer, 
and Hunter, 2 this biasing technique 
eliminates the problem of driving back
voltages which are caused by switching 
of flux around the drive hold in half
selected cores. 

It must be noted that this simple core 
structure has no memory when used as 
shown in Fig. 2. As soon as the driving 
currents are turned off, the bias switches 
the core back to its original saturation 
state. Thus we are two-thirds of the 
way to our goal of achieving selection, 
speed, and memory all in the same 
element. 

The multi-path core shown in Fig. 3 
will illustrate one method of obtaining 
all three functions in one element. The 
core has four vertical legs with cross 
connecting material. The X and Y 
drive lines can go through the center hole, 
a sense winding around the last leg D, 
and a bias or Z winding on legs A and B. 
The top drawing shows the operation of 
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writing a 'one' with both drive wind
ings X and Yactive. The b'as is can
celled and all 4 legs are magnetized to 
give an over-all counter-clockwise di
rection to the flux. Note that the last 
leg D under the sense winding is mag
netized in the up direction. The lower 
drawing shows the state of the core when 
the above writing currents have been 
removed and the bias winding switches 
leg B back to the opposite saturation 
state. Since flux lines are continuous 
and the reluctance of path D is greater 
than C, an equal change takes place in 
leg C. Thus the last leg D under the 
sense winding is still in the up direction, 
storing a one. 

The upper drawing in Fig. 4 shows the 
operation of reading, which is just the 
opposite of writing. The X and Y 
drive currents are applied in the other 
polarity, switching the core to an over-all 
clockwise flux pattern. In the reading 
operation, legs A and D are reversed. 

, Since the flux in leg D is changed, a signal 
is generated on the sense winding in
dicating a stored one condition. When 
the read currents are removed, the bias 
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switches leg A back to its normal sat
uration condition. Leg C will also switch 
to the opposite direction for the same 
reasons as discussed for writing a one. 
The core's flux condition now stands for 
the storage of a zero. It is evident that 
this multi-path core structure can have 
two distinctly different flux patterns 
for storage, even with a biased saturated 
condition on the left side. Legs A and 
B always return to the same direction of 
flux regardless of the stored information. 
This also implies that the current drivers 
connected to the array have the same 
load whether ones or zeros are stored, 
and they need not regulate current 
under changing load conditions. 

The bias winding shown can serve 
another function in the selection scheme. 
By pulsing the bias winding with an 
added current during write time, we 
achieve the function of a Z or inhibit 
line and can thus obtain a three dimen
sional array with its inherent savings in 
the number of driving devices. The 
added current magnitude on the bias 
winding does not affect unselected cores 
because the magnetic material is simply 
driven further into saturation along a 
reversible magnetic path. The bias cur-

D 

D 

READING 
A ONE 

GfNSE 
STORING 
A ZERO 

Fig. 2 (left). Comparison of selection methods 

Fig. 4 (above). High-speed multi-path core 
operation: reading a One, storing a Zero 
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Fig. 5. Ferrite core sample 

rent can be direct-current, or pulsed and 
timed with the read and write operations. 

This operation of a multi-path core 
structure achieves selection and memory 
properties in the same element. Fur
thermore, this element can be driven at 
arbitrarily high speeds which are not 
restricted by the core material. The 
memory system can be built without 
changing the number of wires in the array 
or the general aspects of the driving, 
selecting, and sensing schemes now in a 
common use. Although the core struc
ture is more complex than a toroid, new 
ideas in the field of automatic methods 
assembly show promise of simplifying 
the construction of these arrays. 

Fig. 5 shows an actual core sample 
with dimensions indicated on each leg. 
The four vertical legs are all of equal 
cross sectional areas while the cross 
connecting material is twice that value. 
This core was made of conventional 
square loop ferrite material and was fab
ricated out of a larger piece of ferrite 
by means of an ultrasonic impact grinder. 
These early core samples were made 
rather large so that dimensions could be 
carefully controlled. Since the linear 
dimensions were large, the windings had 
several turns to generate the required 
magnetomotive force with reasonable 
available currents. As an example of 
the drives and signals obtained from a 

core of this type Fig. 6 shows typical 
outputs, with amplitudes, and pulse 
widths shown. 

The top pulse lines show the X and Y 
drive currents, each 5 ampere-turns in 
magnitude, with rise times of 50 m,u

sec. The horizon tal axis corresponds 
to time. First the write one operation 
is performed with both X and Y currents 
on and in the same direction. The 
second step corresponds to the full
select read of this stored one. The core 
output voltage on the sense winding has a 
peak amplitude of 1.8 volts per turn, and 
a switching time of 100 m,usec. The 
next step is reading again, and corre
sponds to reading a stored zero. The 
core output signal is 0.2 volt per turn with 
about a 50 m,usec-pulse width (essentially 
the rise time of the current). The last 
current pulse shown on the X line shows 
a half-select condition causing only a 
50-millivolt signal on the sense winding. 
A core storing a one generates a similarly 
small signal when half-selected. The 
one to zero ratio here is 9 to 1, and the 
half-select noise is 1/36 of the signal. 
Since all the core signals are of the same 
polarity, half-select noise cancellation 
with an alternating sense winding is 
possible in an array. 

The external circuits associated with 
this high-speed memory, such as selection 
and driving circuits, and sensing ampli
fiers, are being developed with the use of 
high-speed drift transistors. Switching 
and control transistor circuits are being 
tested in the lO-megapulse speed range. 
These circuits provide pulses with 20-
m.usec rise times. The low impedance 
level of transistors makes a good imped
ance match to the magnetic core lines. 
Since transistors are primarily current 
operated devices, they work well with 
magnetic cores, which are current con
trolled elements. 

RISE TIME 
m,,"e R R R 5'AMP-TURN 

X CURRENT W 0.5 u sec 
r TIME--

_~P-T 
YCURRENT- l.!J . ____ ._ 
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CORE VOLTAGE 
ON SENSE 
WINDING 

5 AMP-TURN BIAS 

0.20 V[L/ 0.05V1T 

O~E Z RO ~HALF SELECT 

L SIGNAL 
P LSE WIDTH 
100 MILLIMICRO
SECONDS 

Fig. 6. Multi-path core operation signals 

Another important phase of an over-all 
memory design that becomes more 
critical with higher speeds is the compact
ness of the physical layout. Here again 
the transistor circuitry will make smaller 
and more efficient designs possible. 
Short leads and carefully placed parts 
are important to the final operation of 
circuits transmitting millimicrosecond 
pulses. Printed circuit techniques and 
other automation methods are making 
the production of these high-speed sys
tems economically feasible. 

In summary, the speed limitations of 
present day coincident-current core mem
ories have been overcome by a new way 
of using a multi-path core structure. 
High-speed operation is obtained with a 
substantial reduction over previous meth
ods in back -voltage on the driving 
lines. Experimental data on sample 
units have shown f~vorable one to zero 
ratios. 
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----------------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------

Discussion 

S. M. Rubens (Sperry Rand Corporation): 
How does the bias winding switch the 
magnetization in leg C in writing a zero? 

Mr. Lawrence: In writing a zero, no switch
ing takes place. 

D. R. Brown (Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology): Will not power dissipation in 
the core material limit the frequency of ac
cess to a given storage location? 

Mr. Lawrence: Using a ferrite core of this 
type at this high repetition rate creates a 
heating problem. The cores must be cooled 
by more than just forced air. Sample units 

of this type already are operating at 2 mega
cycles. With a 1/2-,usec cycle they have 
operated very well. The type of cooling is 
not settled. 

V. J. Sferrino (Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology): What current was used on X 
and Y windings at 50-m,usec rise times? 

Mr. Lawrence: The magnetomotive force 
shown in the last slide was 5-ampere turns. 
H was mentioned it has a number of turns, 
so that it reduces the actual current. With 
8-turn windings the X current and the Y 
current each were 5/8 amperes. 

G. Smith (Daystrom Instrument): What 
"times" are involved in returning a core to 
its biased state? 

Lawrence-Very-High-Speed Magnetic Storage Techniques 

Mr. Lawrence: That time is approximately 
the same as the reading operation, since a 
5-ampere turn drive is applied to the mate
rial. 

L. C. Hobbs (Sperry Rand Corporation): 
Do you have information on the relative cost 
of these cores, and the cost of memory-plane 
assemblies compared to those of normal 
toroidal cores and assemblies? 

Mr. Lawrence: No, only experimental 
single elements have been tested and the 
various sizes, shapes and materials investi
gated. When the best one is settled on, 
quantities will then be made, put in an 
array, and then it will be possible to go on 
from there. 
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Megabit Memory 

R. A. TRACY 

THE PRESENT STATUS of the co
incident-current matrix memory is 

largely one of hope for the future, in so 
far as very large memory systems are 
concerned. Memories made to use pres
ently available materials are limited by 
cost and associated engineering problems. 
The problems arise largely from the use 
of ferrite cores. The major problem is 
the nonuniformity of the cores. Pro
curement, core testing, matrix wiring, 
matrix testing, and core replacement also 
present serious difficulties. Complicating 
these problems are the material proper
ties of the ferrites, such as temperature and 
strain sensitivity, the necessity for 
operating on a minor hysteresis loop, and 
the difficulties encountered in varying the 
magnetic parameters to fit a core to a 
system. 

Description of New Memory Element 

A new magnetic memory element has 
been discovered by Douglas Wendell of 
Burroughs Corporation. It consists of a 
short length of 4-79 Molybdenum Perm
alloy ultra-thin tape wrapped directly 
around a bundle of insulated wires and 
then glued. Although the material has a 
relatively large coercive force, the small 
diameter obtained by wrapping directly 
on the wires more than compensates for 
this, so that the current required to switch 
the c;ore is comparable to that required by 
the ferrites. The tape is used as it is 
received from the rolling mill. No heat 
treatment is required. The original con
cept specified that this tape, wrapped on 
four wires, constituted a memory element. 
Fig. '1 shows such an element, and sug
gests how the original name of "bug" 
evolved. The individual elements were 
then soldered into a matrix array. The 
first matrix made in this way is shown 
in Fig. 2. 

While this arrangement for a complete 
matrix array has proved to be very ad
vantageous, the fact that there are a 
number of solder connections for each 
element introduces a rather extensive 
fabrication operation. Examination of 
the wiring array was made to determine 
possibilities of reducing the number of 
cOllllections. It was found that a string 

R. A. TRACY is with the Burroughs Corporation 
Research Center, Paoli, Pa. 
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of elements having three common wires 
and one unique wire was possible. The 
matrix could then be made in halves as 
shown in Fig. 3. A machine was designed 
and built to perform the wrapping opera
tion on a semi-automatic basis. 

The problem of the numerous solder 
connections was, of course, referred back 
to the original inventor and his associates. 
It was then pointed out that the tape could 
be wrapped at the appropriate stations in 
a pre-wired matrix array. A matrix made 
using this new technique is shown in Fig. 
4. Several of these matrices have been 
built to test uniformity and to study tech
niques. Refined techniques of wrapping 
are available whereby many cores can be 
wrapped simultaneously. 

Properties of New Memory Element 

The properties of the metal tape elim
inate many of the problems associated 
with the ferrite cores. The 4-79 Molyb
denum permalloy ultra-thin tape has a 
60-cycle per second hysteresis character
istic as shown in Fig. 5(A). Minor loops 
are included to provide a better com
parison with the ferrite material which is 
shown in Fig. 5(B). These figures in
dicate the reason for outer-loop operation 
with the metal tape in contrast to the 

inner-loop operation required with the 
ferrite. Coincident-current operation 
would not be possible using the outer loop 
of the ferrite. The value of the field at 
the knee of the hysteresis loop does not 
vary greatly in the different loops for the 
metal. This is not true in the case of 
the ferrite. Thus, the inner loop opera
tion makes the configuration sensitive to 
transient currents which can drive the 
core to an outer loop, and in this way re
quire demagnetization before using. 

Other material properties of interest 
are temperature, sensitivity, strain sensi
tivity, and uniformity of magnetic proper
ties. The temperature sensitivity is 
shown in the graph of Fig. 6. The lower 
temperature sensitivity of the metal tape 
is understood when the Curie temperature 
is considered. The ferrite has a Curie 
temperature under 200 degrees centigrade 
which is less than half the metal Curie 
temperature of 430 degrees centigrade. 
The closer the operating temperature is 
to the Curie temperature, the greater 
will be the temperature sensitivity. 
Sensitivity to strain is negligible in the 
metal tape. The material has been 
strained to the breaking point with no 
noticeable change in properties. This is 
understandable when it is recalled that a 
95% cold reduction occurred in the rolling 
process, and no strain relief anneal has 
been applied. The cores may be potted 
directly in an epoxy resin with no change 
in properties. The uniformity of the 
material is very good for tape from the 
same melt with the same processing 
history. Deviations from uniformity 

Fig. 1 (left). Bug 
memory element 

Fig. 2 (below left). 
First matrix memory 

Fig. 3 (below). Sec
ond matrix memory 
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Fig. 4. Final matrix memory 

within a batch are due to mechanical 
tolerances in thickness. This is a maxi
mum of 10% and effects only the total 
flux. Large deviations exist for material 
from different melts, and smaller devia
tions for material subjected to different 
processing schedules. This, however, is 
not serious because a 50-pound melt will 
make between 10 and 20 million memory 
elements. 

The behavior of the memory element 
under pulsed operation is quite similar to 
the ferrites. Fig. 7 shows the output 
voltage of a ferrite and the metal under 
identical operating conditions. A graph 
of th~ variation of output signal and noise 
versus driving current provides a more 
detailed comparison of these elements. 
This is shown in Fig. 8. It can be seen 
that the metal tape is usable over a wider 
current range. 

A very important advance is the vari
ability of pulse operation that can be ob
tained by varying dimensional parameters. 
A longer metal tape or a wider tape will 
give a greater output voltage. A varia
tion in wire size varies the core diameter 
allowing the driving currents to be pre
selected. The range of half-select cur
rent was from 150 milliamperes to an 
unlimited amplitude for the material as 
shown in Figs. 5 and 7. 

The full range of properties attainable 
for various materials and processing tech
niques is not known. The majority of 
work has been done on metals which can 
replace the slow (5 second) ferrites. 
Materials which can operate at much 
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higher speeds have been observed. The 
latter, of course, requires higher driving 
currents. 

Cost Considerations 

An analysis of the cost of these memory 
elements is in part a guess since they are 
not yet in production. Materials cost per 
element is 3 cents. Testing before fabrica
tion of 'the matrix is not required once a 
batch of material has been selected. Fab
rication cost includes pre-wiring the matrix 
and wrapping the cores. This can be 

accomplished by automatic means, this 
should not exceed 2 cerits, and will prob
ably be less. Testing of the matrix is 
identical to ferrite planes. However, re
placement of cores which are not within 
specifications is simply a matter of remov
ing the old tape and rewrapping a new one 
at that station. No wiring is involved. 
This provides a factor of ten cost ad
vantage over ferrite cores and also a time 
advantage in fabrication. Further ad
vantages can be realized in associated 
memory equipment such as drivers and 
sense amplifiers. The superior proper-

ties of the metal tape permit the use of 
less critical specifications on these equip
ments, thereby permitting an additional 
cost reduction. 

Conclusions 

This new memory element removes 
many of the limitations presently restrict
ing matrix memory size. Uniformity, 
cost of materials, cost of fabrication, and 
testing are all improved to the extent 
that million-bit matrix memories be
come quite feasible. 

----------------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------

Discussion 

G. Myers (U. S. Air Force): Is there any 
trouble getting uniform core diameters? 
How are diameters controlled? 

Mr. Tracy: The information on how the 
magnetic tape is wrapped around the wires 
cannot be released right now. Uniform 
diameters are gotten, though. One way of 
determining this is to measure the value of 
the current required to begin to upset the 
flux of the core. This measures the value of 
the knee of the hysteresis loop, which in 
turn measures the core diameter since the 
loops of the material are uniform. 

D. Meier (National Cash Register Corpora
tion): Are the switching times comparable 
to those of conventional S-3 ferrite cores? 

Mr. Tracy: It was attempted to replace 
directly the S-3 core. When the diameter 
which could best be used with the currents 
required for the S-3 was obtained, the 
switching time was 4 rather than 5 micro
seconds. 

R. Schultz (General Electric Company) : 
What was the thickness of the tape? 

Mr. Tracy: 1/8 mil. 

K. Preston, Jr. (Bell Telephone Labora
tories) : How large a working memory has 
been constructed from these elements? 
What tolerances have you been able to 
maintain on the magnitude of half-select 
current required for a batch of elements? 
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Mr. Tracy: Twenty by 20 planes have been 
fabricated and tested. A working memory 
was not constructed. Secondly, the con
dition was imposed that the drive current 
must be able to vary by 10% and the cores 
must fit the system. The system then was 
not analyzed to determine if the spread was 
below 10%. The 3-sigma value was within 
that 10% tolerance. 

W. W. Davis (Naval Ordnance Labora
tories) : How do you get even reasonable 
loop squareness following the wrapping 
operation? 

Mr. Tracy: The material, as received from 
the rolling mill, has a high degree of strain 
anisotropy. This affects the magnetic 
properties, producing an anisotropic mag
netic material such as 50-50 nickel-iron. 
Since the material is insensitive to the 
strains encountered in the wrapping opera
tion, the squareness was retained. 

R. F. Mauger (National Cash Register Cor
poration): Is core loss due to eddy currents 
a limiting factor at very high frequencies? 

Mr. Tracy: In an operating matrix mem
ory, the frequencies encountered are below 
those that will give eddy-current losses in 
1/8-mil tape. 

D. R. Brown (Lincoln Laboratories, Massa
chusetts Institute of Technology): Are the 
curves in Fig. 8 for a memory array, a 
plane, or a single core? How is signal-noise 
defined? 

Mr. Tracy: The curves in Fig. 8 are for 
a single core. Signal-noise is defined by 

measuring the noise and signal at the 
peaks. 

W. J. Bartik (Sperry Rand Corporation): 
What output voltages are obtained for a 
one? How many wraps of 4-79 Molyb
denum permalloy are used? 

Mr. Tracy: This depends on the length of 
tape that is used. If a 1/2 inch length of 
tape is used, the output will be approxi
mately 30 to 40 millivolts. If 1 inch of tape 
is used, the output will be approximately 
twice as much. The 30 millivolt output was 
aimed for. This can be varied by varying 
the length of tape. The number of wraps 
are not controlled, the length of tape is 
controlled; a 1/2 inch was the standard 
length. 

R. M. Clinehens (National Cash Register 
Company): I would like to ask where the 
unannealed 4-79' Molybdenum permalloy 
can be purchased and what is the over-all 
dimension of a single, finished core? I 
know that you have not yet fabricated an 
array of this type as large as a million bits, 
yet I would like to ask what your estimate 
would be of the dimensional volume space 
that would be occupied by such an array? 

Mr. Tracy: The unannealed 4-79 Molyb
denum permalloy tape can be purchased 
from Armco. The dimensions of a single 
core are 1/8 inch long by approximately 20 
mils diameter. The miniaturization will 
probably be limited by the number of con
tacts that must be made to a plane. The 
memory plane can be folded several times 
after fabrication to realize this small space. 
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Ferrite Apertured Plate for Random

Access Memory 

J. A. RAJCHMAN 

To STORE digital information, it is 
natural to provide an artificially con

structed discrete cell for every bit. 
This is in keeping with the philosophy of 
not confiding digital information to any 
analog variable. Most of the early 
solutions to the problem of the high
speed memory of reasonably large stor
age capacity (acoustic delay lines and 
electrostatic storage tubes) resorted to 
storing the bits on nonsegregated areas 
of a homogeneous medium, in violation 
of this philosophy. The advent of 
magnetic materials with fast switching 
and square hysteresis loop provided the 
first practical means of building relatively 
large numbers of individual storing cells, 
each being merely a tiny toroidal core. 1,2,3 

The core memory proved orders of mag
nitude more reliable and better in most 
respects than the earlier types, and it is 
now the classical solution to the problem. 

The two directions of magnetic rem
anence provide natural storage for a bit 
of information, and the square hysteresis 
loop allows the storing magnetic element 
itself to participate in the switching 
required for its selection in a memory 
system. Some years ago when we first 
realized that these properties were ideal 
for a large capacity high-speed random
access memory, we sought various ar
tifices to fabricate at once arrays of large 
numbers of cells. At first we used indi
vidual cores mostly to test the ideas of 
complete memory systems. We found 
that the making, testing, and assembling 

, of individual cores was not too laborious 
a task as long as the number of cores was 
in the hundreds or even thousands. 
The fact is that, with the presently well 
evolved techniques, the cost of assem
blies with thousands and even hundreds 
of thousands of cores is comparable to the 
cost of the auxiliary electronic equip
ment required for operating the memory. 
But for larger storage capacities, mil
lions or scores of millions of bits, the 
fabrication, the testing, and the assembly 
of separately made individual cores 
becomes prohibitive. 

For this reason, the original investi
gations for ways to fabricate whole ar
rays of storage cells was carried on, along 
with experiments with single cores. Some 

Rajchman-Ferrite Apertured Plate 

years ago, we conceived the idea of 
molding a plate with an array of holes 
out of ferrite material having a square 
hysteresis loop. Such a plate can pro
vide the many storage sites inherent in 
the use of a continuous medium and yet 
preserve the distinctiveness of the cells. 
This is because the areas on the plate are 
artificially defined by the apertures to 
form separate storing cells. Pierced 
metal sheets were considered by R. C. 
Minnick and R. L. Ashenhurst4• These 
authors believed it preferable to etch 
out individual toroids from a sheet ce
mented on a bakelite support. 

The development of our apertured 
plate has now reached a stage which 
opens possibilities of memories of very 
large capacities: millions of bits. Be
cause it requires much less driving power, 
it promises also to reduce and simplify 
the associated electronic circuits. Fur
thermore, it makes possible very compact 
memories of relatively small capacity. 

This paper describes the principle of 
operation of the aperture plate, its fab
rication by molding, means of making 
printed windings, and the characteristics 
of an experimental prototype plate with 
16 by 16 = 256 apertures of which 
thousands were made. A system is pro
posed to drive the memory plates by a 
switch, itself made from plates. The 
operation of the system is based on sev
eral novel switching methods which make 
possible large storage capacities, read-out 
signals free from disturbances, fast ac
cess, and large tolerances in the ampli
tudes of the electronic driving circuits. 
The use of the plates in a conventional 
current-coincident operation is consid
ered. 

The Apertured Plate 

Consider a regular array of round holes 
in a plate of magnetic material having a 
perfect square hysteresis loop. Let the 
direction of the remanent magnetization 
around each hole store one bit of infor
mation. I t should be expected that 
each hole acts independently as though 
it were the hole of an individual core, 
and that there is no effect due to re
peated access to adjacent holes. This 
is for the following reason. For a 

given current linking an aperture the 
magnetizing force H diminishes grad
ually with distance. N ear the hole, 
nearly perfect radial symmetry can be 
assumed, so that the H lines are circles 
and the value of H is inversely propor
tional to the radius. Therefore, there 
will be some circle of radius Ro within 
which the magnetizing force is more than 
some critical value He required to reverse 
the flux in square loop materials and be
yond which it is less than this critical 
value. . Hence, there should be com
plete reversal within the circle and none 
without. For a judicious choice of the 
energizing current, bringing this circle 
to less than half the width of the legs 
separating adjacent holes, there should 
be no interaction between adjacent holes. 

In reality, there is a family of hystere
sis loops, and the loops are not com
pletely square so tbat there is a gradual 
rather than a discontinuous radial change 
of flux. To determine whether these 
deviations from perfect rectangularity 
would produce detrimental cross-talk, a 
number of experimental plates were 
made, all of as identical a material as was 
possible to make. Each plate had an 
array of 9 holes of a given diameter d, 
and spaced at a center-t~-center distance 
D, the ratio diD being different for the 
various plates; see Fig. 1. The current 
10 in the center hole was adjusted in 
every case to produce maximum dis
crimination under the conventionaI2-to-1 
current regime. The percentage change 
in the signal obtained from the excitation 
of 10 as a result of repeated excitations of 
an adjacent hole by a current I!, made 
equal to 10 , was taken as a measure of the 
interaction. It is apparent from Fig. 1 
that the interaction becomes significant 
only when the holes are so close that the 
distance between hole peripheries is less 
than the radius of the holes. The current 
producing optimum discrimination is 
seen to increase linearly with hole size 
except for a slight deviation from lin
earity for large holes. The resulting out
put voltage curve also starts by rising 
linearly with hole size because the opti
mum current renders the cross section 
area of the material in which flux re
verses proportional to the hole diameter. 

J. A. RAJcHMAN is with the Radio Corporation of 
America Research Laboratories, Princeton, New 
Jersey. 
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Fig. 1. Effect of hole size and spacing 

The voltage reaches a maximum and then 
decreases as the available cross section 
area diminishes because the legs between 
adjacent holes become thinner. The 
curve of maximum discrimination rises, 
at first slowly and then more rapidly. 
This is because the region where flux re
verses, which is between the aperture 
and its nearest neighbors, becomes 
thinner; therefore the hysteresis loop, 
which is an average of elementary zonal 
hysteresis loops, is squarer as the aver
aging extends over a smaller radial spread. 

Because of unavoidable differences in 
the nature of the material of the various 
plates and the difficulties of measure
ments, no absolute numerical significance 
can be attached to the plots of Fig. 1. 
However, these plots indicate the gen
eral behavior of the interaction, amount 
of useful signal, and discrimination, as a 
function of the geometry of the array. 
The ratio of hole diameter d to hole 

spacing D of 1/2 is approximately in the 
center of 'an optimum range for which 
there is practically no cross-talk, the 
signals are high, and the discrimination 
is relatively large. This simple ratio was 
adopted for an experimental prototype 
plate. 

The Experimental Prototype Plate 

A prototype plate design was adopted 
for most of our experiments. The plate 
has an array of 16 by 16=256 holes. 
The holes are 0.025 inch in diameter, 
and are spaced 0.050 inch center-to-cen
ter. The plate is a square 0.830 by 
0.830 inch; see Fig. 2. The plates 
were molded with the array of holes. 
This required fairly elaborate punches 
and dies. Considerable experimentation 
was necessary to develop the right 
powder, composition, binder, and con
sistency to obtain satisfactory molding 
and satisfactory magnetic properties. 
The firing of the plates is somewhat more 
critical than the firing of individual 
cores. This is mostly because precau
tion must be taken to keep the tempera
ture uniform throughout the area of the 
plate. Prefiring in tunnel type fur
naces in air, followed by final firing in 
controlled atmospheres, yielded uniform 
plates with fairly square loop charac
teristics. These characteristics are de
scribed in more detail in the following. 

The Printed Winding 

The ferrite plate is non-conducting, 
in fact a fairly good insulator. It is 
possible to coat it with a metallic con-
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Fig. 2. The experimental prototype apertured ferrite plate 
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METAL COATING 

METAL COATING REMOVED 

Fig. 3. Enlarged cross section of ferrite 
plate 

ductive layer so as to link the holes and 
thereby obtain a "winding" without 
the necessity of threading a wire through 
the holes. This method is particularly 
suitable for making a winding which 
links all the holes in series. To obtain 
such a winding the ferrite plate is first 
coated with a metal conductive layer 
on its entire surface including the inside 
walls of the holes. Then, the coating is 
removed along cross-lines so that little 
islands of metal remain on the surface of 
the plates; see Figs. 2, 3, 4, 5. Each 
island is a rectangle comprising two holes. 
The rectangles on one side of the plates 
are staggered with respect to those on the 
other side. The continuity of current 
flow is, therefore, through one island, 
then through the coating of the walls of 
the hole, then through the island on the 
other side, back through the coating on the 
walls of the next hole to the next island, 
etc.; see Fig. 3. The pattern of islands 
is so designed that a winding, linking 
all holes in series, is obtained. The re
moval of the metallic coating along ap
propriate straight lines can be done in 
various ways such as grinding grooves, 
using photoengraving techniques, etc. 
A particularly convenient method is to 
mold the plates with a pattern of ridges 
corresponding to the lines along which 
the coating is to be removed. These 
ridges are only a few thousandths of an 
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METAL COATING 
REMOVED 

FERRITE 
PLATE 

Fig. 4. Experimental prototype memory plate with an 
array of 16 by 16 = 256 apertures 

Fig. 5. Perspective view of section of prototype plate 

inch high. After spraying the entire 
surface of the plate it is merely sufficient 
to remove the metal coating on the top 
of the ridges to obtain the desired pattern. 
Fig. 4 shows the plate with its printed 
winding. The two terminals are 0.007-

-mch bare copper wires, silver pasted to 
two sides of the plate; slides 2 and 4 
on Fig. 2. The silver on the two other 
sides (1 and 3) of the plate is removed to 
prevent a short between the terminals. 

The plates undergo considerable shrink
age during firing, about 20% in linear 
dimensions. The exact final size de
pends on the nature of the ferrite, the 
pressure of molding, and the heat treat
ment. It is found to be remarkably 
constant, perhaps within ±0.001 for the 
0.830 inch side of the plate, provided ac
curate control of parameters is main
tained. But during the developmental 
stage, when different materials and proc
essing are used and the size may vary 
considerably, the ridges are a particularly 
convenient way of insuring that there is 
no misalignment between the pattern of 
lines and the pattern of holes. The 
ridges have also another important ad
vantage in that they tend to strengthen 
the plate, particularly when it is very 
thin. Plates were made with a thick
ness of only 0.007 inch at the significant 
location around the holes, although 
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thickness of about 0.020 inch was se
lected for the prototype plates. 

Plate Testing 

Mter being provided with its printed 
winding, the entire plate can be tested 
easily in a single operation by means of a 
special tester. The tester has an array or 
"forest" of parallel conductors over 
which the plate is inserted. The electric 
circuit of the conductors is closed by 
shorting the conductors after insertion 
of the plate. The pins are energized 
serially by means of a magnetic switch, 
itself made of plates (of a type ,(iescribed 
in the following). The outputs from 
the successive holes are obtained from 
the printed winding and are conveniently 
displayed as a superposition of traces on 
an oscilloscope. A glance at the bundle 
of traces suffices to determine whether 
or not the plate is acceptable. An experi
mental semi-automatic tester was built 
(Fig. 6) which had only 128 pins (shown 
on the insert) so that two insertions are 
necessary to test the whole array of 256 
holes. 

Plate Characteristics 

Many thousands of prototype plates 
were fabricated in an experimental batch. 

Fair uniformity was observed on sample 
tests of about a hundred plates each. 
Typically, the amount of flux reversed 
around the aperture for a given current 
excitation varied ±5% from the aver
age, within a given plate as well as be
tween plates. 

The operation under the conventional 
2-to-1 current drive is shown on Fig. 7. 
An aperture was energized by a train of 

NN 
current pulses (Pz -zP N as shown on 
Fig. 7) used in routine checking of dis
crimination for conventional cores. The 
wanted flux reversal ci>1 for a given cur
rent excitation, and the unwanted dis
turbing flux ci>4 obtained after two dis
turbances, of half the given current 
excitation, are plotted as a function of 
the current excitation. These flux re
versals do not include the reversible part 
subtracted at the end of the current 
pulses, and thus include both reversible 
and irreversible flux changes. The ratio 
of wanted to unwanted fluxes ci>4/(h ex
hibits a maximum for an excitation of 
about 330 rna (milliamperes). The 
switching time T is plotted also as a 
function of I and is seen to be about 1.5 
J.Lsec (microseconds) for the nominal 
excitation of 330 rna. 

Read-out signals obtained from the 
printed winding are shown by the photo
graph of oscilloscope traces on Fig. 8. 
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The full current was at the nominal 
amplitUde of 330 rna. The wanted 
signal (1) occurs at the first positive 
pulse (P), the disturbing signal (4) of 
interest occurs at the second positive 
pulse (P) after two half-amplitude neg
ative demagnetization pulses. The dis
crimination of this experimental ferrite 
plate is comparable to that of early cores, 
and somewhat inferior to that of present 
day relatively evolved cores. On the 
other hand, the aperture of the plate 
requires about 3 times less current and 
only about 2xlO-8 joules or about 5 
times less energy than the conventional 
memory core. This economy results 
from the fact that it is practical to use 
only a very small volume of material in a 
plate of manageable dimensions, while 
an individual core of the same volume 
would be unmanageably small. 

The observed amount of cross-talk 
between adjacent holes of the prototype 
plate is very small, as illustrated by the 
plots of Figs. 9 and 10. The spread of 
flux from an energized aperture outward 
is apparent on Fig. 9 which is a plot, as 
a function of current amplitude, of the 
total flux ¢1 around the aperture, the 
flux ¢2 in the region up to the nearest ad
jacent holes, and finally of flux ¢3 in the 
next surrounding zone. This spread is as 
should be expected when assuming that 
the flux reverses up to a critical circle of 
radius proportional to current. If the 
current is kept below the value for 
which the circle bisects the leg between 
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Fig. 6 (left). Semi-automatic experimental plate tester 

Fig. 8 (above). Read-out signals from aperture plate 

adjacent holes, there should be no inter
action, as was mentioned. This is veri
fied approximately by the measurements 
of the variations of flux in a leg between 
two adjacent holes as a function of cur
rent excitations in one and then the other 
hole, as shown on Fig. 10. The entire 
plate is first brought to a standard con
dition of flux distribution by a current 
10 through the printed winding, (direc
tions of flux around the holes in a checker
board pattern). Then a current II is 
applied through one of the holes and pro
duces a flux change ¢A in the intermediary 
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leg. If, before the flux is restored by a 
new pulse 10 , a pulse of current 12 (equal 
to II) is applied to the other hole, the re
sultant flux change ¢B in the intermed
iary leg has not, in general, the same 
value as ¢A, since some of the flux in that 
leg was previously reversed by the pulse 
II. However, the values of ¢B and ¢A 

are almost identical for values of current 
that produce about half the total possible 
flux change in the intermediary leg. For 
the optimum operating current of about 
330 rnA, the value of ¢B is only slightly 
less than ¢A, showing that there is only 
negligible cross-talk between the aper
tures which, for all practical purposes, can 
be considered to operate independently. 
A considerably larger current, about 
twice the optimum value, may still 
be used, even though it will reduce, in 
general, the strength of the signal ob
tained from an adjacent aperture. 
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Current-Coincident Plate Memory 

For most applications of high-speed 
memories, random access to a word com
posed of a number M of bits is desired. 
This number M is typically between a 
few and a hundred. The plates are 
particularly suitable for such a parallel 
memory as they are conveniently stacked 
with all their apertures in perfect register. 
The stack is wired as a unit with address 
selecting wires so that the same location 
in each of the M plates (or plate pairs) is 
reached simultaneously. The printed 
or "digit" winding on the individual 
plates serves for read-out and write-in 
of the digits of the word. 

The plate memories can be operated 
in a current-coincident mode, just as do 
the conventional core memories. The 
holes of the stack of plates are threaded 
back and forth by rows X and columns Y, 
as shown on Fig. 11. This threading is 
not too exacting a task, even though 
the holes are only 0.025 inch or half 
the inside diameter of conventional 
memory cores, because the wires go 
straight through the holes which are in 
p{'rfect axial register. This wire thread
ing is a unique operation and need not be 
repeated separately for each plane, as is 
customary with memory-core planes. 
The numerous separate digit windings, 
so tedious to thread in core planes, are 
obtained by the printed technique on the 
plates. It is apparent therefore that the 
complete wiring of the stack of plates is 
much simpler than with individual cores. 
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However, only three conductors are pro
vided in each aperture: the printed 
digit Z winding in the form- of metal 
coating on the wall of the hole and the X 
and Y selecting wires. It is not con
venient (although possible with a mod
ification of the printed technique) to pro
vide two digit windings, one for read-out 
and one for write-in, as is customary with 
core planes, so that the single Z winding 
must serve for both functions. This 
poses some problems 

It will be recalled that in most current
coincidence operating modes there are 2 
cycles: a reading cycle in which the 
selecting wires X and Yare energized 
with + 1/2, and the signal is read-out 
from the Z winding; and a writing (or 
rewriting) cycle in which the selecting 
wires X and Yare energized with - I/2 
and the Z windings of the various planes 
are either not energized or energized with 
inhibiting currents of + 1/2 depending on 
the nature of the digits to be written-in. 
The logic of the writing requires that the 
three windings X, Y and Z link every 
aperture in the plate in the same sense. 
This is achieved by threading the X and 
Y windings back and forth through the 
stack to conform with the physical 
checkerboard pattern of the Z printed 
windings, as is shown on Fig. 11. There
fore, during the read-out, the voltages in
duced by the half excitations of the aper
tures on the selected row and column, add 
up, rather than tend to cancel each other 
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as in conventional read-out windings, and 
produce an appreciable masking signaL 
This signal could be neutralized by a 
fixed voltage derived from an auxiliary 
core excited at the instant of read-out. 

A better way to cancel the disturbing 
signals is to use a a pair of plat~s for 
every digit. A bit is stored by mag
netizing around an aperture in one plate 
in one direction, and around the corre
sponding aperture in the other plate, in 
the opposite direction. The Z windings 
of the plates are connected in series op
position, as shown on Fig. 11. There
fore on reading, the disturbing signals 
of the two plates tend to cancel each 
other, and the polarity of the net signal 
is indicative of the stored bit. For 
writing, the inhibitng current is sent 
through the Z winding of one or the ,other 
plate. The use of a pair, instead of a 
single plate per word digit, is reasonable 
and not as extravagant as would be the 
use of two core arrays. The cost of the 
molded plate with its printed winding is 
inherently low, and the doubling of the 
number of plates has no effect on the labor 
involved in threading the stack. 

To obtain storage capacities with more 
words than there are holes in a plate, an 
array of plates can be used for each digit, 
the Z windings being connected in series. 
The threading of the X and Y wires in 
the larger stack of plate arrays can be 
made in a single operation or by connecting 
together individually threaded plate 
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stacks. The limit to the possible number 
of words depends mostly on the method 
used to overcome the effect of the dis
turbances. Any of the methods devel
oped for core memories are applicable. 
For example, strobing at a time where the 
disturbing voltage has decayed and the 
voltage due to the slower irreversible 
flux is near maximum, dividing the read 
cycle in two to allow the disturbance due 
the excitation of X to decay before Y is 
excited, or integrating over a positive 
and negative excitation cycle. The hys
teresis loop of the plates is almost as 
square as that of the conventional indi
vidual cores, but the uniformity of prop
erties between apertures is not quite as 
good as that resulting from the most 
severe core segregation, thus a somewhat 
greater reliance must be placed on the 
foregoing methods. 

Switch Driven Plate Memory 

In the early stages of development of 
the ferrite apertured plate, there was 
some doubt wh,ether sufficient loop rec
tangularity could be obtained to operate 
by current coincidence. A method tol
erating poor plate characteristics was 
devised. It consists of driving the mem
ory plate stack by a switch which ener
gizes the selected word location without 
half exciting any other locations. In 
this way the function of address selection 
is performed by the switch and that of 
storing by the memory stack. This 
method is advantageous even when the 
presently available prototype plates with 
good rectangularity are used, because 
the read-out signal is inherently devoid 
of any disturbances and is simpler to 
detect, the operation can be faster, and 
the drives can have larger tolerances. 

The address selecting switch is itself 
made of a stack of plates identical with 

ROW SELECTION 
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COLUMN SEL 
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those ,of the memory stack, out without 
the printed windings, as shown on Fig. 
12. The switch stack is threaded by X 
and Y windings, and is set in perfect 
geometrical register with the memory 
stack. Both stacks are threaded through 
straight address selecting conductors, 
one for each aperture. The threading 
of this forest of wires is relatively simple 
as it amounts to dropping a straight wire 
into each of the apertures. The ends of 
these wires are short circuited by rows 
in a manner to be described. 

The "end-on" switch can produce out
puts on one of the address selecting con
ductors as a result of the energization 
of the corresponding row X and column 
Y in a number of ways. For example, it 
could be biased with a pulsed or d-c 
inhibiting drive overcoming one of the 
lines drives, or it could be driven by 
driving the selected row and inhibitng 
all columns but the selected one, as was 
done in previous types of memory driving 
switches. 

A novel method called "set-a-line" was 
found which has many advantages over 
previous types. Consider an array of 
switching elements, cores or apertures in a 
plate, shown for simplicity as an array 
of nxn cores on Fig. 13, (n=4). The loads 
to be driven by the switch and assumed 
of equal impedance z, are connected 
in parallel by rows, as shown on the 
Fig. 13(A). Let all cores be initially in a 
normal state N [Fig. 13(B)]. In a first 
step, a current pulse is applied to the se
lected row tending to drive all cores of the 
row toward P, and at the same time (or 
with a slight advance) another pulse is ap
plied to the selected column tending to 
drive all the cores of the column towards 
N. As a result, all cores of the selected 
row are switched to the state P, except 
the one on the selected column which is 
kept in its initial state by the column 

inhibiting current. This produces, the 
intermediary pattern of core states, 
Fig. 13(D). The voltage VI induced on 
the (n-I) cores which are switched over 
causes currents to flow in the correspond
i~g loads and returns through the se
lected load. The equivalent circuit is 
that of a source VI connected in series 
with the selected load and the remain
ing (n-l) loads in parallel. Therefore 
the current I in the selected load is 
+(Vt/Z) (n-l/n), while the current in 
each of the remaining (n-l) loads is 
-(VI/Z)(I/n). In a second step, a 
current is applied to the selected row 
tending to restore all cores to N. The 
inhibiting current on the selected column 
mayor may not be left on during this 
step. This causes the (n-I) cores which 
were switched in the first step to switch 
back and induce voltages V2, and thereby 
cause the flow of a current I in the se
lected load equal to -(V2/Z)(n-l/n) 
and a current +(V2/Z)(1/n) to flow in 
the remaining (n-l) loads. For both 
steps the currents in the unselected 
loads are (n-l) times smaller than the 
selected load current and therefore neg
ligible in most practical cases when n is 
fairly large. The rate of change of 
flux of the switching cores can be made 
very high as the logic of the switch op
eration does not depend on the ampli
tude of the drive-row current which can 
be made as large as desired. Of course, 
the inhibiting column current must be 
made consequently larger. Therefore 
the voltages pulses VI and V2 can be 
made of high amplitude and short dura
tion. For symmetrical excitation VI 
and V2 will be symmetrical, i.e. of equal 
and opposite amplitude. Asymmetrical 
operation is possible also, yielding a high 
and short positive pulse followed by a low 
and long negative pulse or vice-versa. 

The polarities of energization of the 

Fig. 11. Current-coincident ferrite plate memory Fig. 12. Switch driven ferrite plate memory 
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Fig. 13 (left). 
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load address conductors must alternate 
along rows and columns to conform with 
the checkerboarding because of the 
printed Z windings of the memory plates. 
This determines the back and forth 
threading of the row and column wind
ings on the switch, and the use of inter
laced shorting row buses on the ends of 
the address conductors, shown on Fig. 12. 

It is of interest to note parenthetically 
that the first operating step could be 
split in two; a row drive and a subsequent 
column drive. The row drive swtiches 
over or "sets" all cores of the selected 
row and brings about the pattern of 
Fig. 13(C). These switch-overs produce a 
voltage between the shorting buses a and 
b, but no load currents, as there is no 
available return path for the current. 
The subsequent column drive, brings 
about the intermediary state shown on 
Fig. 13(D) and causes the same currents 
to flow in the loads as was the case when 
the row and drive pulses were simulta
neous. This mode of operation involves 
no coincidences of driving currents. 
It may be useful in cases where the logic 
of addressing furnishes row information 
prior to column information. 

The switch produces very small dis
turbing currents in the unselected loads 
corresponding to the selected row and 
column. On the row, these currents are 
due to the fact that the unselected loads 
are a part of the return circuit for the 
current of the selected load. They are 
small for all practical cases when there 
are many columns (i.e., 11>8), as was 
mentioned. On the column, there are 
small disturbing voltages due to rever
sible flux changes around the apertures 
driven further into saturation by the 
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column inhibiting current. Therefore the 
read-out signal from the switch-driven 
plate memory is almost solely due to the 
drive of the selected address conductor 
and is practically devoid of any masking 
disturbance. 

A pair of memory plates is used for 
every bit of the word. A bit is stored 
by magnetizing around corresponding 
apertures of the two plates in opposite 
directions, in one direction or the other. 
This pairing was proposed for cancelling 
masking signals on read-out in the coin
cident-current operation, but is not nec
essary for that purpose in the switch-drive 
mode since there are practically no such 
signals. The purpose of the pairing is 
primarily to render constant the load 
presented to the switch by the memory. 
Irrespective of the nature of the stored 
word, there will be precisely M apertures 
around which flux reverses irreversibly, 
and M apertures around which flux re
verses reversibly, since in every plate 
pair the two apertures are left in opposite 
states. 

The use of plates in pairs permits opera
tion of the system in a flux-limited fash
ion. To understand the system consider 
first the case of three identical square 
loop cores linked by a shortening loop of 
negligible ohmic resistance, as shown on 
Fig. 14. Initially, the switch core and 
one of the memory cores are assumed at 
N and the other memory core at P. 
In a first, read-out step, the switch core is 
reversed from N to P by a drive current 
10 , Because the ohmic voltage drop in 
the shorting loop is negligible, the change 
of flux in the switch core must produce 
an equal total irreversible flux change in 
the memory cores, and therefore cause the 

memory core initially at P to switch to 
N, bringing both cores to N. The po
larity of the read-out voltage induced on a 
digit winding linking the two cores in 
series opposition identifies which of the 
two cores switches over. In a second, 
write-in step, the switch core is restored 
from P to N by a drive current 10 of the 
opposite polarity. At the same time, or 
preferably with a slight advance, a cur
rent ID is sent through the digit winding 
in one or the other direction depending 
on the digit to be written or rewritten-in. 
This current ID favors the turning over of 
one of the memory cores and hinders that 
of the other. Consequently the flux from 
the switch core will be transferred to the 
memory cores in unequal parts, a larger 
part to the favored and a lesser part to 
the hindered core. For a sufficiently 
large amplitude I Do of the digit write 
current I D. all the flux will appear in one 
of the cores. For smaller amplitudes, 
there will still- be a difference between 
the fluxes transferred to the two cores 
and consequently a logical write-in, 
which can subsequently produce a read
out signal of correct polarity even though 
it is of reduced amplitude. 

The example of the three identical cores 
illustrates the operation at one address 
of the flux-limited end-on switch driven 
plate memory system. Let the number 
of plates making up the switch be such 
that the maximum amount of flux that 
can be reversed in the switch be just 
equal to the amount of flux to be rev~rsed 
in M memory plates, one for each pair. 
When plates of the same thickness as the 
memory plates are used this number is 
equal to M. Fewer thicker plates can 
be used also. The elements of the ideal-
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Fig. 15. Read-out as a function of digit write current 

ized circuit of Fig. 14 are approximated 
at every location as follows: the switch 
core by the (n-I) row apertures around 
which the flux reverses, the shorting loop 
by the address conductor in series with 
the (n-I) other conductors in parallel, 
and the two memory cores by the 2M 
apertures of the memory plates. The 
circuit includes also the selected aperture 
of the switch, which does not switch-over 
during selection, and which adds negli
gible impedance to the loop. 

The flux limited mode of operation has 
a number of advantages. Because the 
amount of flux transferred to the memory 
is strictly limited by that available in the 
switch, very large drive currents 10 (and 
consequently large but short loop cur
rent pulses 1) can be used to obtain fast 
switch over and large read-out voltages 
for relatively small stored-in write en
ergy. Considerably faster speeds are 
possible than those obtained with a 
nominal current adjusted for maximum 
2-to- 1 discrimination. There is con
siderable tolerance in the amplitude of the 
write-in digit current. This is illustrated 
by typical plots of the net read-out sig
nal (difference in flux between the two 
plates of the pair) as a function of that 
current; see fig. 15. The middle full 
curve is obtained when the two plates 
of the pair are identical, and the dotted 
curves are indicative of curves that could 
be obtained with plates differing in thick
ness or some other parameter. There is a 
minimum to the allowable digit write-in 
current necessary to compensate for 
possible differences between plates. There 
is a "maximum over which the write-in 
digit current would produce irreversible 
demagnetizations in the nonselected aper
tures of the plate. This maximum is 
considerably greater than the value for 
which substantial read-out signals are 
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obtained. The allowable extreme values 
depend somewhat on the switchover 
time. In practice, there is a tolerance 
of about 2-to-1 in the amplitude of the 
digit write-in current. 

Associated Circuits 

The plates are provided with a single 
digit winding obtained by a fairly simple 
printed technique. The more complex 
techniques for printing two windings are 
not necessary because the use of a pair of 
plates per digit makes it possible to design 
fairly simple circuits operating on a 
single winding for both sensing the read
out and writing the desired digit. 

Such a typical circuit is shown by the 
block diagram of Fig. 16. The digit 
winding is coupled through a transformer 
to a sensing amplifier which produces a 
current of one or the other polarity de
pending on the polarity of memory output. 
This current sets an auxiliary pair of 
square loop cores, one core in state N 
and the other in state P or vice-versa. 
Rewriting is obtained by steering a cur
rent from a driving source through one 
or another of two windings wound in op
posite directions on the transformer and 
thereby inducing a current in the digit 
winding in one or the other direction. 
During rewrite the sensing amplifier is 
gated off. For writing new information, 
the auxiliary cores are set by the wlite-in 
signal instead of the sensing amplifier. 
It is convenient to use transistors for the 
sensing amplifier and a tube drive current 
source common to all digit circuits. 

The address circuits for the plate mem
ory can be one of the many types used 
with core memories. In general the re
quirements are less severe. In the cur
rent-coincident mode considerably less 
driving power is required than that re-

READ 
OUT 

[[J 
WRITE 

IN 

WRITE 
CUrlRENT 
SOURCE 

Fig. 16. Digit sensing and writing circuit 

quired for the core memory, because the 
energy stored per bit is about 5 times 
smaller around the aperture of a plate 
than in a conventional core. Also the 
smaller amplitude of the row and column 
currents gives a better match to tubes or 
transistors. The switch-driven plate 
memory requires more power because 
the switch itself dissipates power. How
ever, the very large tolerances of the driv
ing currents make possible simpler cir
cuits. 

Conclusion 

Apertured ferrite plates are proposed 
for building high-speed random-access 
memories. They provide a simple means 
to fabricate large numbers of discrete 
storing cells in convenient packages 
which can be easily assembled into large 
memory systems. Furthermore, the cells 
can be made small so as to require little 
energy to store each bit. 

A prototype experimental plate and 
means to use it in memory systems were 
developed which realize to a large extend 
the expectations of this proposal. The 
findings of the development may be 
summarized as follows. 

The prototype is a molded square 
plate 0.830 by 0.830 inch having 1G 
by 16 = 256 apertures 0.025 inch in 
diameter and spaced on 0.050 inch cen
ters. Measurements show that: 

(a) There is negligible interaction between 
apertures. 

(b) In lots of hundreds of plates taken 
from thousands the properties between aper
tures of a given or different plate are ap
proximately within ±5% of an average 
value. 

(c) The hysteresis loop around each aper
ture has good rectangularity. 

(d) At 330madrivethe flux reversal around 
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each aperture occurs in 2 jJ.sec and produces 
a peak voltage of 30 millivolts. The energy 
stored per bit is less than 2XlO-8 joules. 

(e) The fabrication, testing, and assembly 
of memory plates is relatively simple. 

The memory plates can be used with 
con ventional 2-to-1 current -coincidence 
drive. This is particularly suitable for 
compact, lower power consuming, tran
sistor driven, memories of relatively small 
capacity. 

A new method is proposed of driving 
memories particularly suitable for plates. 
The memory plates are driven by an 
end-on switch itself made of plates. The 
switch operates in a set-a-line and flux
limited fashion and the memory uses 

plates in push-pull operated pairs. This 
results in a mode of operation permitting 
fast access, large storage capacities, and 
allowing large tolerances in the timing and 
amplitudes of driving currents. 

We ventured to predict 3 years 
ag0 3 that microsecond random-access 
memories with capacities reckoned in 
millions of bits, megabits, would be 
available at a relatively low cost in a 
distant future. We believe that the 
ferrite aperture plate is now ready to 
usher in the era of such memories. It 
will follow the present era of core mem
ories with capacities of hundreds of 
thousands of bits. But the demand for 
larger and faster memories is incessant, 

A Cryotron Catalog Memory System 

A. E. SLADE 

THE CRYOTRON,l a new computer 
component based on the phenomenon 

of superconductivity, may have an 
important influence on future develop
ments in the field of computers and data
handling machines. At the present time 
the cryotron has a slower switching 
speed than transistors, but there are 
reasons for believing that the speed can 
be increased considerably. 

The cryotron is extremely small, inex
pensive, and, from all that is known, 
highly reliable. These advantages tend 
to offset the disadvantage imposed by the 
necessity for a constant supply of liquid 
helium. 

Description of the Cryotron 

The cryotron is a computer element 
whose operation is based on the destruc
tion of superconductivity by a magnetic 
field. In its present form the cryotron 
is a tantalum wire nine mils in diameter 
(called the "gate") around which is wound 
a 3-mil niobium wire (called the control 
coil); see Fig. 1. When the cryotron is 
immersed in liquid helium both the con
trol coil and the gate become super
conductive; i.e., they have zero resist
ance. Superconductivity was dram at-
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ically demonstrated by Prof. S. C. 
Collin~ by an experiment in which a per
sistent current of several hundred amperes 
was induced in a lead ring immersed in 
liquid helium. The current continued 
from March 16, 1954 to September 11, 
1956, at which time the experiment was 
voluntarily discontinued. During that 
time there was no measurable decrease 
in the magnitUde of the current. 

Fig. 2 is a plot of resistance versus 
control coil current for a typical niobium
tantalum cryotron. The slope of the 
curve in the transition region is depend
ent upon the current in the gate. The 
curve shown is for a gate current of 50 
milliamperes. Larger gate currents pro
duce a slight heating effect when the wire 
starts to become resistive and thereby 
causing a more abrupt transition. If a 
current of suitable strength is passed 
through the niobium control coil, the 
magnetic field will restore the tantalum 
gate to its normal resistance, while the 
niobium which has a much higher transi
tion temperature, will remain supercon
ductive. 

Fig. 3 is a plot of the critical magnetic 
field (the field necessary to cause a su
perconductor to become resistive) versus 
temperature for a number of supercon
ducting materials. In each case the 
curve represents the outer boundary of 
the superconductive state. Tantalum 
is a convenient gate material because it is 
restored to the resistive state by a rel
ati vely small external magnetic field 
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and we may look forward to the develop
ment of new techniques making possible 
storage of billions of bits. 
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whereas niobium remains superconduc
tive in very-high magnetic fields. Both 
materials are available in wire form. 

Principle of Operation 

There are certain general principles 
that apply to all cryotron circuitry. The 
first of these is that the cryotron, in its 
present form at least, is a low impedance 
device and must therefore be operated 
from a current source, although it is con
ceivable that similar devices may even
tually be de vel oped which have such a 
high resistance that this restriction 
will no longer apply. The second is 
that, when the cryotron is used as a 
switch, the ratio of ON resistance to OFF 

resistance is infinite; consequently, in 
cryotron circuitry when current is offered 
a choice between two cryotrons, one 
superconductive and the other resistive, 
all of the current will flow in the zero 
resistance path. A third principle is 
that multiple superconducting paths in 
paral1el usually are avoided. If parallel 
superconducting paths were allowed, the 
current would initially divide inversely 
as the ratio of the inductances, but a 
subsequent slow redistribution would 
occur if there were any slight imper
fections that would cause minute para
sitic resistances. Moreover, an arbi
trary division of current among several 
paths would reduce the current in any 
one path to so Iowa value that it would 
be inadequate for a control coil. In 
general the current flows in a series 
superconductive path through gates and 
coils, the specific order and arrangement 
of which are characteristic of the par
ticular circuit. One cu~,rent source can 
usually supply all of the d:-c requirements 
of the circuit. 
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Fig. 1. The cryotron 

The binary switch shown in Fig. 4 is an 
example of a simple cryotron circuit. 
The heavy lines represent tantalum wire; 
all other lines represent niobium wire. 
The cryotrons are arranged in this circuit 
so as to form a single-pole 4-position 
switch. If control circuits Xo and Yo 
are energized, current is carried only in 
path zero, since all other paths contain 
at least one resistive tantalum gate. 
Each binary combination of inputs selects 
a single specific current path, zero 
through three. 

I t is possible to control more than one 
gate by means of a single coil. The only 
restriction on the number of gates that 
can be used in this manner is that the 
current in the coil must create a super
critical magnetic field within its entire 
cross-sectional area. With this modi
fication, Fig. 4 can be redrawn as shown 
in Fig. 5, where, for simplicity of con
struction, single lengths of insulated 
tantalum wire are threaded through the 
coils. It is obvious that a very large 
switch could be constructed if one threaded 
a great many tantalum wires through an 
appropriately large number of coil forms. 
The number of paths or poles is related 
to the number of binary coil pairs by the 
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expression 2c ~ n where c equals the 
number of coil pairs and n equals the 
number of switching paths. 

D. A. Buck! has shown that cryotrons 
can be interconnected to form a flip-flop, 
and to perform logical functions provided 
they are constructed so as to have current 
gain. That is, if one calculates the max
imum current that can be passed through 
the gate without quenching because of its 
own magnetic field, and then divides that 
current by the minimum control winding 
current necessary to quench the gate, the 
ratio must be greater than one. For
tunately, this is not difficult to achieve. 
It can be shown that the current gain is 
determined only by the ratio of diameters 
of the wires used to construct the gate 
and control coil, provided the latter is 
close wound, i.e., in such a way that each 
turn is adjacent to the next. The maxi
mum current the gate can carry without 
self quenching is: 

where He is the critical field for the gate 
material in ampere turns per meter and 
dg is the diameter of the gate in meters. 
The minimum control winding current 
necessary to quench the gate is given by: 
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Fig. 5. Single-pole four-position cryotron 
switch using multiple gate cryotrons 

where again He is the critical field for the 
gate material in ampere turns per meter. 
Since N / L is the number of turns per 
meter, then in a close wound coil IV / L is 
equal to the diameter of the control coil 
wire, de. Hence: 

and the current again is therefore 

19max = Trdg 

Ie min de 

A flip-flop can be constructed with two 
cryotrons, as shown in Fig., 6. A cur
rent source will flow through one or the 
other of the two gates but not through 
both, since the gate of one is connected 
in series with the control coil of the other. 
The circuit is bistable, i.e., once the 
current is established ~n either path it 
will lock in by causing the alternative 
path to be resistive. Fig. 7 shows how a 
complete flip-flop is constructed with 
input cryotrons Co and Cs to provide a 
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Fig. 6. Cryotron flip-flop 
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Fig. 7. Cryotron flip-Rop with input and out
put gates 

means for switching the flip-flop and out
put cryotrons Ca and C4 to provide a 
signal to other cryotron circuits. 

The switch of Fig. 5 and the flip-flop 
of Fig. 7 are the basic circuit elements 
used in the design of the following catalog 
memory. 

A Parallel Bit-Series Word 
Memory 

The particular memory system about to 
be described differs somewhat from the 
random-access memory commonly used 
as the main internal memory for digital 
computers in that a word is recognized 
as being contained in the memory but can 
not be read -out. 

Fig. 8 is a block diagram of a cryotron 
catalog memory. The current source 
flows from bus bar A through word no. 1 
to bus bar B, from bus bar B through 
word No. 2 to bus bar C, and so on. 
Each word is composed of N parallel 
paths, and each path is a cryotron 
circuit capable of storing and recognizing 
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N BIT WORD #3 
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I SOURCE 
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BUS BAR A 

FLIP 
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Fig. 9. One bit of cryotron memory showing 
interrogation circuitry 

one bit of information. When the 
memory is interrogated, some of the 
bit-circuits become resistive and some 
remain superconductive. If the inter
rogation word exactly matches a word in 
the memory, than all of the bits of that 
word become resistive. A matched con
dition is signaled by a voltmeter indication 
of the IR (current-resistance) drop across 
the word hus bars. 

Fig. 9 is a circuit diagram of one bit of 
the memory showing the interrogation 
circuitry. Each bit of the memory re
sembles a capital "H" suspended between 
the bus bars. The zero and one interro
gation coils are wrapped around one 
vertical line of the "H", and the zero and 
one output coils of a cryotron flip-flop are 
wrapped around the other vertical tine. 
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Fig. 11. One bit of cryotron memory show
ing write circuitry 

Either the zero or the one coil of the 
flip-flop will always have current in it. 
Similarly, when the memory is being in
terrogated, either the zero or the one in
terrogation coil will have current in it. 
The purpose of the "H" is to provide a 
superconductive path from one bus bar 
to the other if, and only if, the interro
gation bit does not match the bit stored 
in the flip-flop. 

Fig. 10 is a diagram of a 9-bit memory 
where each bit is similar to the bit shown 
in Fig. 9. An example will illustrate 
how the memory functions. Assume that 
three words 010, 011 and 000, have been 
stored in the memory. These words are 
indicated in Fig. 10 by the arrows in the 
output coils of the flip-flops. Assume 
also that the memory is interrogated with 
the word 000. All of the zero interrogate 
coils in all the words will carry current 
and the portion of the "H" under these 
coils will become resistive. In word 
no. 1, the current can flow through the 
second "H" but not the first or third. 
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Fig. 8. Block diagram of cryotron catalog memory Fig. 10. Nine-bit cryotron memory 
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VI will read zero because the second "H" 
is a superconductive short. In word 
no. 2, current can flow in the second and 
third "H" but not the first, and V2 will 
read zero. In word no. 3, there is no 
superconductive path since that word 
exactly matches the inerrogation word, 
and Va reads the resulting IR drop. 

The magnitude of the IR drop may be 
quite small for a memory with a long word 
length since there are many small resist
ances in parallel. In general, for the 
circuit of Fig. 10, 

Rg 
V = [source 2N 

where Rg is the resistance of one gate 
and N is the number of bits per word. 
Typical values for tantalum-niobium cir
cuits are: 

[source = 500 X 10-3 amperes 
Rg = .001 ohms 
N = 25 for one particular circuit 

Therefore, the voltage drop is of the order 
of 10 microvolts. 

Such a small output voltage creates a 
considerable problem but not an insur
mountable one. The noise voltage is 
exceedingly low; noise energy due to 
thermal agitation is lower than that at 
room temperature by a factor of 4/293, 
and noise voltage for a given noise energy 
is low due to the low impedance level, and 
shielding provided by the double-dewar 
helium vessel is near-perfect. Several 
methods of amplification have been con
sidered. It is possible to use an al
ternating current for Isource and obtain 
considerable voltage amplification by use 
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of a small superconductive transformer 
immersed in the liquid helium. The gain
bandwidth product required for sensing 
the 10-microvolt signal at 100 kilocycles 
per second can be achieved with conven
tional vacuum-tube-amplifier techniques. 

Another possibility is to provide an al
ternate path for the source current 
through the control coil of an output cry
otron. In this case, before the memory is 
interrogated, one path (the memory) 
would have zero resistance and low induct
ance, whereas the other path (the output 
cryotron control coil) would have zero re
sistance and high inductance. Under 

these conditions the current would flow 
preferentially through the memory rather 
than through the output cryotron winding 
and would retain such a distribution if no 
parasitic resistances were present. As 
soon as one word in the memory becomes 
resistive, however, all of the current 
would be shunted through the output 
cryotron winding and indicate the event 
by causing the output gate to become 
resistive. This third method would be 
somewhat slower than the other two be
cause of the time involved in switching 
the current from the memory to the out
put cryotron. 

In a large memory it would not be 
feasible to have a separate voltage-indi
cating device for each word as shown in 

Fig. 14. One bit of cryotron memory enlarged 
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Fig. 15. The 200·bit feasibility model 

Fig. 10. A memory of this kind in its 
simplest form would have only one volt
age-indicating device connected across 
the output circuits of all of the words. 
The output would only indicate whether 
the interrogated word is included within 
the memory. It is possible to add ad
ditional sensing amplifiers and break 
the output circuit up in a variety of 
ways. For instance, the information in 
the memory might be ordered into any 
number of categories, there being pro
vided one output for each category. 
When interrogated, an output would in
dicate not only that the word is stored 
but also its category. 

Existing words can be erased from 
the memory and new words written at 
will. This is accomplished by changing 
the setting of the flip-flops. Fig. 11 is a 
diagram of one bit of the memory show
ing details of the flip-flop and input cir
cuits. The flip-flop in the memory is 
similar to the flip-flop of Fig. 7 except 
an "and gate" has been added to the 
input. For the flip-flop to be changed, 
both the "enable" coils and a write 
coil must be activated. All of the 
enable coils of one word are connected 
in series. A cryotron switch similar to 
the one in Fig. 5, then selects the word 
to be written in by routing current to the 
enable coils of that word. After the 
enable coils are selected, the write coils 
are energized and a new word is written 
into the memory. 

A detailed circuit diagram of a cryotron 

memory containing four 5-bit words is 
shown in Fig. 12. This 20-bit memory, 
made by welding cryotrons to niobium 
pins set in a phenolic board, is now under 
test see Fig. 13. The completed con
struction looks very much like the circuit 
diagram. Fig. 14 is an enlarged view 
of one bit showing the "R" circuit and 
the flip-flop circuit in greater detail. 

The board shown in Fig. 13 is a build
ing block for a 200-bit feasibility model 
under construction at Arthur D. Little, 
Incorporated. The boards will be stacked 
one on another to form a package about 
3 inches wide by 3 inches deep by 4 inches 
high. They will be interconnected by 
means of superconducting wires con
nected to the pins on their edges. Fig. 
15 is a diagram showing how the boards 
are interconnected to form a 200-bit 
memory. 

The principal objectives of the present 
project are first, to demonstrate feasi
bility of cryotron circuitry in its present 
primitive state of development, and 
second, to explore the various engineer
ing problems involved. A parallel proj
ect is being carried out to develop more 
economical means for constructing, as
sembling, and joining cryotrons. Only 
modest improvements in present tech
niques will be required in order to make 
the construction of a much larger memory 
feasible. 

The present feasibility model will op
erate within a vacuum-jacketed con
tainer partially filled with liquid helium. 
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This, in turn, is placed in a larger vac
uum-jacketed vessel containing liquid 
nitrogen in order to minimize the he
lium evaporation rate. The jou1e heat
ing that the memory will dissipate into 
the liquid helium is small compared 
with the normal evaporation loss of the 
container resulting from imperfect ther
mal isolation. 

Conclusions 

The cryotron memory described in this 
paper is designesl to be used in a system 
with the following requirements: (1) 
capacity for storage of a large number of 
fixed-length words, (2) parallel interro
gation with simultaneous access to the 
whole memory and (3) many interrogate 
operations and relatively few erase and 
write operations. 

Cryotrons are rather limited in their 
operating speed at the present time. The 
exact interrogate and write speed cap
ability of the memory is not known as 
yet; however, it is calculated that the 
memory can be interrogated every 10 
microseconds and a new word can be 
written in about 500 microseconds. 

The cryotron, even in its present 
relatively underdeveloped state, shows a 
great deal of promise for the construction 
of large information memories requiring 
fast access. Its principal advantages 
are the following. 

Size: An individual cryotron, as shown 
in Fig. 1, is a very small device. Moreover, 
it appears that the only limitation on the 
density of assembly is determined by con
struction techniques. Unless other limita
tions appear, with greater experience, it is 
reasonable to expect that a large-scale 
digital computer would require less than 1 
cubic foot of cryotrons. 

Cost: Because of the inexpensive raw 
materials and the simplicity of construction 
the cost per bit is expected to be extremely 
low. 

Reliability: No reliability experience has 
been accumulated on the cryotron. The 
most likely sources of trouble in present 
devices are the welded joints and the insula
tion. Once a circuit is assembled, however, 
it will be exposed to an almost ideal environ
ment for the remainder of its life: an inert 
atmosphere at a temperature where all 
thermal activity has virtually ceased, elec
trically and thermally shielded from its 
surroundings. 
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Discussion 

L. R. Brown (Burroughs Corporation): 
" How are interconnecting leads kept from 

being superconductors? What conductors 
do not offer superconductivity? 

Mr. Slade: In cryotron circuitry the low 
impedance levels dictate the use of a con
stant current source. Since the amount of 
current is regulated at its source it is possible 
to use zero resistance interconnecting leads. 
Superconducting interconnecting leads are 
desirable in order to minimize joule heating. 
There are 21 known elements that display 
the phenomena of superconductivity in 
addition to many alloys. In general, how
ever, the metals that are good conductors at 
room temperature (copper, silver, etc.) do 
not become superconductors at low tem
peratures. 

M. L. Aitel (Radio Corporation of America): 
What is the size ratio between the memory 
and the required refrigeration system?-

Mr. Slade: A large system like a cryotron 
general-purpose computer would probably 
have a self-sufficient refrigeration system. 
If the cryotrons used, say, one cubic foot of 
space, a helium liquefier designed for this 
system might use 20 to 30 times that much 
space. On the other hand, for a small sys
tem, such as a memory or function table, it 
might be satisfactory to have liquid helium 
delivered on a regular schedule. In that 
case the only space needed for the refriger
ation system is the space for a dewar. The 
ratio of refrigeration equipment space to 

cryotron space would now be about 5 to 1, 
which is considerably less. 

J. M. Feeney: What is the frequency 
response of the cryotron? 

Mr. Slade: Dudley Buck has reported 
switching a single cryotron in 0.1 micro
second and there have been unofficial reports 
of faster switching times. However, the 
control coil of a cryotron is entirely induc
tive and if it is being driven by the gate of 
another cryotron, as it often is, the switching 
time of the circuit is much longer. The 
time constant of such a circuit is governed 
by the coil inductance divided by the gate 
resistance. For present-day cryotrons this 
switching time is about 500 microseconds. 

J. W. Lacey (Dept. of Defense): Can some 
idea be given of the magnitude of current 
gain in a cryotron? Is it yet possible to 
predict which metals or alloys will be most 
suitable for cryotrons, or must an exhaustive 
search be made for better materials? 

Mr. Slade: Yes, the magnitude of the 
current gain is calculated to be about 6 for 
present cryotrons. However, the actual 
current gain is usually somewhat less than 
this for reasons not yet clearly understood. 
A search must be made to find an alloy with 
a high normal resistance, a sharp transition 
from the normal to superconductive state, 
and a convenient transition temperature in 
order to achieve higher switching speeds 
while retaining other desirable character
istics. 

J. R. Stock (Union Carbide and Carbon 
Corporation): What insulation is used for 
the niobium coil? 

Mr. Slade: Teflon insulation is used for 
the coil and gate. This enables us to spot
weld through the insulation. 

R. A. Stasin (General Electric Company): 
Is there any data on wire insulation and 
weld reliability when temperature is cycled 
from room temperature to 4 degrees abso
lute? 

Mr. Slade: No, there is no data on this 
subject. However, troubles have not been 
encountered with either in conducting ex
periments. 

W. H. Farrard (Autonetics Division of 
North American Airlines): What is the 
resistance of the 1/2 inch of wire when re
sistive? What currents are involved? 

Mr. Slade: 0.001 ohm per inch is the normal 
resistance of 9-mil annealed tantalum wire. 
One current source of between five- and six
hundred milliamperes can serve for all of the 
power requirements in a circuit. 

G. Hollander (Clevite Research Company): 
With how many gates have you actually 
loaded a flip-flop? 

Mr. Slade: On the input to the flip-flop as 
many "or gates" as are needed can be used 
without any measurable circuit degradation. 
Input "and gates" are limited to two on the 
"set one" side and two on "set zero" side, 
unless special cryotrons with high resistance 
gates are used. On the output to the flip
flop the number of series output coils that 
can be used is limited only by the reduction 
in frequency response which can be tolerated 
by the addition of inductance to the circuit. 

A Compact Coincident-Current Memory 
from the wall-motion switching which 
characterized the remagnetization process 
in bulk material. Experimental evidence 
indicates that with the application of a 
small magnetic field in the plane of the 
film, but perpendicular to the easy direc
tion of the magnetization (cross-field), 
the films can be switched by a very rapid 
process equivalent to simple rotation of 
the total magnetization. (This has been 
discussed by C. D. Olsen, E. N. Mitchell, 
A. V. Pohm, and S. M. Rubens, in a paper 
submitted to The Physical Review.) Fig. 
1 illustrates a family of switching curves 
with various cross-fields of a circular 
sample of evaporated nonmagnetostric
tive permalloy I-centimeter in diameter 
and about 2,000-A (Angstrom unit) thick 
as compared with liS-mil permalloy and 
Sl and S3 ferrites. Switching time here is 
defined as the period between the time 
the drive field reaches the coercive force 
and the time at which the output voltage 
has dropped to 10% of its peak value. 
Note that the slopes of the switching 
curves for the evaporated materials under 
these conditions are 4 to S times greater 
than that for liS-mil Mopermalloy, and 15 
to 20 times greater than those for the fer-

A. V.POHM 

IN DEVELOPING higher speed com
puting equipment it is generally neces

sary also to develop faster memory sys
tems which are reliable and efficient, and 
yet do not have prohibitive costs. This 
need has prompted many investigations 
of new materials and new fabrication 
methods. 

One such investigation of the properties 
of ferromagnetic films evaporated in the 
presence of a magnetic field has been car
ried on by a group at the Naval Ordnance 
Laboratory at Corona, California. Their 
investigation revealed that it was pos-

A. V. PORM and S. M. RUBENS are with Remington 
Rand Univac, Division of Sperry Rand Corporation, 
St. Paul, Minn. 
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S. M. RUBENS 

sible to deposit thin films of permalloy or 
perminvar on glass substrates which had 
exceedingly rectangular hysteresis loops 
with almost the necessary coercive forces 
for coincident-current operation. The 
swi~ching characteristics of these films 
also seemed as good or better than those 
of ferrite materials. 

Because of the encouraging initial re
sults, research in this field was continued 
by the Remington Rand Univac Division 
of the Sperry Rand Corporation in order 
to further investigate the properties of 
deposited ferromagnetic materials, and to 
determine the feasibility of using such 
materials in a coincident-current memory. 

In the course of this investigation it was 
discovered that thin films of permalloy 
and, in particular, those with a zero 
magnetostrictive composition can be 
switched in a manner entirely different 
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Fig. 1. Switching curves for 1-cm diameter of 
nonmagnetostrictive sample of evaporated 
permalloy as compared to other magnetic 

materials. 

rite materials. Fig. 1 illustrates the 
very rectangular hysteresis loops which 
normally characterize evaporated perm
alloy materials. 

For drive fields whose magnitude corre
sponds to points below the break or knee 
of the film switching curves of Fig. 1, 
switching occurs primarily by wall mo
tion. Beyond the knee, switching occurs 
by means of the fast simple rotation proc
ess. 

The threshold of the rotational switch
ing process can be predicted with reasona
ble accuracy on the basis of a simple energy 
model, assuming that the potential 
energy varies as' sin20,O being the angle 
between the total magnetization acting as 
as a simple dipole and the easy direction 
of magnetization. Fig. 2 illustrates the 
agreement within experimental error be
tween threshold field conditions pre
dicted by the model and those experi
mentally measured. H..L I is defined as the 
magnitude of cross-field necessary to pro
duce saturation in the transverse direc
tion. Hs is defined as the magnitude of 
the switching field, and H..L is defined as 
the magnitude of cross-field during the 
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Fig. 2. Typical evaporated Film 60-cycles per 
second hysteresis loop 

switching process. Because of the good 
agreement between the values predicted 
by the model and those experimentally 
measured, the model can be used as an 
analytic tool. 

In designing an evaporated core 
memory a compromise has to be reached 
between the various design requirements. 
Specifically, small drive currents, low 
power, easily fabricated etched-circuit 
wiring, adequate signal-to-noise ratios, 
maximum speed, and satisfactory relia
bilityare desirable. 

There are several satisfactory tech
niques which can be used to fabricate an 
evaporated core memory with etched 
wmng. In general, the choice of tech
niques will depend upon the type of op
eration and use of the memory. The 
coincident-current memory design, to be 
discussed in this paper, is one specifically 
intended for very-high-speed operation 
and uses the most simple construction 
techniques. Total memory cycle time is 
about 2 microseconds (p,sec), and access 
time is something less than 1 p,sec. 

As indicated in Fig. 1, I-centimeter 
(cm) circular evaporated plate-like films 
of 2,000 A thickness with coercive forces 
of 1 oersted are capable of coincident
current switching in times as short as 0.1 
p,sec when a suitable transverse field is 
applied. 

The I-cm plate-like sample on which 
these measurements were made is ob
viously much larger than an appro
priate size to include in a memory. For 
a 2,000-A thick-film, it is found that the 
diameter of the films can be reduced to 
0.35 or 0.4 cm before film properties be
come seriously affected. If the diameter 
of a film is decreased beyond this, the de
magnetization fields arising from free 
poles at the edges of the films cause the 
hysteresis loops to shear and the switch
ing time to be considerably increased. 
The increase in switching time apparently 
results from areas of reverse magnetiza
tion created by the demagnetizing fields 
which impede the simple rotation process. 
The size of the memory element can be 
reduced further if some method is used to 
diminish the demagnetizing field. This 
can be accomplished, for example, with a 
suitable high permeability backing ma
terial. 

The memory being described has simple 
film cores or "bits" 0.4 cm in diameter 
spaced on 0.8" cm center:s. A circular 
shape was chosen to eliminate shape 
anisotropy effects as the magnetization 
undergoes rotation during the switching 
process. 

The memory has a capacity of 1,024 
words (32 by 32), 24 bits in length. ' The 
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Fig. 3. Comparison of theoretical and ex
perimental rotation threshold fields 

memory elements are being evaporated 
in 16 by 16 element submatrices on about 
30-mil thick glass plates about 5 inches 
square. In production, the core elements 
for a whole plane could be evaporated at 
one time. 

One of the major fabrication problems in 
an ordinary ferrite core memory involves 
stringing the drive, inhibit, and sense lines 
through the individual toroids. The 
plate-like memory elements which are 
being used in this memory provide an 
opportunity to use simple multilayer 
etched wiring in place of the difficult 
stringing technique. Thin flat conductors 
are used for the drive and inhibit lines. 
The fields along the surface of the con
ductors are fairly uniform, and the core 
elements are placed in close proximity 
with the conductors. At the element posi
tions, the horizontal, vertical, and inhibit 
conductors run parallel so that their fields 
superimpose and add algebraically to give 

Fig. 4. Exploded view of wiring at evap
orated memory element location 
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Fig. 5. Field distribution at element position 

the necessary coincident-current opera
tion. 

Fig. 4 shows an exploded view of the 
etched wiring sandwich at a bit position. 
The sense winding is closest to the ele
ment, for maximum coupling, followed by 
the two drive lines and the inhibit wind
ings. One-ounce copper is used for the 
windings with about 4 mils of insulation 
between the layers. 

To minimize the drive current require
ments and the inductance of the drive 
lines, the windings are placed on the top 
and bottom of the thin glass sheets on 
which the core elements are deposited to 
form thin loops. The drive lines in the 
region of the core elements are slit to pre
vent eddy currents which would damp the 
rotational switching. The slits are twisted 
slightly to alter the current flow direction 
in order to correct for the slight misalign
ment of the field caused by the bending of 
the drive lines in passing from one bit to 
the next. The field distribution from the 
top and bottom parts of a drive line at 
an element position is shown in Fig. 5. 

The inductance of an isolated drive line 
is 2 to 3 microhenries, although, because 
of laminated etched wiring construction, 
the individual drive lines appear as low 
impedance transmission lines with charac
teristic impedances of 10 to 15 ohms. 
The propagation time down the full 
length of a drive line was computed to be 
0.12 p,sec with an attenuation of 7%. By 
breaking the drive lines into two halves 
attenuation is kept to 3.5%, and propaga~ 
tion time is diminished to 0.07 j.Lsec. By 
analyzing the drive pulse into its fre
quency components and checking the de
lay and attenuation for each component, 
it was found that very little distortion of 
pulse shape occurred. To provide the 
necessary I-oersted fields per drive line, 
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drive currents of about 400 milliamperes 
are necessary. 

To achieve the rapid rotational switch
ing it is necessary to provide a cross-field. 
This can be achieved in either of two ways. 
One can provide a cross-field by using an 
additional winding or coil, or one can 
provide the cross-field by rotating the 
"easy direction" of the magnetic element 
slightly with respect to the drive field. 
The best angle can be selected by employ
ing the previously described model as an 
analytical tool. The slight-rotation 
method is being used because of its sim
plicity in the memory being described. 

The sense winding is wound in a diag
onal manner in each quadrant submatrix. 
The submatrix sense windings are con
nected together in a plus-minus-plus
minus manner in a clockwise direction. 
With perfect placement of the etched 
windings and the sense winding is very 
nearly zero. 

Although the hysteresis loops of eva
porated films are exceedingly rectangular, 
delta-flux changes do occur in the un
selected cores when the film elements are 
switched by means of the simple rotation 
mechanism. This occurs because the field 
generated by the current in a single drive 
line causes a small rotation even though 
it is not large enough to cause the core 
element to switch. However, by rotating 
the sense winding by a slight angle it is 
possible to cancel delta noise completely 
irrespective of the digit distribution in 
the memory. This is achieved by posi
tioning the sense winding so that the delta 
pickup arising from a stored one is exactly 
equal to that for a stored zero. Since 
the sense winding links successive bits 
along a given drive line with alternating 
polarity, exact delta noise cancellation is 
theoretically possible. The correct angle 
can be directly computed by employing 
the simple rotational model. 

In order to make a practical memory, 
it is necessary to obtain adequate sign3.1-
to-noise ratios. Adequate signal-to-noise 
ratios have been demonstrated by physical 
measurement as indicated in Fig. 6 which 
shows the zero and the one signals from a 
bit in a 16 by 16 test matrix employing 
wall motion switching. By direct com
putation it can be shown that adequate 
signal-to-noise ratios are obtainable. 

Fig. 6. Output from 
16 by 16 test matrix 
plane using an re
sistance - capacitance 
co~pled amplifier 
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Fig. 7. Pulse timing 

When a O.4-cm core element is switched 
in 0.5 p,sec a signal of about 4 mi11ivolts 
is induced in the sense winding which has 
a characteristic impedance of about 20 
ohms. The total voltage integral arising 
from the switching of a core element 
amounts to 1 mi11ivoltp,sec or a flux 
linkage of 0.1 line. 

Etched-circuit engineers have indi
cated that the lateral registration of the 
various winding in the etched wiring can 
be kept in registration within 3 or 4 
mils, and that the separation of layers can 
be kept uniform with 1 or 2 mils. If a 
random 2-mil variation in separation or 5-
mil lateral displacement occurs between 
the drive lines and the sense winding, at a 
bit position, a net unbalanced linked air 
flux of about 0.003 line occurs. When a 
bit is selected by the coincidence of cur
rents, the 62 unselected bit positions along 
the two drive lines, which are assumed to 
have random error variation in their posi
tioning, give on the average an un
balanced mutual noise signal resulting 
from linking 0.025 line. Thus the un
balanced mutual coupling signal which 
occurs only during the rise and fall of the 
line pulses would have only one fourth the 
voltage integral of the switch signal. 
By strobing the output signal, good signal
to-noise ratios are obtained. 

A second possible source of noise arises 
from the capacitive coupling between a 
selected drive line and the sense winding. 

OlfrF'UT WITH AND 
WITHOUT MEMORY 
ELEMENT IN PLACE 
AT HALF PULSE 
POSmON. 

OUTPUT WITH AND 
WITHOUT MEMORY 
ELEMENT iN COINCi
DENT POSmON. 
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By taking into account the coupling capac
ity, the drive voltage, the characteristic 
impedance of the sense winding and the 
phase delay, it can be computed that a 
noise pulse equivalent to linking 0.04 
line of flux occurs. This again is con
siderably smaller than that which arises 
from switching a core element, and ade
quate signal-to-noise ratios are obtained by 
strobing. 

A third possible source of noise arises 
from the capacity to ground of the pri
mary winding on the transformer which 
matches the impedance of the sense ampli
fier to that of the sense line. By balanc
ing the capacity to a grounded shield, the 
noise from this source is reduced by a 
factor of 10 to 100 below the noise arising 
from the unbalanced air mutual. Thus, 
as was experimentally indicated, the total 
signal-to-noise ratio is adequate. 

The memory operating cycle is broken 

up into essentially three periods. A 
period of 0.6 microsecond is allowed for 
selection to take place. Two periods of 
about 0.7 microsecond are allowed for 
reading the information and then restor
ing. A diagram of the pulse shapes and 
time phasing are shown in Fig. 7. All 
of the necessary logical components are 
transistorized except the final line drivers, 
inhibit generators and the clock. Surface 
barrier transistors are used in the storage 
address register which is direct-current 
coupled to transistorized translators em
ploying General Electric Type 2N123 
and 2N167 transistors. The sense am
plifier consists of a 3-transistor resistance
capacitance coupled amplifier with nega
tive feedback. The inhibit-gating func
tions and digit storage are accomplished 
by transistorized components. 

If the memory is to be interrogated 
every 2 J.l.sec, each "on" drive line or 

inhibit line requires an input of about 
2.5 watts with most of the energy being 
expended in the terminating resistors. 
If slower speed operation were satis
factory, power input to the inhibit 
or drive lines could be reduced to 1.3 
watts by connecting in series the two 
halves of the drive lines or inhibit lines 
which are driveri in parallel in the faster 
arrangement. 

In a crude experimental setup it is esti
mated that evaporated core elements can 
be produced for 1 cent apiece or less. Pro
duction techniques costs per bit element 
could be reduced to a few tenths or a few 
hundredths of a cent. Matrix wiring 
costs are estimated to be less than 1 cent 
per bit. 

It appears that evaporated core mem
ories offer considerably higher speeds at 
lower power levels and cost than are 
available with existing ferrite memories. 

---------------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------

Discussion 

O. J. Van Sant (Naval Ordnance Labora
tory): What is the smallest value of the ob
served switching constant? 

Dr. Pohm: It is assumed that you are in
terested in the comparison between the 
switching constants of films and the switch
ing constants of other materials. It turns 
out that in the wall-motion switching mode, 
the film switching constant is roughly com
parable to that of the ferrites. In the rota
tional switching mode in any reasonable 
film, if one defines the switching constant S 
by the equation l/T=S(H -He), as we 
have done, the switching constant has values 
ranging anywhere from 10 upwards, simply 
mE-aning that a 1 oersted net drive will cause 
a film to switch in a 0.1 J.l.sec or less. 

C. R. Smallman (Arthur D. Little, Incor
porated): Why not evaporate the necessary 
insulation and drive lines onto the glass sub
strate along with the evaporated cores? 

Dr. Pohm: This is a very fine suggestion and 
offers the next positive step. As an initial 
effort, etched techniques were resorted to 
because they are well developed. This pre-

vented involvement with additional prob
lems, but it looks entirely feasible that eva
porative wiring can be used, and economi
cally so. 

W. M. Wittenberg (International Business 
Corporation): What is your output voltage 
measured at the sense winding? 

Dr. Pohm: The output voltage for a 1/2-
p,sec switch is about 4 millivolts. 

T. R. Long (Bell Telephone Laboratories): 
How is heat dissipation in the system taken 
care of considering the insulating materials 
employed? 

Dr. Pohm: There is very little magnetic 
material involved and the heat dissipation 
problem is negligible because of the large 
dissipating area. At most about 25 watts 
were put into the total memory, running at 
peak operating speeds. About 24 watts 
are being dissipated in terminating resistors 
so one has essentially th~ bulk of the whole 
memory dissipating about 1 watt. The 
films are not temperature-sensitive. One 
could probably operate them anywhere 
from -100 to about 100 degrees centigrade. 

H. Moss (Burroughs Corporation): How is 
the effect of air flux interference avoided? 
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Dr. Pohm: The sense winding is essentially 
wound with zero mutual coupling to the 
drive, the only linkage that occurs between 
the two windings results from the presence 
of the elements. 

K. Preston, Jr. (Bell Telephone Labora
tories): What is the access time required for 
the 1,024 word memory? What driving 
current amplitude is required? 

Dr. Pohm: The access time is primarily 
limited by the electronics. In the system 
being built, this will be about 0.8 p,sec. 
The driving current is 400 milliamperes. 
per line. 

R. M. Clinehans (National Cash Register 
Corporation): What is the signal-to-noise 
ratio? What is the ratio of output of one 
to zero disturb? 

Dr. Pohm: The major signal-to-noise prob
lem does not involve the core material. 
The core material itself is essentially perfect 
in this regard. The problem one has is es
sentially that of eliminating the noise con
tribution from unbalanced mutual flux and 
capacitive pickup. In the system that we 
have operated (namely, a 16 by 16 text 
matrix) the signal-to-noise ratio is of the 
order of 1O-to-100-to-1 at strobe time 
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Datafile-A New Tool for Extensive 

File Storage 

D. N. MACDONALD 

Synopsis: This paper discusses the design 
and application of an advanced magnetic
tape storage system with facilities for auto
matic access to files as large as 200 million 
characters with average access times in the 
5 to 20 second range. The Datafile Sys
tem, which employs standard magnetic-tape 
and recording techniques, also provides an 
economical solution to many medium-speed 
random-access problems and avoids awk
ward and time consuming tape-handling 
processes. 

O NE OF the natural extensions of 
magnetic tape from its original use 

as a sound recording medium has been as 
a high-capacity memory and input
output medium for digital computer 
systems. In this application the inherent 
advantages of plastic-based magnetic 
tape such as low-cost, high-recording re
liability, and amenability to selective al
teration, have greatly extended the use
fulness of the computer system in a few 
short years, particularly in applications 
where the handling of large commercial 
files is involved. In adapting magnetic 
tape to digital use, it was fairly easy to 
modify a basic sound recording ma
chine to provide rapid starting and 
stopping of the memory by employing 
servo controlled reels, and by adding 
parallel recording channels to obtain use
ful density. Since computer input-out
put operations and sound recording both 
involve a time-series operation, the use 
of reels has proved very practical, since 
it is easy to load the system manually at 
intervals. However, in many cases these 
very qualities place the technique at a 
serious disadvantage, particularly where 
access to and from memory is always 
under computer control. Here, the ideal 
device has a very large storage capacity, 
the time required to reach anyone por
tion is the same as any other portion, 
and in any case is as short as possible. 
Furthermore, information is generally 
transferred to and from storage in dis
continuous blocks or unit records. 

This is the description of a time-parallel 
storage system, diametrically opposed 
to the conventional magnetic tape sys-

D. N. MACDONALD is with the Burroughs Cor
poration, Pasadena, Calif. 
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tem. While a great deal of attention 
has been given recently to the solution 
of the generalized bulk storage problem 
through the use of rotating memories 
such as large drums or disks, very little 
has been paid to the use of normal mag
netic tape for this application. There 
seems to be a strong tendency to asso
ciate its use completely with conventional 
machines and systems. The excessive 
access time and the trickiness and com
plexities of servo-controlled reels and 
manual tape handling lead us to the 
more expensive systems without first 
examining other desirable alternatives. 

The Datafile system was developed on 
the basis of just this reasoning, with the 
object of retaining the low cost, inherent 
simplicity, and reliability of plastic mag
netic tape while eliminating many of the 
difficulties of the more standard systems. 
Although capable of rather good random
access performance in many applications, 
it is not primarily a random-access sys
tem but rather a high-capacity magnetic
tape storage system designed specifically 
for digital computer system use. As 
such, its performance generally equals 
or exceeds that of corresponding con
ventional magnetic-tape systems with 
higher reliability and performance per 
dollar than either conventional systems 
or random-access systems. 

It is not too far wrong to say that 
Datafile has been created to satisfy the 
problem of the user who needs one 
hundred or more tape machines but 
can not possibly afford them, and the 
problem of the field engineer who could 
not service them in any case. Let us 
take a look at one of the units in the 
system. Fig. 1 shows it with the covers 
on ready for use. Each machine handles 
12,500 feet of 3/4-inch wide tape in 50 
discontinuous 250 foot lengths. These 
50 lengths are stored loosely in a par
titioned tub or multiple bin, and brought 
out over a guide system which runs the 
length of the machine, as do a pair of 
large drive rollers. 

A servo-positioned head carriage op
erates on a track underneath the tapes to 
position the recording heads underneath 
a selected tape, and this carriage carries 
a set of solenoid-operated pinch rollers 

to drive the selected tape. Only one tape 
at a time is driven, the others remaining 
in their last selected position. 

It is immediately apparent that this is 
a two parameter selection system where 
any point in memory may be reached by 
selecting the proper tape and driving it 
to the proper position, thus making the 
Datafile system intermediate between the 
single parameter reel magnetic-tape sys
tem, and most three parameter random
access memory systems. Laid out fiat, 
the recording surface is 3 feet wide by 
250 feet long with facilities for po
sitioning recording heads at any point 
on this surface. Of course, the basic 
Datafile technique can be employed with 
any standard digital recording system. 
since tape widths, speeds, recording sys
tems, and formats can be varied to suit 
the occasion. Most of the following dis
cussion, however, will be centered about 
its application to the Datatron com
puting system, to which the Datafile 
has first been attached. 

This version employs 50 separate 
lengths of tape, with dual recording lanes 
on each tape to provide 100 selectable 
information lanes, each 1000 blocks 
long, for a total machine capacity of 
22 million digits of information. At a 
tape speed of 60 inches per second any 
point in memory may be reached from 
any other in 14 seconds on the average. 
Of course, this average random-access 
time is directly related to the amount 
of storage required by a particular appli
cation. Where access to only 5 million 
digits is required, the average random 
access time reduces to 3.9 seconds. 
Fig. 2 shows the relationship between 
random-access time and capacity for a 
one machine system. The operating 
point on this curve is determined by the 
program. While the Datafile will op
erate with any length of tape less than 
maximum, it is generally kept loaded 
for the problem requiring the longest 
capacity, with other points on the curve 
obtained by restricting the area of 
tape searched, and the corresponding 
file size. 

The addition of the Datafile system 
as an auxiliary to the Datatron magnetic
tape system requires little change to the 
central computer or tape control equip
ment. As in the standard system, a 
six channel parallel format is employed, 
utilizing four channels for binary coded 
decimal information, the fifth channel 
for parity code, and the sixth for marking 
blocks of twenty ll-digit computer words. 
The 3-digit block address associated with 
the block marker is carried in the· for
mation channels, preceding the block. 
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Fig. 1. Complete Datafile 

N onreturn-to-zero recording is used, 
with a flux change representing a zero. 
The two recording lanes on each tape are 
interlaced, with the associated heads 
permanently connected in series to the 
read-write amplifiers. Switching from 
one lane to the other on a particular tape 
is accomplished by lifting the tape from 
the unselected head, which acts as a 
cross-talk cancellation transformer for 
the selected head. This dual lane ar
rangement' while not fundamental to 
the Datafile technique, has the advan
tages of reducing the number of individ
ual tapes and associated hardware in the 
unit, increasing the efficiency of tape 
usage, and simplifying the job of the 
head positioning controls. Up to 10 
Datafiles may be connected to the 
central computer system providing a 
practical machine-controlled memory of 
just under 1 billion bits for the first time. 
Like the normal magnetic-tape system, 
sections of the file may be replaced 
manually with new file sections, while 
individual tapes may be precalibrated 
for use and parity checked during opera
tion to provide error free service. Stand
ard instrumentation Mylar magnetic 
tape is used. 

Fig. 3 shows the Datafile with the cab
inet covers removed, and leads us to a 
discussion of the basic construction. 
While the handling of magnetic tape in 
bins is not new, two major difficulties 
have prevented more extensive appli
cation of this technique; the creasing 
of tape in the lower part of the bins due 
to the weight of additional folds on top, 
and the serious problems of cumulative 
electrostatic charge on the tape surface, 
causing the tape folds to stick together 
and interfere with normal bin loading. 
Creasing is avoided in the Datafile by 
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Fig. 2. Random-access time versus capacity 

limiting the tape length to 250 feet, and 
using baffles in the bin to support the 
tape folds. The electrostatic problem is 
minimized by the perforated metal bin 
partitions, which not only assist in 
drawing off electrostatic charges from the 
surface of the tape, but also prevent the 
buildup of air pockets underneath the 
tape as it is driven into the top of the 
bin. With this design it is possible to 
use standard tape over a wide range of 
environment with superior results, avoid
ing the use of conductive tape coatings. 

Fig. 4 illustrates a cross section of the 
drive system at any particular tape po
sition. The recording heads and mag
netically operated pinch roller assemblies 
are mounted on the head carriage, while 
all other elements shown are fixed. 
Drive power is transmitted to the tape 
on the uncoated side to avoid tape wear. 

Tape tension against the heads and guides 
is provided by a pair of vacuum drag 
manifolds which apply a frictional drag 
on the back side of the tape only. These 
manifolds also detect the arrival of per
forated leaders and trailers on each tape 
to prevent accidental unthreading of the 
machine by disconnecting the drive at 
the end of the tape. The head carriage 
assembly shown in Fig. 5 can be po
sitioned at any tape by a servo-controlled 
metal band drive and operates on ball 
bearing rollers. Fig. 6 shows the time 
required for the head carriage to move 
between successive selected tapes. The 
average random traverse time is just 
under 1 second, corresponding to an in
terval of one third the total, or 17 tapes. 
This performance is obtained with an 
error-rate damped analog servo system 
operating in a precision d-c resistance 

Fig. 3. Covers removed 
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bridge. On side of the bridge is re
sistance controlled by mercury relays to 
accomplish the initial digital to analog 
conversion. The carriage includes a 
magnetically operated detent which locks 
it into position underneath each tape 
in order to make head location inde
pendent of the servo system. This 
detent mechanism also serves to retract 
the heads from the tapes during the 
head positioning motion. Electrical con
nections to the head carriage solenoids and 
recording heads are brought in through a 
flexible cable which bangs freely below 
the head carriage in a space between the 
two sets of bin partitions. 

The Datafile employs a built-in file 
protection mechanism to prevent in
advertent alteration of a portion of the 
file either by programming or machine 
error. Each tape position is provided 
with a lever which may be set and thrown 
to operate a switch on the head carriage 
at that tape position to prevent the two 
associated recording lanes from being 
altered. Any combination of lanes may 
be so protected. Individual Datafile 
tapes are stored on small reels when re
moved from the machine, and are loaded 
by means of a motor driven reel which 
can be positioned to anyone of the bins. 
The drive rollers are retractable to pro-
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vide for easy loading. Threading of 
the tape is accomplished by clipping a 
small weight to its end and dropping it 
into the bin. 

In addition to servo controls, drive 
circuits for the mechanism, and pre
amplifiers for the recording heads, each 
unit has an automatic sequencing circuit 
which allows the machine to be completely 
rewound under local control after receipt 
of a rewind instruction from the com
puter. This is particularly useful for 
zeroing the memory without tieing 
up the central control, for operations 
such as sorting and sequential file proc
essing. Used in conjunction with the 
Datatron tape control unit, the Datafile 
system is controlled by four basic in
structions: search, read, write, and re
wind. In the search instruction one 
digit specifies the desired Datafile unit, 
two digits specify the lane in that ma
chine, and three digits specify the block 
in the lane selected. When the search 
instruction is received by the tape 
control unit, the central computer is 
cleared for computation while the searc~ 
is executed independently. First, the 

NUMBER OF TAPES TRAVERSED 

particular unit is selected, and the two 
lane selection digits routed to it. Con
trol circuits within the unit choose the 
proper recording head and convert the 
information to an analog voltage to 
control the head carriage drive. Upon 
completion of the lane selection the tape 
is driven in the proper direction and the 
block addresses on the tape are read 
and compared with the stored three 
digit block number until equality is 
reached, when the tape is stopped ready 
for the next instruction. This will us
ually be either a read or write instruction 
for up to 100 blocks of information, 
starting at the selected address. 

Without going into the detailed appli
cation of the Datafile to machine filing 
systems, it is important to note some of 
the more significant factors involved, 
since file organization directly affects 
the efficiency of the system. The usual 
file is neither completely random nor 
completely sequential with respect to 
inquiries and transactions, but is fre
quently composed of random blocks of 
information which are internally ordered. 
If the file is forced into some sequence on 
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tape, the transactions must generally be 
presorted if any system efficiency is to be 
maintained. On the other hand, the 
use of an expensive fractional-second 
random-access system is frequently un
warranted either because the random
ness applies only to large blocks of in
ternally ordered information, because the 
random access can be handled in the in
ternal memory of the machine at high 
speed, or in the case of some problems 
where complete random access is re
quired, the access time is not critical. 

We are speaking qualitatively here of a 
figure of merit, since a better match be
tween the machine filing system and the 
problem at hand allows the user to ob
tain higher capacity for his money, or to 
spend less money, or to do the job in less 
time, as he chooses. This situation is 
shown graphically in Fig. 7, which plots 
file activity against randomness for a 
conventional magnetic-tape system, the 
Datafile system, and a typical disc mem
ory system. File activity is defined as 
the percentage of the total file which 
can be processed in a single 8-hour shift. 
For purposes of comparison the chart 
shows the results for a 20-thousand 
block file (4,400,000 digits). At the 
right hand side the superiority of the disc 

memory is clearly evident. Here, ac
cess time is all important in determining 
the efficiency of processing, since the 
systems are jumping rapidly from one 
small unit record to another. As we move 
left on the spectrum and pick up some 
degree of sequence the Datafile system 
takes over in preference because it is able 
to transfer strings' of data at the higher 
rate of a conventional tape system, in 
this case 6,000 per second. At the 
purely sequential end, the conventional 
tape system and Datafile system are 
about equal in their ability to handle 
the file because of this fact, while the 
random access system has fallen far 
below. The chart indicates that the 
Datafile is superior in all cases to a 
conventional tape system in its effi
ciency, and indeed this is often the case. 
However, we must remember that the 
comparison was on the basis of a rel
atively small file. There are still many 
applications for sequential processing of 
large files where it is economically de
sirable to employ a storage cabinet full 
of tape reels in lieu of the automatic 
Datafile. 

With these factors in mind, the hybrid 
role of the system becomes more clearly 
evident. Sometimes dubbed the poor 

man's random-access memory, it does 
combine entirely creditable pure ran
dom-access performance at rates up to 
several thousand transactions per hour 
with low system cost, and is the logical 
choice for extremely large but relatively 
inactive machine files. At the other end 
of the spectrum, in comparison with 
conventional tape systems, high per
formance magnetic tape operation is 
provided, while completely eliminating 
operational difficulties of . manual tape 
handling and threading. Where the 
automation of highly important master 
records is involved, the elimination of all 
manual handling, the provision for fool
proof file protection, and the increased 
reliability resulting from the absence of 
complex tape handling mechanism opens 
a new era in the electronic processing of 
business data, and provides the first 
economic solution to the large file prob
lem. Conceived as an engineering solu
tion to the problems of computer tape 
systems, the Datafile appears to provide 
an optimum match to the large ma
jority of file applications, and represents 
a final departure from the difficulties 
incurred in the application of sound re
cording technology to the antagonistic 
requirements of digital data processing. 

---------------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------

Discussion 

S. Gitchick (International Business Ma
chines Corp.): If the tapes were in the 
form of continuous loops, rather than free 
hanging, would not the search time be de
creased? 

Mr. MacDonald: The answer is yes. They 
were made discontinuous loops, primarily to 
avoid the problems of slip connections to the 
head carriage, and to simplify loading. 
We felt that the provision of the hanging 
connecting cable was more important than 
lowering the access time. 

L. Lipschitz (International Business Ma
chines Corp.): What pulls the tape off the 
friction surface and to the bin on the dis
charge side? 

Mr. MacDonald: The geometry provides 
two drive points with pinch roller and cap
stan drive, forward and reverse. The fric
tion drag means are in between these two 
drive sources, so that the drive in either di
rection is pulling against the drag means, 
ana the heads were positioned in between. 
I think this may be a problem of confusion 
in the geometry of the drive. 

J. N. Harris (Hycon Eastern): What is the 
expected operating life and reliability of the 
tape? What is the tape width used in the 
system? 

lVf acDonald--Datafile 

Mr. MacDonald: This is a very difficult 
question to answer quantitatively since it 
depends upon the tape used and involves a 
discussion of particular tape brands. In 
general, however, tape life is in excess of 
about 30,000 passes; 3/4 inch in this par
ticular application. 

M. Muller (International Business Ma
chines Corp.): Please explain the reading or 
writing action of file when a tape is at its end 
position? Also, can tapes be read in two 
directions? 

Mr. MacDonald: This operation is again 
almost identical to that of the Datatron 
tape system, if the question has been under
stood correctly. The search operation pro
ceeds in either direction, and the block ad
dress recorded on the tape can be read either 
forward or backward. However, the read
ing-writing operation occurs in the forward 
direction only. 

E. Hertz (Sperry Gyroscope): Can rewind 
be controlled for individual lanes, or must all 
50 have to be rewound together? 

Mr. MacDonald: All 50. 

L. J. Dean (Ramo-Woolridge): Is it pos
sible to interrupt a posting program to inter
rogate the Datafile on demand? 

Mr. MacDonald: Under program control, 
yes. 

M. L. Aitel (Radio Corporation of America): 

Is dual recording used for each bit to obtain 
reliability, or is each bit recorded only once? 

\ 

Mr. MacDonald: Each bit is recorded only 
once. The two heads function independ
ently of each other. 

Chairman Howard: How does the rubber 
drive capstan perform with respect to wow, 
etc., considering long-time wear effects as 
well as performance when new? 

Mr. MacDonald: Generally, wow or flut
ter is not too significant in a digital system. 
In the Datafile, we hold it below 5%, which 
is quite adequate, and providES for reason
able wear. 

W. L. Martin (Marchant Research): Is 
there a Mylar layer between the tape and 
the head? 

Mr. MacDonald: No, there is not. 

C. A. R. Kagan (Western Electric Com
pany): One must assume that the servo
controlled movable read-write head is the 
more economical solution. How much more 
would a static 50 head electrically switched 
read-write systein c'ast and how much would 
the access time be reduced) 

Mr. MacDonald: Generally speaking a 
multi-channel recording head is in the $200 
bracket,. and if you multiply it by 100 heads, 
you have a great deal of money tied up in 
heads, as much' or more than the Datafile 
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machine itself, while the access time has 
only been reduced by 1 second. Remember 
that 100 individual drive mechanisms are 
now also required. 

R. M. Clinehens (National Cash Register 
Corporation): Can longer lengths of tape 
(1,000 feet) and higher tape speeds (240 
inch per second) be used with this equipment 
to increase storage without increasing ac-

cess time with only the obvious modifica
tions? 

Mr. MacDonald: Yes, the particular Data
file we have been speaking of is actually 
system-limited to the 6 kilocycles data
transfer rate. Higher densities and speeds 
have been successfully used. The Datafile 
has operated quite successfully up to 100 
inches per second. The only limitation on 

Quasi-Random Access Memory Systems 

GERHARD L. HOLLANDER 

Synopsis: To select an economical memory 
for business data-processing systems, the 
memory characteristics must be matched 
to the work cycle, processing rate, and 
permissible delay time of the system. 
Quasi-random systems feature the low 
memory cost of serial memories, high 
processing rates, short delay times, and 
minimum sorting. An efficient addressing 
method and rapid cross references reduce 
the total storage requirements. Typical 
business examples illustrate the principles. 

A RECENT paperl described a novel 
data-storage device, the Tape

DRUM. * Before launching a develop
ment program, the characteristics of 
such a unit must be compared to the 
requirements of many applications to 
determine the practicability of the 
concept and the eventual specifications. 

The TapeDRUM appears best suited 
for business applications. A business 
system is usually characterized by large 
storage and relatively simple computa-. 
tional requirements. 2 The need to store 
one billion bits of information is not 
rare. Often, any piece of the informa
tion must be accessible on short notice. 
For example, available credit on a 
charge account must be cleared within 
a few seconds to avoid annoying the 
customer. As the TapeDRUM is a new 
tool, a new approach to the organization 
of large-scale data-processing systems is 
needed. This paper summarizes several 
application studies which illustrate some 
new principles that may be applied to 
other memories of similar characteristics. 

Many memory devices with different 
characteristics are available. 3,4 They 
are often classified as serial-access or 
random-access, and are usually selected 
according to their cost and access time 

GERHARD L. HOLLANDER formerly with the Clevite 
Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio, is now with The 
Philco Corporation, Philadelphia, Pa. 

* Trade-mark of the Clevite Corporation. 

(time needed to extract the desired in
formation from the memory). 

For any application, the lowest priced 
memory should be used if its access 
time meets the system requirements. 
By taking into account three new criteria, 
low-cost serial memory systems can be 
arranged to appear as if their access 
time were shorter. Thus the term 
"quasi-random" access has been coined 
for configurations useful to many business 
systems. 

These quasi-random configurations 
generally combine large low-cost serial 
memories with smaller random-access 
devices, so that the average cost per 
unit of information storage is low. 
Significant savings over conventional 
approaches can be realized, which are 
illustrated by typical, but greatly simpli
fied, examples. However, first the char
acteristics of various memories will be 
examined. 

Memory Characteristics and 
System Requirements 

Total storage requirements for a job 
often depend on the type of memory. 
Many memories require duplication of 
entries to facilitate rapid processing. 
The efficiency of storing addresses de
pends largely on the characteristics of 
the memory. In some memories address 
information must be repeated, while 
others do not record the address at all, 
but imply it in the physical location of 
the data. 

Access times are usually specified on 
a random-access basis. Random access 
means that it takes equal time to locate 
any piece of information. An example of 
random access would be a telephone book, 
where access to any page and any name 
on the page takes about the same time, 
regardless of whether the name starts 

capacity is physical size of the machine since 
we want to maintain the average tape den
sity in the bins that we have now. 

W. W. Sturdy (U. S. Army): Can the ma
terial at a given address be erased and new 
material be inserted in one tape pass? 

Mr. MacDonald: Yes. The recording sys
tem erases by rewriting over the previous 
information. 

with an A or a Z. If the telephone 
directory were printed on a scroll, a 
serial-access system, the time to reach 
the next name would depend on which 
portion is unrolled. For example, if it 
were presently open at the names be
ginning with C, it would take much 
longer to find names with the initial S 
than names beginning with D. 

The meaning of random -access has 
become relative. 5 A magnetic drum is 
not a random-access device, because it 
may take more than one-half a revolu
tion, about 20 milliseconds, to reach some 
blocks of information. Yet, business 
circles consider it random-access because 
the 20-millisecond delay is negligible 
compared to their requirements. 

The accepted figures of merit for a 
memory are access time and cost per bit 
of information. These figures of merit 
must be related to the total storage re
quirement, since the low cost per bit in 
many memories applies only if many 
million bits are stored. 

These figures of merit do not tell the 
whole story. Conventional access time 
alone is significant only if all information 
is demanded in completely unordered 
fashion. In many applications, the work 
cycle calls for several accesses to data 
that are located close to each other. 
For example, in a typical inventory 
system, the previous balance on an item 
would first be looked up, this look-up 
would be verified, the new balance 
stored in the same location, and the result 
that has just been stored verified. At 
the same time, price and statistical 
information concerning that item may 
have been recorded or compared. In 
this case, while five to ten accesses to 
near-by locations were necessary, only 
the first access was truly random. The 
optimum memory minimizes the entire 
work cycle, not just the first access. 

Two important criteria for selecting 
memories are delay time and processing 
rate, which are defined as follows: 

Processing rate = maximum number of 
transactions per unit time. 

Delay tIme = maximum permissible de-
lay before an input trans-
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Fig. 1. T apeDRUM showing drum detail 

action must be reflected in 
output information 

Processing Time = (processing rate)-l 

The processing rate expresses how many 
items must be processed per unit time. 
For example, a department store may 
have to process 240 transactions per 
minute, corresponding to a processing 
time of 0.25 second per transaction. The 
delay time, or pipeline time,S measures 
how soon output information has to be 
affected by the most rece~t entry. A 
store can tolerate a delay of several 
minutes before a sale is deducted from 
inventory, but a customer should not 
wait more than a few seconds before his 
credit balance is verified. Notice that 
while some applications allow much 
longer delay times than others (many 
minutes versus a few seconds) the delay 
time is usually longer and never shorter 
than the processing time (0.25 second). 

The access time of a memory should 
not be specified to equal the processing 
time, since in the quasi-random approach 
the access time can be longer. 

Processing time<access time<delay time 
(1) 

The quasi-random approach does not 
apply when the processing time equals 
the delay time. Except for this limiting 
case, significant savings can be effected 
by specifying processing time and delay 
time instead of the access time of the 
memory. For example, a 20-million 
bit, lOa-page TapeDR UM has an average 
access time of about 5.5 seconds. How
ever, this same TapeDRUM, when used 
as a quasi-random access memory, can 

have a processing time of 0.1 second 
with an average delay time of 45 seconds. 

COMPARISON OF MEMORIES 

The ideal computer memory would 
have instant access to every item and 
would cost nothing. However, Table I 
shows that the cost of memories generally 
increases as access times are shorter. 
Because of their higher cost, high-speed 
memories are used only where access 
times of microseconds are essential. 
Business systems requiring large amounts 

Fig. 2. TapeDRUM basket storage 
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Table I. Comparison of Memories 

Memory 
Class 

Access 
Cost/Bit, Time, 

Typical Devices Dollars Seconds 

High-speed.. ferrite cores. . . . . .. 1.00 ... 10-6 

random cathode-ray tube.. 1.00 ... 10-6 

access vacuum tubes. . .. 10 00 ... 10-6 

Medium 
access ..... magnetic drum .... 0.01 ... 10-% 

Slow access.. magnetic tape. . . .. 0.0001. .. 102 

of data, store most of their records in the 
low-cost memories. 

Several memories have appeared on 
the market which combine some of the 
characteristics of the medium-access 
memories with other characteristics of 
the slow-access devices. A typical 
memory of this type is the TapeDRUM. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE TAPEDRUM 

The TapeDRUM combines the large 
storage capacity with fast access time 
at a reasonable cost. Using the same 
basis as Table I, the cost to store a bit 
of information on a TapeDRUM is on 
the order of $0.0001. Following are 
the design specifications for the Tape
DRUM: 

Drum diameter .............. 12 inches 
Drum speed........ . .. 1,200 rpm 
Number of tr!j.cks ............ 128 
Track density ............... 10 tracks per inch 
Tape advance speed *. . . . . . .. 5 pages per second 

plus 0.25 second 
Recorded pulse packing ....... 100 pulses per inch 
Maximum basket storage ..... 400 pages 
Approx. capacity per page .... 200,000 binary digits 

'Within anyone section the access time 
on the TapeDRUM is equivalent to the 
access time of a drum. This permits the 
direct communication between the Tape
DRUM and the arithmetic element, 
eliminating an intermediate random
access memory. For many business 
applications, the arithmetic speed just 
matches the drum speed, resulting in a 
slower and less expensive arithmetic 
element. 2 

The TapeDRUM may be thought of 
as a drum turned inside out. In a 
standard drum the information is stored 
on the circumference of the drum and 
stationary heads scan the data as the 
drum revolves. In the TapeDRUM, a 
piece of tape that contains the informa
tion is held stationary over the drum, 
while 128 magnetic heads, imbedded in 
the drum, rotate and scan the stationary 
magnetic surface (Fig. 1). The relative 
motion between the heads and the storage 
medium is retained, which is necessary 

* This means that a single page advance requires 
0.45 second, but that 10 pages can be advanced in 
2.25 seconds. 
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Fig. 3. Accounting system for a savings 
bank 

to induce a voltage in conventional 
magnetic recording heads and to scan 
the entire information. 

U nl.ike a standard drum, the storage 
capacIty of the TapeDRUM is not 
limited by the available circumference 
of the drum. If the capacity of the 
drum circumference is exceeded, a new 
section of the tape, called a "page," can 
be moved into position to be scanned 
by the drum. As shown in Fig. 2, many 
pages of tape can be stored in a bin or 
on reels to extend the capacity of the 
TapeDR UM to 100 million bits of in
formation or more. 

Two interesting technical features 
should be pointed out. The tape actually 
does not touch the drum but is separated 
by a thin boundary layer of air. This 
layer makes tape wear negligible. Exact 
position of the tape on the drum is not 
critical because the reference information 
is recorded on tlIe tape along with the 
useful data. 

While the TapeDRUM stores the 
information on inexpensive tape, many 
advantages of a drum are gained: 

1. ~igh~r relative velocity. The scanning 
velocIty IS 10 to 25 times greater than is 
possible with the best tape drives. 

2. Continuous scanning within a page. 
Normally, a problem requires repeated 
acc~ss to the same location. With a tape 
deVIce the start, stop, and reversal time 
to return to that same location would have 
to be allowed for. 

3. Large ~mount of rapid-access storage. 
A page, WhICh can be scanned 20 times a 
~econd, .contains almost 250,000 bits of 
l1~format1on. This permits placing the 
dIrectory and reference taoles in' tl:ie'"ra:pid~ 
ac:ess area, so that the total storage. re
~U1rements can be minimized as illustrated 
1ll later examples. 

These features make' the TapeDRUM 
particularly practical for applications 
involving few and noniterati ve computa
tions or for straight data-processing 
applications where the information can 
be sectionalized. 

The specifications show that the 
TapeDRUM has actually two levels of 
access time: 
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1. The access within a page. 

2. The access to any page in the tape. 

!he maximum access time within a page 
IS only 0.05 second, and the second access 
time""depends on the total length of tape 
used. 

Savings Bank Example 

The quasi-random access approach can 
be illustrated with a simple example. A 
savings bank wants to maintain records 
on 30,000 accounts. Each account re
quires about 700 decimal digits of in
formation to store the detailed deposits 
and withdrawals, and significant informa
tion concerning the depositor. Ten de
posits or withdrawals must be entered 
in the memory every minute. These 
entries come from various tellers in 
random sequence. 

These requirements call for a storage 
of 21 million decimal digits, or approxi
mately 500 pages on the TapeDRUM. 
The average access time to anyone of 
these 500 pages is about 25 seconds. 
Of course, this access time can be de
creased by using eight TapeDRUMs 
so that each of them has only 60 pages. 
In that case, the maximum access time 
to any item on one TapeDRUM is less 
than 6 seconds. Furthermore, the 
probability that all entries will call for 
the same TapeDRUM is very small, so 
that somewhat longer access times than 
6 seconds can be actually tolerated. 

According to this calculation it appears 
as if eight TapeDRUMs were needed to 
satisfy the entry rate requirements. 
Actually, only a processing rate of 10 
transactions per minute is needed. Fig. 3 
shows how this can be done. Instead 
of entering all transactions directly into 
the TapeDRUM, an intermediate buffer 
drum stores the entire transaction until 
the TapeDRUM has moved to the proper 
position. The buffer storage may be a 
very small conventional drum. 

The time T for the tape to go around, 
the system delay, is on the average 

T=(number of- pages)/(.page advance rate 
in pages per second)+(time to stop) 

(number of stops)+(time to enter on 
drum) (number of entries) (2) 

For the TapeDRUM specifications cited 
then ' 

T=0.2 (number of pages) +0.25 (number of 
stops)+0.1 (number of entries) (3) 

Solving equation 3 for this example 
yields 

T = 100 +4 + 2 = 106 seconds (4) 

The required spacEdn the buffer storage 
can be expressed by 

Buffer storage = (digits per entry)( entries 
per second) (time for tape to go 

around) (5) 

For entries consisting of 40 characters 
each, the buffer must store less than 1,000 
characters. 

How does a quasi-random system 
work? Every entry is originally stored in 
the buffer drum. The TapeDR UM does 
not attempt to move randomly to the 
storage location of the next item. In
stead, the TapeDRUM cycles from one 
page to the next in steps. At every page 
the tape determines if the buffer drum 
contains any items for the TapeDRUM. 
These items are then processed at a rate 
determined by the drum velocity. For 
the foregoing specifications a transaction 
can be entered every 0.1 second. 

By use of this quasi-random access 
approach, a system that had originally 
required eight TapeDRUMs has now been 
reduced to a conventional drum and a 
single TapeDRUM, a considerable saving 
in price and complexity. 

The quasi-random approach described 
above has certain drawbacks. If a true 
random-access time (delay time) of 6 
seconds had been provided, the teller 
could have obtained an output as well 
as recording new information. The 
quasi-random access approach as de
scribed assures only that information 
can flow into the main store, but no 
information can flow back until after the 
main store has come to the proper loca
tion, a maximum delay time of almost 2 
minutes. 

REDUCING THE DELAY TIME 

The quasi-random access system can 
be modified to reduce the delay time for 
some information. If the teller had to 
know whether the customer has sufficient 
funds on deposit to cover a withdrawal 
the account balance must be supplied t~ 
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Fig. 4. Accounting system for savings bank 
with high-speed look-up 
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Fig. 5. Inventory control system 

the teller in about 30 seconds. While the 
main memory stores approximately 700 
digits of infonnation to list in detail every 
transaction, the short delay is needed for 
only the balance, which may amount to 
10 digits per account. Ten to 20 digits per 
account result in approximately 500,000 
decimal digits of information, which can 
be stored on a standard drum. 

Fig. 4 shows how this is accomplished. 
Since the buffer drum requires very few 
digits in this application, the drum con
taining the buffer can also store the 
balances. In Fig. 4 both the TapeDRUM 
and the balance drum must be updated by 
each transaction. 

PRINCIPLES ILLUSTRATED 

This savings bank example then shows 
that the quasi-random access approach 
will yield the following desirable features: 

1. A single master memory with longer 
access time is sufficient. 

2. 

3. 

Lower speed arithmetic elements. 

No sorting in the conventional sense. 

Inventory Control Example 

Buffer storage can be used in different 
ways. A typical example might be the 
inventory control system for mail-order 
houses. This system is very similar to 

other applications which involve billing 
and pricing. 

A mail-order house must have just 
enough merchandise to fill all orders re
ceived during the life of a catalog. This 
requires close stock control and sales 
prediction to avoid overstocking or 
cancellations. Order processing is on a 
tight schedule. 

The basic operation is shown in Fig. 5. 
For every item on a customer's purchase 
order a tabulating card is created, which 
contains the item identification and price. 
These cards are batched in 20-minute 
intervals and presorted in the order in 
which the merchandise is stocked in the 
warehouse. Before an order is filled, 
the transaction must be tallied, and cards' 
for items that are out of stock must be 
intercepted to save handling in the ware
house. Finally, an up-to-date balance of 
sales and cancellations for each depart
ment should be kept at all times for in
quiry by the purchasing personnel. 
While these functions must be performed 
as the card is flowing through the regular 
process, the information obtained is com
bined later with other data to provide the 
purchasing personnel with up-to-date 
inventory, sales records, and statistical 
data from whi~h merchandising trends 
can be observed. Finally, gross profit 
figures are available at the end of the 
year. 

About 20,000 different items are shown 
in the catalog. However, due to break
downs in sizes and colors, actually 100,000 
items must be stocked. Moreover, differ
ent prices and other statistical require-

In the foregoing example, the quasi
random approach satisfies the require
ments of the application for access time 
and storage capacity. The combined 
system still requires only two drums in 
place of the eight drums, had complete 
random access been required. 

r----------...... ---·---------------------, 

COMPARISON WITH CONVENTIONAL TAPE 

MEMORY 

Compare this system to a conventional 
tape system. Only items that are ac
tually being modified are routed through 
the arithmetic element. An item is up
dated in its original location. Thus, no 
operator is needed to move tape reels. 
Furthermore, once an item is in the main 
store, it stays in that location without any 
further electronic operation on it. 

Because only approximately 20 to 30 
mathematical computations per minute 
are performed, arithmetic elements can 
be very slow and therefore rather in
expensive. Furthermore, no sorting in 
the conventional sense of tape systems is 
needed to update the information. 

I I 
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Fig. 6. Organization of inventory control system 
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lNFORMATION ADORE'S S 
CATALOG COLOR SIZE 

COUNTER READINGS 
CATALOG COLOR SIZE 

NO. NO. NO. NO. NO. NO. 
\---- --x- -,,--- --- -1--0-0 

--x----- -2-- 0- 0 
--X--X-- -3--1- 0 
------)(-- -3--2- 0 
----X-- -3--3- 0 
--X- -X--X- -4--1 I 

---X- -4--1- 2 
---X- -4--1-3 

- - -X--X- -4--2- I 
-- ---X- -4--2--2 
-----X- -4--2-- 3 

--X----X- -5--0-1 
--- - ---X- -5- -0--2 
--X----- -6--0--0 

Fig. 7. Method for addressing drum 

menis make it necessary to keep track of 
the sales by about 200,000 classifications. 
At a peak load about 25,000 sales per hour 
or approximately 420 sales per minute 
must be tallied. 

At first it appeared as if about 1,500 
characters would have to be stored for 
each of the 200,000 classifications, or a 
total of 300 million decimal digits. This 
total has been reduced to less than 70 
million decimal digits by organizing the 
system as shown in Fig. 6. The 1,500 
digits per item were needed only for about 
30,000 classifications, which are stored in 
the control-record memory. The stock
condition memory retains 90 digits for 
100,000 different classifications. Thus, 
separating the information achieves a 
significant saving in storage. Even these 
smaller memories are so large that it 
would be difficult to enter information at 
the rate of seven cards per second. The 
rapid-access memory, a TapeDRUM, 
provides merely the tallying and the 
departmental subtotaling functions, and 
acts as a buffer for the rest of the system. 

Since the tab cards are presorted at 
least by warehouse departments, page 
division in all memories is by department 
or portions of departments. Thus, the 
tape moves in only one direction on all 
memories, and the up-dating time from 
the rapid-access memory to the larger 
memories is at drum speed. Furthermore, 
items not requiring changes undergo no 
electronic processing. 

Only sales, cancellations, and returns 
for the current week are tallied on the 
rapid-access memory drum. In addition, 
a symbol for back orders and cancellations 
appears when merchandise is not available. 
Since the TapeDRUM rotates at 20 
revolutions per second, it takes only 0.1 
second to look up the old balance, subtract 

the quantity sold, and record the new 
balance in the position of the old. At the 
same time, if a back order or cancellation 
signal appears, the card can be rejected 
immediately so that the customer can be 
notified. This rapid-access memory needs 
to store only 23x200,000, or approxi
mately 5 million decimal characters. By 
the address-reduction method to be 
described, this requirement can be cut in 
half, so that only approximately 21/2 
million decimal digits need to be stored. 
With this relatively small storage on one 
TapeD RUM, and because the cards had 
been presorted, only 30 seconds of the 
20-minute batching period are used for 
page shifting, so that an effective entry 
rate of 9.5 cards per second could be 
maintained. Besides, all information is 
now presorted and can be entered easily 
into the master data-processing equipment 
without any further sorting. 

The rapidly rotating drum yields an
other advantage for this application. To 
up-date the total departmental sales and 
cancellations it is not necessary to make 
another random access to a different loca
tion. Since each page contains only the 
items for one particular department, one 
location on the page summarizes the total 
sales for this page. Thus, if two or three 
pages are needed to store the rapid access 
data for a single department, it is merely 
necessary to add on demand the total 
sales and cancellations for two or three 
adjacent pages. Notice that no new 
original random access is needed to sub
total sales, because the large area of the 
drum permits rapid access to a large 
number of bits. 

ADDRESSING METHOD 

On first examination it appeared as if 
each of the 200,000 items on the rapid-

CUSTOMER 
fAPEDRUM 

PRODUCT 
fAPEORUM 

Fig. 8. Organization of billing example 

access memory would require 11 characters 
as address information, and 12.5 char
acters as other useful information. The 
drum-type operation of the TapeDRUM 
permits a large reduction of digits by an 
efficient method of addressing that is not 
possible with tapes using only a small 
number of tracks. It is well known that a 
single track on a drum can identify every 
item by its peripheral location. Such a 
method is best suited for a continuous 
numbering system. In this application 
some items were divided by color, size, or 
other distinctive features. This method 
takes care of such cases without requiring 
a special directory, which relates the 
mixed number (catalog number, color, and 
size), to the purely numerical location 
identified only as peripheral position. 

An example of this new method is 
shown in Fig. 7. Assume that three 
tracks are used for address information, 
and the other 125 contain the useful data 
concerning each item. Assume further 
the useful information is stored on the 
same line as the address. Fig. 7 shows an 
arbitrary sequence of items some of which 
have no breakdown, such as catalog 
numbers 1, 2, and 6; others are broken 
down by only color or size such as items 
3 and 5; while still another is broken 
down by,,-both color and size, such as 
catalog no. 4. 

A counter is connected to each of the 
address tracks with logical interconnection 
so that a pulse on a catalog-number track 
will reset the size and color counter. 
Similarly, a pulse on the color track will 

Table II. Comparison of File Arrangements 

Searching Sorting Unused 
Arrangement Time Time Storage 

Random ........... large .. . ... none. . .. none 
Block sort. . .. . ... smaller. .... none ..... smaller 
Sorted, loose.. . ... none ....... small ..... large 
Sorted, tight.. . ... none. . . . . large ..... none 
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reset the size counter. Fig. 7 shows that 
at all times the counters will read the 
proper catalog number, color, and size in 
response to the pulses in the three address 
tracks. Thus, the drum type of storage 
has made possible large savings in the 
total storage requirements. 

PRINCIPLES ILLUSTRATED 

1. Intermediate storage allows rapid access 
to selected data and eliminates further 
sorting. 

2. The subtotals and other summary 
information can be entered without ref
erence to another random location. 

3. Savings in total storage requirements 
can be effected by an addressing efficiency 
possible only in storage media having drum 
characteristics. 

4. When the final output contains only 
summarized information, data should be 
summarized as soon as possible to reduce 
storage requirements, even if this increases 
the number of distinct files. 

Billing Example 

An interesting application of a Tape
DRUM is pricing problems where the 
original information is sorted in customer 
sequence, as well as product sequence. 
This application illustrates a general prin
ciple of reducing storage requirements by 
using several TapeDRUMs for on-line 
processing of records requiring look-up of 
mutually orthogonal data. This involves 
no repeated sorting as would be necessary 
in usual serial file operations. 

An oil company has approximately 150,-
000 customers who are identified and 
classified by 22 decimal digits each. The 
company sells 5,000 different items at the 
rate of 14,000 sales per day. Sales by de
pots and field salesmen are punched into a 
tabulating card for each item on an order. 
The regional depots send in 14,000 cards 
daily. To prepare bills from these cards 
the proper price must be looked up, which 
should not take more than half of the 
daily schedule. 

The problem here is a wide variety of 
prices for each item depending upon: 

1. The quantity purchased. 

2. The class of trade. 

3. The location of the customer. 

4. Special contract prices for large pur
chasers. 

Variation of price with location occurs 
only for 12 out of 5,000 products. How
ever, 75 per cent of all sales are for these 
12 products. 

Fig. 8 shows how this can be accom
plished. The customer TapeDRUM has 
72 pages and contains the information 
concerning the customer, as well as any 

special contract prices applying to his 
purchases. The product TapeDR UM 
contains only 9 pages. The slower 
moving items require 72 decimal digits 
each and can be stored on eight pages. 
The 12 fast movers are stored on a single 
page. Since prices vary from one loca
tion to another, provisions are made 
for 22 different price structures, each in 
itself broken down by quantity brackets. 
Thus, each item requires approximately 
1,000 decimal digits, or 12,000 decimal 
digits for the 12 fast moving items. 
Since prices vary from one location to 
another, the customer's location is deter
mined from the customer TapeDRUM, 
and the remaining 35,000 digits on the 
page are available as a reference table to 
match a given price code to a given loca
tion. 

It is interesting to compute the time 
needed to process 14,000 cards, of which 
only 3,500 are for the slow movers. The 
cards are received from each depot in 
sequence by customer, so that it takes 
only one revolution to locate the customer 
on the customer TapeDRUM. The 
time required to look up prices for all 
items is as follows: 

Seconds Minutes 

14,000 cards. . . . . . .. ......... 700 ..... 12 
3,500 slow movers (9 pages+ 

2 stops) . . . .. . .......... 8,050 .. 134 
Total.. .......... ... ... .. . .. 146 

Each card can be processed in one drum 
revolution if the page is in place. For the 
slow movers the TapeDR UM has to travel 
nine pages and make two stops, one at 

the proper page and one again on the page 
for the fast movers. This time computa
tion is generous, but still well within the 
specifications. Actually the card reader 
may limit the speed to 100 cards per 
minute, which changes the computation 
to: 

Seconds Minutes 

11,500 fast movers. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 115 
3,.500 slow movers. . . . . ..... 8,400 ....... 140 

TotaL...... ...... .......... ., .255 

After processing, the cards are still in 
proper order by customer so that invoices 
can be prepared on a conventional 
tabulator without resorting. 

PRINCIPLES ILLUSTRATED 

1. The use of several TapeDR UMs 
avoids sorting a file by several classes. 

2. By arranging the data to minimize 
page movement, the processing time is 
limited only by the drum speed, or 20 
operations per second. 

3. The large number of simultaneously 
accessible items allows rapid cross refer
ence that reduces the total storage require
ments by a large factor. 

Mailing List Example 

Maintenance of large and rapidly 
changing mailing lists is a problem that 
besets many business houses. Mailing 
lists of larger magazines contain several 
million names using a billion characters, 
with nearly 100,000 changes a day. The 
method described in this section can be 
applied to such mailing lists, or any other 
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Fig. 10. Experimental TapeDRUM unit 

files in which only a few of many possible 
items in a sequence occur at one time. 

CLASSIFICATION OF FILES 

To store nearly a billion characters and 
still have access to anyone of them for 
the necessary changes is a major problem 
in the mailing list type of memory. Three 
factors must be minimized: 

1. Required search time to find an item. 

2. Required sorting time to place an item 
in its proper location. 

3. Unused storage to allow for addition of 
future items in their proper place. 

This paper considers "searching" to be 
the examination of every item to deter
mine if it is the desired one. "Sorting" is 
considered to be the arranging of data into 
a given sequence. From these defini
tions the access time to a predetermined 
location is not considered part of the 
searching or sorting time. Similarly, 
unused storage for an increase of the total 
number of items in the file is not con
sidered. 

For a file like a mailing list, the arrange
ment of the data determines the amount of 
the three factors just mentioned. Char
acteristics of typical arrangements are 
summarized in Table II. 

If data are randomly placed in any 
empty location as they arrive, the entire 
file has to be searched when an item must 
be changed. While all available storage 
area is used and no initial sorting is 
needed, the searching time is long when 
,the infonnation must be recovered or 
modified. 

In a block sort, the names or other items 
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are broken into a number of logical blocks. 
For example, a mailing list might be 
divided by the first letter of each name. 
There still is no initial sorting, but the 
storage area for each letter must be large 
enough to store names that may come in 
later. Thus, some storage area is unused, 
but search time is reduced considerably 
because only one letter has to be searched 
instead of the entire file. 

When all items are sorted in exact 
sequence, searching time vanishes, since 
the location of the proper item is 
known. However, either considerable 
space must be left between all items to 
allow later additions to be filed in ex
actly the correct place, or the entire file 
must be resorted when new items are 
added. Thus, in the loosely sorted group 
much storage space is unused, while in the 
tightly sorted group much time is spent 
in resorting the information. 

ADDITION OF A DIRECTORY 

The searching time on the random 
arrangement, or the random portion of the 
block-sorted arrangement, can be reduced 
by use of a directory. The directory 
stores only the identifying information 
and the location of the item in the main 
file. While the directory takes up addi
tional space, the searching time is reduced 
from searching an entire file to searching 
a short directory. 

A particularly advantageous combina
tion of block sorting and a directory is 
possible with quasi-random access devices 
like the TapeDRUM. Each page is 
divided into a small directory section, and 

the larger infonnation (main-file) section. 
Data can now be stored randomly in the 
infonnation section, since after reference 
to the directory the location of the in
formation is known. 

Read-out equipment can be saved by 
placing all information concerning an 
entry serially into a single track; see Fig. 
9. Thus, only a single amplifier is needed 
for all information tracks. This amplifier 
can be switched after the proper track 
number has been found in the directory. 

The size of the directory can be reduced 
by relating the space co-ordinates of the 

. directory item to a track number. Thus, 
an item appearing on the first line of the 
directory could be associated with the 
first portion of the first information track. 
Similarly, the 21st item might be asso
ciated with the first portion of the second 
information track. The directory's size 
can be reduced still further by advanced 
coding methods, which eliminate some 
redundancy common in the English 
language. In a typical directory of this 
sort, 5 to 10 per cent of the page capacity 
is used for directory; the remainder, for 
useful information. 

OPERATION OF THIS SYSTEM 

A typical subscription list might illus
trate how this system works. The in
formation section of each page, Fig. 9, 
contains the name, address, and pertinent 
SUbscription and billing data for each 
subscriber, which might take 300 alpha
numeric characters per entry. The pages 
are arranged by city and state, so that all 
customers in the same post office are 

Fig. 11. Close-up of experimental TapeDRUM 
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located on the same page. Exceptionally 
large post offices might occupy several 
pages while several small ones would share 
a single page. 

To enter a sUbscription extension or 
address change, the proper page is deter
mined by direct examination of the city 
and state. Once that page is reached, 
usually after storage in a buffer, the name 
is compared with all names in the directory 
section during one revolution of the drum 
to find the track number. On the next 
revolution of the drum, the detailed entry 
is up-dated in the information section on 
the same page. 

This example is somewhat oversimpli
fied. Additional data, such as house 
numbers, may be stored in the directory 
section to uniquely identify a subscriber. 
On the other hand, th~ name itself can be 
compressed. Furthermore, if one page 
contains subscribers for only a few post 
offices, the name of that post office need 
not be repeated for each entry, but can be 
stored separately on that page. A code 
symbol in each subscriber record selects 
the proper post office or other common 
information. 

PRINCIPLES ILLUSTRATED 

1. The page arrangement is particularly' 

adaptable for the rather efficient block sort. 

2. The large number of characters simul
taneously accessible allow the use of the 
efficient directory method for the location 
of random items within the block. 

Conclusions 

To select an economical memory for 
business data-processing applications, the 
characteristics of the memory must be 
matched to these system criteria: work 
cycle, processing rate, and delay time. 
The memory is often overspecified, if its 
access time is specified as the reciprocal of 
the system processing rate. If longer 
delay times (as defined on p. 128) can be 
tolerated, quasi -random access systems 
can handle the task with slower and less 
expensive memories. 

The TapeDRUM and similar memory 

devices represent a compromise between 
low cost and short access time. Systems 
planned to take advantage of their fea
tures often result in the most economical 
solution for a business data-processing 
task. Despite their low memory cost, 
on the order of serial memories, the quasi
random access systems described feature: 

1. Processing::.-.. rates-, of many,. items' , per. 
second. 

2. Delay times measured in seconds or 
minutes. 

3. Minimum, if any, sorting. 

4. Saving in total storage requirements by 
efficient addressing methods, and rapid 
cross references. 

5. A drum scanning rate easily matched 
to inexpensive arithmetic elements. 

While much progress has been made in 
the development of the TapeDRUM since 
its initial announcement,l this paper is 
limited to system studies. The examples 
are based on the design specifications of 
the experimental prototypes shown in 
Figs. 10 and 11. 
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Discussion 

Chairman Howard: We have similar 
questions on slip rings from T. D. Best 
(Burroughs Corporation), A. E. Olson 
(National Cash Register Co.), and Dave 
Silverman (Helipot Corporation). The 
question is: In transferring information 
from the heads to the amplifiers, are slip 
rings used and, if so, is there not a noise 
problem associated with the slip rings? 

Mr. Hollander: Figs. 1 and 11 show that 
the signals are transferred from the heads 
to the amplifier via slip rings. The noise 
problems associated with these slip rings 
are interesting. 

On first examination, we would note that 
the playback signal of the head is measured 
in millivolts, while the noise of slip rings 
is generally specified in microvolts. How
ever, remember that the slip-ring noise 
specification is an rms voltage. Occasional 
spikes of many volts might contribute 
only a fraction of a microvolt to the average 
or rms value of noise. Still, when such a 
noise pulse equals or exceeds the value of 
the minimum playback signal from the 
head, which determines the threshold 
value of the amplifier, the equipment will 
make an error. If such errors occur very 
rarely, they can either be neglected, or in 
critical applications they can be dete cted 
or corrected with redundant codes. 

The slip-ring problem has received much 
attention during our research and develop-

ment work. Many materials were tried 
and discarded. Finally, we found a combi
nation for which preliminary tests at 
Clevite Research Center indicate that the 
error rate and life expectancy are satis
factory. 

Further product design of the Tape
DRUM is the responsibility of the Brush 
Electronics Company, Division of Clevite 
Corporation. For this reason, this paper 
concerns itself more with system design 
than with· the product characteristics of the 
TapeDRUM. 

R. Townsend (British Tabulating Machine 
Company, Ltd.); How do you handle the 
synchronization problem between the 
MINIDRUM and TapeDRUM? 

Mr. Hollander: In ,the savings bank 
example, the MINIDRUM rotates several 
times faster than the TapeDRUM, so that 
information can be transferred several 
times for each TapeDRUM revolution. 
Since the MINIDRUM is much smaller, 
the surface velocities and the pulse rates 
of the two units are nominally equivalent. 
The information is transferred via some 
small static memory, such as core storage. 

In many actual business applications no 
separate buffer is needed. As shown in the 
savings bank example, the old balance 
must be transferred to an arithmetic ele
ment where the withdrawal is subtracted 
from it. Thus, the arithmetic element 
itself serves as the statisizer. While a 
static buffer is necessary between the 
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MINIDRUM and the TapeDRUM, usually 
the arithmetic element will handle this 
function. 

W. W. Sturdy (U. S. Army): How is 
friction between the drum and the tape 
avoided? 

Mr. Hollander: Nature graciously supplies 
a boundary layer of air which floats the 
tape away from the drum. By applying 
tension to the tape when it is stopped, the 
boundary layer is held to about 0.0002 inch. 

A. 1. Durney: At 10 pages per second, are 
you moving the tape at 160 inches per 
second? Can you read and write simul
taneously? 

Mr. Hollander: When the tape is ad
vanced, it moves at very high speed. De
pending on the model, tape speeds of 120 
to 400 inches per second have been specified. 
It must be remembered that for the systems 
that we have designed, the tape is read only 
when it is stopped. Thus, flutter, skew, 
and other problems during this fast tape 
motion can be neglected. 

Simultaneous reading and writing is 
limited only by cross-talk between adjacent 
heads and in the cabling. On our experi
mental models, we could not read a head 
while the immediately adjacent head 
received record pulses. The effects of such 
crosstalk could be eliminated by a more 
sophisticated playback signal amplifier, 
but for the systems that we have designed 
it was not necessary to complicate our 
equipment. 
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A Large-Capacity Drum-File Memory 

System 

H. F. WELSH 

Synopsis: The magnetic drum-file memory 
system described in this paper was designed 
for the Univac-Larc computing system as 
storage that would be intermediate in speed 
and in capacity between the Uniservo mag
netic tapes and the ultra high-speed mag
netic-core memory. Although designed for 
Univac-Larc, the drum-file memory system 
may be used for any type of systematic data 
processing where extremely short access time 
is not required and economy is an impor
tant consideration. Economy is achieved 
through the use of a single flying head, which 
can move parallel to the axis of the drum 
and perform the read-write operations for 
the entire drum. This arrangement elimi
nates the need for close mechanical toler
ances and elaborate switching devices. 
The drum-file memory may also be used as 
a random-access device where a delay of a 
second or two is not critical, as, for example, 
in checking a particular item of an inven
tory. 

Uni vac-Larc System 

THE Univac-Larc, for which the drum
file memory was designed, is an ultra 

high-speed scientific computer designed to 
solve problems of great complexity. To 
operate at peak efficiency, it must accept 
data at a rate of 360,000 decimal digits per 
second, and it must have storage avail
able for intermediate results. The 
Uniservo tapes which serve Univac as a 
secondary memory are not nearly fast 
enough to keep up with Univac-Larc. In 
the latter system, the Uniservos are to be 
used solely as input-output devices and 
another device had to be designed that 
would be intermediate in speed and in 
capacity between the tapes and the in
ternal memory shared by the central 
computer and the input-output processor. 
The result was the magnetic drum
memory system described here, which is 
50 times faster than Uniservo I and has a 
capacity of 250,000 12-digit words per 
drum. 

Head Design 

The major objective in designing the 
drum-memory for Univac-Larc was to get 
as much information on the drum as 
practical at a reasonable cost. In the 
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interests of economy, it was important to 
minimize machining and temperature
control problems and to avoid the use of 
complicated switching devices. In the 
interests of achieving high-information 
density, it was necessary for the heads to 
ride as close as possible to the drum, 
since the maximum usable pulse density 
of a recorded signal decreases with any 
increase in the distance between the head 
and the recording surface. Contact 
between head and drum would not be 
feasible, of course, at the surface velocity 
involved-1,000 inches per second. 

In view of the fact that the data on the 
drum were to be processed systemati
cally, a single flying head assembly that 
would read or write all of the tracks on the 
drum sequentially would meet the require
ments for simplicity, economy, and 
close spacing with the drum. 

A head that moves the length of the 
drum eliminates the need for multiple 
heads and complicated switching mecha
nisms. Use of the flying head assembly 
enables the head units to run much 
closer to the drum than would be possi
ble for a fixed head and, further, makes it 
possible to use a large drum without 
holding the tight tolerances that would be 
costly to maintain for so large an area. 
(The drum is approximately 24 inches in 
diameter by 24 inches in length.) Com
pressed air might have been used to 
support the head, but the flying head 
eliminates not only the need for a 
compressed-air system but also the 
possibility of the introduction of foreign 
matter by such a system. Cleanliness is 
of the utmost importance, of course, in 
the operation of a mechanism like the 
magnetic-drum memory. 

The head design is based on the 
Kingsbury oil-supported bearing prin
ciple. (In this application, air is used 
instead of oil for support.) The center of 
pressure on the head is nearer to the 
trailing than to the leading edge of the 
head; see Fig. 1. The wedge of air 
under the leading edge is drawn along by 
the surface friction of the rapidly rotating 
drum, and the trailing edge is maintained 
in equilibrium at about 1/10 mil from the 
drum surface. Self-alignment of the head 
with the drum is provided by gimbals, 

which enable the head to move radially 
with respect to the axis of the drum and to 
rotate about two axes parallel to the 
surface of the drum. Since the head 
weighs only 1 gram and supports a 
spring load of 6 ounces, the gimbals 
enable it to react with considerable 
sensitivity to any irregularities in the 
surface of the drum. 

Six read-write head units are located 
close to the trailing edge of the head 
assembly so as to ride about 1/2 mil from 
the surface of the drum. An erase head is 
located somewhat forward of the read
write heads. 

Organization of Drums 

The drum has 100 circumferential 
bands, each capable of storing 2,500 
computer words. The bands are divided 
evenly into 25 sectors of 100 words each, 
making it possible to start reading or 
writing at anyone of 25 access points 
around the circumference of the drum. 
This arrangement reduces the time lost in 
beginning to read or write on a new band 
to 1/2 a sector, and in random application 
reduces the amount of information that 
must be read or written to 1/25 of a 
drum revolution. 

The words and the digits of the words 
are stored serially, while the bits are 
stored in parallel on the six tracks that 
compose a band. There are four infor
mation bits in a digit, plus check and 
sprocket bits. The head assembly has 
six read-write head units. 

In addition to the 100 information 
bands there are two single tracks with a 
flying head assembly at one end of the 
drum. One of these tracks is a master 
sprocket track which generates uniformly 
spaced sprocket pulses to control the 
writing frequency; the other is a time
selection track used to address the sectors. 

One of the ways in which the high 
information density of the drum is 
achieved is by the physical arrangement 
of the tracks. The tracks of one band are 
interlaced with the tracks of another so 
that the head units in the head assembly 
can be spaced to read alternate tracks. 
When the head assembly has recorded on 
one band, it shifts one track over to the 
second band and then 11 tracks over to 
the third band. This arrangement makes 
a density of 29 tracks to the inch practical, 
cuts down on crosstalk, and makes the 
head assembly easier to manufacture. 

Physical Description of Drums 

The drum consists of a thin-walled, 
extruded, seamless brass tube shrunk over 
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a supporting tube of cast magnesium 
alloy. The function of the cast tube is to 
suppor( the outer tube while the surface 
is being machined and ground, and to 
maintain the shape of the drum in 
service. Mter the drum surface has been 
finished, it is electroplated with a nickel
cobalt alloy by a process similar to the one 
used to plate the magnetic tapes for the 
Univac system. 

The drum is 24 inches in diameter and 
24 inches long. It is driven at 860 
revolutions per minute to attain a surface 
velocity of over 1,000 inches per second. 
A phase-modulated system of recording is 
used in which the read-back signal is 
sampled to detect the polarity of the 
signal. 

Band Selection 

The head assembly is moved from one 
band to another across the drum by a 
band-selector mechanism designed to 
provide rapid, accurate, and positive 
positioning of the head. Three independ
ently controlled mechanisms are involved 
in selecting a band; see Fig. 2. The 
interlace mechanism moves the head 
assembly 0.035 inch from one band to the 
second band with which the first is inter
laced. A second mechanism, the stepping 
mechanism, moves the head assembly 
0.420 inch from one band of an interlaced 
pair to the equivalent band in the adjacent 
pair. (It is also possible ~o step the head 
assembly 12 tracks forward and at the 
same time move it back one track, so it 
will read the first instead of the second 
band of the next pair.) A third 
mechanism reverses the direction of 
stepping. 

The head assembly is mounted on a 
lightweight carriage which rides on rollers 
along a pair of guide rods parallel to the 
axis of the drum, as in Fig. 3. The 
stepping mechanism moves the carriage 
along the guide rods. Pairs of miniature 
ball bearings are mounted along opposite 
sides of a shaft. A bearing engages a cam 
surface on the carriage. Every time the 

shaft is rotated 180 degrees, a new bearing 
engages the cam surface and moves the 
carriage a distance of 0.420 inch, or the 
equivalent of one step. A cable connects 
the carriage to a tension spring which pre
loads the cam surface against the bearing. 

The ball bearing and cam arrangement 
ensures accurate repositioning of the 
carriage, even if the angular positioning 
of the shaft is slightly inaccurate, because 
the ball bearings are in the dwell area of 
the cam when the carriage stops. Since 
only rolling action is involved, there will 
be less wear than one would expect from a 
mechanism like a lead screw. 

The carriage drive shaft is operated 
through a Geneva mechanism and a set of 
reversing gears from an actuator-con
trolled wrap-spring clutch. The clutch 
consists of a helical spring which couples 
the input shaft of the mechanism to a 
constantly driven shaft. Normally the 
spring is held distended and disengaged 
by an actuator-controlled stop. When 
the actuator is energized, the stop 
releases the spring, allowing it to contract 
and couple the two shafts. After 1/3 of a 

INTERLACE MECHAN ISM 

revolution, the spring is distended once 
again by the stop and the two shafts 
disengage. A three-position detent cam 
accurately positions the drive shaft every 
1/3 revolution. 

From the clutch, the rotation is 
transmitted to a 5-to-3 ratio Geneva 
mechanism. The Geneva has the charac
teristic of producing a dwell period at the 
beginning of each cycle, after which it 
produces a slow starting movement 
which gradually accelerates and then 
slows down before reaching the stopping 
point. The Geneva prevents the full 
inertia of the dri ve shaft from being 

::, applied to the clutch until the clutch is 
fully engaged. 

The output of the Geneva rotates the 
carriage drive shaft at a 2-to-5 ratio 
through one of two spur gear trains, one 
of which contains an idler. The selec
tion of one gear train or the other deter-' 
mines the direction of stepping. A key on 
the carriage drive shaft, when actuated by 
a solenoid, couples the shaft to one gear 
train and at the same time uncouples it 
from the other. The bearings which 
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Fig. 2. Band-selection mechanisms 
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support the carriage drive shaft are 
supported on flexible diaphragms or 
spiders which allow axial travel of the 
shaft. The interlace movement is pro
duced by shifting the carriage drive 
shaft axially a distance of 0.035 inch. 
Since the position of the cam bearings on 
the drive shaft determines the position 
of the head-assembly carriage, the carriage 
will also be shifted 0.035 inch. This 
movement is produced by the rotation of 
an eccentric which engages the end of the 
carriage drive shaft. The eccentric is 
rotated by an actuator-controlled two
position wrap-spring clutch similar to the 
one in the stepping mechanism. 

Access Time 

Moving the head assembly from one 
band to the band interlaced with it takes 
about 50 milliseconds. Moving the head 
assembly a full step to an adjacent pair of 
bands takes approximately 70 milli
seconds, except when the head assembly 
is continuously stepped without reading 
or writing, in which case about 50 milli
seconds are required for each step after 
the first. Because the stepping and inter
lace mechanisms are independently con
trolled, both movements can be performed 
simultaneously. 

From 100 to 125 milliseconds are 
required to set the reversing mechanism 
that changes the direction of stepping. 
Since the mechanism operates independ
ently, it is possible to overlap the time of 
this setting with reading, writing, or 
interlace-movement time. 

Maximum access time from either end 
of the drum to any band location is 
2.6 seconds. If a complete band of 
2,500 words is to be written or read, the 
reading or writing can begin as soon as 
the next space between sectors has been 
traversed. Therefore, one sector interval 
may have to elapse before access to a 

Fig. 3. Carriage assembly 

complete band is obtained. If a specific 
sector on a band is to be addressed, as 
much as a full drum revolution may be 
required to reach it. However, any 
number of the sectors on a band can be 
read or written during one drum revolu
tion plus one sector traverse. 

Head-assembly movements are possible 
in less than one drum revolution. By 
interlacing the operation of two drums, 
sequentially, a continuous read rate of 
2,500 words every 83 milliseconds can be 
achieved. This is equivalent to the 
data-transfer rate of 360,000 decimal 
digits per second, required by the 
Univac-Larc. For reading and writing at 
360,000 decimal digits per second, four 
drums are required. The first Univac
Larc will have 12 drums, all of which are 
capable of simultaneous head-positioning 
operations. Reading and writing can be 
accomplished in parallel with the com
puting process. 

Business Applications 

The U nivac-Larc drum memory is not 
/ a true random-access device, since it is 

necessary to step through all intervening 
head positions when moving from one 
head position to another. Neither is it a 

purely sequential device in that it is not 
necessary to read every band when 
moving from one band to another. Since 
it is possible to go from anyone place 
on the Larc drum to any other place at 
random, the drum can be considered to be 
a random-access storage unit with a 
maximum random-access time of 2.6 
seconds and an average random-access 
time of 1 second. 

As such, it is obviously adaptable to a 
number of commercial uses, such as 
inventory control or airline reservations 
systems, where 1 or 2 seconds of delay is 
not critical. Two drums could be 
mounted in a single cabinet to provide 
a total capacity of 4,000,000 alphanu
meric characters. 

The information rate resulting from the 
fact that the Univac-Larc drum reads the 
four information tracks on a band 
simultaneously is much higher than would 
be required for most commercial applica
tions. Therefore a commercial drum 
memory need provide a read-write 
amplifier for only one head unit. The 
single amplifier could be switched elec
tronically from one head unit to another. 
The bits of an alphanumeric character 
could be recorded serially on a single track 
to provide a character rate of 50 kilo
cycles per second. 

The system would be particularly 
adaptable to applications in which random 
interrogation of a file is required during 
sequential processing, since random inter
rogation can be made by interrupting 
routine processing for a maximum of 
5.2 seconds, 2.6 seconds to make the 
interrogation, and another 2.6 seconds to 
return to the point at which the routine 
processing was interrupted. 

It is evident, then, that although the 
large-capacity drum-file memory system 
described in this paper was designed for 
use in the Univac-Larc Computing 
system, it has many other possible 
applications. 

---------------------------+---------------------------

Discussion 

W. A. Farrand (Autonetics Division of 
N.A.A.): What prevents Kingsbury pad 
scraping when the drum starts up? 

Mr. Welsh: The head is lifted away from 
the surface of the drum whenever the drum 
speed is not adequate. When the drum is 
started, it is brought to speed first, then 
the head is lowered onto the surface of the 
drum. This is called landing the head. It 
is a little like but opposite from flying an air
plane, where one starts down on the ground 
and has to get up into the air. Here one 
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starts away up in the air and has to bring 
this head down into flying position on the 
surface, very close to the surface. There is 
also a centrifugal switch on the shaft of the 
drum so that if, for any reason, the drum 
should slow down, the hmd will automati
cally be raised. 

L. Jones (Westinghouse Electric Corpora
tion): What is the number of bits per inch 
along each track? 

Mr. Welsh: The system just described is 
based on 400 bits per inch. 

J. J. Selfridge (International Business Ma
chines Corporation): It was lflentioned that 

an erase head is just forward of the read
write head. Is erasing performed prior to 
writing? What is the signal strength at 
the head? 

Mr. Welsh: The signal strength at the head 
is of the order of 10 millivolts. Erasing is 
performed while writing, so that no extra 
time is required on the machine for this 
operation. 

N. Dean (Ramo-Woolridge): Is it necessary 
to write a whole sector, or is it possible to 
write individual digits? What type of mag
netic recording is used? 

Mr. Welsh: Yes, it is necessary to write 
the whole sector, because of the type of 
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recording, which is called phase modula
tion. Other people have different names 
for it. It is such that you have to write a 
whole sector. That is one of the reasons for 
dividing the circumference of the drum up 
into sectors. However, this is really no dis
advantage, because what is normally done, 
when one wishes to modify a sector, is to 
read this sector into the high-speed core 
storage, modify the information there, and 

then rewrite the whole sector on another 
drum revolution. 

W. S. MacDonald (Comtronics Corpora
tion): What is the error in positioning of 
heads in the direction of drum rotation due 
to dirt on head ways? 

Mr. Welsh: This would depend upon the 
thickness of the particular piece of dirt that 

The RAMAC Data-Processing Machine: 

System Organization of the IBM 305 

M. L. LESSER 

Synopsis: A new automatic data-process
ing machine for business applications, 
utilizing a random-access memory system, 
is described. Unlike the usual batch 
method of machine-processing business 
transactions, the technique used permits 
transfer of information between any two 
points in the system and makes multi-choice 
decisions according to the current status of 
the information. This in-line operational 
concept is discussed in detail and the data 
transfer routes and processing controls are 
shown. Employing punched card input and 
printed-record output, the IBM (Inter
national Business Machines Corporation) 
305 accounting machine is designed to 
handle 10,000 line-transactions per day. 

IN CONTRAST TO the batch-type 
operations of conventional automatic 

data-processing machines, the new IBM 
305 Random-Access Memory Accounting 
Machine (RAMAC) is designed to proc
ess business transactions as they occur. 
The sequential-access, large-memory sys
tems ordinarily u~ed up to this time in 
automatic accounting machines have 
usually necessitated a waiting period for 
accumulation of a batch of data to proc
ess. 

The advent of the Type 350 Magnetic
Disk Random-Access File has permitted 
the design of a machine system for in-line 
processing of business transactions as they 
occur. The IBM 305 was thus designed 
specifically for in-line applications, there
by permitting data processing to be on a 
current basis at all times 

The first part of this paper discusses 
the systems study of this in-line concept 
in business applications leading to the 
design of the IBM 305. In particular, it 
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was found that arithmetic power, per se, 
was very much secondary to the ability 
to manipulate variable field lengths of 
alpha-numeric data in a direct fashion, 
and to make direct multi-choice decisions 
based on the current status of the infor
mation being transferred. It was also 
considered necessary that the pro
gramming technique be as straightforward 
as possible, to eliminate the necessity for 
a high degree of special training on the 
part of potential users. 

The resulting system employs stored
program control only for information 
transfer, induding arithmetic. Each in
struction is self-contained and transfers 
a field of information from any place in 
the system to any other, on a fully vari
able-length basis. All logical decision 
is based on control-panel logic, where 
selectors indicating the status of the 
information processing to date may be 
interrogated in any sequence at any 
desired time. For example, the sign 
status (positive, negative or zero) of 
each or any of the ten accumulators may 
be used directly for making multi-choice 
decisions. 

The In-Line Processing Concept 

Historically, the processing of business 
data originated as an in-line operation. 
We might assume that with the earliest 
direct barter systems, data processing 
began and ended w hen the bartered 
material changed hands. Thus, the 
operation was not only in-line, but was 
also immediate. 

As more formalized business-record 
systems come into being, data processing 
lost some of its immediacy but still 
remained more or less an in-line affair. 

would be on the ways. Elaborate precau
tions are being made against that, not only 
because of dirt on the ways, but because dirt 
on the surface of the drum when the head is 
only flying a fraction of a thousandths of an 
inch away, would cause difficulty. The en
tire drum will be in a closely sealed con
tainer containing a precipitron to remove 
any dust from that container and from the 
air in the container. 

In general, transactions were posted to 
their final record forms in the sequence 
that they occurred, preferably with no 
intermediate posting operations, and 
most certainly without awaiting the 
accumulation of sufficient similar trans
actions in order to make an economical 
run of data. In modern machine account
ing terminology, there was no sorting or 
collating except by distribution directly 
to the appropriate ledgers. 

With the steady increase in volume, the 
manual in-line process could not keep 
up with the demands for relativity cur
rent data in an easily digestible form. 
The solution to this problem has been 
the mechanization of business data proc
essing by various devices and in various 
degrees. Inherent in most mechaniza
tion schemes of any magnitude, to date, 
has been the batch concept. According 
to the traditions of mass-production 
technology, the process of mechaniza
tion was approached by the route of 
many simple repetitive operations. An 
array of single-purpose machines was 
built and the information passed through 
them in turn. A little more of the job 
was done with each machine pass, until 
the final report could be assembled from 
all the individual subassemblies which 
had been fashioned on the machines. 
The time necessary to accumulate a 
batch was accepted as a small loss in 
view of the large time savings available 
by the mechanization of data processing. 
Some continue to accept this as a "way 
of life," even in the face of evidence to 
the effect that the batch accumulation 
time is now growing longer than the 
proce:'ls time in some applications not 
inherently adaptable to batching. Faster 
and more costly devices are now being 
built in an attempt to salvage a sense of 
immediacy from data that grew cold 
even before they were presented to the 
machine. This is done by building 
multipurpose electronic machines that 
carry out all the operations formerly 
handled by the battery of single-purpose 
machines. Although all this is done 
within a single set of cabinets and with 
no manual intervention between opera-
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tions, nothing has really been done to 
eliminate the necessity for batching. 

The requirement for batching is not 
inherent in any simple operation ability 
of our machinery. Modern machines are 
quite capable of continuing long and 
reasonably involved process chains with 
a small collection of input data. However, 
the large memory system still restricts 
us to a batch operation, by its serial 
nature. Business data processing, in 
general, is a file-maintenance operation. 
A little new input information is combined 
with a lot of information already in the 
system to obtain a small amount of new 
action information as output. While this 
is done, the status file is modified to show 
the effect of the change. If an item in the 
status file can be found only by reading 
through the file from the beginning, a little 
useful work can be done at the saine time 
by putting all requests for file information 
into the sequence in which the infor~ation 
will be encountered. If the next file 
needed in the process is in a different 
sequence, data is resorted to this new 
sequence before processing against this 
new file. 

The statements made in the preceding 
paragraph hold for any system of data 
filing that can be economically reached 
only in a sequential fashion-be it punched 
cards or magnetic tape. The difference 
is one of physical handling, volume, and 
speed, but not one of philosophy. The 
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Fig. 1. Typical flow chart 
for a job handled with con
ventional punched-card equip-

ment 

point might be illustrated with Fig. 1. 
Shown here is a typical flow chart for a 
job handled with conventional punched
card equipment. The job is one of billing 
and invoicing, with the maintenance of a 
perpetual inventory, and is the source 
operation for data going to accounts 
receivable and sales statistics analysis 
operations. The number of files to be 
consulted is small. Only the inventory 
file is maintained by the system in any 
way other than to replace the information 
removed from it. The "sorts," "collates," 
and "card moving" stages are all shown. 
If the flow chart is translated to tape 
terms, the remaining sorts and collates 
are still necessary. Most of the decisions 
required are not shown, and will be dis
cussed later. 

However, if the restriction that file 
information is available only in a fixed, 
predetermined serial order is removed, 
the batching requirement is eliminated. 
If there is random access, with equal 
facility, to any place in the memory, it is 
possible to pick out directly the necessary 
items from each of the reference files in 
the sequence established by the order in 
which the input data is received and the 
secondary order established by the trans
action. In theory, a machine can be 
built to take an input transaction record 
and carry it all the way to final output 
document, distributing by-product in
formation to the proper files en route, with 

no regard as to whether or not the next 
input refers to the same type of trans
action. This is mechanized in-line data 
processing. It can just as well be run as 
the transactions occur because the unit 
machine process time per transaction is 
independent of the number of transactions 
of a given type that are run together. 
The flow chart would then look like Fig. 2. 
With this ability, batch processing tech
niques can be reserved for those applica
tions, such as statistical analysis, that 
have an inherent batching requirement. 
The simplification introduced by random 
storage is thus illustrated by this new 
flow chart. 

Machine System Requirements for 
In-Line Processing 

In this part of this paper will 
be discussed the system requirements 
established for the complete data-process
ing machine, IBM Type 305, designed 
specifically to make use of the disk file. 
The detai1ed characteristics of the ma
chine will then be described. Only the 
over-all aspects of the system will be 
considered at first, as indicated in the 
block diagram shown in Fig. 3, with em
phasis on the desired characteristics of the 
unit marked "process" in that diagram. 
Physically, this is a small magnetic drum 
carrying multiple tracks, each capable 
of storing a single 100-character record, 
and surrounded by a control system. 
We will neglect the input-output system, 
and the file itself, except for pointing out 
that they are connected to the process 
unit by information channels and are so 
buffered to the process unit that all 
mechanical time delays may be overlapped 
by process operations. 

Briefly, the original requirements for the 
machine as designed were as follows: 

1. An in-line accounting machine that 
would handle, from card input to printed
record output, 10,000 line-transactions per 
day. This implies posting the basic data 
for each transaction to the record or records 
involved, thereby maintaining all pertinent 
files on a current basis as a direct adjunct to 
transaction processing, and also making all 
those routine decisions that could be 
relegated to an automatic machine. The 
intention is to approach "management by 
exception," where only those decisions 
essentially requiring manual handling are 
brought to the attention of the operators. 

2. During the processing of these transac
tions, the system was to allow manual in
quiry as to the status of any record in the 
disk file at any time, producing a printed 
output independent of the primary output 
from the machine. 

3. The whole machine system was to be 
made available at a cost that would be con
sidered reasonable to a user for whom 
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DIRECT LINE TO RESULTS 

Fig. 2. Flow chart 

10,000 transactions was a very large day's 
business. 

A secondary requirement that was ob
served throughout the system design was 
that the operating procedure of the ma
chine should be as straightforward as 
possible. The form of instruction chosen 
should be as suited to the task as possible; 
there should be a minimum of program
ming restrictions chargeable to the ma
chine, as opposed to those chargeable to 
the application; and the operating pro
cedure, in general, should be easily under
stood by persons already familiar with 
conventional punched-card techniques. 

In the design of a machine system, prac
tically the entire arrangement centers 
around the method chosen for control. In 
general, previous flexible machine systems 
\'vere based on one of two techniques: a
fully stored program, or a fully wired, 
control panel, program. For the IBM 
305, our approach to the control problem 
was based on a study of the operations the 
machine would be required to perform. 
'When a conclusion was reached as to the 
form desired (an optimum combination of 
the two techniques), the general organiza
tion requirements of the machine followed 
directly. 

In an accounting operation sequence, 
such as shown in Fig. 1, the majority of 
operations are of the reproduction type, 
consisting of straight information transfers, 
with a relatively small amount of com
putation. There are also a large number 
of multichoice decisions to be made, most 
of which are not shown explicitly in that 
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illustration. The "sort" and "conate" 
operations are not applicable to the system 
under design. A typical accounting 
application, as opposed to computing, 
consists largely of reproducing variable 
amounts of information, without change, 
from the input record, and from each of 
several file records, to a final output rec
ord assembly. Updated information also 
must be returned to the file records where 
necessary. A limited number of simple 
arithmetic operations are performed dur
ing the processing of transactions. If 
large amounts of machine-required arith
metic operations can be avoided, arith
metic power essentially becomes sub
ordinate to the information-transfer re
quirement. This, in itself, might be 
considered as the major difference be
tween an accounting machine and a com
puter. However, some arithmetic re
quirements, such as the fact that the 
same quantity must usually be summed 
into several separate running totals, lead 
to interesting possibilities for avoiding 
lost motion. In any case, it appeared 
that the proposed control system should 
be slanted toward the ability to mass
transfer large quantities of variable field
length information and the arithmetic re
quirements should be met as an adjunct 
to this ability. 

In addition" to the transfer and arith
metic operations, this machine system 
requires the ability to make three distinct 
types of decisions if it is to operate 
successfully as an automation. These 
are as follows: 

1. Decisions based on static information 
wholly contained in a given record might be 
considered as "type of record" decisions and 
can usually be handled most efficiently by 
recognition of a code mark or character in 
the record. Thus, for example, the machine 
can make a decision based on the type of 
input card as to whether this transaction is 
an order, a stock receipt, or a customer pay
ment record, and can go immediately to the 
program and procedure necessary to process 
that transaction. 

2. Decisions based on the status of the 
transaction processing to date are usually 
the result of arithmetic operations and serve 
to indicate such basic items as "out of stock, 
check for substitute or back order"; "below 
minimum reorder level, signal for stock re
order"; "customer's credit allowance has 
been exceeded, so signal for manual credit 
authorization before shipment"; etc. 

3. Decisions based solely on the sequence 
of processing to date is easily understood by 
the example of the case of substitutions 
allowed for out-of-stock orders. If it is 
assumed that item A may be substituted for 
item B if necessary, and vice versa, the 
procedure must prevent a second substitu
tion if, after the first is tried, the second 
item is found to be also out of stock. 

It is recognized that machine systems 
have been built that handled all three 
types of decisions by means of a single 
decision element acitlated as a result of 
arithmetic operations. However, for all 
decision types other than the second, this 
method increases the requirement for 
arithmetic operations not associated 
directly with the requirements of the 
problem, which, in turn increases the 
complexity of programming otherwise 
straight-forward applications. 

I t was early recognized that the most 
direct method of machine-actuated de
cision-making was through the use of the 
control-panel concept and direct relay
switching of control impulses. The con
cept of the selector is well understood, and 
separate selector systems could be pro
vided for each of the three types of de
cision element required. However, con
trol-panel operation of the informa
tion-transfer function becomes unwieldy 
for large amounts of relatively poorly
sequenced data, particularly if the nature 
of the problem eliminates the possibility 
of considering the information as being 

INPUT 
(CARD READER) 

OUTPUT 
(PRINTER & 

PUNCH) 

Fig. 3. Over-all aspects of the system 
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grou ped in elements of fixed word length. 
Thus, to handle variable-length informa
tion fields on a pure control-panel basis, 
it would appear necessary to utilize the 
technique of the basic tabulating account
ing machine, that of carrying an individual 
wire for each character to be transferred 
and utilizing mass selection to program 
the problem. While this offers several 
advantages for the limited amount of 
format change required in output printing, 
and is used in the system for that applica
tion, it does not appear feasible for the 
major information transfer system. 

Stored-program concepts used to date 
also offered several disadvantages. Vari
ous solutions to the variable-field-length 
problem are available, usually based on a 
record mark either inherent in the record 
itself or programmed into the machine by 
way of an intermediate transfer register. 
Both of these approaches put artificial 
restrictions on the programming and, in 
general, introduce program steps that are 
necessary because of machine restrictions 
and do not contribute directly to the 
processing of the transaction. Decision
making by way of traditional stored
program concepts was too unwieldy even 
to be considered (as it usually is based on 
single binary choices resulting from real 
or induced arithmetic inequalities). 

The basic control system for the IBM 
Type 305 is a compromise offering the 
best features of both the control panel 
and the stored-program control systems. 
All information transfers during trans
action processing are made through a 
stored program~ The necessity for record 
marks is eliminated by specifying the 
number of characters to be transferred 
as part of the instruction. Each ten
character instruction thus completely 
specifies a single reproducing operation. 
The track and starting column addresses 
of both the sending and receiving process 
drum tracks involved are written, followed 
by the two-digit quantity of the number of 
characters to be transmitted. Arith
metic operations, in the form of addition, 
subtraction, distribution, and multi plica-
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Fig. 4. IBM Type 
305 RAMAC 

tion (absolute values only) were treated as 
information-transfers and programmed 
with the same form of instruction. Arith
metic entered into the basic format speci
fication only because of our language in
consistencies. We read alphabetic in
formation from left to right and do arith· 
metic from right to left. In order to 
propagate carries during arithmetic proc
esses, the internal information transfers 
are made in a right-to-Ieft manner. Thus, 
the starting column address for any trans
fer is the low-order column of the field. 
The system is completely analogous to 
setting up card processing routines, with 
added conveniences, such as the ability 
to distribute a single quantity into up to 
ten adjacent accumulators on two instruc
tions, one of which would probably be 
necessary for a later mUltiplication in any 
case. 

All logical decisions are made by means 
of selector wiring on the control panel. 
Process control may be passed at will 
between the two forms of control. In
structions follow in numerical sequence 
until after one is executed that is 
"flagged" by one of 47 symbols denoting 
transfer to the control panel. At this 
time, a control pulse is available from the 
corresponding one of 47 exit hubs on the 
panel. This pulse may be sent through a 
selector network and control returned to 
any instruction in the stored program, 
thus restarting the sequence. In this 
manner, multichoice decisions are made 
on a single operating cycle to the control 
panel. 

The available decision elements, as 
noted in the foregoing, are all selectors. 
The three types of decisions are handled 
by three differently actuated sets of 
selectors. These are as follows: 

1. Recognition decisions are made by 
means of a character selector that consists of 
points on a selector tree that is actually a 
single-character relay register. Any char
acter in any record may be sent to this 
register, replacing its previous contents. 
This character then controls up to a 48-way 
choice by a single interrogation of the 
character selector. 

2. Status decisions are made on several 
bases. Each of the ten accumulators carries 
its sign in relay storage, the points of which 
are available as selectors on the control 
panel. . Thus, decisions may be made as to 
the status (plus, zero, or minus) of each of 
up to ten accumulators, at any time. Fur
ther status decisions may be made as a result 
of field comparison, identical or not, and on 
whether or not any significant information 
other than zero or blank was transmitted on 
the most recent information transfer. This 
arrangement is very convenient in spread
card applications. 

3. Positional decisions may be made using 
latch-type relay selectors that can be picked 
up or dropped out by control pulses on the 
panel. Means for pulse-delay are also 
provided to eliminate relay races in setting 
up selector sequences through the points of 
controlled selectors. 

Operation of the resulting system has 
demonstrated the flexibility and ease of 
programming built into the design. As 
predicted, programming has turned out to 
be essentially a matter of layout card 
forms for conventional punched-card 
systems. Most process decisions neces
sary are reached as by-products of useful 
operations and usually are built by a 
straight-through programming by in
formation transfer--coming to the control 
panel once after all preliminary conditions 
are established. Although the I machine 
has facilities for modifying its own stored 
instructions by internal operations, this is 
very rarely done. The main reason is 
that the instruction used is extremely 
powerful as compared to the conventional 
single-address operation, and all instruc
tions are directly useful operations. Thus, 
the total number of instructions necessary 
to perform most transaction processing is 
usually relatively small. The secondary 
reason is that if the immediate instruction 
capacity of the process system should be 
exceeded for a given application, it is 
usually easier and faster to bring in ten 
new instructions as a single record than 
it is to perform arithmetic operations on 
one or two. Thus, the objectives of 
designing a straightforward process system 
to handle inline mechanized accounting 
were met largely by a correct choice of 
basic control procedure. This procedure 
should prove to be equally applicable to 
larger, faster machine systems designed 
for in-line processing. 

General System Organization 

Fig. 4 is a picture of the IBM Type 305 
RAMAC. Physically, there' are four 
distinct units within the system. At the 
right of the picture is the console which 
contains a card reader, switches and lights 
for control of the machine, and a key
board and printer for file inquiry and 
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system test. The unit in the center is 
called the main frame and consists of the 
magnetic disk random access file at the 
right, the processing unit behind the two 
center panels, and the power supply be
hind the panel to the far left. To the 
left are the output units. In the back
ground is the Type 323 card punch and in 
the foreground is the Type 370 printer. 

Fig. 5 shows the system organization 
of the Type 305 RAMAC. Information 
enters the system via the card reader 
shown in the upper right-hand edge of the 
diagram. The information is written 
directly from the reading brushes onto 
a magnetic drum housed in the processing 
unit. On the next card cycle the informa
tion is read at a check station and com
pared with the data on the drum. Follow
ing a successful check the information is 
available under program control within 
the process unit. With the use of two 
tracks for input it is possible to parallel 
card feeding and processing operations. 

The processing unit contains a mag
netic drum with 33 tracks of 100 characters 
each and the circuitry for manipulating 
information on the drum according to a 
program that is also stored on the drum. 
Twenty of the drum tracks can be directly 
addressed from the program counter and 
make 200 program steps directly available 
for use. Additional program steps may be 
brought from any storage in the system 
and the 20 program tracks may be used 
for general storage as well as program 
storage. In addition, there are four 
general storage tracks, three tracks used 
in the arithmetic system, a track for use 
with the keyboard and printer unit on the 
console, two tracks used for output, and a 
timing track. The random-access file 
is connected to the processing unit at two 
points. The address register, which 
specifices the record to be read from the 
file, is a five position storage unit. Num
bers from any part of the process unit may 
be sent to this unit. The selected record 
of the file unit, as specified by the address 
register, is available to the process unit 
for reading to procure information from 
the file and for writing to place new infor
mation in the file. The results of the 
processing are sent to the output track 
on the drum. The printer and punch 
take data directly from this track and 
print and punch it according to the rules 
set down on their respective control 
panels. 

An inquiry system to allow calling 
records from the file independently of 
normal processing operations had been 
provided. The location of the required 
record is keyed into the keyboard, and at 
an appropriate time this record is procured 
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from the file and placed on a special track 
into the process unit. Typing of the 
record from this track proceeds independ
ently of normal processing. 

Information Transfer 

Information transfer between the proc
ess drum and the file occurs in blocks of 
100 characters. Information transfer 
within the process drum may occur in 
blocks of from 1 to 100 characters accord
ing to the stored program instructions. 
Fig. 5, which depicts the transfer of in
formation between two tracks of the proc
ess drum and the input-output section, 
shows how the first eight characters of 
the basic instruction are used to specify 
this transfer of information. Fig. 6 
shows the means depicted for executing 
the basic transfer instruction. 

All information transfers are routed 
through a 100-column core buffer unit. 
For the execution of any given instruc
tion, the input to the core buffer is switched 
to the track which is to deliver the infor
mation. On the reading cycle the path 
from that track to the core buffer is closed 
at a time corresponding to that when the 
first position to be read is under the head 
on that track. The path remains closed 
until the number of characters specified 
by the "length" in the instruction have 
been transmitted, at which time the path 
is opened. The output of the core buffer 
is switched to the track which is to receive 
information, and that path is closed and 
opened during the writing cycle accord
ing to the position where writing is to start, 
as specified in the instruction. 

The processing unit executes informa
tion-transfer instructions in sequence, as 
specified by a program counter which con
trols the next instruction to be read. The 
instruction reading is indicated in the 

TRACK A 

TRACK K 

TRACK P 

~~~ _m ... 
~~ 
POSITION POSITION 

center of Fig. 5. The "tens" position 
of the instruction register controls which 
program track is to be read from, and the 
"units" position controls which of the 
ten-position instructions on that track is 
to be read into the instruction register. 
Once an instruction is in the instruction 
register, the static contents of this register 
control the actual information transfer, as 
outlined above. 

Arithmetic operations in this machine 
are handled in substantially the same 
manner as information transfer instruc
tions. The accumulator system is a 
track on the process drum plus the neces
sary circuitry to handle algebraic addition 
and subtractions. If the accumulator 
track is specified as the receiving track in 
an information transfer instruction, the 
numeric value of that information is 
added to the value already on the ac
cumulator track and the result is written 
on the accumulator track. Actually, the 
accumulator track may be specified as 
the receiving track in two ways, ADD or 
SUBTRACT. In either case the arithmetic 
system notes the signs of the two numbers 
passing through it, notes the instruction 
specification of ADD or SUBTRACT, derives 
the proper result, and writes this result 
back on the accumulator track. The 
circuitry is arranged to treat the 100 posi
tions of the accumulator track as ten 
individual ten-position accumulators. 
Each of the ten accumulators has its own 
sign associated with it. Carries between 
accumulators are not allowed, and an 
overflow device is included to indicate this 
condition, should it occur. Transfers out 
of the accumulator track can either reset 
the part read out or not, according to the 
way that the accumulator is specified on 
the read-out instruction. There is no 
restriction as to the number of positions 
that may be read to the accumulator 

Fig. 5. Means depicted for executing basic transfer instruction 
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track on a transfer instruction. Thus, 
several additions may be completed on a 
single instruction. 

As with addition, multiplication is also 
handled as an information-transfer in
struction. There is a multiplicand track, 
and specification of this as the receiving 
track will cause the number transmitted 
to be written on this track ten times. A 
maximum of nine characters can be read 
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to this track. Specification of the multi
plier as the receiving track in an instruc
tion will cause multiplication of the num
ber transmitted on this instruction by the 
number on the multiplicand track. The 
product is stored in the first two accumula
tors on the accumulator track. The 
multiplication process is simple, in that 
each multiplier digit merely chooses when 
to start adding the information on the 

multiplicand track into the product 
register. The multiplicand track may be 
used for operations other than multiplica
tion. One such use is to send a number 
there and then add all or part of this track 
to the accumulator track. In this manner 
the same number can be used to affect 
balances in several accumulators in a 
single instruction. This distribution func
tion is the reason for writing the tenth field 
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on the multiplicand track of the arith
metic system. 

Any information-transfer instruction 
can be converted from an actual transfer 
to a comparison of the data specified on 
the "From" and "To" tracks by placing 
a 1 in the tenth position of the instruction. 
The result of the comparison is made 
available for control operations to be 
described later. Thus, if we wish to com
pare a name that is on track A from posi
tions 20 to 44 with a name that is on 
track J from positions 65 to 89, we would 
write the following instruction: 

A 44 J 89 25 ( )1 

There is also a field compare operation 
made possible by inserting a 2 in the tenth 
position of the instruction. This instruc
tion compares the data from the two 
tracks specified and makes comparison 
results from each block of ten characters 
on the tracks available for control opera
tions to be described later. 

In addition to the drum tracks already 
mentioned, there are two other units 
that may be specified as receiving loca
tions in an information transfer instruc
tion; these are the address register and 
the character selector. The address 
register is a five-digit storage unit where 
numbers are placed to specify the loca
tion of the records required from the file. 
A regular information transfer instruc
tion is used to place a number in the 
register. A subsequent operation causes 
the arm on the file unit to go to the loca
tion specified. The character selector is 
a one-position storage unit to which any 
character in the system may be sent using 
an information transfer instruction. This 
may be analyzed partially or completely 
during a control operation. 

This completes the discussion of the 
information-transfer aspects of the 305 
system design. In summary, the objec
tives were to provide an effective yet 
readily understandable means for manip
ulating information in a manner required 
in business data processing. In general, 
the 305 has achieved this by: 

1. Handling alphabetic and numeric in
formation with equal facility. 

2. Providing for variable-length transfers 
as a basic characteristic of the system. 

3. Including an arithmetic system capable 
of handling several numeric balances simul
taneously. 

4. Providing an alpha-numeric comparison 
facility. 

Processing Control 

Among the requirements of data proc
essing are a means for altering the way 
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in which different situations are handled. 
As was pointed out in the first portion of 
this paper, the 305 uses two mechanisms 
for accomplishing the required results. A 
stored program is used for information 
transfer and a control panel for the con
trol functions. The general approach is 
to set up the conditions for control with 
the information transfer instructions and 
then to wire the means of considering these 
conditions on a control panel. The ninth 
character of the instruction provides the 
means for testing these conditions at a pre
determined point in the instruction se
quence. An alphabetic character is 
placed in the ninth position of an instruc
tion, and at the completion of the execu
tion of this instruction the number in the 
program counter is dropped, and an im
pulse is made available on the control 
panel via the hub corresponding to the 
letter used in the instruction. This hub 
will be wired through various decision 
elements back to an entry point in the 
instruction sequence. Physically, the 
impulse travels through relay points con
trolled by the decision elements and picks 
up a new position in the program counter. 
The position that is picked up is deter
mined by the status of the decision ele
ments and the control panel wiring. 

The decision elements available on the 
control panel are as follows: 

1. Condition of the 10 accumulators-plus, 
minus, and zero. 

2. Contents of the character selector. 

3. Status of the latest comparison made. 

4. Status (blank field or not) of the latest 
information transfer or field comparisons 
made. 

5. Status of a group of latch selectors 
(relays) that have been picked or dropped at 
previous control points. 

With these decision elements, the 
normal process in programming an appli
cation is to set up the conditions for several 
decisions and then to make a multiple 
branch in the program. The net result 
of the control system is to provide a 
mechanism whereby many instructions 
do not have to be utilized in making the 
decisions necessary in the process. 

This aim is accomplished by concen
trating the decisions to a few points on 
the program. Another feature of the sys
tem lies in the programming simplicity 
achieved, where the programmer can 
physically put his decisions together on 
the panel without an elaborate review and 
rearrangement of the stored program. 
This latter feature is particularly advan
tageous, as it is usually in the control 
area that the more intricate problems in 
a program develop, and here the program
mer has a chance to consider these prob-

lems independent of the more voluminous 
but less intricate information transfer. 

Input-Output File Controls 

An important part of the 305 design is 
the operation and control of the input, out
put, and file units. The three aspects of 
importance in considering these units 
are: (1). the means of initiating operations 
of each unit, (2). the controls within each 
unit are substantially independent of the 
process unit, and (3). the interlock system 
between these units and the process 
unit. Operations for the input, output, 
and file units are initiated by control 
panel wiring. 

The controls within each unit must be 
discussed for each unit. On the card 
reader two tracks are provided. The 
card reads directly to one track, while the 
other track is available to the process 
unit. A card-feed impulse transfers the 
track just used by the process unit to 
card-read status, and the other track from 
card-read status to availability to the 
process unit. This impulse also initiates 
feeding a new card to the track just placed 
in the card-read status. 

The printer and punch both obtain in
formation from a single output track. 
The control as to what information to 
print or punch and how, is within the 
print and punch units. In this manner 
the process unit only need place the re
quired information on the output track. 
Print functions such as format arrange
ment, zero suppression, etc, are specified 
on the print control panel. Punch 
arrangement on the card is specified on a 
punch control panel. The print or punch' 
signal initiates the proper operation. 
Information on the output track is 
analyzed to determine the specification 
as to the mode of printing and ,punching. 

The file is given a new address by 
transferring a number to the address 
register which starts the file access mech
anism into motion. 

A similar interlock system is used for 
integrating the operations of all peripheral 
units with the process unit. The basic 
approach in the interlocking system is to 
achieve a basic overlap of operations such 
as card feeding, processing, printing, 
punching, and file seeking. This over
lap has been achieved by providing suffi
cient controls for each unit such that inter
locks are required only when there is a 
conflict in the needs of two of the units. 
An example of such a conflict would be 
for the process unit to attempt writing on 
the output track when printing and 
punching of the data there from the pre
vious operations had not been completed. 
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At such points an interlock would be 
effected. Writing on the output track 
would be prevented until such time as 
printing and punching were complete. 
Similar interlocks are effected for card 
reading and other operations where these 
conflicts can develop. 

The result of the interlocking and input
output-file controls is such that for any 
given application the time chargeable to a 
transaction on the machine is the longest 
of the card feed, print, punch or processing 
functions for that transaction instead of 
the sum of these. At any given time, it 
will be normal for the machine to be 
processing a given transaction, feeding the 
card for the next transaction, and printing 
the results of the previous transaction. 

Discussion 

W. Y. Stevens (Cornell University): Can 
you give a rough monthly rental figure for 
the equipment shown in Fig. 4? 

Mr. Lesser: Strictly speaking, this is a 
matter outside of engineering, but the last 
number that was heard, which seems cor
rect, is $3,200 a month. 

W. L. Wetmore (Corning Glass Works): 
Can more than one memory unit be attached 
to one such computer unit? 

Mr. Lesser: Again, to use an answer from 
one of the previous speakers, from a logical 
point of view there is nothing that would 
prevent this. 

Chairman Howard: If not, can separate 
units (complete) have access to data con
tained in the other? In either case, what 
are the practical limits? 

Mr. Lesser: This machine system is a first 
attempt at this kind of a device, and no such 
options have been announced to date. One 
of the things about the large file concept is 
that it makes a very fine large-scale buffer 
between devices of different kinds. From a 
theoretical standpoint, there is no reason 
why you could not have multiple processing 
stations operating on a single file or, con
versely, multiple files operating on a single 
processing station. The probable limita
tions would be a matter of balance, rather 
than anything else. In other words, to 
oversimplify, it probably would not pay to 
have several thousand files attached to a 
single device doing 10,000 transactions a 
day. 

C. Lammers (John Diebold & Associates): 
What is the access time per record when the 
access arm is at the desired disk? When the 
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Table I. Machine Speeds 

Unit Speed 

Card feed.. 125 cards per min
ute 

Printer. . . .. 50 columns per .30 cards per 
second minute 

Punch. ... . 100 cards per min-
ute 

Process unit . 30 ms per STEP+20 ms per STEP 

WIth control transfer 
File. . . . . . .. .0 8 second maxi- .. 0 15 second 

mum minImum 

Machine Speeds 

The speeds of the various units within 
the RAMAC system were set to achieve 

• 
access arm must search for the desired disk, 
what is the access time per disk? 

Mr. Lesser: The access time per record 
when the access arm is at the desired disk 
and track is exactly the same situation as on 
a drum. If the disk array rotates at 1,200 
revolutions per minute, you always have to 
wait a full drum revolution (in spite of 
"averages") because your record is always 
the furthest one away. In theory, it would 
be half a disk revolution or of the order of 25 
milliseconds. When one uses the access 
mechanism as a receiving address and sends 
a 5-digit number which corresponds to one 
of the 50,000 records being looked for, the 
arm takes off immediately. There is com
plete overlap, so that the machine can con
tinue processing until it needs the informa
tion from the file. An interlock is only hit 
if the needed information has not arrived. 
The mechanical access time runs between 
about 150 milliseconds if one is on or very 
close to the same track on the same disk, up 
to 200 milliseconds if on the same disk, and 
up to about 750 or 800 milliseconds if one 
must go from inside the top disk to inside 
the bottom disk. Statistically, it works out 
to about 600 milliseconds on the average, 
on a true random basis. 

E. Buejer (Underwood): How many tubes 
in the equipment? 

Mr. Lesser: There are 1,520 tubes in the 
version described. 

M. J. Mendelson (Norden-Ketay): What 
do you do about description-type stock 
numbers which are not commensurate with 
your coordinate system of addressing? 

Mr. Lesser: This is called automatic 
addressing and is a subject of several 
papers. There seem to be two classes of 
papers on this. One of them, of course, is a 

a balance in the time that each unit spends 
upon a given transaction. The printer 
was the first unit chosen and the 'speeds in 
the remainder of the system are balanced 
to the printer speed. Tables I gives the 
speeds of the various units in the RAMAC 
system. 

In any given problem the over-all 
machine speed will be limited by one of 
these units. In loading the file from cards, 
the machine will normally be card-feed 
limited, and in punching the file on cards, 
punch-limited. In a typical billing job it 
would probably be printer-limited. At 
two seconds per line we get 1,800 lines 
per hour. At reasonable utilization rates, 
the objective for the machine of 10,000 
line items per day can be achieved. 

group of highly mathematical "randomiz
ing" approaches. The other line is a rather 
clever "let us try and do it and see what 
happens. " In essence, one performs some 
kind of repeatable randomizing operation
randomizing is a poor word. What you are 
trying to do is get a more or less uniform 
distribution of the part numbers of interest 
in the portion of the file that you have 
allotted for them. One way is to take a 
certain segment of the descriptive part 
number, square it, take a piece out of that 
and multiply that by a packing factor and 
use this as an address. The "optimum" 
segment of the part number is picked-this 
is where the cleverness pays off. 

One of the properties of the device is that 
ten records are available at one mechanical 
location of the access mechanism. A tech
nique that has been used (it seems to work 
quite well) is to compute only a four-digit 
address, and then use one of the ten records 
thus found for an index to the other nine. 
Then the actual part number is used to find 
which of the other nine records available at 
the access location is the desired one, or if it 
is "overflowed" to another location, or if the 
desired record is not in the file at all. Over
flows on very simple-minded randomizing 
schemes (trying to pack the file 80 per cent 
full, say) are of the order of 7 per cent. 
There is an old rule in the business that is 
known as the 20-80 rule: 20 per cent of 
your items are 80 per cent of your activity. 
So when the file is loaded in the first place, 
the very active items are put in first, the 
very dead items last, with all others in be
tween (using the same technique to load as 
will later be used to search). Thus, the 
very great majority of activity is directly to 
the desired disk track, and the occasional 
overflows (requiring another mechanical 
access) are so infrequent as to make little 
difference to the average transaction rate of 
of the system. 

Lesser, Haanstra-The RAMA C 



Conference Summary 

JOHN W. CARR III 

HARDLY had our Conference chair
man, on Monday, opened the ses

sions than the major problems of our 
somewhat diffuse computer field began to 
raise their ugly heads one by one from the 
platform. 

Mr. Engstrom, who works for the 
Defense Department, immediately raised 
for most of us and for himself the ques
tion-How can an art, a science, an in
dustry, if you will (depending upon how 
you look at it), with such tremendous 
"pay-off" in individual human effort, fail 
to be inflationary in its own require
ments for manpower and material? The 
questioner from the audience who face
tiously asked Mr. Engstrom (and I 
don't know whether he was so facetious, 
after all) why his organization did not 
stop creating demand for computer 
personnel might just as well have, like 
King Canute, ordered the waters to roll 
back. The stakes in' automatic digital 
information machines in the Defense 
Department and its grim war games are 
so high that such things as the hushed 
salary discussions in a corner of the 
lobby, or the quiet descriptions of the 
newest project that can be worked on, 
have to be allowed to continue. 

Even Mr. Whitelock of the Navy De
partment cannot hide the problem that 
his and every other organization must 
face, both before and after the equip
ments are obtained: Where are the 
people to come from who will develop, 
maintain, and use these new monsters, 
devourers of both information and per
sonnel? Mr. Calhoun, in his travelog of 
computers through 15 countries, returned 
to this theme. In England and on the 
continent, he notes, the men who a few 
months ago were leaders in university 
laboratories have now left their graduate 
students behind, or else have taken these 
students with them, to work in one of 
many new commercial computer design 
laboratories. Here in this country the 
program for these sessions has reiterated 
the problem. 

Three years ago, a joint computer con
ference was studded with papers by 
university personnel and members of 
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university laboratories. Today, with the 
exception of ably presented papers from 
the Massachusetts Institute of Tech
nology's Lincoln Laboratory and the 
Stanford Research Institute, no univer
sity representatives are participating 
except in the less important positions of 
chairmen and, of course, conference 
summarizers. 

This is not a complaint, but a call to 
meditation. There are in fact still ac
tivities continuing in universities, and I 
might mention a few. First of all, 
Prof. Pedis and a small group at Purdue 
University and the Carnegie Institute of 
Technology are among the first to write 
an algebraic language and a translater for 
two different (and competing) machines, 
so that problems in the same language 
can be performed both an IBM (Inter
national Business Machines Corporation) 
and Datatron equipment. Prof. Scott 
and a small group at Michigan are 
developing important teaching tech
niques in computer design. Their build
ing-block computer has been begun, and 
they are carrying on fundamental re
search in high-speed components. Prof. 
Rubinoff of the University of Pennsyl
vania, with graduate students and other 
professors, has finally shown that digital 
computers can outdo analog computers 
in real-time simulation. Prof. Meagher 
and his group at Illinois University have 
plans for a computer with speeds to 
match any discussed at the conference. 
And there are others. 

These are, however, I am afraid, iso
lated cases with tenuous futures. In 
general, the problem can be stated thus: 
In the area of computer design, are we 
letting the wells run dry at the source? 
First, the role of the universities here 
shall be that of a critic. As someone 
has said, if you cannot produce, teach; 
if you cannot teach, become a critic. 

There were other omissions from the 
program that are worth pointi.ng out. 
First, the absence of automatic program
ming techniques and any discussion about 
them should be marked. This is not in 
criticism of the program committee; I 
have in my files a copy of a letter of some 
months ago written by one of the members 
bemoaning the lack of papers in that 
area. We have not heard any discussions 
about automatic programming techniques 
at the meetings, but there do exist such 

new computer techniques in the lan
guages such as that of Professor Pedis' 
common language for the 650 and the 
Datatron, the Boeing common language 
for the Univac Scientific and the IBM 
types 650 and 701, the Fortran language 
for the 704, and the AT -3 algebraic 
translators planned for the Univac. 

The absence here, I think, is one of 
communication, and instead of the arti
ficial wall tumbling down between the 
logical designer in hardware on the one 
side and the logical designer in stored 
programs on the other side, it appears 
from this meeting that the wall rises 
higher than ever. 

Take, for example, the idea of what I 
shall call "associative memory." We 
all have it. When you think of Christ
mas, you think, perhaps, in terms of 
snow and your overshoes and your wife, 
who reminds you to put them on, and so 
forth. 

The first such man-planned associative 
memory that I know of has been pro
programmed by Cliff Shaw at the Rand 
Corporation, working with Newell and 
Simon of the Carnegie Institute of 
Technology. They term this rather 
amorphous portion of the J ohnniac 
internal memorv "The Pit," because 
they can toss any piece of information 
they wish to remember at random into 
any vacant position in this "blob," if 
you will, with the full anticipation of 
retrieving it later on as part of a se
quence of associations. Remembering 
how B-boxes and floating-point finally 
became part of the hardware, I will 
rather softly predict that perhaps one 
of the future uses of Mr. Buck's cryotron 
might be in such an associative memory. 

Our third problem, then, is communi
cation; and no one put it more eruditely 
or wittily than Sir Watson-Watt. Those 
of us who had the pleasure of hearing 
him at the luncheon heard him beg us to 
break our semantical chains in computer 
communications. I extend the plea to 
urge all of us to try to overcome the 
artificial barriers that appear more and 
more to isolate the user from the de
signer. 

Here, then, are three problems that 
have thrust themselves rather osten
tatiously before us, starting from Mr. 
Engstrom's opening remarks: 

1. The problem of manpower, or how to 
continue to find personnel to satisfy the 
needs of ,Lll everexpanding computer re
search ecunomy. 

2. The problem of the preservation and 
rehabilitation of the position of the univer
sities in the area of computer circuits, de
sign, and logic. 
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3. The problem of intercommunication 
across the artificial barriers, such as, for 
example, that which separates the logical 
program designer from the logical hardware 
designer. 

I do not pretend, of course, to have 
the complete answers to these three 
problems, or that there are any, but I 
shall put forth a tentative beginning 
toward a solution. 

The three problems are intimately in
terrelated. They all involve, as you 
might suspect, our university research 
and educational programs. This ten
tative solution does not, oddly enough, 
require vast sums of money, but instead 
requires a great deal of something more 
often in much shorter sapply, even in our 
own field-imagination. 

The shortage of professional computer 
manpower cannot be relieved by artifi
cially bidding up what little there now 
is in supply. New additions must, as 
Mr. Engstrom says, come from outside. 
And I add, they can only come from 
below, from persons developed by uni
versity professional graduate programs. 
One obviously cannot relieve the shortage 
by hiring those university electrical en
gineering and mathematics professors 
that show signs of ability, and taking 
them away from their present posts. 
And may I add, on the subject of pros
titution, that when a university pro
fessor finds a student of 4 years before 
earning 4 or 5 thousand dollars more 
than he does, even his professional 
chastity begins to totter. N or can one 
relieve the shortage by drawing away 
the better graduate students to the 
computer design and development lab
oratories before they acquire their Ph.D.'s. 
No matter how one disguises it, a com
merciallaboratory, in my opinion, is not 
a university. 

Instead, a little "seed money," ju
diciously placed, might prove an ex
ceedingly high "payoff." Suppose the 
high light of the Joint Computer Con
ference 2 years from now were to be the 
presentation of the prize-winning paper 
by a university graduate student in the 
area of information systems design? 
A prize of $5,000 for further study in the 
area of computers, provided by, perhaps, 
Mr. Engstrom's employers, supervised 
by the National Science Foundation, and 
judged under the auspices of the Joint 
Computer Conference, would be, it seems 
to me, a worth while enticement to 
many a bright yoang engineer or scien
tist. 

Or what about the professors? The 
trend has been obviously, on purpose or 
not, away from using university research 
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talent at the universities. The trend 
has been, rightly or wrongly, away from 
encouraging university work on com
puter systems. Even if those who 
parcel out the resources in Washington 
believe that the day of the university 
over -all systems design is dead (and I 
believe that that decision would be ut
terly absurd), university research and 
talent can still be used on smaller por
tions of the over-all problem: Paper 
designs of systems, storage components 
and circuitry, and aatomatic program
ming. When university research in com
puters disappears, university teaching in 
that area crumbles, and when the latter 
happens, not even a trickle of qualified 
graduate students educated in any depth 
will talk to your recruiting personnel as 
they make the rounds. 

Finally, on the problem of communica
tions: How is a discipline organized so 
that it can intercommunicate? Gen
erally, that job is a labor of love by uni
versity professors who pass the disci
pline on, better organized, better evalu
ated, and better placed in the proper 
perspective. Who write the treatises 
and the textbooks that serve as the 
starting points for the newcomers in the 
field? Again, persons in the universities. 
Who, in the final analysis, develop the 
glossaries and the standard terminology? 
Committees of the professional and 
technical societies, nominally, yes, but 
the university teachers accept or reject 
them, mold and shape them, in passing 
them on to the next generation. 

There is no easy solution to these 
problems that have been jointly posed. 
My argument is that the answer is not 
in killing the goose that lays the golden 
eggs, by hiring away professors, neglect
ing the granting of university contracts 
in computer design and development, 
leaving the universities as the last re
search areas in our societies to have ade
quate high-powered computational equip
ment. 

Nevertheless, I do not want to under
estimate the assistance given to the uni
versities by several organizations. The 
industry, and the government that re
ceives its benefits, owe much to the be
ginnings made at the University of 
Pennsylvania, the Massachusetts Insti
tute of Technology, the Institute for 
Advanced Study, the University of Illi
nois, and other schools. The rules of re
search productivity do not change over
night. 

Therefore I shoald like to say, as the 
result of our meditations, that if a lack 
of imagination, not of money, a lack of 
reasoned self -interest on the part of some 

manufacturers and, perhaps, a weakening 
under obvious press ares on the part of 
Mr. Engstrom's employers, leave no 
computer systems design or circuitry re
search in the universitites, or very little, 
as a result, your new designs may fit only 
the average commercial user'~ adequate 
pocketbook and inadequate imagination. 

Feed a little "seed money" of the many 
millions being spent into this area, and 
there is a chance that the problems of 
personnel, advanced research, and in
tercommunication may still be resolved. 

Again, as a critic in the more nearly 
true sense of the word, let us go on from 
Mr. Engstrom's and Mr. Whitelock's 
discussion. Let us evaluate the tech
nical and relatively noncontroversial 
problem portions of ol1r program. What 
are the goals of our present computer 
technology? The apparent goal is to 
solve new problems with the following 
characteristics: 

1. Much more input and working data to 
be required. 

2. Necessity for higher speeds in proc
essing. 

3. Necessity for more rapid and more 
nearly random access to the large amounts 
of data required. 

4. The extreme difficulty of formulation, 
and later programming, with the use of 
conventional methods. 

It is my contention that giant strides 
have been made and discussed in the 
3 days in the first three of these areas. 
But in the fourth, the extreme difficulty 
of formulation and later programming 
sti11looms, almost completely untouched, 
as the largest problem of all. 

How are these problems to be solved? 
By producing equipment as follows: 

1. More efficiently mass produced, with a 
lower cost and smaller size. 

2. Much more rapid and therefore much 
less expensive per unit operational cost. 

3. Having more reliable individual ele
ments and therefore much greater over-all 
systems reliability. 

4. Matching better the human to the 
machine, and meanwhile operating more 
automatically and therefore more reliably. 

Again, great strides have been made 
and discussed during the three days' 
session in the first three areas: produc
tion and size, speed and expense, and com
ponent and systems reliability; but the 
improvements in the area of systems 
match to human being, for example, and 
over-all automatism must again await 
the final results of systems which have 
been merely broached or discussed here. 

To meet the needs for greater amounts 
of internal storage combined with more 
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nearly automatic production than that 
offered by the six Swedish girls who wired 
the BESK memory in their living rooms, 
we have been offered, among other things, 
some very interesting devices. A wound 
memory element to replace cores has been 
described by Mr. Tracy. Dr. Rajchman 
proposes solid plates of material, easily 
machined. Pohm and Rubens would 
use magnetic film strips to aid in the pro
duction problems. 

As to reliability, there seems to be 
common agreement that the burial of 
the vacuum tube is long overdue. "The 
King is dead," but there is violent dis
agreement over who the new king should 
be. We have computer circuits with 
almost every possible combination of 
elements. 

There are computers or circuits that 
generally use only transistors and re
sistors in Direct-Coupled Transistor
Logic circuitry, such as the Transac de
scribed by Mr. Maddox, and the Tradic 
Leprechaun described by Mr. Githens. 
Mr. Andrews bases his logic on a non
linear inductance. Mr. Hogue proposes 
a combination of diode gating with non-" 
linear inductance. And finally, Mr. 
Buck proposes circuits made up of non
linear resistance alone in the cryotron, 
with driving power now furnished by a 
refrigerator. The logical designer should 
be a happy man. He apparently has no 
dearth of building blocks to work with. 

The problem of input-output data 
handling, if the number of papers is any 
criterion, has not received the attention 
that the more glamorous but no more 
important circuitry has obtained. The 
three gentlemen from Stanford have 
neatly combined two signals in one 
carrier-magnetic-ink and have shown 
that the presence of large amounts of 
optical noise does not affect magnetic 
reading. Let us hope that they will 
have the chance to extend their device 
to many more symbols on arbitrary page 
formats. 

The ubiquitous transistor turns up 
once again in the Radio Corporation of 
America's transistorized card punch. 
We can only chide the authors mildly by 
reminding them that, while eliminating 
the vacuum tube, they have not yet elim
inated the punched card. The electro
graphic printer and recorder of Epstein 
and Kintner is a working system that de
serves further study. It shows the 
computer user that he is not forever bound 
to mechanical and photographic devices. 
Further effort will be greatly appreci
ated by persons using computing ma
chines to see that the technique of sim
plified display-plotting can be extended. 
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We might divide new systems very 
quickly into "conventional" or "un
conventional" devices, with "conven
tional" or "unconventional" approach. 
Under the first category, which I will 
call "conventional devices with uncon
ventional approach," one might list the 
DATAmatic 1000, the TAPEDrum, 
the National Cash Register Corporation 
(NCR)-304 machine, and the Datafile 
addition to the Datatron system. 

For example, the DATAmatic 1000, 
as discussed by Mr. Smith, is basically 
similar to most data processors, but its 
designers felt that the key element was 
getting information in and out of the 
machine, so they widened their tape. 
Mr. Hollander's discussion this afternoon 
of the T APEDrum, of course, carries 
this procedure to the logical extreme. 
The NCR -304 produces again a conven
tional machine, but with some unconven
tional procedures that are well worth 
noting-for example, the concept of a 
multilength, multiaddress instruction logic 
on their various sorting and file instruc
tions. 

The Datatron system with the Data
file, at about twice the cost of an or
dinary tape mechanism, apparently, is a 
device which will far better satisfy the 
vast majority of the users' needs. 

A second list might be "unconventional 
devices with a conventional approach." 
The Tradic computer uses the newest 
DCTL circuitry, but to me it is very 
much like the old Whirlwind I of almost 
8 years ago, in a smaller box. The 
Transac S-IOOO, discussed by Mr. Mad
dox, is an all-transistor computer, unique 
in its circuitry, but surprisingly like 
the Univac Scientific. The TX-O is a 
very simple machine, built around a 
fantastically large memory. 

Then we can list "unconventional de
vices with an unconventional approach," 
where nothing is spared both in circuitry 
and in components, and logic of design. 
First in the time schedule, apparently, is 
the Univac-Larc for being the first ma
chine produced. Dr. Eckert discussed the 
problem of parallelism of structure. 
There are to be both editing and calculat
ing devices running at the same time, 
with the possibility of two independent 
calculators. There will be solid-state 
components techniques. We have heard 
about several, which may be the fore
runners, from Mr. Bonn and Mr. Torrey, 
Mr. Keilsohn and Mr. Smoliar, on the 
accumulator and the shift register that 
they have devised, using ferractors. We 
heard about the drum file with moving 
and floating heads, of I8-megabit size. 

The machine which was projected 

further into the future, and which there
fore used more "blue sky" components, 
was the IBM Stretch. Mr. Dunwell 
again showed that they intended to use 
parallelism of structure. New tech
niques and circuits are still under de
velopment, aiming at IO-megapulse tran
sistor circuitry. Mr. Lawrence showed 
us an unusual magnetic-core structure at 
speeds of possibly smaller than micro
seconds' access time. Mr. Lesser and 
Mr. Haanstra have talked about the 
magnetic disk, which is part of a 305 
system, but which is also to be part of 
the Stretch, if the discussion is correct. 

Finally, we have had the projected new 
catalog method, making use of the 
cryotron, discussed by Mr. Slade and 
Mr. Buck, in which they told us that they 
could simultaneously detect in coincidence 
one item out of half million in about 10 
microseconds. 

One last point which I think is of in
terest is that both the Larc and the 
Stretch are to be built for the first time 
apparently from the outside in, or some
what so, as an integrated system, in an 
integrated systems approach, with the 
external language of communication as 
the starting point and with automatic 
programming techniques in carrying the 
language on into the middle of the 
machine. The delivery of the machine 
will contain complete compiling systems 
in both cases. 

There is one last omission I would 
note, and I am afraid it will remain 
with 11S for a while. It is that last 
break-through from the pattern of the 
general-purpose selective-sequence stored
program calculator as we know it. 

There are already minor cracks in the 
armor of our historical patterns. We 
see systems in which there are several 
operations being performed concurrently. 
Information is forced through channels 
at a rapid rate by paralleling beyond our 
recent dreams. But our machines are 
still the same old combination of desk 
calculator, girl operator, and notebook, 
that was the model for the EDV AC 
and the Princeton series. Perhaps the 
girl now has two notebooks, or writes 
with both hands, or works two desk 
calculators at once, but the same structure 
is basically there. 

Criticisms of this sort, by nonproducing 
critics, are of course a prerogative only 
of the university person. What have 
I to offer in return ? Just this: Some day, 
on a similar occasion, an engineer or a 
mathematician will come before an au
dience such as I am addressing and de
scribe a device which will accept infor
mation from its environment, process it 
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inductively, meet situations not specifi
cally planned for by its designer or de
signers, and make decisions on a basis of 
"studied reasoning"-whatever that may 
mean. 

To me, this is our ultimate challenge, 
perhaps an unattainable Eldorado, but 
nevertheless, the "controlled thermo
nuclear reaction" of the computer world, 
the "big job," toward which parallel com
puters and megabit memories and solid
state designs are only the stepping
stones and not the ends in themselves. 

Such machines must automatically 
have the ability to accept one another's 
languages, the ability to accept problems 
which have not been formulated for
mally, for which there has not yet been a 
detailed program set down; and they must 
of course have a reliability far beyond 
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that of a human being to avoid any 
momentary aberration. 

Men are thinking about such ma
chines now, sometimes in the large com
mercial laboratories, but more often in 
university departments or independent 
laboratories, talking of inductive ma
chines, learning devices, theorem-provers, 
and environment adaptation. 

Those of us who are readying the 
components should be kept aware of the 
needs. Those of us who are dealing with 
systems should remember our systems' 
present limitations. The job of inter
communication, as Sir Watson-Watt 
noted, is most important. 

What can be done in the final analysis? 
I have heard comments, for example, on 
the size of the meeting. I think its 
growth is vigorous, but the dinosaur 

also had its day of collapse. I offer as a 
companion alternative to complement 
such affairs comparatively tiny meetings 
-10 to 30 people from different organ
izations, meeting across occupational 
boundaries: logical designers with pro
grammers, circuitry personnel with auto
mation specialists, language specialists 
with programmers, and so on. Such 
meetings have already been held, more or 
less successfully-for example, the micro
programming conference at the Massa
chusetts Institute of Technology or the 
automatic programming conference at the 
Carnegie Instiute of Technology. 

The universities, I think, will be 
pleased to serve as stimuli. Meanwhile, 
as a British friend of mine has said, 
"This is the best one of these meetings 
I have ever attended. A lot is going on." 

Carr-Conference Summary 
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